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This book contains the abstracts o f most o f the presentations at this World Conference, 
and gives an idea o f the breadth o f the study o f music at the start o f the 21st Century. 
These abstracts were not orig inally prepared by their authors for publication, and 
some were edited in order to read more easily in English. The Program Chair takes 
fu ll responsibility for, but regrets, any changes in content that may have occurred 
during the editing process. There are other problems as well: E-mail and multiple 
word processing systems tend to om it diacritical marks, and I am afraid many o f them 
have been lost. I apologize in advance fo r this, and hope that developing technology 
w ill allow diacritical marks and formatting commands to transfer more easily for 
future Conferences.

How to locate an abstract: The order and significance o f names varies from country 
to country. In order to make it possible to locate abstracts o f speakers listed in the 
Program, they have been alphabetized under the last separate word in the name (w ith 
the exception o f Jr., II, or other suffix). Thus, for example, Rafael Jose de Menezes 
Bastos is listed under Bastos. The exceptions to this are names from East Asia, 
where they are alphabetized under the name that is given in  capital letters in  the 
program. Thus, for example, WANG Yaohua is listed under WANG. Some panels, 
which are more inform al in their organization, do not provide abstracts fo r each 
participant. The panel abstract can be found under the name o f the organizer.

In addition to the abstracts, a reduced copy o f the Conference Program appears on 
pages 127 - 14411.

The Program Chair would like to thank three graduate students at the University o f 
California at Los Angeles who assisted him  w ith the editing o f the abstracts: Jack 
Bishop, Andrew Connell, and Juniper H ill. W ithout them this book would never 
have been completed. He would also like to thank the members o f the Program 
Committee for their assistance during the past year. We are sorry to report that one o f 
the committee members died, and cannot be w ith us at the Conference to which he 
contributed.
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36th World Conference Program Committee: Prof. Anthony Seeger, U.S.A. (Chair); 
Prof. Samuel M ello Araujo Jr., Brazil; Prof. R.J. de Menezes Bastos, Brazil; Prof. 
Gerard Béhague, U.S.A.; Prof. Dieter Christensen, U.S.A.; Dr. Dumisani Maraire, 
Zimbabwe (deceased); Prof. V ictoria E li Rodriguez, Cuba; Dr. Adrienne L. Kaeppler, 
U.S.A.; Mr. Don Niles, Papua New Guinea; Dr. Jonathan P.J. Stock, U .K.; Prof. 
Yamaguti Osamu, Japan.

Organizing Committee: Prof. Samuel de Araujo, Brazil (Chair); Profa. Elizabeth 
Travassos, Brazil; Profa. Martha Ulhoa, Brazil; Profa. Cássia Frade, Brazil; Prof. 
Mario Costa, Brazil; Profa. Rosa Zamith, Brazil.

The follow ing Institutions and Agencies have provided funding for the conference: 
UNESCO, CNPq, FAPERJ, Fundação José Bonifácio, and various departments and 
sectors o f the Federal University o f Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ).
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ABSTRACTS

Ahmedaja, A rd ian, Austria
C ross-cu ltu ra l Comparisons: A  Study o f the Relationship Between A lbanian  
Folk Songs and Byzantine Chant
Albania was part o f the Byzantine Empire until the Ottoman occupation in the fifteenth 
century. Although today only few Albanians are s till orthodox, sim ilarities can be 
found between some types o f their Folk Songs and the Byzantine Chant. The drone, 
improvisation and the absence o f the instruments seem to play a sim ilar role in the 
Byzantine Chant and the Albanian m ulti-part songs. Therefore a comparison might 
help to get answers about the origin and the age o f these songs.

The Albanian diaspora is very important in this comparison. Many Albanians could 
only survive the Ottoman occupation by leaving their homeland. The majority went 
to Southern Italy. Their descendants, who continue to call themselves Arbèreshè like 
the Albanians o f the fifteenth century, have retained the language, the orthodox religion, 
and parts o f the old tradition. To include them in this comparison means to examine 
the relationship between their Church and Folk Music w ith both the Byzantine Chant 
and the Italian Folk Music in the regions they live, as well as w ith the Albanian Folk 
Songs. The same goes for the Arvanitas in Southern Greece.

The Ottoman occupation lasted more than 500 years and le ft its traces in many areas 
o f Albanian tradition, among them the Albanian Folk Music. One o f them is for many 
Albanians the very “ oriental”  augmented second. But this interval can be found in 
both Byzantine Chant and Arbèreshè music. So it seems that the Albanians knew it at 
least since the time o f the Byzantines; perhaps the maqams o f the orient made it even 
more significant. A t this point a comparison between the Albanian Folk Songs and 
the Byzantine Chant takes on a new dimension. It can help to see the relationship 
between ichos and maqam from a particular point o f view, w ithin the same world, in 
this case the Albanian one.

Aharonian, C oriun, Uruguay 
Technology fo r the Resistance
Uruguay has had a particular experience o f independent disk publishing during the 
last thirty years. Founded by a small group o f artists as a local m ilitant alternative to 
the patterns imposed by the transnational record industry, it  has survived the hard 
dictatorship and the new rules o f the globalizing neo-liberalism that followed that 
period. Ediciones Tacuabé, through two main labels, has had an important role in the
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Ahmedaja, Ardian, Austria
Cross—cultural Comparisons: A Study of the Relationship Between Albanian
Folk Songs and Byzantine Chant
Albania was part of the Byzantine Empire until the Ottoman occupation in the fifteenth
century. Although today only few Albanians are still orthodox, similarities can be
found between some types of their Folk Songs and the Byzantine Chant. The drone,
improvisation and the absence of the instruments seem to play a similar role in the
Byzantine Chant and the Albanian multi—part songs. Therefore a comparison might
help to get answers about the origin and the age of these songs.

The Albanian diaspora is very important in this comparison. Many Albanians could
only survive the Ottoman occupation by leaving their homeland. The majority went
to Southern Italy. Their descendants, who continue to call themselves Arbereshe like
the Albanians of the fifteenth century, have retained the language, the orthodox religion,
and parts of the old tradition. To include them in this comparison means to examine
the relationship between their Church and Folk Music with both the Byzantine Chant
and the Italian Folk Music in the regions they live, as well as with the Albanian Folk
Songs. The same goes for the Arvanitas in Southern Greece.

The Ottoman occupation lasted more than 500 years and left its traces in many areas
of Albanian tradition, among them the Albanian Folk Music. One of them is for many
Albanians the very "oriental" augmented second. But this interval can be found in
both Byzantine Chant and Arbereshe music. So it seems that the Albanians knew it at
least since the time of the Byzantines; perhaps the maqams of the orient made it even
more significant. At this point a comparison between the Albanian Folk Songs and
the Byzantine Chant takes on a new dimension. It can help to see the relationship
between ichos and maqam from a particular point of view, within the same world, in
this case the Albanian one.

Aharonian, Coriun, Uruguay
Technology for the Resistance
Uruguay has had a particular experience of independent disk publishing during the
last thirty years. Founded by a small group of artists as a local militant alternative to
the patterns imposed by the transnational record industry, it has survived the hard
dictatorship and the new rules of the globalizing neo-liberalism that followed that
period. Ediciones Tacuabe, through two main labels, has had an important role in the
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affirmation o f regional cultural values and in the conformation o f a renewed popular 
culture.

The label Tacuabé has been the vehicle for art music w ith, among other things, a 
unique collection o f new music from Latin America. Tacuabé has also served as a 
model for a Brazilian label, Tacape, founded on sim ilar grounds.

Through the label Ayui, devoted to popular music, several Latin American symbols 
have been issued since the seventies. But the most meaningful task— and the most 
d ifficu lt one— has been the support for a new generation o f creators and performers 
bom during the fifties who have become the main phenomenon in the c iv il resistance 
against the dictatorship. This generation has re-established the basis for the choice o f 
genre references by rescuing materials from the Montevideo carnival tradition and 
the affirmation o f a new genre based on the candombe o f the Afro-Uruguayan culture.

This paper deals w ith the conceptual basis o f the work, the strategies used to reach its 
goals, and w ith some o f the creative paths seen as references fo r a discussion of 
dialectics between market forces and the creative issues in small countries.

Helem M . M ota de A lcantara, Brazil/France 
G afeira in  R io de Janeiro (La G afie ira des Cariocas)
For many years the gafieira has been the privileged couple dance in Rio de Janeiro. 
The word gafieira designates the halls, clubs, and associations that hold the dances 
destined to fo r the entertainment o f the working classes. The dance rhythms are 
international— tango, bolero, rumba, cha-cha-cha, as well as Brazilian rhythms such 
as samba and chorinho. In recent years many gafieira dance halls are closing, as they 
are replaced by the bailes funk. The student gafieira is the last survival o f the this 
couple dance in Rio de Janeiro today.

A llen, M atthew, USA
Opening M y M outh About M y Teacher and his Fam ily: Discussing the Tam il 
M usic Movement o f the 1940s in  South Ind ia
M y experience o f South Indian music as a student o f Dr. T. Viswanathan leads me to 
agree w ith Regula Qureshi (2000:15) that art music is “ not only sonic but discursive 
and social, being sustained by, and sustaining, elite culture and ruling power.”  I am 
daily more convinced that ignoring the sociopolitical contexts o f music is equally 
crippling not just to our self-declared anthropological but, equally, musicological or 
musical-theoretical analyses. Despite my certainty that my mentor Viswanathan would 
heartily concur w ith Qureshi’s assessment, however, it has taken me a long time to
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begin explicitly to address issues o f social class and power relations in my research.

A  collective reticence to see the sublime through the social emerged as something o f 
a running theme among researchers o f South Asian art music traditions at the 2000 
SEM conference. The fact that so many studies have focused on the interior technical 
dynamics o f musical structure must, several o f us agreed, be intimately linked to the 
circumstances under which we have studied these traditions. Among these, the 
relationships we form  w ith our teachers and their fam ilies assume critical importance 
in influencing the directions our research takes. We have learned slowly and viscerally 
what in retrospect seems so obvious —  our teachers are not only master teachers and 
performers, but, inevitably, socially situated actors, and this figures very much into 
the music they make. We have learned that conversations inside the fam ily are often 
not meant to go outside the fam ily. We have learned that along w ith the sublime 
divine sound suffusing it, the world o f Indian music performance has been and remains 
an intense arena for the negotiation o f status and power.

Discussion o f the sociopolitical contexts o f Indian art music therefore becomes an 
extremely sensitive issue; opening my mouth about my teacher and his fam ily can 
never be a casual act. In this paper I w ill discuss how my current study o f a socio- 
linguistic-musical movement is being shaped by ongoing negotiation as Viswanathan 
and I talk about how to talk about Tamil Isai (“ Tamil music” ), a movement in which 
his guru and fam ily members played an important role.

Reference: Qureshi, Regula Burckhardt. “ Confronting the Social: Mode o f Production 
and the Sublime for (Indian) A rt Music.”  In Ethnomusicology 44(1): 15-38, 2000.

Ammann, Raymond, Vanuatu

Dance and M usic o f the Nekowiar Celebration on Tanna Island, Vanuatu
When the population o f an area on Tanna has accumulated sufficient pigs, kava and 
yams, the local chief can then decide to organize a nekowiar celebration in order to 
give away all these goods.

Each area o f Tanna maintains a nekowiar relationship w ith a number o f potential 
partner areas. The chief who is going to hold the nekowiar chooses the population o f 
one neighboring area to be invited. To be invited for a nekowiar is not only a joy  in 
respect o f eating pig, drinking kava, and participating in dances, it is also a challenge. 
In reciprocation the guests must give back the same amount o f pigs sometime in the 
future, perhaps even 20 or 30 years later. The guests must organize a nekowiar and 
invite their present hosts.
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Through the label Ayuf, devoted to popular music, several Latin American symbols
have been issued since the seventies. But the most meaningful task—and the most
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against the dictatorship. This generation has re—established the basis for the choice of
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This paper deals with the conceptual basis of the work, the strategies used to reach its
goals, and with some of the creative paths seen as references for a discussion of
dialectics between market forces and the creative issues in small countries.

Helem M. Mota de Alcantara, Brazil/France
Gafeira in Rio de Janeiro (La Gafieira des Cariocas)
For many years the gafieira has been the privileged couple dance in Rio de Janeiro.
The word gafieira designates the halls, clubs, and associations that hold the dances
destined to for the entertainment of the working classes. The  dance rhythms are
international—tango, bolero, rumba, cha-cha-cha, as well as Brazilian rhythms such
as samba and chorinho. In recent years many gafieira dance halls are closing, as they
are replaced by the bailes funk. The student gafieira is the last survival of the this
couple dance in Rio de Janeiro today.

Allen, Matthew, USA
Opening My Mouth About My Teacher and his Family: Discussing the Tamil
Music Movement of the 1940s in South India
My experience of South Indian music as a student of Dr. T. Viswanathan leads me to
agree with Regula Qureshi (2000:15) that art music is "not only sonic but discursive
and social, being sustained by, and sustaining, elite culture and ruling power." I am
daily more convinced that ignoring the sociopolitical contexts of music is equally
crippling not just to our self-declared anthropological but, equally, musicological or
musical-theoretical analyses. Despite my certainty that my mentor Viswanathan would
heartily concur with Qureshi's assessment, however, it has taken me a long time to

A collective reticence to see the sublime through the social emerged as something of
a running theme among researchers of South Asian art music traditions at the 2000
SEM conference. The fact that so many studies have focused on the interior technical
dynamics of musical structure must, several of us agreed, be intimately linked to the
circumstances under which we have studied these traditions. Among these, the
relationships we form with our teachers and their families assume critical importance
in influencing the directions our research takes. We have learned slowly and viscerally•
what in retrospect seems so obvious — our teachers are not only master teachers and
performers, but, inevitably, socially situated actors, and this figures very much into
the music they make. We have learned that conversations inside the family are often
not meant to go outside the family. We have learned that along with the sublime
divine sound suffusing it, the world of Indian music performance has been and remains
an intense arena for the negotiation of status and power.

Discussion of the sociopolitical contexts of Indian art music therefore becomes an
extremely sensitive issue; opening my mouth about my teacher and his family can
never be a casual act. In this paper I will discuss how my current study of a socio-
linguistic-musical movement is being shaped by ongoing negotiation as Viswanathan
and I talk about how to talk about Tamil Tsai ("Tamil music"), a movement in which
his guru and family members played an important role.

Reference: Qureshi, Regula Burckhardt. "Confronting the Social: Mode of Production
and the Sublime for (Indian) Art Music." In Ethnomusicology 44(1):15-38, 2000.

Ammann, Raymond, Vanuatu

Dance and Music of the Nekowiar Celebration on Tanna Island, Vanuatu
When the population of an area on Tanna has accumulated sufficient pigs, kava and
yams, the local chief can then decide to organize a nekowiar celebration in order to
give away all these goods.

Each area of Tanna maintains a nekowiar relationship with a number of potential
partner areas. The chief who is going to hold the nekowiar chooses the population of
one neighboring area to be invited. To be invited for a nekowiar is not only a joy in
respect of eating pig, drinking kava, and participating in dances, it is also a challenge.
In reciprocation the guests must give back the same amount of pigs sometime in the
future, perhaps even 20 or 30 years later. The guests must organize a nekowiar and
invite their present hosts.
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The preparations for the three day celebration o f the nekowiar can last up to one year. 
Besides collecting sufficient food and kava, shelters to house the guests must also be 
constructed and new songs and dances have to be composed and learned. The women 
must create one napen-napen dance for each pig that w ill be killed. These dances w ill 
be performed during the night and, early the follow ing morning, the men o f the hosting 
village perform the toka dance, the most intrinsic moment o f the nekowiar celebration.

The nekowiar celebration on Tanna is s till very much alive, unlike a sim ilar celebration 
in  New Caledonia, today referred to as pilou-pilou, which has not been celebrated 
since the end o f the 19th century. Tanna and New Caledonia are not neighboring 
islands and the tradition o f the two islands is different. There are however astonishing 
sim ilarities in the structure and form  o f the two celebrations that raises the question 
about the existence o f a common regional aesthetic in  ceremonies and ritual.

Angel, A rtu ro  G utierrez del, Mexico
The ‘M ito te ’ Dances: A  System o f Representations Between the Coras and the 
Huichols o f ‘E l G ran Nayar,’ Mexico
The paper I w ill present consists o f the comparison between two types o f dances 
denominated “ mitotes”  that take place among two different ethnic groups from Western 
Mexico. These groups are the Huichol and the Cora, who have performed these dances 
since Pre-Hispanic times. Such dances are found w ith in  a broader system o f 
representations that can be found throughout their own ceremonial cycle. W ithin the 
different “ mitotes,”  I w ill analyze only two o f them: tatei neixa (the peyote dance) 
among the Huichol, and “ mitote”  o f the chicharra done by the Cora. These “ mitotes” 
have correspondence w ith different agricultural activities that I w ill analyze throughout 
the paper.

A rau jo  Jr., Samuel M ello Brazil (Organizer)
Panel - The P o litics O f Experience and In te rp re ta tio n : Reflections on the 
Engagements Between Ethnomusicologists and the M usic-M akers They Study
The importance o f fieldwork in the production o f knowledge o f musical processes 
has been one o f ethnomusicology’s most distinguishing features among the various 
disciplines pursuing that object. However, several notions o f “ fie ld ”  embedded in its 
distinctive research modes involve aprioristic and questionable distinctions between 
“ we”  (researchers) and the “ other”  (studied societies and cultures) which are not 
always readily recognizable.

Recently this sort o f relationship between subject and object has become the focus of 
strong criticism  in face of, on one hand, the so-called “ crisis o f representation’ in
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anthropological sciences, and, on the other, political demands from societies which 
refuse a passive role in the generation o f and control over any knowledge o f themselves.

Reflecting on their respective experience and analytical interpretation during their 
fieldwork w ith local communities (Ilhéus and Cachoeira, in the state o f Bahia, and 
Recife, in the state o f Pemambuco)in Brazil the panelists discuss the role o f participant 
observation in ethnomusicological research. They propose that the overall principle 
o f this participation not be lim ited to the physical presence o f the researcher in a 
given context, but, more importantly that it should lead to the development o f common 
interests between the many subjects o f a shared experience, to an effective 
collaboration, a dialogue, a balanced exchange.

A ll researchers are simultaneously “ interpreting”  and “ being interpreted”  by these 
communities. The researcher’ s role is thus questioned from various angles that take 
into account experience and is claasified according the communities’ own systems o f 
meaning attribution.. Even the idea itse lf o f “ informant”  develops from a questionable 
view o f the fie ld experience. In fact, we interact w ith individuals who are real, historical 
beings and who act through strategies and according to concrete interests. This 
interaction thus yelds mutual expectations o f feedback to the community. Considering 
this “ feedback”  as a necessary outcome o f their relationships w ith their researched 
communities the authors seek to open new perspectives on the subject.

A rau jo  Jr, Samuel M ello, Brazil
Echo and Innovation : G uerra-Peixe’s C ritica l Stance vis-a-vis the Im pact o f 
Com parative Musicology in  B razil, ca. 1950
Research assistants: Pedro de Moura Aragão (UFRJ-PIBIC_CNPq), Eduardo Antonio 
Duque (UFRJ-PIBIC-CNPq), José Carlos Teixeira (UFRJ-FAPERJ-Balcão), and Yahn 
Wagner (UFRJ).
The great Brazilian composer Guerra-Peixe’s (1914-1993) in itia l engagement in 
systematic research on music in oral tradition occurred during his residence in Recife, 
the capital city o f the state o f Pernambuco between 1949 and 1952. During this period, 
Guerra-Peixe maintained intensive contact w ith musical manifestations that defied 
the analytical capacity o f a musician well-trained in the Western concert tradition (he 
had already won at the time international prizes at the BBC and received world 
premieres conducted by Hemann Scherchen), leading him to an urgent search for 
supporting methodological references. This paper is a partial product o f a two-year 
research project funded by CNPq aimed at producing a critical edition o f Guerra- 
Peixe’s writings on fo lk  and popular, including a series o f sparsely found newspaper 
articles and two unpublished monographic studies. It  focuses particularly on the 
researcher’s critical reading o f contemporary exponents o f comparative musicology.
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The preparations for the three day celebration of the nekowiar can last up to one year.
Besides collecting sufficient food and kava, shelters to house the guests must also be
constructed and new songs and dances have to be composed and learned. The women
must create one napen-napen dance for each pig that will be killed. These dances will
be performed during the night and, early the following morning, the men of the hosting
village perform the toka dance, the most intrinsic moment of the nekowiar celebration.

The nekowiar celebration on Tanna is still very much alive, unlike a similar celebration
in New Caledonia, today referred to as pilou-pilou, which has not been celebrated
since the end of the 19th century. Tanna and New Caledonia are not neighboring
islands and the tradition of the two islands is different. There are however astonishing
similarities in the structure and form of the two celebrations that raises the question
about the existence of a common regional aesthetic in ceremonies and ritual.

Angel, Arturo Gutierrez del, Mexico
The `Mitote' Dances: A System of Representations Between the Coras and the
Huichols of 'El Gran Nayar,' Mexico
The paper I will present consists of the comparison between two types of dances
denominated "mitotes" that take place among two different ethnic groups from Western
Mexico. These groups are the Huichol and the Cora, who have performed these dances
since Pre-Hispanic times. Such dances are found within a broader system of
representations that can be found throughout their own ceremonial cycle. Within the
different "mitotes," I will analyze only two of them: tatei neixa (the peyote dance)
among the Huichol, and "mitote" of the chicharra done by the Cora. These "mitotes"
have correspondence with different agricultural activities that I will analyze throughout
the paper.

Araujo Jr., Samuel Mello Brazil (Organizer)
Panel - The Politics Of Experience and Interpretation: Reflections on the
Engagements Between Ethnomusicologists and the Music-Makers They Study
The importance of fieldwork in the production of knowledge of musical processes
has been one of ethnomusicology's most distinguishing features among the various
disciplines pursuing that object. However, several notions of "field" embedded in its
distinctive research modes involve aprioristic and questionable distinctions between
"we" (researchers) and the "other" (studied societies and cultures) which are not
always readily recognizable.

Recently this sort of relationship between subject and object has become the focus of
strong criticism in face of, on one hand, the so-called "crisis of representation' in

anthropological sciences, and, on the other, political demands from societies which
refuse a passive role in the generation of and control over any knowledge of themselves.

Reflecting on their respective experience and analytical interpretation during their
fieldwork with local communities (DMus and Cachoeira, in the state of Bahia, and
Recife, in the state of Pemambuco)in Brazil the panelists discuss the role of participant
observation in ethnomusicological research. They propose that the overall principle
of this participation not be limited to the physical presence of the researcher in a
given context, but, more importantly that it should lead to the development of common
interests between the many subjects o f  a shared experience, to an effective
collaboration, a dialogue, a balanced exchange.

All researchers are simultaneously "interpreting" and "being interpreted" by these
communities. The researcher' s role is thus questioned from various angles that take
into account experience and is claasified according the communities' own systems of
meaning attribution.. Even the idea itself of "informant" develops from a questionable
view of the field experience. In fact, we interact with individuals who are real, historical
beings and who act through strategies and according to concrete interests. This
interaction thus yelds mutual expectations of feedback to the community. Considering
this "feedback" as a necessary outcome of their relationships with their researched
communities the authors seek to open new perspectives on the subject.

Araujo Jr, Samuel Mello, Brazil
Echo and Innovation: Guerra-Peixe's Critical Stance vis-a-vis the Impact of
Comparative Musicology in Brazil, ca. 1950
Research assistants: Pedro de Moura Aragdo (UFRJ-PIBIC_CNPq), Eduardo Antonio
Duque (UFRJ-11131C-CNPq), Jose Carlos Teixeira (UFRJ-FAPERJ-Balcao), and Yahn
Wagner (UFRJ).
The great Brazilian composer Guerra-Peixe's (1914-1993) initial engagement in
systematic research on music in oral tradition occurred during his residence in Recife,
the capital city of the state of Pernambuco between 1949 and 1952. During this period,
Guerra-Peixe maintained intensive contact with musical manifestations that defied
the analytical capacity of a musician well-trained in the Western concert tradition (he
had already won at the time international prizes at the BBC and received world
premieres conducted by Hemann Scherchen), leading him to an urgent search for
supporting methodological references. This paper is a partial product of a two-year
research project funded by CNPq aimed at producing a critical edition of  Guerra-
Peixe's writings on folk and popular, including a series of sparsely found newspaper
articles and two unpublished monographic studies. I t  focuses particularly on the
researcher's critical reading of contemporary exponents of comparative musicology,
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his original methodological speculations on the musical universe opening itse lf for 
the firs t time before his eyes and ears, as well as the role o f the eminent German 
musicologist Curt Lange as his fundamental, although informal, advisor through an 
intense correspondence. O f particular interest is Guerra-Peixe’s critica l reading, 
stemming from his highly-skilled compositional background, o f the sources suggested 
by his friend, and his innovative analytical stances which in the early 1950s anticipated 
the sim ilar approaches o f Charles Seeger’s descriptive transcription and Mantle Hood’s 
bi-musicality.

A rroyo, M argarete, Brazil 
Seamen on the Sea Waves
The Congado, an Afro-Catholic ritual, has been recorded in Brazil since the 17th 
century. Nowadays, it  is strongly presented in  urban areas o f Minas Gerais state, 
where it constitutes one o f the most representative manifestations o f A fro-Brazilian 
culture. In Uberlandia, the Congado festivities take place every year in the Spring. It 
is announced by percussive rhythms o f drums and songs that dominate the whole 
ritual period.

The objective o f this paper is to describe the congadeiro music making process, more 
specifically the processes o f teaching and learning songs and batidos (drum patterns) 
as observed w ithin a group called Marinheiro (Seaman). It focuses on the meaning of 
the collective practices o f musical creation, its symbolic and social elements observed 
and interpreted according to a reflexive-ethnographic model.

Fieldwork was conducted between 1995 and 1999 when I  lived w ith congadeiros 
both in ritual and daily life.

A verill, Gage, USA
Reinterpreting the Alan and Elizabeth Lomax Haitian Expedition, 1936-37
Between December 1936 and A pril o f 1937, Alan and Elizabeth Lomax (w ith the 
assistance o f Revolie Polinice) recorded over 1,500 fie ld  recordings along w ith a 
series o f short film s o f Haitian dance and music. Seldom consulted during the 
intervening sixty-p lus years, th is body o f recorded sound m aterial form s an 
extraordinary resource for interpreting Haitian traditional and popular music in the 
early part o f the twentieth century.

The current CD publication project, which this author directs (to be released by 
Rounder Records as part o f the Alan Lomax Collection, w ith the assistance o f the 
Lomax Archives), must take into account not only the powerful impact these recordings

w ill have on Haitian music scholarship, but also their lim itations. These were in part 
technical, in part geographic (the Lomaxes only visited four m unicipalities in  a 
relatively restricted region o f H aiti); and in part ideological (having to do w ith the 
Lomax’s interpretation o f H aiti, Haitians, and folklore).

This paper looks at the complexities involved in reinterpreting a sixty-year-old 
fieldwork project in an attempt to shed light on the music culture o f Haiti (c. 1937), 
on the researchers themselves, and on the style o f music folklore o f the period. I w ill 
offer a critique the work o f the Lomaxes’ in the context o f a history o f representations 
o f Haiti while recognizing its value as a window into musical experience o f a distant 
and little-documented time.

Bakka, Egil, Norway
Trad itiona l Dance on the M arketplace o f Revival
The classical European researchers o f traditional dance might have been observers o f 
the communities they researched, but the outside world they represented was not 
always very distant. Most o f them were relating to strong revival movements that 
could be found both w ith in and outside the communities, movements that, by the end 
o f the 20th century, had le ft few spots o f Europe totally uninfluenced. The forces and 
mechanisms o f fo lk  dance revival in its broadest sense created “ marketplaces”  like 
festivals, courses, workshops and other less concrete for a where researchers, traditional 
dancers and musicians, revivalists and even politicians would meet and negotiate the 
way to deal w ith dance folklore as symbol, heritage, knowledge and commodity in 
contemporary society.

The positions taken by researchers in such marketplaces have been o f many kinds. 
Some researchers have been the fierce critics o f the revivalists, revealing invented 
traditions, condemning stylization and adaptation o f traditional material. Others have 
been on the revivalists’ side, trying to help the safeguarding o f dance folklore through 
teaching and advisory activity.

The revivalists and researchers have collected dance folklore and have channeled 
selected dances into different pools o f heritage for the use o f the revival. There might 
be a pool o f dances functioning mainly as national repertoire, and there might be 
regional pools or local pools depending on conditions and approaches in the various 
countries. A t the same time dances were codified and attributed to their communities 
o f origin in new ways.

This paper proposes to discuss how dance researchers today may mediate between 
communities considering themselves more or less as owners o f dance folklore and
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his original methodological speculations on the musical universe opening itself for
the first time before his eyes and ears, as well as the role of the eminent German
musicologist Curt Lange as his fundamental, although informal, advisor through an
intense correspondence. Of particular interest is Guerra-Peixe's critical reading,
stemming from his highly-skilled compositional background, of the sources suggested
by his friend, and his innovative analytical stances which in the early 1950s anticipated
the similar approaches of Charles Seeger's descriptive transcription and Mantle Hood's
bi-musicality.

Arroyo, Margarete, Brazil
Seamen on the Sea Waves
The Congado, an Afro-Catholic ritual, has been recorded in Brazil since the 17th
century. Nowadays, i t  is strongly presented in urban areas of Minas Gerais state,
where it constitutes one of the most representative manifestations of Afro-Brazilian
culture. In Uberlandia, the Congado festivities take place every year in the Spring. It
is announced by percussive rhythms of drums and songs that dominate the whole
ritual period.

The objective of this paper is to describe the congadeiro music making process, more
specifically the processes of teaching and learning songs and batidos (drum patterns)
as observed within a group called Marinheiro (Seaman). It focuses on the meaning of
the collective practices of musical creation, its symbolic and social elements observed
and interpreted according to a reflexive-ethnographic model.

Fieldwork was conducted between 1995 and 1999 when I lived with congadeiros
both in ritual and daily life.

Averill, Gage, USA
Reinterpreting the Alan and Elizabeth Lomax Haitian Expedition, 1936-37
Between December 1936 and April of 1937, Alan and Elizabeth Lomax (with the
assistance of Revolie Polinice) recorded over 1,500 field recordings along with a
series of short films o f  Haitian dance and music. Seldom consulted during the
intervening sixty-plus years, this body o f  recorded sound material forms an
extraordinary resource for interpreting Haitian traditional and popular music in the
early part of the twentieth century.

The current CD publication project, which this author directs (to be released by
Rounder Records as part of the Alan Lomax Collection, with the assistance of the
Lomax Archives), must take into account not only the powerful impact these recordings

will have on Haitian music scholarship, but also their limitations. These were in part
technical, in part geographic (the Lomaxes only visited four municipalities in a
relatively restricted region of Haiti); and in part ideological (having to do with the
Lomax's interpretation of Haiti, Haitians, and folklore).

This paper looks at the complexities involved in reinterpreting a sixty-year-old
fieldwork project in an attempt to shed light on the music culture of Haiti (c. 1937),
on the researchers themselves, and on the style of music folklore of the period. I will
offer a critique the work of the Lomaxes' in the context of a history of representations
of Haiti while recognizing its value as a window into musical experience of a distant
and little-documented time.

Hakim, Egil, Norway
Traditional Dance on the Marketplace of Revival
The classical European researchers of traditional dance might have been observers of
the communities they researched, but the outside world they represented was not
always very distant. Most of them were relating to strong revival movements that
could be found both within and outside the communities, movements that, by the end
of the 20th century, had left few spots of Europe totally uninfluenced. The forces and
mechanisms of folk dance revival in its broadest sense created "marketplaces" like
festivals, courses, workshops and other less concrete for a where researchers, traditional
dancers and musicians, revivalists and even politicians would meet and negotiate the
way to deal with dance folklore as symbol, heritage, knowledge and commodity in
contemporary society.

The positions taken by researchers in such marketplaces have been of many kinds.
Some researchers have been the fierce critics of the revivalists, revealing invented
traditions, condemning stylization and adaptation of traditional material. Others have
been on the revivalists' side, trying to help the safeguarding of dance folklore through
teaching and advisory activity.

The revivalists and researchers have collected dance folklore and have channeled
selected dances into different pools of heritage for the use of the revival. There might
be a pool of dances functioning mainly as national repertoire, and there might be

L r e g i o n a l  pools or local pools depending on conditions and approaches in the various
countries. At the same time dances were codified and attributed to their communities
of origin in new ways.

This paper proposes to discuss how dance researchers today may mediate between
communities considering themselves more or less as owners of dance folklore and
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the wider revival community. The discussion w ill be illustrated w ith video examples.

Barendregt, B art, The Netherlands
The Sound o f Longing Home: Redefining Minang-ness Through Popular Musics
Traditionally each village federation in  Minangkabau had its own repertoire o f genres, 
tunes and melodies in  which local historiography and origin songs melted and the 
meta-landscape o f the Alam Minangkabau was depicted. W ith the ever growing 
dispersion o f Minang migrants a ll over South east Asia, this Minangkabau cosmos is 
no longer exclusively restricted to the province o f West Sumatra, and questions are 
raised about what the ‘homeland’ Minang communities in Indonesia’s large cities 
and the second or th ird  generation migrants in  the diaspora have in  common. 
Communal gatherings at the so-called malam bagurau, internet user groups, and 
festival pop minang are popular means to contemplate this question.

In Pop Minang, an overall Minang experience is evoked by depicting a recognizable 
everyday landscape constituted by the metaphors o f ranah bundo (the ‘motherland’ ), 
merantau ( ‘going abroad’), and longing for the kampung halaman ( ‘village o f b irth ’ ). 
Pop Minang thereby presents both performer and consumer w ith the verbal art that 
the bahasa Minang is considered to be, while its esoteric language use is far less 
archaic than the more ‘traditional’ genres. Bahasa Minang, as spoken in the provincial 
capital o f Padang, is thereby increasingly promoted as the standard Minang language. 
Musically, the Pop Minang idiom  develops out o f the songs used for popular hybrid 
theater, the Indian ‘immigrant genre’ gamad, and the 1950s Minang asli movement 
o f which Orkes Gumarang is the most reputed exponent. In the aftermath o f 
independence, cultural policies and the artistic strive for regional popular musics, 
Gumarang released their Latin dance rhythms and the now classic song ayam den 
lapeh, paving the road for later artists like E lly Kasim, Tiar ramon and other Pop 
Minang artists. 1990’s crossovers like  disco reggae minang and minang house, 
however, increasingly raised the question o f what the ‘sound o f longing home’ ideally 
should sound like. Hereby, Pop Minang functions as an popular platform on which 
concepts o f ‘Minangness,’ authenticity, and globalization are discussed and, through 
which, at the turn o f the 21st century, a new motherland is constituted.

Bastos, Rafael Jose de Menezes, Brazil (Organizer)
Panel - They Have a W ord fo r “ M usic,”  bu t what is “ M usic” ? R evisiting  
Ethnom usicological Comparison
This symposium aims to establish a systematic dialogue involving the recent production 
o f four regional ethnomusicologies about Indigenous peoples o f high and lowland 
South America, New Guinea and Malaysia. It is hoped that this w ill contribute to the
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development o f these ethnomusicologies through the inspiration that the advancements 
(empirical, methodological, theoretical) o f each can bring to the others and for the 
raising o f significant basic comparative nexuses encompassing their musical universes. 
The dialogue is expected to have a multi-centered perspective, each o f the involved 
ethnomusicologies constituting itse lf as a point o f view regarding the others. 
Additionally, the symposium’s purpose is to make possible a creative reflection about 
ethnomusicology, revisiting its noble original and perennial quest, comparison.

The choice o f the four regions comes from the insightful sim ilarities and dissimilarities 
which exist amongst their musical universes and the strong interest produced by their 
respective recent ethnomusicologies (and ethnologies in general). M usic’s sonic reality 
in its various aspects, as well as in its connections w ith myth, cosmology, ritual and 
shamanism, graphism and dance, eco-philosophy, and the social-political universe 
are the comparative axes chosen fo r the intended dialogue. They have been chosen 
due to th e ir p ro d u c tiv ity  inside the respective reg iona l lite ra tu res , both 
ethnomusicological and ethnological. Other axes can be added during the preparation 
o f the symposium’s papers, involving all its participants.

E thnom usicology— as “ vergleichende M usikw issenschaft” — was born w ith  
comparison included in  its name as an e ffo rt to make it  exp lic it an em inently 
comparative/cross-cultural project linked to the constitution o f the relationship “ we” / 
’’other”  inside the musical domain. During the 1950’s, that mark was abandoned under 
the argumentation o f redundancy, since comparison is an indispensable task o f any 
science. Simultaneously, the prefix “ ethno-”  became part o f its name signaling a 
movement towards the discipline’s anthropological pertinence.

Since its origins, ethnomusicology has moved between comparative studies o f different 
musical traditions and in-depth research o f single traditions. During the 1960’s and 
1970’s, the discipline recognized its certainly more ambitious comparative effort 
through Lomax’s conspicuous “ Cantometrics.”  During the 1980’s, the comparative 
perspective had a profound moment o f reflection in a symposium organized by Feld 
and Keil under the title  o f “ comparative sociomusicology.”  During the past twenty 
years the best-known ethnomusicological works have been ethnographic studies o f a 
single tradition.

How should ethnomusicologists do comparative research today? What is lost w ith it? 
What is gained? Is its comparison simply an “ a posteriori”  discourse regarding 
ethnography or is ethnography in itse lf already comparative? Do “ words for ‘music’ ”  
exist outside o f the specific languages/cultures in which the term “ music”  and its 
cognates exist? This symposium aims to pose such questions, providing for them a 
general up-dated theoretical, methodological, historical and ethnographical framework.
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the wider revival community. The discussion will be illustrated with video examples.

Barendregt, Bart, The Netherlands
The Sound of Longing Home: Redefining Minang-ness Through Popular Musics
Traditionally each village federation in Minangkabau had its own repertoire of genres,
tunes and melodies in which local historiography and origin songs melted and the
meta-landscape of the Alam Minangkabau was depicted. With the ever growing
dispersion of Minang migrants all over South east Asia, this Minangkabau cosmos is
no longer exclusively restricted to the province of West Sumatra, and questions are
raised about what the 'homeland' Minang communities in Indonesia's large cities
and the second or third generation migrants in the diaspora have in common.
Communal gatherings at the so-called malam bagurau, interne user groups, and
festival pop minang are popular means to contemplate this question.

In Pop Minang, an overall Minang experience is evoked by depicting a recognizable
everyday landscape constituted by the metaphors of ranah bundo (the `motherland'),
merantau (`going abroad'), and longing for the kampung halaman (`village of birth').
Pop Minang thereby presents both performer and consumer with the verbal art that
the bahasa Minang i s  considered to be, while its esoteric language use is far less
archaic than the more 'traditional' genres. Bahasa Minang, as spoken in the provincial
capital of Padang, is thereby increasingly promoted as the standard Minang language.
Musically, the Pop Minang idiom develops out of the songs used for popular hybrid
theater, the Indian 'immigrant genre' gamad, and the 1950s Minang ash movement
of which Orkes Gumarang is the most reputed exponent. In  the aftermath of
independence, cultural policies and the artistic strive for regional popular musics,
Gumarang released their Latin dance rhythms and the now classic song ayam den
lapeh, paving the road for later artists like Elly Kasim, Tiar ramon and other Pop
Minang artists. 1990's crossovers like disco reggae minang and minang house,
however, increasingly raised the question of what the 'sound of longing home' ideally
should sound like. Hereby, Pop Minang functions as an popular platform on which
concepts of ̀ Minangmess,' authenticity, and globalization are discussed and, through
which, at the turn of the 21st century, a new motherland is constituted.

Bastos, Rafael Jose de Menezes, Brazil (Organizer)
Panel - They Have a Word for "Music," but what is "Music"? Revisiting
Ethnomusicological Comparison
This symposium aims to establish a systematic dialogue involving the recent production
of four regional ethnomusicologies about Indigenous peoples of high and lowland
South America, New Guinea and Malaysia. It is hoped that this will contribute to the
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development of these ethnomusicologies through the inspiration that the advancements
(empirical, methodological, theoretical) of each can bring to the others and for the
raising of significant basic comparative nexuses encompassing their musical universes.
The dialogue is expected to have a multi-centered perspective, each of the involved
ethnomusicologies constituting itself as a point of  view regarding the others.
Additionally, the symposium's purpose is to make possible a creative reflection about
ethnomusicology, revisiting its noble original and perennial quest, comparison.

The choice of the four regions comes from the insightful similarities and dissimilarities
which exist amongst their musical universes and the strong interest produced by their
respective recent ethnomusicologies (and ethnologies in general). Music's sonic reality
in its various aspects, as well as in its connections with myth, cosmology, ritual and
shamanism, graphism and dance, eco-philosophy, and the social-political universe
are the comparative axes chosen for the intended dialogue. They have been chosen
due to their  productivity inside the respective regional literatures, both
ethnomusicological and ethnological. Other axes can be added during the preparation
of the symposium's papers, involving all its participants.

Ethnomusicology—as "vergleichende Musikwissenschaft"—was born with
comparison included in its name as an effort to make i t  explicit an eminently
comparative/cross-cultural project linked to the constitution of the relationship "we"/
"other" inside the musical domain. During the 1950's, that mark was abandoned under
the argumentation of redundancy, since comparison is an indispensable task of any
science. Simultaneously, the prefix "ethno—" became part of its name signaling a
movement towards the discipline's anthropological pertinence.

Since its origins, ethnomusicology has moved between comparative studies of different
musical traditions and in-depth research of single traditions. During the 1960's and
1970's, the discipline recognized its certainly more ambitious comparative effort
through Lomax's conspicuous "Cantometrics." During the 1980's, the comparative
perspective had a profound moment of reflection in a symposium organized by Feld
and Keil under the title of "comparative sociomusicology." During the past twenty
years the best-known ethnomusicological works have been ethnographic studies of a
single tradition.

How should ethnomusicologists do comparative research today? What is lost with it?
What is gained? Is its comparison simply an "a posteriori" discourse regarding
ethnography or is ethnography in itself already comparative? Do "words for 'music'
exist outside of the specific languages/cultures in which the term "music" and its
cognates exist? This symposium aims to pose such questions, providing for them a
general up-dated theoretical, methodological, historical and ethnographical framework.





offers tools which can help ethnomusicologists to negotiate the new kinds o f 
relationships between themselves and the communities they research. The author 
w ill discuss his own use o f the fem inist ethnographic model in  his work w ith several 
musical subcultures: Anglo-American fo lk  singers in Washington state, sea chantey 
singers in  California, and Grateful Dead fans in Oregon.

Cavalcanti, M aria  Laura V iveiros de Castro, Brazil 
The Songs o f the Boi-Bumba o f Parintins
The songs that animate the Ox-Dance festival o f Parintins, Amazonas are called 
‘toadas.’ I propose a symbolic analysis o f toada poetry composed in the 1990s in 
order to understand the cultural meanings developed by this musical gender in the 
last decade.

The Ox-Dance festival (Festival dos Bois-Bumbás) is held annually, during the last 
three evenings o f June, in  Parintins, a town located in the middle o f the Amazonas 
river course. In  the festival, two Ox groups Caprichoso (Capricious, colored blue and 
black) and Garantido (Secure, Safe, colored red and white) confront each other through 
performances that last more or less three hours, in  the arena o f a stadium (the 
Bumbódromo) built in 1988. In the last few decades, this festival has reached massive 
and spectacular dimensions, while jo in ing traditional themes and patterns w ith modem 
approaches. It attracts tens o f thousands o f fans that come from different parts o f the 
country and even from overseas. The toadas have been leading this expansion, they 
integrate and surpass the ritual context o f the festival, animating the local cultural 
industry and generating the proliferation o f bands that travel through the entire northern 
region all year around. Annually the composers o f each Ox-group produce a wide 
range o f toadas that are sung at the rehearsals and integrate the festival.

I  have been researching the Parintins Festival since 1996 and I ’ve suggested (Cavalcanti 
2000) the interpretation o f the Ox-Dance as a cultural movement that enhances regional 
and indigenous roots to assert a caboclo (mestizo) identity in a positive way. The 
symbolic universe o f the toadas is one important dimension o f this valorization. This 
paper intends to analyze the ethnographic and ritual context o f the toadas. Focusing 
the toadas poetry produced by both groups in the 1990s, the study aims to understand 
the cultural meanings displayed and the directions o f their recent developments.

Ceva, Roberta Lana de Alencastre, Brazil
The U niversity Forró  Movement in  R io de Janeiro: An Anthropological Reading
The so-called “ college forró movement”  (movimento de fo rró  universitário, native 
definition) started in Rio de Janeiro about four years ago. The young people who take

part o f this movement are mainly middle class youths whose concern is to rescue and 
promote the “ authentic”  Brazilian culture. Some o f them have begun, since then to 
organise parties and concerts at night clubs in the Southern Zone o f Rio where the 
fo rró  de pé-de serra has become one o f the highlights. In addition to that, many 
musical bands have been formed whose work is entirely dedicated to this rhythm, 
performing both new readings o f classics by distinguished composers such as Luiz 
Gonzaga, Jackson do Pandeiro and João do Valle and their own compositions. In this 
paper, I analyse a series o f representations brought about in the context o f the “fo rró  
universitário movement” , which represent a particular way o f thinking the association 
between popular culture, nation and national identity which has frequently appeared 
in the Brazilian social thinking since at least, the Modernist movement.

Chao, Nancy H ao-M ing (Chin), Taiwan
R ethinking ‘Education,’ ‘Transm ission,’ and ‘Preservation’ o f T rad itiona l M usic 
and Mass M edia in  Taiwan
W ithin the past twenty years, Taiwan has been undergoing rapid changes in political, 
economic, and societal areas. Mass communications technology has long had 
tremendous impact on the traditional music, repeatedly transforming sounds, musical 
structures, performance spaces, and performance contexts in natural ways. W ith the 
transformation o f culture, traditional musics are either changing or disappearing 
altogether. It is necessary to teach traditional music as reflective and predicative o f 
the sound and spirit o f a given people seen in their social/cultural context.

Since the 1920s, the Eurocentric musical point o f view is evident through fie ld studies 
and through the western education system flooding all o f China. U ntil recently, the 
curriculum design for music education in Taiwan has been based mainly on a western 
model. School music programs focus m ainly on western theory, h istory and 
performances. In recent years, the government and music educators in Taiwan have 
been re-evaluating the nature o f music education. Increasing numbers o f educators 
realize that there is a need to introduce their own traditional music as well as musical 
cultures o f the world to the youth through the music curriculum. As a music producer,
I suggest that this can also be done through the mass media by music producers who 
produce traditional music programs as I do. I argue that to engage critica lly in the 
discourse o f music education is to move away from  a focus on content to an 
examination o f process and a dynamic view o f culture. This paper examines the concept 
o f traditional music culture and issues o f identity in the debate surrounding music 
transmission and preservation, and music education. Examples drawn from my current 
production in mass media w ill be presented.

In this paper, I offer perspectives on music education as well as education o f music
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offers tools which can help ethnomusicologists to negotiate the new kinds of
relationships between themselves and the communities they research. The author
will discuss his own use of the feminist ethnographic model in his work with several
musical subcultures: Anglo-American folk singers in Washington state, sea chantey
singers in California, and Grateful Dead fans in Oregon.

Cavalcanti, Maria Laura Viveiros de Castro, Brazil
The Songs of the Boi-Rumba of Parintins
The songs that animate the Ox-Dance festival of Parintins, Amazonas are called
`toadas! I  propose a symbolic analysis of toada poetry composed in the 1990s in
order to understand the cultural meanings developed by this musical gender in the
last decade.

The Ox-Dance festival (Festival dos Bois-Bumbas) is held annually, during the last
three evenings of June, in Parintins, a town located in the middle of the Amazonas
river course. In the festival, two Ox groups Caprichoso (Capricious, colored blue and
black) and Garantido (Secure, Safe, colored red and white) confront each other through
performances that last more or less three hours, in the arena of a stadium (the
Bumb6dromo) built in 1988. In the last few decades, this festival has reached massive
and spectacular dimensions, while joining traditional themes and patterns with modern
approaches. It attracts tens of thousands of fans that come from different parts of the
country and even from overseas. The toadas have been leading this expansion, they
integrate and surpass the ritual context of the festival, animating the local cultural
industry and generating the proliferation of bands that travel through the entire northern
region all year around. Annually the composers of each Ox-group produce a wide
range of toadas that are sung at the rehearsals and integrate the festival.

I have been researching the Parintins Festival since 1996 and I've suggested (Cavalcanti
2000) the interpretation of the Ox-Dance as a cultural movement that enhances regional
and indigenous roots to assert a caboclo (mestizo) identity in a positive way. The
symbolic universe of the toadas is one important dimension of this valorization. This
paper intends to analyze the ethnographic and ritual context of the toadas. Focusing
the toadas poetry produced by both groups in the 1990s, the study aims to understand
the cultural meanings displayed and the directions of their recent developments.

Ceva, Roberta Lana de Alencastre, Brazil
The University Forth Movement in Rio de Janeiro: An Anthropological Reading
The so-called "college forr6 movement" (movimento de forr6 universitdrio, native
definition) started in Rio de Janeiro about four years ago. The young people who take
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part of this movement are mainly middle class youths whose concern is to rescue and
promote the "authentic" Brazilian culture. Some of them have begun, since then to
organise parties and concerts at night clubs in the Southern Zone of Rio where the
forr6 de pd-de serra has become one of the highlights. In addition to that, many
musical bands have been formed whose work is entirely dedicated to this rhythm,
performing both new readings of classics by distinguished composers such as Luiz
Gonzaga, Jackson do Pandeiro and Joao do Valle and their own compositions. In this
paper, I analyse a series of representations brought about in the context of the "forr6
universitdrio movement", which represent a particular way of thinking the association
between popular culture, nation and national identity which has frequently appeared
in the Brazilian social thinking since at least, the Modernist movement.

Chao, Nancy Hao-Ming (Chin), Taiwan
Rethinking 'Education,' 'Transmission,' and 'Preservation' of Traditional Music
and Mass Media in Taiwan
Within the past twenty years, Taiwan has been undergoing rapid changes in political,
economic, and societal areas. Mass communications technology has long had
tremendous impact on the traditional music, repeatedly transforming sounds, musical
structures, performance spaces, and performance contexts in natural ways. With the
transformation of culture, traditional musics are either changing or disappearing
altogether. It is necessary to teach traditional music as reflective and predicative of
the sound and spirit of a given people seen in their social/cultural context.

Since the 1920s, the Eurocentric musical point of view is evident through field studies
and through the western education system flooding all of  China. Until recently, the
curriculum design for music education in Taiwan has been based mainly on a western
model. School music programs focus mainly on western theory, history and
performances. In recent years, the government and music educators in Taiwan have
been re-evaluating the nature of music education. Increasing numbers of educators
realize that there is a need to introduce their own traditional music as well as musical
cultures of the world to the youth through the music curriculum. As a music producer,
I suggest that this can also be done through the mass media by music producers who
produce traditional music programs as I do. I argue that to engage critically in the
discourse of  music education is to move away from a focus on content to an
examination of process and a dynamic view of culture. This paper examines the concept
of traditional music culture and issues of identity in the debate surrounding music
transmission and preservation, and music education. Examples drawn from my current
production in mass media will be presented.

In this paper, I offer perspectives on music education as well as education of music
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teachers and producers in relation to the follow ing main issues: first, I examine the 
problems involved in the view o f Eurocentric musical point o f view in music education 
fo r the classroom. Second, and as an aspect o f my firs t concern, I examine the 
transmission processes involved in  Taiwanese music toward building a deeper 
understanding and derivation on new models and strategies fo r traditional music 
teaching and learning. Third, I  bring the above perspectives together in a series o f 
reflections on my own experiences as a teacher o f traditional music and a producer o f 
music programs in radio, television, and the internet.

Coelho, Luis Fernando Hering, Brazil
M usic as Merchandise and the Researcher as M ediator
This paper examines the eventual role o f mediator o f the ethnomusicologist, taking 
as its axis o f reflection the interest relationships involving musicians o f Indigenous 
societies on the one side and the phonographic market on the other. Based on the 
analysis o f concrete situations— particularly that o f the author, who at present lives 
w ith the Guarani Indians o f Mbiguaçu, Santa Catarina, Brazil— the follow ing questions 
w ill be explored: 1) What are the interests moving the Indigenous musicians toward 
the marketplace, and how do these interests interact w ith the ambitions o f the market 
in relation to the musics o f traditional societies? and 2) how is it possible to reconcile 
the researcher’s position w ith the role o f mediator, taking into consideration the 
practical and moral risks which such an involvement eventually can bring to the 
researcher, obscuring his or her “ objectivity” ?

Coester, M arkus, Jamaica

New Sounds from  O ld Sources: Re-discovering Jam aica’s C u ltu ra l Heritage 
and H istory
Six months archiving work has been completed at the Jamaica School o f Music on a 
collection o f ethnomusicological recordings o f primary research into Jamaica’s cultural 
history and heritage. It had been lying unused for 15 - 20 years. The work in this 
project, funded by the German M inistry o f Foreign A ffairs and a collaboration between 
the Jamaica School o f Music and the African Music Archive at Johannes Gutenberg 
University Mainz, Germany, has been my responsibility.

The recordings have brought to light an immense store o f knowledge and information, 
largely from  informants who were at most two generations away from  slavery 
(abolished 1838 in Jamaica) or who arrived from India, China, A frica and Europe as
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indentured laborers or functionaries. A ll this material is now being made available 
again through (1) the transfer o f deteriorating audiotapes to digital media, and (2) the 
cataloguing o f documentation and information into an electronic database.

The newly available material can be useful in  various ways. It can, fo r example, be 
used in formal and informal education, in  community programs, and as a means o f 
communication between the generations. It can extend scholarship worldwide through 
a database that offers new ways o f accessing the collections. Moreover, it can provide 
the opportunity to increase Jamaican self-knowledge. Music students, future teachers, 
educators and creative artists have shown amazement, sometimes bordering on 
disbelief at the sounds that they are introduced to for the firs t time through the ongoing 
work o f the archiving project. An increasing self-knowledge and self-understanding 
in Jamaica could possibly also contribute to solving some o f present-day Jamaica’s 
alarming social problems.

In my presentation, examples o f the collection w ill illustrate aspects o f Jamaica’s 
cultural heritage s till unknown to many o f her people at home and in the extensive 
diaspora. You w ill hear Anansi story song, Tambu, Etu, Nago, Gumbe and slave 
music, on which very little  literature exists and Myal, Kumina, and Revival music on 
which more scholarly work has been done. Furthermore, I  w ill attempt to assess the 
meaning o f these music forms and their movement components for contemporary 
and future Jamaicans.

The major aim o f the project/presentation is to make forms o f Jamaican musical/ 
cu ltu ra l expression that have too long been neglected availab le fo r w ider 
understanding and (scholarly) use worldwide. In this there are also special implications 
fo r African-Caribbean cultural heritage, history, and scholarship. In Jamaica, the 
database and newly available recordings are eagerly awaited. The expansion o f the 
country’s cultural repertoire w ill be vita l to strengthening the foundations o f this 
small, striving nation.

Connell, Andrew M ., USA
(R e)Im agining Brasilidade in  R io de Janeiro: Aquerela Carioca and M úsica 
Instrum ental B rasile ira
The idea o f brasilidade, or Brazilianess, has been a subject o f intellectual debate for 
more than a hundred years in Brazil and has involved shifting concepts o f authenticity, 
tradition, hybridity, cultural cannibalism, and appropriation. Music has often played 
a central role in this dialectic, as it portrays Brazilian expressive culture as emerging 
out o f a mixture o f foreign and local elements in which the resulting product is always 
marked by a quintessential Brazilian quality. Efforts to define musically what this
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teachers and producers in relation to the following main issues: first, I examine the
problems involved in the view of Eurocentric musical point of view in music education
for the classroom. Second, and as an aspect of my first concern, I  examine the
transmission processes involved in Taiwanese music toward building a deeper
understanding and derivation on new models and strategies for traditional music
teaching and learning. Third, I  bring the above perspectives together in a series of
reflections on my own experiences as a teacher of traditional music and a producer of
music programs in radio, television, and the intemet.

Coelho, Luis Fernando Hering, Brazil
Music as Merchandise and the Researcher as Mediator
This paper examines the eventual role of mediator of the ethnomusicologist, taking
as its axis of reflection the interest relationships involving musicians of Indigenous
societies on the one side and the phonographic market on the other. Based on the
analysis of concrete situations—particularly that of the author, who at present lives
with the Guarani Indians of Mbiguacu, Santa Catarina, Brazil—the following questions
will be explored: 1) What are the interests moving the Indigenous musicians toward
the marketplace, and how do these interests interact with the ambitions of the market
in relation to the musics of traditional societies? and 2) how is it possible to reconcile
the researcher's position with the role of mediator, taking into consideration the
practical and moral risks which such an involvement eventually can bring to the
researcher, obscuring his or her "objectivity"?

Coester, Markus, Jamaica

New Sounds from Old Sources: Re-discovering Jamaica's Cultural Heritage
and History
Six months archiving work has been completed at the Jamaica School of Music on a
collection of ethnomusicological recordings of primary research into Jamaica's cultural
history and heritage. It had been lying unused for 15 - 20 years. The work in this
project, funded by the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs and a collaboration between
the Jamaica School of Music and the African Music Archive at Johannes Gutenberg
University Mainz, Germany, has been my responsibility.

The recordings have brought to light an immense store of knowledge and information,
largely from informants who were at most two generations away from slavery
(abolished 1838 in Jamaica) or who arrived from India, China, Africa and Europe as

indentured laborers or functionaries. A l l  this material is now being made available
again through (1) the transfer of deteriorating audiotapes to digital media, and (2) the
cataloguing of documentation and information into an electronic database.

The newly available material can be useful in various ways. I t  can, for example, be
used in formal and informal education, in community programs, and as a means of
communication between the generations. It can extend scholarship worldwide through
a database that offers new ways of accessing the collections. Moreover, it can provide
the opportunity to increase Jamaican self-knowledge. Music students, future teachers,
educators and creative artists have shown amazement, sometimes bordering on
disbelief at the sounds that they are introduced to for the first time through the ongoing
work of the archiving project. An increasing self-knowledge and self-understanding
in Jamaica could possibly also contribute to solving some of present-day Jamaica's
alarming social problems.

In my presentation, examples of the collection will illustrate aspects of Jamaica's
cultural heritage still unknown to many of her people at home and in the extensive
diaspora. You will hear Anansi story song, Tambu, Em, Nago, Gumbe and slave
music, on which very little literature exists and Myal, Kumina, and Revival music on
which more scholarly work has been done. Furthermore, I will attempt to assess the
meaning of these music forms and their movement components for contemporary
and future Jamaicans.

The major aim of the project/presentation is to make forms of Jamaican musical/
cultural expression that have too long been neglected available for  wider
understanding and (scholarly) use worldwide. In this there are also special implications
for African-Caribbean cultural heritage, history, and scholarship. In Jamaica, the
database and newly available recordings are eagerly awaited. The expansion of the
country's cultural repertoire will be vital to strengthening the foundations of this
small, striving nation.

Connell, Andrew M., USA
(Re)Imagining Brasilidade in Rio de Janeiro: Aquerela Carioca and Mtisica
Instrumental Brasileira
The idea of brasilidade, or Brazilianess, has been a subject of intellectual debate for
more than a hundred years in Brazil and has involved shifting concepts of authenticity,
tradition, hybridity, cultural cannibalism, and appropriation. Music has often played
a central role in this dialectic, as it portrays Brazilian expressive culture as emerging
out of a mixture of foreign and local elements in which the resulting product is always
marked by a quintessential Brazilian quality. Efforts to define musically what this
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quality is have resulted in the codification o f certain styles such as samba and choro 
as “ authentic”  standards o f brasilidade by which all other musics are judged. Often 
outside influences ranging from jazz to rock ‘n’ ro ll to rap are portrayed as threats to 
the “ purity”  o f Brazilian expressive culture.

In this paper, based on 10 months o f fie ld  research in Rio de Janeiro in 1999-2000,1 
examine the well-known instrumental group Aquarela Carioca, who released four 
critica lly acclaimed recordings between 1989 and 1996. Aquarela sought to re-imagine 
what it  means to be both carioca and Brazilian, not so much by abandoning old models 
but by expanding them to include reggae, African music, tango, jazz and rock-all 
musics that the members o f the group see as integral to their formative environment. 
For the members o f Aquarela Carioca, it  is no contradiction to claim Brazilianess 
while playing reggae or Led Zeppelin. Their Rio de Janeiro is a postmodern local one 
that includes feijoada and computers, internet access and samba de morro, rock ‘n’ 
ro ll and maracatu. As one member told me, “ Aquarela is fusion, but it is fusion 
tupiniquim .”  I suggest that Aquarela Carioca’s case demonstrates that brasilidade 
and Brazilian cultural identity today no longer rely on a contrast between the local 
and the foreign, but instead is nuanced by notions o f personal aesthetics, power, and 
participation in  the ebb and flow  o f global expressive cultural.

Corrado, O m ar D., Argentina
From  the A lps to the Pampas: Piedmontese Songs in  Santa Fe, A rgentina
By the end o f the 19th century, Piedmontese immigrants settled in the plains o f Santa 
Fe province, in Argentina. They formed the almost exclusive core o f the population 
in this region. Their musical practices are s till present nowadays, and consist mainly 
o f a capella songs. The repertory includes Piedmontese and Italian fo lk  songs from 
the 19th century, Alpine songs, popular Italian themes spread worldwide through the 
media by the great tenors o f the century, and even “ contrafacta”  o f Argentinean fo lk  
and popular music sung in Piedmontese. The tw o - or three-voice structure o f the 
songs, the ways o f transmission and the performance situations are sim ilar to those of 
their place o f origin. Despite their variants, melodies remain close to the ones collected 
in the Italian region. Texts, however, in contact w ith the language o f the receiving 
community and gradually losing their collective linguistic support, experienced 
considerable transformations, such as lexical and syntactic modifications, and changes 
in  quantity and order o f stanzas. Group performance o f these songs, which for a long 
time represented one o f the few leisure activities and socializing events for these 
rural communities, contributes to identity strengthening and preservation. Ethnic and 
social diversification, growing urbanization and discredit o f rural backgrounds by 
the new urban generations resulted in the negation o f the ancestors language and 
sym bolic practices, at the tim e understood as an obstacle to integration and
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modernization. Later on, w ith the celebration o f town and city foundation centenaries, 
and contemporaneously, with the twining policy between Argentinean and Piedmontese 
cities, this process was reversed. A  narrative o f the origins was bu ilt up on the 
immigration epic, adding a new dimension o f the past legacies, among which those 
song are found. They are recorded and sung in choral arrangements in the same way 
as Piedmontese fo lk lo ric choirs do. They are integrated into a fam iliar and collective 
history, and recognized as part o f the identity texture o f today’s local society. They do 
not, however, enter into liv ing  musical practice: their world is too distant from daily 
experience; their expressive register being now nostalgia.

Crook, L a rry , USA 
Frevo in  Mangue Town
Based on field and archival research conducted during the past two years, this paper analyzes 
the contemporary music scene in Recife, Pernambuco by investigating the historical 
coordinates o f the venerable frevo in relation to the mangue movement o f the 1990s.

For more than fifty  years, frevo stood virtually uncontested— and o ffic ia lly supported—  
as the music and dance tradition considered best suited to represent Pernambuco to 
the rest o f Brazil and to the world. Intimately tied to the emergence o f Pernambuco’s 
Camaval at the turn o f the twentieth century, the in itia l development o ffrevo involved 
the selective interpretation and transformation o f local and international musical genres 
and styles (dobrado, polkas, m ilitary band marches, jazz band orchestras, capoeira, 
maxixe) by urban performing artists in Recife. Unashamedly urban in conception and 
form, the frevo was, from its inception, closely linked to written musical scores, band 
arrangements, and form ally trained musicians. As it evolved, increasingly specialized 
levels o f artistic production (composers, arrangers, performers, producers) developed. 
By the 1930s, the basic forms and structures o f three sub-genres o f frevo (frevo da 
rua, frevo de bloco, and frevo-cancão) had been codified as the Pernambucan form 
entered B razil’s recording industry centered in Rio de Janeiro. The later development 
o f a broadcast media infrastructure in Recife in the 19402-1960s saw the creation o f 
radio, television, and studio orchestras led by prominent frevo composer/arrangers 
who wrote , arranged, and performed frevos alongside Brazilian and international 
dance band and light-classical genres such as the fox-trot, samba-cancão, waltz, bolero, 
mambo, and the tw ist. Through this, the frevo continued as a potent street music 
performed during Camaval by marching bands.

By the early 1990s, a young generation o f Pernambucan artists turned their attention 
to a variety o f local and international traditions (maracatu, coco, rap, heavy metal) as 
they forged a contemporary musical identity for Pernambuco that was dubbed the 
mangue movement. The mangue movement quickly became Pernambuco’s main entrée
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quality is have resulted in the codification of certain styles such as samba and choro
as "authentic" standards of brasilidade by which all other musics are judged. Often
outside influences ranging from jazz to rock 'n' roll to rap are portrayed as threats to
the "purity" of Brazilian expressive culture.

In this paper, based on 10 months of field research in Rio de Janeiro in 1999-2000, I
examine the well-known instrumental group Aquarela Carioca, who released four
critically acclaimed recordings between 1989 and 1996. Aquarela sought to re-imagine
what it means to be both carioca and Brazilian, not so much by abandoning old models
but by expanding them to include reggae, African music, tango, jazz and rock-all
musics that the members of the group see as integral to their formative environment.
For the members of Aquarela Carioca, i t  is no contradiction to claim Brazilianess
while playing reggae or Led Zeppelin. Their Rio de Janeiro is a postmodern local one
that includes feijoada and computers, internet access and samba de mono, rock 'n'
roll and maracatu. As one member told me, "Aquarela is fusion, but it is fusion
tupiniquim." I  suggest that Aquarela Carioca's case demonstrates that brasilidade
and Brazilian cultural identity today no longer rely on a contrast between the local
and the foreign, but instead is nuanced by notions of personal aesthetics, power, and
participation in the ebb and flow of global expressive cultural.

Corrado, Omar D., Argentina
From the Alps to the Pampas: Piedmontese Songs in Santa Fe, Argentina
By the end of the 19th century, Piedmontese immigrants settled in the plains of Santa
Fe province, in Argentina. They formed the almost exclusive core of the population
in this region. Their musical practices are still present nowadays, and consist mainly
of a capella songs. The repertory includes Piedmontese and Italian folk songs from
the 19th century, Alpine songs, popular Italian themes spread worldwide through the
media by the great tenors of the century, and even "contrafacta" of Argentinean folk
and popular music sung in Piedmontese. The two— or three—voice structure of the
songs, the ways of transmission and the performance situations are similar to those of
their place of origin. Despite their variants, melodies remain close to the ones collected
in the Italian region. Texts, however, in contact with the language of the receiving
community and gradually losing their collective linguistic support, experienced
considerable transformations, such as lexical and syntactic modifications, and changes
in quantity and order of stanzas. Group performance of these songs, which for a long
time represented one of the few leisure activities and socializing events for these
rural communities, contributes to identity strengthening and preservation. Ethnic and
social diversification, growing urbanization and discredit of rural backgrounds by
the new urban generations resulted in the negation of the ancestors language and
symbolic practices, at the time understood as an obstacle to integration and

modernization. Later on, with the celebration of town and city foundation centenaries,
and contemporaneously, with the twining policy between Argentinean and Piedmontese
cities, this process was reversed. A narrative of the origins was built up on the
immigration epic, adding a new dimension of the past legacies, among which those
song are found. They are recorded and sung in choral arrangements in the same way
as Piedmontese follcloric choirs do. They are integrated into a familiar and collective
history, and recognized as part of the identity texture of today's local society. They do
not, however, enter into living musical practice: their world is too distant from daily
experience; their expressive register being now nostalgia.

Crook, Larry, USA
Frevo in Mangue Town
Based on field and archival research conducted during the past two years, this paper analyzes
the contemporary music scene in Recife, Pernambuco by investigating the historical
coordinates of the venerable frevo in relation to the mangue movement of the 1990s.

For more than fifty years, frevo stood virtually uncontested—and officially supported—
as the music and dance tradition considered best suited to represent Pernambuco to
the rest of Brazil and to the world. Intimately tied to the emergence of Pernambuco's
Carnaval at the turn of the twentieth century, the initial development of frevo involved
the selective interpretation and transformation of local and international musical genres
and styles (dobrado, polkas, military band marches, jazz band orchestras, capoeira,
maxixe) by urban performing artists in Recife. Unashamedly urban in conception and
form, the frevo was, from its inception, closely linked to written musical scores, band
arrangements, and formally trained musicians. As it evolved, increasingly specialized
levels of artistic production (composers, arrangers, performers, producers) developed.
By the 1930s, the basic forms and structures of three sub-genres of frevo (frevo da
rua, frevo de bloco, and frevo-cancao) had been codified as the Pemambucan form
entered Brazil's recording industry centered in Rio de Janeiro. The later development
of a broadcast media infrastructure in Recife in the 19402-1960s saw the creation of
radio, television, and studio orchestras led by prominent frevo composer/arrangers
who wrote , arranged, and performed frevos alongside Brazilian and international
dance band and light-classical genres such as the fox-trot, samba-canal°, waltz, bolero,
mambo, and the twist. Through this, the frevo continued as a potent street music
performed during Carnaval by marching bands.

By the early 1990s, a young generation of Pernambucan artists turned their attention
to a variety of local and international traditions (maracatu, coco, rap, heavy metal) as
they forged a contemporary musical identity for Pernambuco that was dubbed the
mangue movement. The mangue movement quickly became Pernambuco's main entree
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into the World Music scene and soon contested the supremacy o f frevo as a symbol of 
Pemambucan identity w ithin Brazil. W ithin Recife’s contemporary artistic scene, the 
frevo has not inspired mangue musicians. Unlike the development o f the frevo by its 
early practitioners, mangue musicians linked themselves prim arily to oral traditions 
o f music (popular and fo lk ) and have purposefully highlighted the traditions o f 
marginalized local populations, o f musics sym bolically linked to oppositional 
resistance w ithin Brazil, as well as to global styles associated w ith the youth culture 
o f the Internet generation. Now in its second phase, the mangue movement has become 
more diverse but continues to eschew the frevo as a source o f inspiration. This paper 
w ill discuss and analyze this situation in order to unravel and illum inate who and 
what is being represented by frevo and mangue music in the contemporary music 
scene o f Recife.

Cunha, M ariana Carneiro da, Brazil
The T ransm iss ion  o f M u s ica l K now ledge : A Case S tudy in  M ocidade  
Independente de Padre M iguel Samba School
A  study about the transmission o f musical knowledge was the starting point o f the 
fie ld  research I began doing in August 1999 at the bateria (percussion group) o f the 
Samba School Mocidade Independente de Padre M iguel in the suburbs o f Rio de 
Janeiro. This is the subject o f the master degree report I ’m concluding at UNI-RIO.

The report aims at comprehension o f the process o f teaching and learning how to 
play an instrument in an environment where oral transmission prevails. The Samba 
Schools belong to the popular music tradition o f the city o f Rio de Janeiro and have 
a remarkable effect inside and outside Brazil.

The field research took about seven months and the methodology used was participant 
observation. The collected data was compiled in a fie ld diary format, as well as in 
interviews w ith the bateria members and in video recordings. One o f these interviews 
was done w ith the oldest member o f the cuica's (friction drum) wing who told about his 
own learning process o f playing the cuica. He also approached other aspects such as:
- the cuica's history, the actual problems related to the performance o f this specific 
instrument, and his experience w ith foreigners that come to learn samba to perform 
this kind o f music abroad.

Cunha, M axim iliano Carneiro da, Brazil
Toante: The sacred music o f the Pankararu Indians
The objective o f this paper is to present the toante, the main musical genre among the 
Pankararu, one o f the eight indigenous groups that inhabit the San Francisco Valley
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in the interior o f the state o f Pernambuco, in the Northeast o f Brazil. Toantes are 
performed by special musicians (singers w ith a maraca) and are danced only by selected 
individuals in ritual masks (called praiás) during the religious ceremonies that belong 
to the Pankararu culture. This sacred music works as a medium between the spheres o f 
the material and supernatural worlds o f these people. With the help o f the maraca and 
smoking pipes, the singers occupy an important role within the culture o f the Pankararu. 
That is, when a Pankararu is singing, s/he is invoking or calling up the Encantados 
(Enchanted), supernatural entities that protect, cure, and advise the whole group.

SHEEN Dae-cheol, Korea
The Advent o f Discology: A  New Branch o f Korean Musicology
Have you ever heard the term discology? It is a word that was newly coined in the 

early 1990’s by some Korean musicologists. Its meaning is quite different from that 
o f discography; it has deeper scientific meaning. Since its coinage, it  is a word that 
has expanded the horizons o f Korean musicology.

Much o f Korean court and aristocratic music has been handed down to the present 
through musical notation and letters. Such music has been studied by Korean 
musicologists through historical musicological methods. Korean fo lk  music however, 
such as pansori, sanjo and fo lk  songs, has been transmitted orally without written 
musical means. Folk musics, thus, could not be studied but through “ fie ld work.”  A  
new method to study these musics, however, has been provided since 1991, creating 
a new momentum fo r the studies o f Korean traditional music. A  new world o f 
musicological studies, discology, has appeared on the stage o f Korean musicology!

Much o f Korean fo lk  music was commercially recorded on more than 5000 SP discs 
fo r the phonograph before 1945. Many o f these are musicologically very valuable for 
Korean musicology, but only a few Korean musicologists were interested in these 
discs before the middle o f 1980’s. Interest has however gradually increased since the 
end o f 1980’s.

Folk music is in constant flux. Transformation is one o f its characteristics. Thus, 
useful and interesting musicological information can be obtained i f  we compare the 
present and the past o f a single musical piece. Comparing the same fo lk music recorded 
one on SP discs before 1945 to the musical practice o f the present, accordingly, can 
provide Korean musicology a new perspective. Some Korean musicologists, expecting 
such scientific results, opened a new world o f discology as a branch o f Korean 
musicology in 1990’s. The branch o f discology’s importance in Korean musicology 
is increasing steadily and has changed the fie ld o f Korean fo lk music since its advent.
I w ill explore the background o f its appearance, the results o f its study, and its
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into the World Music scene and soon contested the supremacy of frevo as a symbol of
Pernambucan identity within Brazil. Within Recife's contemporary artistic scene, the
frevo has not inspired mangue musicians. Unlike the development of the frevo by its
early practitioners, mangue musicians linked themselves primarily to oral traditions
of music (popular and folk) and have purposefully highlighted the traditions of
marginalized local populations, o f  musics symbolically linked to oppositional
resistance within Brazil, as well as to global styles associated with the youth culture
of the Internet generation. Now in its second phase, the mangue movement has become
more diverse but continues to eschew the frevo as a source of inspiration. This paper
will discuss and analyze this situation in order to unravel and illuminate who and
what is being represented by frevo and mangue music in the contemporary music
scene of Recife.

Cunha, Mariana Carneiro da, Brazil
The Transmission of Musical Knowledge: A  Case Study in Mocidade
Independente de Padre Miguel Samba School
A study about the transmission of musical knowledge was the starting point of the
field research I began doing in August 1999 at the bateria (percussion group) of the
Samba School Mocidade Independente de Padre Miguel in the suburbs of Rio de
Janeiro. This is the subject of the master degree report I'm concluding at UNI-R10.

The report aims at comprehension of the process of teaching and learning how to
play an instrument in an environment where oral transmission prevails. The Samba
Schools belong to the popular music tradition of the city of Rio de Janeiro and have
a remarkable effect inside and outside Brazil.

The field research took about seven months and the methodology used was participant
observation. The collected data was compiled in a field diary format, as well as in
interviews with the bateria members and in video recordings. One of these interviews
was done with the oldest member of the cuica's (friction drum) wing who told about his
own learning process of playing the cuica. He also approached other aspects such as:
- the cuica's history, the actual problems related to the performance of this specific
instrument, and his experience with foreigners that come to learn samba to perform
this kind of music abroad.

Cunha, Maximilian Carneiro da, Brazil
Toante: The sacred music of the Pankararu Indians
The objective of this paper is to present the toante, the main musical genre among the
Pankararu, one of the eight indigenous groups that inhabit the San Francisco Valley

in the interior of the state of Pernambuco, in the Northeast of Brazil. Toantes are
performed by special musicians (singers with a maraca) and are danced only by selected
individuals in ritual masks (called praias) during the religious ceremonies that belong
to the Pankararu culture. This sacred music works as a medium between the spheres of
the material and supernatural worlds of these people. With the help of the maraca and
smoking pipes, the singers occupy an important role within the culture of the Pankararu.
That is, when a Pankararu is singing, s/he is invoking or calling up the Encantados
(Enchanted), supernatural entities that protect, cure, and advise the whole group.

SHEEN Dae-cheol, Korea
The Advent of Discology: A New Branch of Korean Musicology
Have you ever heard the term discology? It is a word that was newly coined in the

early 1990's by some Korean musicologists. Its meaning is quite different from that
of discography; it has deeper scientific meaning. Since its coinage, it is a word that
has expanded the horizons of Korean musicology.

Much of Korean court and aristocratic music has been handed down to the present
through musical notation and letters. Such music has been studied by Korean
musicologists through historical musicological methods. Korean folk music however,
such as pansori, sanjo and folk songs, has been transmitted orally without written
musical means. Folk musics, thus, could not be studied but through "field work." A
new method to study these musics, however, has been provided since 1991, creating
a new momentum for the studies of  Korean traditional music. A new world of
musicological studies, discology, has appeared on the stage of Korean musicology!

Much of Korean folk music was commercially recorded on more than 5000 SP discs
for the phonograph before 1945. Many of these are musicologically very valuable for
Korean musicology, but only a few Korean musicologists were interested in these
discs before the middle of 1980's. Interest has however gradually increased since the
end of 1980's.

Folk music is in constant flux. Transformation is one of its characteristics. Thus,
useful and interesting musicological information can be obtained if we compare the
present and the past of a single musical piece. Comparing the same folk music recorded
one on SP discs before 1945 to the musical practice of the present, accordingly, can
provide Korean musicology a new perspective. Some Korean musicologists, expecting
such scientific results, opened a new world of discology as a branch of Korean
musicology in 1990's. The branch of discology's importance in Korean musicology
is increasing steadily and has changed the field of Korean folk music since its advent.
I will explore the background of  its appearance, the results of its study, and its
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prospectives fo r the future in this paper.

Dever, W illiam  G., USA
Cross C u ltu ra l Studies in  Near Eastern Archaeology: Problems and Possibilities
This paper w ill 1) define “ cross-cultural studies w ithin the context o f Near Eastern 
archaeology; 2) give a brie f critica l history o f such studies, w ith case studies; 3) 
suggest improved methodologies; and 4) outline the potential o f newer approaches. 
In particular, it  w ill stress the significance o f the interplay between varied classes o f 
data, such as those from material culture remains; textual data; art historical analyses; 
ethnoarchaeology; cultural anthropology; and current theory from a number o f allied 
socia l science d isc ip lin e s. W hen possible, some specific  app lica tion  to 
archaeomusicology.

Diamond, Beverly, Canada
Producing “ Indigenous Sound” : Native Americans and Sami in  the Recording 
Studio
Thhis paper uses my lengthy engagement w ith Native American musical practices as 
a point o f comparison for two case studies involving Sami CD production (based on 
two major fie ld  trips in northern Scandinavia since 1999). I w ill examine the economic 
and technological infrastructure o f the CD projects together w ith the roles that persons 
o f Sami a ffilia tion  played in their realization. Strategies for negotiating the social 
space o f the music studio, fo r choosing collaborators, and determining musical 
arrangements w ill be explored. The ways in  which contemporary projects are 
articulating both local issues and transnational indigenous concerns w ill emerge. 
Finally, I w ill return to the question o f the industry-defined genre o f “ world music”  to 
ask whether indigenous artists are being aggressively marginalized or whether they 
have found effective ways to define themselves differently.

Eerola, Tuomas, Finland
A M ethod fo r Com parative Analysis o f Folk M usic Based on M usical Feature 
E xtraction and Neural Networks
This paper presents a method for classifying and visualizing large musical collections. 
The method can be applied to either acoustic signals or symbolic representations, 
such as M ID I. It is based on extracting the salient global features o f music and 
visualizing these features w ith a self-organizing map (SOM) (Kohonen, 1997). The 
pre-processing o f melodies is based on psychological findings on perceptually salient 
musical features (Eerola et al, 2000). These include, for instance, common intervals, 
durations, two-tone transitions, tonality, and predictability. These features are extracted
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from each melody separately, after which each feature is weighted by its perceptual 
salience. The visualization and subsequent classification o f the pre-processed data is 
achieved using a SOM. The SOM is trained w ith the features o f each melody, yielding 
a two-dimensional map on which melodies w ith sim ilar features are proximally located. 
Investigation o f the map facilitates locating clusters o f sim ilar melodies, which would 
otherwise remain hidden in the vastness o f data. The method w ill be demonstrated by 
an analysis and visualization o f the Essen folksong collection (Schaffrath, 1995) that 
contains over 5000 fo lk  songs. Examples o f stylistic clusters and sub-clusters taken 
from this collection are demonstrated. Furthermore, the applicability o f the method 
to cross-cultural comparisons is discussed.

E liram , Talila, Israel
New Trends in  M usical Analysis o f a Folk M usic Corpus
This paper presents a unique attempt to define the musical parameters o f the genre 
Shirei Eretz Israel (Songs o f the Land o f Israel-SLI), and to characterize it from the 
stylistic point o f view. SLI is considered to be the “ fo lk”  music o f Israel. This repertoire, 
unlike most other fo lk  music cultures, has developed mainly in the 20th century and 
consists composed songs. Nevertheless, it  complies w ith some o f the characteristics 
conventionally attributed to “ fo lk”  music: it  exists as an oral tradition and it is typically 
consumed in the framework o f Shira betsibur (communal singing).

W hile planning the study o f SLI, the ethnomusicologist encounters the basic problem 
o f defining the corpus that w ill be the subject o f research. Contrary to most other 
cultures, no normative compilation o f this type is found in  the Israeli culture. This 
author took a step forward in  this direction in a socio-musicological study aimed at 
defining the corpus as its consumers perceive it.

A basic problem o f the genre SLI is its eclectic nature, the repertoire being a mixture 
o f songs brought to Israel by Jewish immigrants along w ith original songs by Israeli 
composers. Despite its eclectic nature, it  is experienced by Israelis as their indigenous 
musical language. Many o f them perceive that a ll the songs share some musical 
features. The search for this “ something in common”  is the core o f the present study. 
The main theoretical framework for this research is the “ theory o f intonation”  o f the 
famous Russian musicologist Boris Assaflev combined w ith ideas from cognitive 
psychology o f music perception.

The research was carried out w ith the support o f several computer programs, some o f 
which were specially written to cope w ith the specific goals o f this study. This paper 
presents some o f the results o f this research: The empirical definition o f the corpus o f 
SLI, and the attempt to define the vocabulary o f the musical intonations characteristic 
o f this corpus.
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prospectives for the future in this paper.

Dever, William G., USA
Cross Cultural Studies in Near Eastern Archaeology: Problems and Possibilities
This paper will 1) define "cross-cultural studies within the context of Near Eastern
archaeology; 2) give a brief critical history of such studies, with case studies; 3)
suggest improved methodologies; and 4) outline the potential of newer approaches.
In particular, it will stress the significance of the interplay between varied classes of
data, such as those from material culture remains; textual data; art historical analyses;
ethnoarchaeology; cultural anthropology; and current theory from a number of allied
social science disciplines. When possible, some specific application to
archaeomusicology.

Diamond, Beverly, Canada
Producing "Indigenous Sound": Native Americans and Sami in the Recording
Studio
Thhis paper uses my lengthy engagement with Native American musical practices as
a point of comparison for two case studies involving Sami CD production (based on
two major field trips in northern Scandinavia since 1999). I will examine the economic
and technological infrastructure of the CD projects together with the roles that persons
of Sarni affiliation played in their realization. Strategies for negotiating the social
space of the music studio, for choosing collaborators, and determining musical
arrangements wil l  be explored. The ways in which contemporary projects are
articulating both local issues and transnational indigenous concerns will emerge.
Finally, I will return to the question of the industry-defined genre of "world music" to
ask whether indigenous artists are being aggressively marginalized or whether they
have found effective ways to define themselves differently.

Eerola, Thomas, Finland
A Method for Comparative Analysis of Folk Music Based on Musical Feature
Extraction and Neural Networks
This paper presents a method for classifying and visualizing large musical collections.
The method can be applied to either acoustic signals or symbolic representations,
such as MIDI. I t  is based on extracting the salient global features of music and
visualizing these features with a self-organizing map (SOM) (Kohonen, 1997). The
pre-processing of melodies is based on psychological findings on perceptually salient
musical features (Eerola et al, 2000). These include, for instance, common intervals,
durations, two-tone transitions, tonality, and predictability. These features are extracted

from each melody separately, after which each feature is weighted by its perceptual
salience. The visualization and subsequent classification of the pre-processed data is
achieved using a SOM. The SOM is trained with the features of each melody, yielding
a two-dimensional map on which melodies with similar features are proximally located.
Investigation of the map facilitates locating clusters of similar melodies, which would
otherwise remain hidden in the vastness of data. The method will be demonstrated by
an analysis and visualization of the Essen folksong collection (Schaffrath, 1995) that
contains over 5000 folk songs. Examples of stylistic clusters and sub-clusters taken
from this collection are demonstrated. Furthermore, the applicability of the method
to cross-cultural comparisons is discussed.

Eliram, Talila, Israel
New Trends in Musical Analysis of a Folk Music Corpus
This paper presents a unique attempt to define the musical parameters of the genre
Shirei Eretz Israel (Songs of the Land of Israel-SLI), and to characterize it from the
stylistic point of view. SLI is considered to be the "folk" music of Israel. This repertoire,
unlike most other folk music cultures, has developed mainly in the 20th century and
consists composed songs. Nevertheless, it complies with some of the characteristics
conventionally attributed to "folk" music: it exists as an oral tradition and it is typically
consumed in the framework of Shira betsibur (communal singing).

While planning the study of SLI, the ethnomusicologist encounters the basic problem
of defining the corpus that will be the subject of research. Contrary to most other
cultures, no normative compilation of this type is found in the Israeli culture. This
author took a step forward in this direction in a socio-musicological study aimed at
defining the corpus as its consumers perceive it.

A basic problem of the genre SLI is its eclectic nature, the repertoire being a mixture
of songs brought to Israel by Jewish immigrants along with original songs by Israeli
composers. Despite its eclectic nature, it is experienced by Israelis as their indigenous
musical language. Many of them perceive that all the songs share some musical
features. The search for this "something in common" is the core of the present study.
The main theoretical framework for this research is the "theory of intonation" of the
famous Russian musicologist Boris Assaflev combined with ideas from cognitive
psychology of music perception.

The research was carried out with the support of several computer programs, some of
which were specially written to cope with the specific goals of this study. This paper
presents some of the results of this research: The empirical definition of the corpus of
SLI, and the attempt to define the vocabulary of the musical intonations characteristic
of this corpus.
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Fernando-M arandola. Nathalie France
New Perspectives fo r In teractive  F ie ld Experim ents: How New Technologies 
Change the Relationships Between the Observers and Observed
This paper presents computer-based, interactive experimental processes, involving 
local musicians in  the field, used to study musical scales in Central African vocal 
polyphony. These interactive experiments involved a redistribution o f roles in which 
the “ subject”  becomes an active partner in the research process.

The development o f these methods was necessary due to the cultural context, in which 
the rules underlying the musical system are not verbalized. The scale, the basis on 
any melodic construction, has no theoretical existence w ithin the musical conception 
o f the local singers. Their concern is the practical execution. Starting w ith the music 
itself, and simulating real performance conditions, the research attempts to understand 
the internal coherence o f the system o f pitch relationship which characterizes a musical 
scale. The research methodology involves putting the singers in a situation where 
they can actively react to the researcher’s suggestions. First, the vocal polyphonies 
are recorded w ith a m ulti-track recorder. Then, using sound analysis and synthesis 
software, the researcher can test hypotheses concerning the distribution o f intervals 
by modifying the size o f intervals w ithout changing the vocal timbre. The musicians 
listen to these examples and approve or reject them. The m ulti-track system (which 
can isolate one part or play different parts together) also gives the researcher the 
ability to test the results o f these modifications in traditional performance conditions. 
Once the modification is accepted, the researcher can isolate one o f the vocal parts 
and play it back for the singers (using a method sim ilar to that used for recording) and 
ask them to complete the song by supplying the missing parts. Analysis o f the 
performance reveals whether the musicians are really able to work w ith the adjusted 
scale o f the isolated part and to sing in a stable manner. Based on the results obtained, 
the researcher refines his hypotheses and tests them again w ith the musicians.

Th is active  and on-go ing co llabo ra tion  between the m usicians and the 
ethnomusicologist greatly changes the traditional relationship o f “ observer”  and the 
“ observed.”  The musician is not only the source o f the material he also guides the 
researcher, and is involved in the entire research process by verifying the results 
obtained at every stage in the work.

Fikentscher, K a i, USA
From  Local Hero to G lobal Ambassador and Back: The Loop(s) o f Am erican 
DJ C ulture
W ithin the last two decades, in the context o f African-derived dance music (prim arily 
hip-hop and garage from New York, house from  Chicago and techno from  Detroit),
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American disc jockeys (DJs) have increasingly exported both the performance and 
(re-) production o f black dance and music styles that have found recognition and 
im itation around the world, w ith and without the aid o f mass media. In the process, a 
loose and informal network between various local urban subcultures has emerged, 
based around the stylistic links between music, dance, as well as codes o f dress and 
communications.

Connecting w ith local dance scenes based in  cities such as London, Tokyo, Sydney, 
Berlin, Amsterdam, Paris, Stockholm, M ilan, Zurich, or Tel Aviv, DJs have moved 
from the level o f local heroes to become cultural ambassadors.

Based on ethnography and the analysis o f recordings, this presentation is an in itia l 
assessment o f the global diffusion o f American DJ culture, with particular focus on the 
cultural axes emanating from New York City as one o f a handful o f cultural centers 
where DJs as local heroes can and have become global ambassadors o f dance music.

F io rin i, M arcelo, USA
M u sic , S en tim en t, and M e m o ry : A  N a m b iq u a ra  R e lig io n
The renunciation o f relationships and the corollary expressions o f absence, loss, 
attachment, and nostalgia are recurrent themes in Wasusu (Nambiquara) myth and 
music. Vocal genres are venues for communion or forfeiture o f relationships. Social 
ills  arise out o f the heedless forsaking o f anticipated relations, so the necessity o f 
remembering such events becomes inscribed in personal and interpersonal domains. 
This is a society where songs are neither about loved ones nor about places, but 
mostly about animals and the breaking down o f expected relationships. Animal songs, 
like instrumental flute music, identify relationships both figuratively, w ithin the text 
or tune, or pragmatically, for they communicate with guardian spirits that are “ fed”  in 
the course o f the performance. W hile these songs celebrate the materiality o f life  
forms sustained by the spirits, curing chants admonish the afflicted to forsake dreams 
o f or longing for lost ones. Sim ilarly, the misnamed “ war songs”  are actually disavowals 
o f relationships. The welcoming o f tears is a reminder to forget, since the person 
returning, like a mourner during a death wail, must relinquish a relationship. But the 
effacement introduced by oblivion, after the image o f presence has been purged o f its 
immediacy and proxim ity, allows fo r a prospective remembering. In Wasusu, one 
needs forgetfulness fo r the emergence o f an ultimate form  o f nostalgia.

Fornaro-D iaz, M arita , Uruguay
Murgas and Technology: E volution o f the Relationships o f Presenee/Absence 
during the 20th Century
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Fernando-Marandola, Nathalie France
New Perspectives for Interactive Field Experiments: How New Technologies
Change the Relationships Between the Observers and Observed
This paper presents computer-based, interactive experimental processes, involving
local musicians in the field, used to study musical scales in Central African vocal
polyphony. These interactive experiments involved a redistribution of roles in which
the "subject" becomes an active partner in the research process.

The development of these methods was necessary due to the cultural context, in which
the rules underlying the musical system are not verbalized. The scale, the basis on
any melodic construction, has no theoretical existence within the musical conception
of the local singers. Their concern is the practical execution. Starting with the music
itself, and simulating real performance conditions, the research attempts to understand
the internal coherence of the system of pitch relationship which characterizes a musical
scale. The research methodology involves putting the singers in a situation where
they can actively react to the researcher's suggestions. First, the vocal polyphonies
are recorded with a multi-track recorder. Then, using sound analysis and synthesis
software, the researcher can test hypotheses concerning the distribution of intervals
by modifying the size of intervals without changing the vocal timbre. The musicians
listen to these examples and approve or reject them. The multi-track system (which
can isolate one part or play different parts together) also gives the researcher the
ability to test the results of these modifications in traditional performance conditions.
Once the modification is accepted, the researcher can isolate one of the vocal parts
and play it back for the singers (using a method similar to that used for recording) and
ask them to complete the song by supplying the missing parts. Analysis of the
performance reveals whether the musicians are really able to work with the adjusted
scale of the isolated part and to sing in a stable manner. Based on the results obtained,
the researcher refutes his hypotheses and tests them again with the musicians.

This active and on-going collaboration between the musicians and the
ethnomusicologist greatly changes the traditional relationship of "observer and the
"observed." The musician is not only the source of the material he also guides the
researcher, and is involved in the entire research process by verifying the results
obtained at every stage in the work.

Fikentscher, Kai, USA
From Local Hero to Global Ambassador and Back: The Loop(s) of American
DJ Culture
Within the last two decades, in the context of African-derived dance music (primarily
hip-hop and garage from New York, house from Chicago and techno from Detroit),

American disc jockeys (DJs) have increasingly exported both the performance and
(re-) production of black dance and music styles that have found recognition and
imitation around the world, with and without the aid of mass media. In the process, a
loose and informal network between various local urban subcultures has emerged,
based around the stylistic links between music, dance, as well as codes of dress and
communications.

Connecting with local dance scenes based in cities such as London, Tokyo, Sydney,
Berlin, Amsterdam, Paris, Stockholm, Milan, Zurich, or Tel Aviv, DJs have moved
from the level of local heroes to become cultural ambassadors.

Based on ethnography and the analysis of recordings, this presentation is an initial
assessment of the global diffusion of American DJ culture, with particular focus on the
cultural axes emanating from New York City as one of a handful of cultural centers
where DJs as local heroes can and have become global ambassadors of dance music.

Fiorini, Marcelo, USA
Music, Sen t iment ,  a n d  M e m o r y :  A  N a m b i q u a r a  R e l i g i o n
The renunciation of relationships and the corollary expressions of absence, loss,
attachment, and nostalgia are recurrent themes in Wasusu (Nambiquara) myth and
music. Vocal genres are venues for communion or forfeiture of relationships. Social
ills arise out of the heedless forsaking of anticipated relations, so the necessity of
remembering such events becomes inscribed in personal and interpersonal domains.
This is a society where songs are neither about loved ones nor about places, but
mostly about animals and the breaking down of expected relationships. Animal songs,
like instrumental flute music, identify relationships both figuratively, within the text
or tune, or pragmatically, for they communicate with guardian spirits that are "fed" in
the course of the performance. While these songs celebrate the materiality of life
forms sustained by the spirits, curing chants admonish the afflicted to forsake dreams
of or longing for lost ones. Similarly, the misnamed "war songs" are actually disavowals
of relationships. The welcoming of tears is a reminder to forget, since the person
returning, like a mourner during a death wail, must relinquish a relationship. But the
effacement introduced by oblivion, after the image of presence has been purged of its
immediacy and proximity, allows for a prospective remembering. In Wasusu, one
needs forgetfulness for the emergence of an ultimate form of nostalgia.

Fornaro-Diaz, Marita, Uruguay
Murgas and Technology: Evolution of the Relationships of Presence/Absence
during the 20th Century
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This presentation summarizes some o f the results obtained by research done on the 
influence o f the different technologies o f storing and broadcasting on the different 
kinds o f popular music in  Uruguay, since the 20’s— when 78 rpm records begin to be 
w idely commercialized— up to the present moment. The reflections presented are 
centered on the influence o f the different technologies on the murgas— polyphonic, 
masculine groups, associated w ith carnival, and loaded w ith strong socio-political 
connotations. The analysis is focused on the use o f cassettes in the process o f individual 
and collective creation that takes place three months before each carnival.

The murga is closely associated w ith the music broadcast in  the mass media, since 
the elaboration o f texts based on the mechanism o f contrafactum  is essential to its 
characterization. In  the last years, the use o f cassettes has increased, not only for the 
selection and re-elaboration o f tunes commercially edited— upon which the texts are 
created— but also as a means to give the members the musical basis which has even 
substituted the in itia l rehearsals. From these data, we consider phenomena related to 
the modifications o f the dynamics o f creation and the relationship among the members 
o f the groups and their followers, as well as the groups among themselves.

On the other hand, while analyzing the previous massive broadcasting o f popular 
musics in the country, we compare the relation o f the different support music provides 
for the murga and for other kinds o f group manifestations in festive contexts. Thus, 
we put forward plausible causes for: the absence o f these groups in the hundreds o f 
78 rpm records registered in the period 1920-1940 by other kinds o f Uruguayan popular 
groups, such as student and carnival troupes; the contrast between a strong presence 
on the radio and a nearly complete absence on television; the important edition o f 
these groups in  d igital recordings; and their wide presence on the Internet, where 
there now is— two months before carnival 2001— an employment bureau fo r 
murgueros who do not belong to a group yet, and also a calendar w ith rehearsal 
locations. F inally, we consider how these aspects, as w ell as others, affect the 
researcher’s methodology, whose dynamic work is also modified by the transformation 
o f the availability o f information.

Francis, L a rry  H icarian, Singapore 
A H istorica l In troduction  to the M alay Gambus
This paper w ill explore and discuss the appearance o f two types o f lute instruments 
commonly known as gambus (gambus Hadharamuat and gambus Melayu) in the Malay 
Archipelago. The main focus w ill be on historical development o f the different variants 
o f gambus. This paper w ill also look at the theories and controversies surrounding 
the “ transmission”  or “ migration”  o f the gambus-type instruments into the Malay 
Archipelago.
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One theory is that the Arabs and Persians especially from Yemen could have introduced 
the Persian barbat and the Arabian ‘ud and qanbus as early as the 9th century. Another 
striking feature o f the possible “ transmission”  o f the gambus from the Arab world 
was the maritime expansion o f Islam as a relig ion and a way o f life  during the 
Islamization o f the Malay Archipelago in the 15th century.

Once the theories pertaining to its arrival have been advanced, its dissemination 
throughout the Malay Archipelago requires some consideration. This could have taken 
place after their defeat o f the Melakan Empire (in  Peninsular Malaysia) by the 
Portuguese in 1511. A fter their defeat the Melakans established their new empire in 
Johor, eventually controlling the Riau-Lingga islands as well as the eastern coast o f 
Sumatra (Indonesia). The Johor Empire maintained its supremacy over these areas. 
There were many contacts, conquests, inter-marriages, exchanges o f musicians and 
most im portantly po litica l overlordship paid to the Johor Empire by the eastern 
Sumatran states and the Riau-Lingga islanders.

Finally, another important factor fo r the transmission o f the gambus into Malay 
Archipelago may be related to the opening o f the Suez Canal in the 19th century 
which expedited sea journey. The Arabian ‘ud, but this time coming from different 
parts o f the M iddle East, could have been “ reintroduced”  like a “ second coming”  
back into the Malay Archipelago and Malaysia in the 19th century. The most influential 
group o f Arabs that came to the Malay Archipelago was mainly from Yemen. Their 
contributions were o f the uppermost importance as there in  much evidence to 
substantiate that the gambus and many Malay music genres have direct relation to 
Yemeni music and culture.

Fugazzotto, G uiliana, Italy
S ic ilia n ’s M usic  on 78 rpm  Records made in  U SA: F rom  T ra d itio n  to  
C ontam ination
The recording experience o f the Sicilian players and singers, engaged by the American 
Major labels during the firs t years o f 1900s to meet the market requirements o f the 
community o f immigrants, gives itse lf the shape o f an original dialectical space, in 
some cases o f exchange and contam ination, and not only among the d ifferent 
instrumental and vocal forms o f the regional tradition. A  strongly emblematic 
expression o f the deep and fast cultural mutations which lay siege to the S icilian- 
American communities, the record product “ rewrites”  and sometimes “ reinvents”  the 
Sicilian oral tradition’s music.

W ith the records, and the linked commercial operations, the figures o f the authors, o f 
the players and o f the professional or semi-professional singers are bom, extraneous
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This presentation summarizes some of the results obtained by research done on the
influence of the different technologies of storing and broadcasting on the different
kinds of popular music in Uruguay, since the 20's—when 78 rpm records begin to be
widely commercialized—up to the present moment. The reflections presented are
centered on the influence of the different technologies on the murgas—polyphonic,
masculine groups, associated with carnival, and loaded with strong socio-political
connotations. The analysis is focused on the use of cassettes in the process of individual
and collective creation that takes place three months before each carnival.

The murga is closely associated with the music broadcast in the mass media, since
the elaboration of texts based on the mechanism of contrafactum i s  essential to its
characterization. In the last years, the use of cassettes has increased, not only for the
selection and re—elaboration of tunes commercially edited—upon which the texts are
created—but also as a means to give the members the musical basis which has even
substituted the initial rehearsals. From these data, we consider phenomena related to
the modifications of the dynamics of creation and the relationship among the members
of the groups and their followers, as well as the groups among themselves.

On the other hand, while analyzing the previous massive broadcasting of popular
musics in the country, we compare the relation of the different support music provides
for the murga and for other kinds of group manifestations in festive contexts. Thus,
we put forward plausible causes for: the absence of these groups in the hundreds of
78 rpm records registered in the period 1920-1940 by other kinds of Uruguayan popular
groups, such as student and carnival troupes; the contrast between a strong presence
on the radio and a nearly complete absence on television; the important edition of
these groups in digital recordings; and their wide presence on the Internet, where
there now is—two months before carnival 2001—an employment bureau for
murgueros who do not belong to a group yet, and also a calendar with rehearsal
locations. Finally, we consider how these aspects, as well as others, affect the
researcher's methodology, whose dynamic work is also modified by the transformation
of the availability of information.

Francis, Larry Hicarian, Singapore
A Historical Introduction to the Malay Gambus
This paper will explore and discuss the appearance of two types of lute instruments 4
commonly known as gambus (gambus Hadharamuat and gambus Melayu) in the Malay
Archipelago. The main focus will be on historical development of the different variants
of gambus. This paper will also look at the theories and controversies surrounding
the "transmission" or "migration" of the gambus-type instruments into the Malay
Archipelago.

One theory is that the Arabs and Persians especially from Yemen could have introduced
the Persian barbat and the Arabian 'ud and qanbus as early as the 9th century. Another
striking feature of the possible "transmission" of the gambus from the Arab world
was the maritime expansion of Islam as a religion and a way of life during the
Islamization of the Malay Archipelago in the 15th century.

Once the theories pertaining to its arrival have been advanced, its dissemination
throughout the Malay Archipelago requires some consideration. This could have taken
place after their defeat of the Melakan Empire (in Peninsular Malaysia) by the
Portuguese in 1511. After their defeat the Melakans established their new empire in
Johor, eventually controlling the Riau-Lingga islands as well as the eastern coast of
Sumatra (Indonesia). The Johor Empire maintained its supremacy over these areas.
There were many contacts, conquests, inter-marriages, exchanges of musicians and
most importantly political overlordship paid to the Johor Empire by the eastern
Sumatran states and the Riau-Lingga islanders.

Finally, another important factor for the transmission of the gambus into Malay
Archipelago may be related to the opening of the Suez Canal in the 19th century
which expedited sea journey. The Arabian 'ud, but this time coming from different
parts of the Middle East, could have been "reintroduced" like a "second coming"
back into the Malay Archipelago and Malaysia in the 19th century. The most influential
group of Arabs that came to the Malay Archipelago was mainly from Yemen. Their
contributions were of  the uppermost importance as there in much evidence to
substantiate that the gambus and many Malay music genres have direct relation to
Yemeni music and culture.

Fugazzotto, Guiliana, Italy
Sicilian's Music on 78 rpm Records made in USA: From Tradition to
Contamination
The recording experience of the Sicilian players and singers, engaged by the American
Major labels during the first years of 1900s to meet the market requirements of the
community of immigrants, gives itself the shape of an original dialectical space, in
some cases of  exchange and contamination, and not only among the different
instrumental and vocal forms of  the regional tradition. A strongly emblematic
expression of the deep and fast cultural mutations which lay siege to the Sicilian-
American communities, the record product "rewrites" and sometimes "reinvents" the
Sicilian oral tradition's music.

With the records, and the linked commercial operations, the figures of the authors, of
the players and of the professional or semi-professional singers are born, extraneous
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to the musical performances o f the Sicilian oral tradition. And the performer, as i f  he 
wanted to claim the individual artistic supremacy about the oral conveyance o f the 
collective musical heritage, often appointed him self the authorship o f traditional 
melodic and verbal themes. Also on the side o f the composition o f instrumental staffs 
numerous and considerable are the news which were introduced by that record 
production. Beside the mandolin, the v io lin  and the guitar players -  the basis 
instrumental staff in  the traditional dance music -  we find more and more often the 
bandsmen. The “ friscalettu” , the straight reed flute and prince soloist instrument in 
the regional tradition, almost disappears and is substituted by the more versatile 
clarinet. The same happens for the most important instrument o f the agro-pastoral 
tradition, the bagpipe. Next to these, new hybrid instruments like the banjolin (banjo- 
mandolin) appear, with the banjo-guitar and even the xylophone, completely extraneous 
to the Sicilian culture.

On the vocal music side, w ith or without instrumental accompaniment, the catalogue 
o f the record offers made in USA shapes itse lf as wide and diversified. Together with 
the titles, which repeat some o f the traditional vocal forms in fu ll stylistic adherence, 
for example the “ stom elli”  or the songs “ alia vicariota,”  we find the “ new”  Sicilian 
lyric, which is more and more appreciated and it is soon able to dominate a great part 
o f the record.

So a catalogue o f record offers, really wide and variegated, which is unable to satisfy 
all musical preferences in the communities o f the Sicilians o f America.

Many o f these recordings are the only direct testimony about the art o f singers and 
players who disappeared before the beginning o f ethnomusicological activity and 
their documentation and musical value is very high. But this is not the only reason for 
the importance o f the research. The immigrant condition o f the singer or o f the player 
arrogates these documents some characteristics that may not be otherwise found in 
the analogous repertories o f the origin land: the conservative nature o f the repertories, 
above all, due to the cultural isolation o f the different ethnic groups and the attention 
to the themes o f new life  experiences.

Galm, E ric , USA
A Volta do Nosso M undo: Capoeira in  the Northeastern United States
The Afro-Brazilian martial art/dance/game o f capoeira has developed in Brazil from 
African martial dances. Capoeira has figured prominently throughout B razil’s history, 
as a means to escape the confines o f slavery, as well as a practice that has been both 
outlawed and embraced by governmental authorities, w ith the legalization o f capoeira 
beginning in the 1930s. Capoeira has enjoyed an enormous worldwide expansion, 
in itia lly  promoted through international tours o f Brazilian music and dance, and has
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become a fixture in the Northeastern United States since the mid-1970s. Based on 
fie ldw ork conducted w ith capoeira mestres (masters) and students in New York, 
Massachusetts and Connecticut in the 1990s, I w ill look at the development o f capoeira 
in the Northeastern US region, by focusing on differences in musical instrumentation 
and conceptual approach between the Angola (“ traditional” ) and Regional (“ modern” ) 
styles. In recent years, these contrasting styles have dramatically shifted from Regional 
to Angola, resulting in  changes o f philosophical direction w ithin Northeastern US 
academies, as w ell as the need to define and defend each academy’s style. The 
composition o f students who attend capoeira academies is also changing from a 
m ajority o f North American students, to increasing numbers o f young Brazilians 
liv ing  in the United States who are interested in learning more about their own culture. 
Additionally, many materials have appeared in print and recorded media that have 
expanded many North American capoeira practitioners’ horizons. I w ill also present 
a few brie f examples o f students’ descriptions o f what capoeira means to them, as 
well as explore the impact o f these materials on some North American practitioners, 
and demonstrate how this in-depth information has empowered them to define and 
pursue their own vision o f capoeira.

Garcia, M iguel Angel, Argentina
Making Culture Coherent: Nomadism, Contingency and Music in Wichi Society
The W ichi are one o f the largest ethnic groups o f the Chaco region. M ilita ry  control 
o f the area, followed by colonization and evangelization led to a widespread process 
o f impoverishment and marginality. Before being cornered in small reservations and 
before their ecosystem was degraded by the introduction o f cattle and lumber 
exploitation, they led an annual nomadic life  along a circuit that provided for their 
sustenance. One o f the most significant consequences o f their contact w ith the 
overpowering white society was sedentarization. Nevertheless, they s till keep a high 
degree o f m obility through visits, trade, musicians’ “ gigs”  and moving out after a 
relative’s death. This constant moving about, the unpredictable availability o f resources 
-  both in the forest and the town- and the ever changing landscape have shaped a 
highly contingent lifestyle. For the W ichi, to be nomadic means to wander about a 
territory that, though well known, always seems renewed and, therefore, requires a 
fresh definition o f action at the prompting o f the moment— lack or availability o f 
material resources, symbols, people, etc. In the imagery, things happen all around 
them without their transformative intervention. On an ideal plane, they consider that 
plenty follows scarcity. It is just a matter o f waiting. In case this fails to happen, they 
decide on a course o f action in order to restore the continuity o f every day life . In this 
frame o f thought, it is not necessary to plan or look ahead, since very few things in 
the natural and social environment are predetermined. It seems that, in a clear 
contradiction w ith one o f the staunchest postulates o f structuralist thought, w ithin
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to the musical performances of the Sicilian oral tradition. And the performer, as if he
wanted to claim the individual artistic supremacy about the oral conveyance of the
collective musical heritage, often appointed himself the authorship of traditional
melodic and verbal themes. Also on the side of the composition of instrumental staffs
numerous and considerable are the news which were introduced by that record
production. Beside the mandolin, the violin and the guitar players — the basis
instrumental staff in the traditional dance music — we find more and more often the
bandsmen. The "friscalettu", the straight reed flute and prince soloist instrument in
the regional tradition, almost disappears and is substituted by the more versatile
clarinet. The same happens for the most important instrument of the agro-pastoral
tradition, the bagpipe. Next to these, new hybrid instruments like the banjolin (banjo-
mandolin) appear, with the banjo-guitar and even the xylophone, completely extraneous
to the Sicilian culture.
On the vocal music side, with or without instrumental accompaniment, the catalogue
of the record offers made in USA shapes itself as wide and diversified. Together with
the titles, which repeat some of the traditional vocal forms in full stylistic adherence,
for example the "stornelli" or the songs "alla vicariota," we find the "new" Sicilian
lyric, which is more and more appreciated and it is soon able to dominate a great part
of the record.
So a catalogue of record offers, really wide and variegated, which is unable to satisfy
all musical preferences in the communities of the Sicilians of America.

Many of these recordings are the only direct testimony about the art of singers and
players who disappeared before the beginning of  ethnomusicological activity and
their documentation and musical value is very high. But this is not the only reason for
the importance of the research. The immigrant condition of the singer or of the player
arrogates these documents some characteristics that may not be otherwise found in
the analogous repertories of the origin land: the conservative nature of the repertories,
above all, due to the cultural isolation of the different ethnic groups and the attention
to the themes of new life experiences.

Galm, Eric, USA
A Volta do Nosso Monde: Capoeira in the Northeastern United States
The Afro-Brazilian martial art/dance/game of capoeira has developed in Brazil from
African martial dances. Capoeira has figured prominently throughout Brazil's history,
as a means to escape the confines of slavery, as well as a practice that has been both
outlawed and embraced by governmental authorities, with the legalization of capoeira
beginning in the 1930s. Capoeira has enjoyed an enormous worldwide expansion,
initially promoted through international tours of Brazilian music and dance, and has

become a fixture in the Northeastern United States since the mid- I 970s. Based on
fieldwork conducted with capoeira mestres (masters) and students in New York,
Massachusetts and Connecticut in the 1990s, I will look at the development of capoeira
in the Northeastern US region, by focusing on differences in musical instrumentation
and conceptual approach between the Angola ("traditional") and Regional ("modern")
styles. In recent years, these contrasting styles have dramatically shifted from Regional
to Angola, resulting in changes of philosophical direction within Northeastern US
academies, as well as the need to define and defend each academy's style. The
composition of students who attend capoeira academies is also changing from a
majority of North American students, to increasing numbers of young Brazilians
living in the United States who are interested in learning more about their own culture.
Additionally, many materials have appeared in print and recorded media that have
expanded many North American capoeira practitioners' horizons. I will also present
a few brief examples of students' descriptions of what capoeira means to them, as
well as explore the impact of these materials on some North American practitioners,
and demonstrate how this in-depth information has empowered them to define and
pursue their own vision of capoeira.

Garcia, Miguel Angel, Argentina
Making Culture Coherent: Nomadism, Contingency and Music in Wichi Society
The Wichi are one of the largest ethnic groups of the Chaco region. Military control
of the area, followed by colonization and evangelization led to a widespread process
of impoverishment and marginality. Before being cornered in small reservations and
before their ecosystem was degraded by the introduction of  cattle and lumber
exploitation, they led an annual nomadic life along a circuit that provided for their
sustenance. One of  the most significant consequences of  their contact with the
overpowering white society was sedentarization. Nevertheless, they still keep a high
degree of mobility through visits, trade, musicians' "gigs" and moving out after a
relative's death. This constant moving about, the unpredictable availability of resources
— both in the forest and the town- and the ever changing landscape have shaped a
highly contingent lifestyle. For the Wichi, to be nomadic means to wander about a
territory that, though well known, always seems renewed and, therefore, requires a
fresh definition of action at the prompting of the moment—lack or availability of
material resources, symbols, people, etc. In the imagery, things happen all around
them without their transformative intervention. On an ideal plane, they consider that
plenty follows scarcity. It is just a matter of waiting. In case this fails to happen, they
decide on a course of action in order to restore the continuity of every day life. In this
frame of thought, it is not necessary to plan or look ahead, since very few things in
the natural and social environment are predetermined. I t  seems that, in a clear
contradiction with one of the staunchest postulates of structuralist thought, within
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W ichi society events prevail over structure. Based on the premise that cultures tend 
to generate coherent systems, though undoubtedly w ith differing and even antagonistic 
discourses, and that musics permeated by these processes, this paper attempts to explore 
the way in which this peculiar relation among space, time and action outlined above, 
manifests itse lf in the different facets o f their musical practices. In other words, my 
purpose is to throw light on the links between nomadism, contingency and music.

Gastesi, Estibaliz, USA
The Payback: Basque Am erican M usic and Its  Role in  D efining Iden tity  in  the 
Basque Country
In this presentation I discuss the importance o f music and dance in defining identity 
in the Am erican Basque com m unity o f Boise, Idaho, and speculate on how 
(unintentionally) they serve to authenticate the current ideology o f ethnicity held by 
the Basque government.

The study results from fie ldw ork in Boise, Idaho, during the annual San Ignazio 
Festivities. Activities included attending rehearsals, observation and participation in 
activities, taking pictures, recording, and conducting surveys o f the public and the 
components o f the different music and dance groups. This work has been enriched by 
the consideration o f writings by R. Gallop, J.A. Arana M artija, R. Laxalt, P. Donostia, 
M. Stokes, H.J. Gans, as well as examination o f articles from newspapers (Bilbao, El 
Correo del Pueblo Vasco).

A fter comparing these spontaneous musical manifestations in Boise w ith some o f its 
state-sponsored counterparts in the Basque Country, I elaborate on the use— through 
the ample media coverage and some financial support they receive back in Europe—  
that the Basque governm ent views the Am erican Basque celebrations as a 
reinforcement o f its own nationalistic ideology. Although it seems that the Boise 
Basques are now being rewarded for their allegiance to their origins, they are the 
ones who are paying it back: their festivals and mega-events (such as the Jai A ld i, 
staged every five years w ith participation o f people from four continents) are widely 
publicized by the Basque government as an endorsement o f its nationalistic ideology. 
Furthermore, besides g iving an example fo r young Spanish Basques— who are 
sometimes more interested in  pop and rock than in  the ir own fo lk lo re — o f a 
“ uncorrupted”  Basque community at large, they also bring an aura o f international 
prestige fo r the Basque government as an autonomous body o f government, which 
can support its own cultural exchanges on an worldwide level.
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Gay, Leslie C., USA
Lom ax’s Saddle Recorder and O ther Technological M ediations: D isclosing 
Technologies in  Ethnographic Representation
In one short episode o f Colin Turnbull’s book The Forest People (1962) there appears 
an altogether surprising anecdote o f technological dislocation that breaks the seamless 
connection between fie ld  research and ethnographic representation: throughout 
Turnbull’s travels w ith the M buti in the African rainforest he has packed around his 
typewriter. This dislocation o f Turnbull’s typewriter in the rainforest becomes a point 
from  which James C liffo rd  (1986) calls fo r another sort o f dislocation, to make 
processes o f ethnographic representation through collection, analysis, and, especially, 
w riting more visible w ith in anthropology. This anecdote reminds me o f another 
technologically jarring one: John Lomax, while collecting ballads in the United States 
for his book Cowboy Songs, and Other Frontier Ballads (1910), sometimes carried a 
fifty-pound sound recording machine on horseback, balanced on the saddle pommel 
w ith the recording horn strapped behind him (Lomax 1947). To ethnomusicologists, 
however, it is Lomax’s precarious mode o f transportation for the machine, not the 
device its e lf that is most surprising. Indeed, one could w rite  a h is to ry o f 
ethnomusicology follow ing recording technologies in the fie ld, from cylinder, disk, 
and wire to magnetic, then digital tape, and beyond. Yet, like issues o f ethnographic 
w riting and representation in anthropology before C liffo rd ’s work, ethnomusicologists’ 
use o f technologies o f music/sound reproduction remains today under critiqued. That 
is, this seemingly essential aspect o f research, i f  not one defining characteristic o f 
our discipline, only rarely receives attention beyond simple “ how-to”  issues o f usage.

This lack o f reflection stems, perhaps, from  a general view that these very same 
technologies, and the socioeconomic regimes that support them, have been taken as, 
and at times are, threats to the people and cultures w ith whom we work and the 
musical practices we value. Yet our own use o f these technologies is implicated in  a 
host o f mercurial concepts including “ identity,”  “ authority,”  “ authenticity,”  and 
“ tradition”  making such an analysis all the more important. In this paper, drawing 
from  several related d isc ip lines in c lu d ing  popular m usic scholarship and 
communications and media studies along w ith my own research, I explore these issues 
o f ethnographic representation and the repercussions o f technology in  our work as 
ethnomusicologists.

Giurchescu, Anca, Denmark
Negotiating the F ie ld: Dialogue, In te rsub jectiv ity  and the Truthkeeper
Gypsy communities are characterized by great diversity, each o f them imposing an 
adequate approach in order to establish relationship based on dialogue. Some o f these 
communities are “ open”  to communication, other are “ closed”  and conservative,
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Wichi society events prevail over structure. Based on the premise that cultures tend
to generate coherent systems, though undoubtedly with differing and even antagonistic
discourses, and that musics permeated by these processes, this paper attempts to explore
the way in which this peculiar relation among space, time and action outlined above,
manifests itself in the different facets of their musical practices. In other words, my
purpose is to throw light on the links between nomadism, contingency and music.

Gastesi, Estibaliz, USA
The Payback: Basque American Music and Its Role in Deming Identity in the
Basque Country
In this presentation I discuss the importance of music and dance in defining identity
in the American Basque community o f  Boise, Idaho, and speculate on how
(unintentionally) they serve to authenticate the current ideology of ethnicity held by
the Basque government.

The study results from fieldwork in Boise, Idaho, during the annual San Ignazio
Festivities. Activities included attending rehearsals, observation and participation in
activities, taking pictures, recording, and conducting surveys of the public and the
components of the different music and dance groups. This work has been enriched by
the consideration of writings by R. Gallop, J.A. Arana Martija, R. Laxalt, P. Donostia,
M. Stokes, H.J. Gans, as well as examination of articles from newspapers (Bilbao, El
Correo del Pueblo Vasco).

After comparing these spontaneous musical manifestations in Boise with some of its
state-sponsored counterparts in the Basque Country, I elaborate on the use—through
the ample media coverage and some financial support they receive back in Europe—
that the Basque government views the American Basque celebrations as a
reinforcement of its own nationalistic ideology. Although it seems that the Boise
Basques are now being rewarded for their allegiance to their origins, they are the
ones who are paying it back: their festivals and mega-events (such as the Jai Aldi,
staged every five years with participation of people from four continents) are widely
publicized by the Basque government as an endorsement of its nationalistic ideology.
Furthermore, besides giving an example for young Spanish Basques—who are
sometimes more interested in pop and rock than in their own folklore—of a
"uncorrupted" Basque community at large, they also bring an aura o f  international
prestige for the Basque government as an autonomous body of government, which
can support its own cultural exchanges on an worldwide level.

Gay, Leslie C., USA
Lomax's Saddle Recorder and Other Technological Mediations: Disclosing
Technologies in Ethnographic Representation
In one short episode of Colin Turnbull's book The Forest People (1962) there appears
an altogether surprising anecdote of technological dislocation that breaks the seamless
connection between field research and ethnographic representation: throughout
Turnbull's travels with the Mbuti in the African rainforest he has packed around his
typewriter. This dislocation of Turnbull's typewriter in the rainforest becomes a point
from which James Clifford (1986) calls for another sort of dislocation, to make
processes of ethnographic representation through collection, analysis, and, especially,
writing more visible within anthropology. This anecdote reminds me of another
technologically jarring one: John Lomax, while collecting ballads in the United States
for his book Cowboy Songs, and Other Frontier Ballads (1910), sometimes carried a
fifty-pound sound recording machine on horseback, balanced on the saddle pommel
with the recording horn strapped behind him (Lomax 1947). To ethnomusicologists,
however, it is Lomax's precarious mode of transportation for the machine, not the
device i tsel f  that is most surprising. Indeed, one could write a history o f
ethnomusicology following recording technologies in the field, from cylinder, disk,
and wire to magnetic, then digital tape, and beyond. Yet, like issues of ethnographic
writing and representation in anthropology before Clifford's work, ethnomusicologists'
use of technologies of music/sound reproduction remains today under critiqued. That
is, this seemingly essential aspect of research, i f  not one defining characteristic of
our discipline, only rarely receives attention beyond simple "how-to" issues of usage.

This lack of reflection stems, perhaps, from a general view that these very same
technologies, and the socioeconomic regimes that support them, have been taken as,
and at times are, threats to the people and cultures with whom we work and the
musical practices we value. Yet our own use of these technologies is implicated in a
host of mercurial concepts including "identity," "authority," "authenticity," and
"tradition" making such an analysis all the more important. In this paper, drawing
from several related disciplines including popular music scholarship and
communications and media studies along with my own research, I explore these issues
of ethnographic representation and the repercussions of technology in our work as
ethnomusicologists.

Giurchescu, Anca, Denmark
Negotiating the Field: Dialogue, Intersubjectivity and the Truthkeeper
Gypsy communities are characterized by great diversity, each of them imposing an
adequate approach in order to establish relationship based on dialogue. Some of these
communities are "open" to communication, other are "closed" and conservative,
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making it d ifficu lt fo r the researcher to establish a real contact w ith the local people. 
In these situations the presence o f a local mediator (a person w ith prestige status) 
often becomes necessary. He may, however, influence the research process by 
function ing as “ gate keeper” , m anipulating the researcher’s contact w ith  the 
community.

Another aspect to be discussed is the contradiction which may appear between 
expectations and reality, in  other words, the contradiction between the way a 
community wants to be perceived by an outsider and the way the researcher looks at 
it. This contradiction may be experienced in  several types o f relationships: 
interpersonal (researcher-informant): gender (man-woman); ethnic (gypsy-Gadjiu); 
fina lly  around the meaning o f cultural terms such as tradition, representative and 
‘authentic’ w ith focus on dance and music. The contradiction existing— especially in 
former communist countries such as Romania— between the way people think, express 
themselves verbally and act, are instrumental for the development o f a special research 
technique, in  order to avoid the distortion o f inform ation. Most o f the aspects 
mentioned before, w ill be discussed on the basis o f fieldwork carried out during the 
last two years w ith Gypsy communities in  southern Romania.

Grasse, Jonathan USA
Ethnom usicological Juncture in  New Musics o f the 20th C entury: Adaptive  
A ppropria tion  and C ross-C ultural Composition
This paper focuses on non-Western influences on Western concert music, a view o f 
cross-cultural com position contextualized by the term adaptive appropriation. 
Ethnomusicological paradigm shifts may be said to engage the discipline’s process- 
oriented axis o f cultural interpretation and representation. However, aspects o f research 
create products such as recordings, transcriptions, presentation and conceptualization 
o f indigenous music theory, and the establishment o f performance ensembles in the 
West represent valuable elements in  a com poser’ s adaptive appropria tion: 
compositional influences, achieved through learned study and performance practice, 
o f non-Western genres. In this study, I examine m ultip le  junctures between 
ethnomusicology and new music while locating adaptive appropriation as historically 
and aesthetically d istinct from  exoticism , fo lk lo rism , and orientalism . Cross- 
culturalism is presented as a hidden cornerstone o f modernism, and is emphasized as 
key to many musical historiographies.

G rau, Andree, U.K.
Negotiating C u ltu ra l Iden tity  Through Dance
M y paper w ill be based on some o f the results o f a two-year research project entitled
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South Asian dance in B rita in: negotiating cultural identity through dance. Its aim is 
twofold:

1) It w ill look at how dance has been used, and is being used w ithin British Asian 
communities, looking especially at the dynamic tensions that exist between the many 
agendas found among the different constituencies that partake in what is labeled 
“ South Asian Dance.”  Audience expectations, for example, may have less to do w ith 
the inherent aesthetic quality o f the dance and more to do w ith cultural “ authenticity.”  
A  performance can become the artistic representative o f “ Indianness,”  an ethnic display 
rather than a serious artistic product contributing to a larger framework o f theater 
dance w ithin a culturally diverse society.

2) The second aspect o f the paper w ill be about the danger inherent in any research 
dealing w ith identity, in that it can be seen to “ ethnicise”  its subjects and in this way, 
continue in the steps o f the very colonial discourse, which we are questioning. What 
is crucial here is that we are not “ othering”  members o f minorities, but that issues o f 
identity are looked at throughout the society and that this is done w ithin a framework 
o f inclusion/exclusion and o f access to resources.

Greene, O live r USA (organizer)
Panel -  D ocum enting G a rifu n a  Id e n tity : C o lla b o ra tive  E ffo rts  Between 
Researchers and the Com m unity
Along the Caribbean coast o f Belize south to Nicaragua, live the Garinagu (also 
called the Garifuna), a people o f Amerindian and African descent who share a common 
language and have maintained their indigenous music, dance, and rituals. Garifuna 
scholars in Belize state that the popularity o f the local English creole dialect and 
African-Am erican hip-hop culture have resulted in a decline in the use o f their 
language and in participation in traditional rituals among the Garifuna youth. The 
National Garifuna Council has begun to work intimately with non-Garifuna researchers 
in  documenting their culture. Such researchers have aided in  advocating fo r and 
preserving o f culture by: 1) directly involving the local community in the processes 
o f documentation, 2) organizing performances, lectures, and film  showings in  
immigrant Garifuna communities in the United States and in Belize, 3) assisting in 
the development o f cultural archives, and 4) donating copies o f completed work to 
community archives in Belize.

Using film  projects based on or involving indigenous music and dance, this panel 
examines the relationship between researchers and the communities they study from 
the perspective o f the outsider and the insider. Ethnomusicologist O liver Greene 
discusses the significance o f reciprocity relative to the history o f poor ethical conduct
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making it difficult for the researcher to establish a real contact with the local people.
In these situations the presence of a local mediator (a person with prestige status)
often becomes necessary. H e  may, however, influence the research process by
functioning as "gate keeper", manipulating the researcher's contact with the
community.

Another aspect to be discussed is the contradiction which may appear between
expectations and reality, in other words, the contradiction between the way a
community wants to be perceived by an outsider and the way the researcher looks at
it. This contradiction may be experienced in several types of  relationships:
interpersonal (researcher-informant): gender (man-woman); ethnic (gypsy-Gadjiu);
finally around the meaning of cultural terms such as tradition, representative and
'authentic' with focus on dance and music. The contradiction existing—especially in
former communist countries such as Romania—between the way people think, express
themselves verbally and act, are instrumental for the development of a special research
technique, in order to avoid the distortion of  information. Most of the aspects
mentioned before, will be discussed on the basis of fieldwork carried out during the
last two years with Gypsy communities in southern Romania.

Grasse, Jonathan USA
Ethnomusicological Juncture in New Musics of the 20th Century: Adaptive
Appropriation and Cross-Cultural Composition
This paper focuses on non-Western influences on Western concert music, a view of
cross-cultural composition contextualized by the term adaptive appropriation.
Ethnomusicological paradigm shifts may be said to engage the discipline's process-
oriented axis of cultural interpretation and representation. However, aspects of research
create products such as recordings, transcriptions, presentation and conceptualization
of indigenous music theory, and the establishment of performance ensembles in the
West represent valuable elements in  a composer's adaptive appropriation:
compositional influences, achieved through learned study and performance practice,
of non-Western genres. I n  this study, I  examine multiple junctures between
ethnomusicology and new music while locating adaptive appropriation as historically
and aesthetically distinct from exoticism, folklorism, and orientalism. Cross-
culturalism is presented as a hidden cornerstone of modernism, and is emphasized as
key to many musical historiographies.

Grau, Andree, U.K.
Negotiating Cultural Identity Through Dance
My paper will be based on some of the results of a two-year research project entitled

South Asian dance in Britain: negotiating cultural identity through dance. Its aim is
twofold:

1) It will look at how dance has been used, and is being used within British Asian
communities, looking especially at the dynamic tensions that exist between the many
agendas found among the different constituencies that partake in what is labeled
"South Asian Dance." Audience expectations, for example, may have less to do with
the inherent aesthetic quality of the dance and more to do with cultural "authenticity."
A performance can become the artistic representative of "Indianness," an ethnic display
rather than a serious artistic product contributing to a larger framework of theater
dance within a culturally diverse society.

2) The second aspect of the paper will be about the danger inherent in any research
dealing with identity, in that it can be seen to "ethnicise" its subjects and in this way,
continue in the steps of the very colonial discourse, which we are questioning. What
is crucial here is that we are not "othering" members of minorities, but that issues of
identity are looked at throughout the society and that this is done within a framework
of inclusion/exclusion and of access to resources.

Greene, Oliver USA (organizer)
Panel — Documenting Garifuna Identity: Collaborative Efforts Between
Researchers and the Community
Along the Caribbean coast of Belize south to Nicaragua, live the Garinagu (also
called the Garifuna), a people of Amerindian and African descent who share a common
language and have maintained their indigenous music, dance, and rituals. Garifuna
scholars in Belize state that the popularity of the local English creole dialect and
African-American hip-hop culture have resulted in a decline in the use of their
language and in participation in traditional rituals among the Garifuna youth. The
National Garifuna Council has begun to work intimately with non-Garifuna researchers
in documenting their culture. Such researchers have aided in advocating for and
preserving of culture by: 1) directly involving the local community in the processes
of documentation, 2) organizing performances, lectures, and fi lm showings in
immigrant Garifuna communities in the United States and in Belize, 3) assisting in
the development of cultural archives, and 4) donating copies of completed work to
community archives in Belize.

Using film projects based on or involving indigenous music and dance, this panel
examines the relationship between researchers and the communities they study from
the perspective of the outsider and the insider. Ethnomusicologist Oliver Greene
discusses the significance of reciprocity relative to the history of poor ethical conduct
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among researchers in  Belize, the researcher-community relationship in documenting 
ancestor veneration rituals, and collaborative efforts in  documenting the music and 
dance o f John Canoe, and a Garifuna Christmas processional ritual. Filmmaker Andrea 
Leland, producer o f the documentary, The Garifuna Journey, discusses conflicting 
expectations between the community and researcher and describes challenges involved 
in efforts to document culture and create community archives (Greene and Leland 
have conducted research among the Garinagu o f Belize since 1994). B. Malcolm 
Servio-Mariano, a Garifuna and a doctoral candidate in anthropology at the State 
University o f New York at Albany (SUNY), w ill discuss how the information gained 
from collaborative research efforts may be used by individuals in the community to 
aid in the processes o f cultural retrieval and revitalization. Roy Cayetano, author o f 
The Garifuna D ictionary and president o f the National Garifuna Council, discusses 
local community perceptions o f The Garifuna Journey and the John Canoe projects, 
and collaborative efforts in documenting the performing arts as part o f an application 
for a UNESCO cultural preservation grant.

H aouli, Janete E l, Brazil 
Listening to Traditions on the Radio
In this presentation I intend to present a radio creation work (or radiophonic piece) 
based on the re-construction, in a studio, o f soundscapes* suggested by listening to 
music o f traditions. This radio creation w ill show one o f the propositions developed 
in my doctoral thesis named Radiopaisagem (Radioscapes), a research work that 
depicts the composition o f a radio piece and reflects on listening to soundscapes on 
the radio as well as the function, meaning, and horizons o f contemporary radio as an 
artistic-pedagogical means o f mass communication.

To contribute to this debate, I start from the perspective that anthropology has made 
possible a de-centralization o f listening, privileging the study o f areas o f civilization 
far away from our own. The very nature o f the object o f study— the confrontation 
w ith another culture— has conducted us, therefore, to a permanent exercise o f 
relativeness in which the clash or the perplexity provoked by this meeting o f different 
cultures has allowed us to modify our listening and knowledge o f ourselves.

I propose, in this radio piece, to consider and to exercise the idea o f an ethnographic 
listening, a listening to the differences, perceiving and realizing how these new spaces 
o f listening w ill be building themselves up and how the several and different sound 
relations are established, brought about by the traditional songs. The moving or the 
de-territorialization o f these sound spaces, the transformation o f the soundscapes re
contextualized and re-spacialized by means o f a radio creation, can offer us other 
possibilities and perspectives on the listening o f another culture.
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*The soundscape is any acoustic fie ld  o f study. We may speak o f a musical composition 
as a soundscape, or a radio program as a soundscape or an acoustic environment as a 
soundscape. Murray Schafer, The Tuning o f the World, 1977

H arnish, David USA
Contemporary Negotiations in Music Composition in Modem Bali 
U n til the 1960s, much music composition fo r gamelan in Bali was restricted to 
borrowing existing ideas and combining melodic fragments to create a new work. 
W ith the establishment o f music conservatories in the 1960s, techniques and processes 
o f composition evolved rapidly, resulting in  new creativity and the development o f 
new styles. Increased radio broadcasts, a surging audiocassette industry, and musicians 
studying outside o f Bali led influences from Java, America, and Europe to pour into 
the island. A t the same time, the concept o f “ composer”  (komponis) became a glorified 
notion at the conservatories, composition coursework became a cornerstone o f 
education, and the government started to look to composers to further state policies. 
Today composers speak o f “ globalization”  (globalisasi) and modem (moderen) music 
composition; several are interested in combining ideas drawn from other non-Western 
music styles w ith their own, and they must negotiate a number o f socio-cultural, 
political and artistic forces to create successful works. Most composers today have 
studied abroad and many have collaborated w ith foreign artists.

This paper traces developments, identifies leaders, explores the phenomenon o f 
gamelan music composition in contemporary Bali, and examines the impact o f mass 
media, technology, and individuality in compositional trends.

Hemetek, Ursula Germany
Iden tity  Problems o f Ethnomusicologists In  Connection w ith  M in o rity  Musics
In the course o f my studies o f m inority musics in Austria I had to play several roles 
besides being a researcher: advocate, manager, organizer and so on. I  have been 
involved in political work as well as in social programs. As minorities are groups o f 
people that are in one way or another discriminated against, I could hardly ignore this 
fact and my informants expected me to be on their side. Public v is ib ility  o f m inority 
music styles was one o f the demands as well as polishing up the public image o f the 
group and reducing negative prejudices. It is very d ifficu lt to meet all these expectations 
and sometimes inform ants are disappointed because the poss ib ilities  o f an 
ethnomusicologist are rather lim ited. S till I think ethnomusicology should use its 
tools in these processes in the sense o f an applied ethnomusicology. I w ill deal w ith 
these matters using several examples from my own research on Gypsy music.
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among researchers in Belize, the researcher-community relationship in documenting
ancestor veneration rituals, and collaborative efforts in documenting the music and
dance of John Canoe, and a Garifuna Christmas processional ritual. Filmmaker Andrea
Leland, producer of the documentary, The Garifuna Journey, discusses conflicting
expectations between the community and researcher and describes challenges involved
in efforts to document culture and create community archives (Greene and Leland
have conducted research among the Garinagu of Belize since 1994). B. Malcolm
Servio—Mariano, a Garifuna and a doctoral candidate in anthropology at the State
University of New York at Albany (SUNY), will discuss how the information gained
from collaborative research efforts may be used by individuals in the community to
aid in the processes of cultural retrieval and revitalization. Roy Cayetano, author of
The Garifuna Dictionary and president of the National Garifuna Council, discusses
local community perceptions of The Garifuna Journey and the John Canoe projects,
and collaborative efforts in documenting the performing arts as part of an application
for a UNESCO cultural preservation grant.

Haouli, Janete El, Brazil
Listening to Traditions on the Radio
In this presentation I intend to present a radio creation work (or radiophonic piece)
based on the re-construction, in a studio, of soundscapes* suggested by listening to
music of traditions. This radio creation will show one of the propositions developed
in my doctoral thesis named Radiopaisagem (Radioscapes), a research work that
depicts the composition of a radio piece and reflects on listening to soundscapes on
the radio as well as the function, meaning, and horizons of contemporary radio as an
artistic-pedagogical means of mass communication.

To contribute to this debate, I start from the perspective that anthropology has made
possible a de-centralization of listening, privileging the study of areas of civilization
far away from our own. The very nature of the object of study—the confrontation
with another culture—has conducted us, therefore, to a permanent exercise of
relativeness in which the clash or the perplexity provoked by this meeting of different
cultures has allowed us to modify our listening and knowledge of ourselves.

I propose, in this radio piece, to consider and to exercise the idea of an ethnographic
listening, a listening to the differences, perceiving and realizing how these new spaces
of listening will be building themselves up and how the several and different sound
relations are established, brought about by the traditional songs. The moving or the
de-territorialization of these sound spaces, the transformation of the soundscapes re-
contextualized and re-spacialized by means of a radio creation, can offer us other
possibilities and perspectives on the listening of another culture.

*The soundscape is any acoustic field of study. We may speak of a musical composition
as a soundscape, or a radio program as a soundscape or an acoustic environment as a
soundscape. Murray Schafer, The Tuning of the World, 1977

Harnish, David USA
Contemporary Negotiations in Music Composition in Modern Bali
Until the 1960s, much music composition for gamelan in Bali was restricted to
borrowing existing ideas and combining melodic fragments to create a new work.
With the establishment of music conservatories in the 1960s, techniques and processes
of composition evolved rapidly, resulting in new creativity and the development of
new styles. Increased radio broadcasts, a surging audiocassette industry, and musicians
studying outside of Bali led influences from Java, America, and Europe to pour into
the island. At  the same time, the concept of "composer" (komponis) became a glorified
notion at the conservatories, composition coursework became a cornerstone of
education, and the government started to look to composers to further state policies.
Today composers speak of "globalization" (globalisasi) and modern (moderen) music
composition; several are interested in combining ideas drawn from other non-Western
music styles with their own, and they must negotiate a number of socio-cultural,
political and artistic forces to create successful works. Most composers today have
studied abroad and many have collaborated with foreign artists.

This paper traces developments, identifies leaders, explores the phenomenon of
gamelan music composition in contemporary Bali, and examines the impact of mass
media, technology, and individuality in compositional trends.

Hemetek, Ursula Germany
Identity Problems of Ethnomusicologists In Connection with Minority Musics
In the course of my studies of minority musics in Austria I had to play several roles
besides being a researcher: advocate, manager, organizer and so on. I  have been
involved in political work as well as in social programs. As minorities are groups of
people that are in one way or another discriminated against, I could hardly ignore this
fact and my informants expected me to be on their side. Public visibility of minority
music styles was one of the demands as well as polishing up the public image of the
group and reducing negative prejudices. It is very difficult to meet all these expectations
and sometimes informants are disappointed because the possibilities o f  an
ethnomusicologist are rather limited. Still I  think ethnomusicology should use its
tools in these processes in the sense of an applied ethnomusicology. I will deal with
these matters using several examples from my own research on Gypsy music.
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H ill, Juniper, USA
Global Travel and the Return Home: Money, Creative E xploration and Protecting 
the Indigenous O ther in  Andean M usic
In recent years, we have witnessed an explosion o f Andean musicians performing 
music in subways, plazas, and festivals across Europe and in North America. These 
indigenous musicians have discovered that by selling their music at the international 
level, they have greater economic opportunities and can break free from some o f the 
poverty and oppression they face in their home countries. W hile abroad, they are also 
free from the scrutiny o f their communities which obligate them to perform traditional 
music. Thus, they have the opportunity fo r creative exploration and musical 
experimentation. These musicians regularly return home to indigenous communities 
which use the expression o f tradition to actively fight for the preservation o f their 
cultural identity in the face o f frequent exposure and pressure from outside cultures.

W hile conducting fieldwork in  northern Ecuador, I observed the negotiations between 
monetary gain, artistic freedom, and the protection o f indigenous identity through 
preservation o f tradition. Young indigenous men seeking material gain picked up 
instruments without bothering to learn their community’s repertoire or performance 
techniques. When they traveled abroad, they were distanced not only from  their 
communities but also from other musicians from their region due to the d ifficu lty  in 
obtaining visas for groups. Thus, individual musicians formed pickup bands abroad 
w ith indigenous musicians from other countries and created a new style o f commercial 
music characterized by generic Pan-Andean repertoire, diatonic instruments, and non- 
traditional electronic instruments. Meanwhile, talented, knowledgeable musicians 
discovered that in addition to making money abroad, they had the freedom to express 
themselves and engage in  musical experimentation not allowed at home. These 
musicians recorded CDs o f fusions between their local styles and new age, rock, 
Afro-Ecuadorian music, and other world music styles.

Many o f these world traveling musicians return every three to six months o f each 
year to their indigenous communities in the Andes. Back home, indigenous cultures 
are threatened by foreign influences from globalization, tourism, and the aftermath 
o f colonialism. Traditional music performed at festivals and rituals is guarded as an 
important expression o f the indigenous communities’ unique cultural identity. Many 
o f the musicians who perform this traditional music are the same musicians who 
travel back and forth between the Andes and international performance venues. In 
this paper I discuss how these musicians are viewed by their communities back home 
and how they negotiate the different musical worlds in which they live.
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Hopkins, Pandora, USA 
M ig ra tion  o f M usical Thought
In my book, Aural Thinking in Norway, I  propose a perspective on the hardingfele 
that defines it more as a tool for making music than as an artifact that also produces 
musical sounds. W hile the second concept (fam ilia r from  the Sachs-Hornbostel 
classification system and elsewhere) may well be part o f the total communication 
received by the listener, the physical shape o f the instrument is rarely a static 
circumstance and it can even obscure distinctive features that otherwise would reveal 
cultural genres. I found it fru itfu l to perceive o f the Hardanger v io lin  as one o f a large 
group o f bowed stringed instruments (o f various shapes) that had undergone frequent 
redesigning by individual musicians in striving to communicate variations on a general 
style o f musical sound. This viewpoint also seemed to highlight the human, flu id  
nature o f musical communication in general. In this paper, I  hope to touch on the 
migration o f this body o f Nordic sound between United States and Norway. But the 
major emphasis w ill be on the application o f the same perspective to a completely 
different tradition from another part o f the world: the steel pans orchestras o f the 
Caribbean. In a sim ilar fashion, the music o f a physically different group o f instruments 
(different in both shape and material)— the stamped bamboo tubes called tamboo 
bamboo— was transferred to instruments o f a new shape. Sim ilarly, the old instruments 
were largely discarded when the new musical tools— made from o il drums— came 
into being early in this century. Steel pan orchestras, playing different styles o f music 
(but sharing musical characteristics— particularly in respect to ensemble) have not 
only become a permanent part o f musical life  here in the United States but also, more 
recently, in school programs and festival occasions in Sweden, Germany, and many 
other countries o f the world.

Impey, Angela South A frica
C u ltu re , C onservation, and C om m unity R econstructions: E xp lo ra tions in  
P artic ipatory Action Research and Ethnomusicology in  Dukuduku
The people o f Dukuduku are a disparate community o f some 20,000 Zulu-speaking 
people who rate amongst the poorest in KwaZulu Natal, South Africa. Having been 
forcib ly removed from the eastern shores o f the Greater St. Lucia Wetlands Region in 
the 1950s when the area was declared a national forest, they have recently returned to 
claim legitimate ownership o f the land, where they now subsist by way o f crude 
slash-and-bum agriculture and fishing.

This presentation w ill focus a community-based music documentation project that 
has been established in Dukuduku to advance the development vision o f the region, 
which, having recently been proclaimed the firs t UNESCO World Heritage Site in
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Hill, Juniper, USA
Global Travel and the Return Home: Money, Creative Exploration and Protecting
the Indigenous Other in Andean Music
In recent years, we have witnessed an explosion of Andean musicians performing
music in subways, plazas, and festivals across Europe and in North America. These
indigenous musicians have discovered that by selling their music at the international
level, they have greater economic opportunities and can break free from some of the
poverty and oppression they face in their home countries. While abroad, they are also
free from the scrutiny of their communities which obligate them to perform traditional
music. Thus, they have the opportunity for creative exploration and musical
experimentation. These musicians regularly return home to indigenous communities
which use the expression of tradition to actively fight for the preservation of their
cultural identity in the face of frequent exposure and pressure from outside cultures.

While conducting fieldwork in northern Ecuador, I observed the negotiations between
monetary gain, artistic freedom, and the protection of indigenous identity through
preservation of tradition. Young indigenous men seeking material gain picked up
instruments without bothering to learn their community's repertoire or performance
techniques. When they traveled abroad, they were distanced not only from their
communities but also from other musicians from their region due to the difficulty in
obtaining visas for groups. Thus, individual musicians formed pickup bands abroad
with indigenous musicians from other countries and created a new style of commercial
music characterized by generic Pan-Andean repertoire, diatonic instruments, and non-
traditional electronic instruments. Meanwhile, talented, knowledgeable musicians
discovered that in addition to making money abroad, they had the freedom to express
themselves and engage in musical experimentation not allowed at home. These
musicians recorded CDs of fusions between their local styles and new age, rock,
Afro-Ecuadorian music, and other world music styles.

Many of these world traveling musicians return every three to six months of each
year to their indigenous communities in the Andes. Back home, indigenous cultures
are threatened by foreign influences from globalization, tourism, and the aftermath
of colonialism. Traditional music performed at festivals and rituals is guarded as an
important expression of the indigenous communities' unique cultural identity. Many
of the musicians who perform this traditional music are the same musicians who
travel back and forth between the Andes and international performance venues. In
this paper I discuss how these musicians are viewed by their communities back home
and how they negotiate the different musical worlds in which they live.

Hopkins, Pandora, USA
Migration of Musical Thought
In my book, Aural Thinking in Norway, I  propose a perspective on the hardingfele
that defines it more as a tool for making music than as an artifact that also produces
musical sounds. While the second concept (familiar from the Sachs-Hombostel
classification system and elsewhere) may well be part of the total communication
received by the  listener, the physical shape of  the instrument is rarely a static
circumstance and it can even obscure distinctive features that otherwise would reveal
cultural genres. I found it fruitful to perceive of the Hardanger violin as one of a large
group of bowed stringed instruments (of various shapes) that had undergone frequent
redesigning by individual musicians in striving to communicate variations on a general
style of musical sound. This viewpoint also seemed to highlight the human, fluid
nature of musical communication in general. In this paper, I  hope to touch on the
migration of this body of Nordic sound between United States and Norway. But the
major emphasis will be on the application of the same perspective to a completely
different tradition from another part of the world: the steel pans orchestras of the
Caribbean. In a similar fashion, the music of a physically different group of instruments
(different in both shape and material)—the stamped bamboo tubes called tamboo
bamboo—was transferred to instruments of a new shape. Similarly, the old instruments
were largely discarded when the new musical tools—made from oil drums—came
into being early in this century. Steel pan orchestras, playing different styles of music
(but sharing musical characteristics—particularly in respect to ensemble) have not
only become a permanent part of musical life here in the United States but also, more
recently, in school programs and festival occasions in Sweden, Germany, and many
other countries of the world.

hnpey, Angela South Africa
Culture, Conservation, and Community Reconstructions: Explorations in
Participatory Action Research and Ethnomusicology in Dukuduku
The people of Dukuduku are a disparate community of some 20,000 Zulu-speaking
people who rate amongst the poorest in KwaZulu Natal, South Africa. Having been
forcibly removed from the eastern shores of the Greater St. Lucia Wetlands Region in
the 1950s when the area was declared a national forest, they have recently returned to
claim legitimate ownership of the land, where they now subsist by way of crude
slash-and-burn agriculture and fishing.

This presentation will focus a community-based music documentation project that
has been established in Dukuduku to advance the development vision of the region,
which, having recently been proclaimed the first UNESCO World Heritage Site in
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South Africa, has been identified as a prime destination for eco- and cultural tourism. 
However, while the material resources may be in place for tourism development, and 
the commercial benefits calculated, the community stake-holders and cultural assets 
have yet to be mapped systematically, thus ensuring that policy decisions on cultural 
tourism w ill build on community strengths and participation. Keyto this understanding 
is manifested in traditional performances and symbolic practices.

The presentation w ill explore the methodological, interdisciplinary and partnership 
processes upon which the documentation project has been based. It challenges the 
methodological conventions o f extractive participation-observation by building into 
the research strategy, participatory research and active engagement w ith community 
development. It herein strives to realize the aims and objectives o f Applied or Advocacy 
Ethnomusicology, as established elsewhere in the world, in the South African context 
for the firs t time.

Inagaki N orio, Japan
“ A  study o f v illage  dance cu ltu re  on A m am i Is la nd : R itu a l C ontext and 
Transm ission”
The purpose o f this paper is to derive the fundamentals o f culture on Amami Island 
through the survey o f traditional village dance. For this purpose I  examine the ritual 
context o f Hachigatsuodori (August dance), examine the transmission mechanism o f 
Hachigatsuodori, and try to derive the relationship o f Hachigatsuodori between each 
village. Many researchers have conducted fie ld research in Amami, but as o f yet, no 
one has attempted to understand the dance culture in Amami Island. Yamato, main 
land Japan, and Ryukyu have econom ically and cu ltu ra lly  colonized Amami, 
sometimes unconsciously. For example Amami’s people were prohibited to use their 
own language Shimaguchi and original names o f villages at school and o ffic ia l places. 
Earlier research has excluded this point. For this fundamental reason the culture of 
Amami Island that I shall demonstrate, has not been understood.

Amami Island is located in the southwestern part o f Japan. Their culture is based on 
the traditional sense o f the seasons such as winter and summer. Their winter is the 
farming season. Their summer is the ceremonial season. A fter they finish the harvest 
they start to hold the ceremony w ith the dance Hachigatsuodori. Each fam ily believes 
in the ancestor as gods. The village also believes in several nature gods through the 
Noro. A t the firs t ceremony o f summer. Bon they pray for their ancestors, and they 
dance Hachigatsuodori in order to send the ancestor’s soul safely. A t the turning 
point o f the summer, Arasetsu and Shibasashi they hold the home visiting ceremony 
w ith the dance Hachigatsuodori for Yakubarai which means to avoid anything wrong.
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They also pray for the gods o f Jinjya by dancing Hachigatsuodori. A t Dunga, the end 
o f summer, they hold the final dance o f the season. They dance Hachigatsuodori for 
village ceremonies depending on their beliefs. They dance Rokuchyo fo r fam ily 
ceremonies such as weddings and senior age ceremonies that are important for the 
transmission o f the Hachigatsuodori “ order o f dancers,”  and “ reader o f dancers.”  
The reader must decide the melody o f the song, the text, the order o f the song, and 
starting point o f the songs.

SO In-hwa, Korea
The Present Broadcasting o f Korean Popular T rad itiona l M usic and Its  Future
Korean mass media has had a tremendous influence on Korean traditional music in 
many ways. Although the percentage o f broadcasting Korean traditional music has 
been lower than for popular music and Western music, one can say that mass media 

, such as TV  and radio have been important vehicles fo r education about Korean 
traditional music, especially when considering that Korean traditional music has been 
very seldom included in  music classes at schools fo r the many years since the 
establishment o f the modem school system in Korea.

However, there have been some instances in which it also has played a negative role. 
Korean traditional music was presented in the mass media as a cheap form o f art by 
being used prim arily as background music fo r comic skits or opera and a drama based 
on old stories w ith ghost scenes.

The music also provided people w ith  an imbalanced knowledge o f the Korean 
traditional music by broadcasting more fo lk  music than the music o f the court or 
literati. Consequently, it not only influenced the music itse lf but also contributed to 
the people’s wrong impression about Korean traditional music: that it  is far from a 
form o f art for cultivating one’s mind and enriching one’s life .

As people become aware o f Korean identity and came to realize the beauty o f the 
Korean traditional music more and more, its broadcasting has gradually changed. 
The programs for Korean traditional music and the media itse lf have become more 
diversified. One example is the FM Radio broadcasting station for Korean traditional 

. music that is scheduled to open in the year o f 2001 at the National Center for Korean 
Traditional Performing Arts. It is intended to help not only to preserve the music by 
making it more accessible, but also to stimulate new creation and contribute to its 
enhancement
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South Africa, has been identified as a prime destination for eco- and cultural tourism.
However, while the material resources may be in place for tourism development, and
the commercial benefits calculated, the community stake—holders and cultural assets
have yet to be mapped systematically, thus ensuring that policy decisions on cultural
tourism will build on community strengths and participation. Keyto this understanding
is manifested in traditional performances and symbolic practices.

The presentation will explore the methodological, interdisciplinary and partnership
processes upon which the documentation project has been based. It  challenges the
methodological conventions of extractive participation-observation by building into
the research strategy, participatory research and active engagement with community
development. It herein strives to realize the aims and objectives of Applied or Advocacy
Ethnomusicology, as established elsewhere in the world, in the South African context
for the first time.

Inagaki Norio, Japan
"A study of village dance culture on Amami Island: Ritual Context and
Transmission"
The purpose of this paper is to derive the fundamentals of culture on Amami Island
through the survey of traditional village dance. For this purpose I examine the ritual
context of Hachigatsuodori (August dance), examine the transmission mechanism of
Hachigatsuodori, and try to derive the relationship of Hachigatsuodori between each
village. Many researchers have conducted field research in Amami, but as of yet, no
one has attempted to understand the dance culture in Amami Island. Yamato, main
land Japan, and Ryukyu have economically and culturally colonized Amami,
sometimes unconsciously. For example Amami's people were prohibited to use their
own language Shimaguchi and original names of villages at school and official places.
Earlier research has excluded this point. For this fundamental reason the culture of
Amami Island that I shall demonstrate, has not been understood.

Amami Island is located in the southwestern part of Japan. Their culture is based on
the traditional sense of the seasons such as winter and summer. Their winter is the
farming season. Their summer is the ceremonial season. After they finish the harvest
they start to hold the ceremony with the dance Hachigatsuodori. Each family believes
in the ancestor as gods. The village also believes in several nature gods through the
Noro. At the first ceremony of summer, lion they pray for their ancestors, and they
dance Hachigatsuodori in order to send the ancestor's soul safely. At  the turning
point of the summer, Arasetsu and Shibasashi they hold the home visiting ceremony
with the dance Hachigatsuodori for Yakubarai which means to avoid anything wrong.

They also pray for the gods of ./ injya by dancing Hachigatsuodori. At Dunga, the end
of summer, they hold the final dance of the season. They dance Hachigatsuodori for
village ceremonies depending on their beliefs. They dance Rokuchyo for family
ceremonies such as weddings and senior age ceremonies that are important for the
transmission of the Hachigatsuodori "order of dancers," and "reader of dancers."
The reader must decide the melody of the song, the text, the order of the song, and
starting point of the songs.

SO In-hwa, Korea
The Present Broadcasting of Korean Popular Traditional Music and Its Future
Korean mass media has had a tremendous influence on Korean traditional music in
many ways. Although the percentage of broadcasting Korean traditional music has
been lower than for popular music and Western music, one can say that mass media
such as TV and radio have been important vehicles for education about Korean
traditional music, especially when considering that Korean traditional music has been
very seldom included in music classes at schools for the many years since the
establishment of the modern school system in Korea.

However, there have been some instances in which it also has played a negative role.
Korean traditional music was presented in the mass media as a cheap form of art by
being used primarily as background music for comic skits or opera and a drama based
on old stories with ghost scenes.

The music also provided people with an imbalanced knowledge of  the Korean
traditional music by broadcasting more folk music than the music of the court or
literati. Consequently, it not only influenced the music itself but also contributed to
the people's wrong impression about Korean traditional music: that it is far from a
form of art for cultivating one's mind and enriching one's life.

As people become aware of Korean identity and came to realize the beauty of the
Korean traditional music more and more, its broadcasting has gradually changed.
The programs for Korean traditional music and the media itself have become more
diversified. One example is the FM Radio broadcasting station for Korean traditional
music that is scheduled to open in the year of 2001 at the National Center for Korean
Traditional Performing Arts. It is intended to help not only to preserve the music by
making it more accessible, but also to stimulate new creation and contribute to its
enhancement
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Isabirye, James, Uganda
The “ Omuvangano”  M u lti-c u ltu ra l F estiva l: A  C hallenge b u t P ro fita b le  
Experience
The authentic music tradition o f the Basoga continues to flourish very energetically 
in  the rural areas o f the d istrict. Any serious researcher intending to reach any 
significant depth in the study o f this music culture must therefore go to those rural 
areas where the music and dance custodians live.

As a researcher, studying w ith these custodians, I learned first hand that they fe lt very 
strongly about the fact that the preservation and survival o f their art forms depended 
largely on the accuracy by which they (art forms) were being transmitted. Whereas 
my in itia l work w ith them began w ith a relationship better described as that o f 
‘observer’ and ‘observed,’ as our interaction progressed I found myself faced with 
additional and previously unintended responsibilities. When the communities I was 
studying w ith discovered that I was also the coordinator o f the N ile Beat Performing 
Artists Ensemble, they requested that I take on the administrative organization o f 
“ Omuvangan, ” an annual m ulti-cultural festival that takes place in  Jinja, a town in 
Eastern Uganda. This festival has, since 1997, served as an event during which a 
great number o f master Soga musicians and dancers come together to celebrate and 
exhibit their culture in a performance festival setting.

A fter briefly discussing the research information rewards that came w ith my new 
interactive relationship w ith the “ Omuvangano”  communities, this paper w ill also 
examine the extent to which my role as the organizer o f the festival continues to serve 
as a good learning opportunity fo r me, the youth, and master musicians in  the 
communities studied. The presentation w ill fina lly address the d ifficu lt and challenging 
problems encountered by this new interactive relationship between me, as a researcher, 
and them as the communities being studied.

Jaehnichen, Gisa, Germany
“ I ’m A rchived:”  Preservation o f T rad itiona l M usic Practices in  Laos
Beside my main work o f the last two years, the establishment o f the firs t Archives of 
Traditional Music in Laos, I  experienced some very interesting moments when in the 
fie ld. Together w ith my Lao colleagues I had the opportunity to do various field 
researches. I found myself confronted w ith contradictory opinions about preservation 
o f traditional musical practices in the provinces. The most important result was that 
the musicians accepted our preservation project and supported it. M y paper w ill discuss 
different viewpoints on preservation inside the researched communities and the 
changes in our scientific intentions while working w ith them.
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Johnson, Henry, New Zealand
Japanese M usic N otation D uring  the M e iji E ra (1868-1912): Change and the 
Influence o f Nationalism
The rise o f Japanese nationalism and the search for national identity during the M e iji 
Era (1868-1912) had a major impact on Japanese society and culture. A t this time 
there was considerable western influence on Japan, but change in notation systems 
occurred not only because o f this contact, but also because o f internal social and 
cultural factors. This research looks at how nationalism influenced change in koto 
notation.

The paper examines the socio-political context o f the time, and illustrates how this 
greatly affected an aspect o f music culture, which today is so often thought o f as 
traditional. The study looks at political nationalism, which grew rapidly in Japan at 
this time, and w ith ideas o f national or cultural identity.

Two key areas o f influence are examined to show how koto notation changed so 
rapidly during this period. Firstly, external influences on Japan from the middle o f 
the nineteenth century are outlined to establish the social and cultural m ilieu o f the 
time; and secondly, internal assertion from w ithin Japan is shown to have in itia lly  
created a diverse range o f notation systems, which later helped establish the standard 
forms o f notations used today.

Johnson, Sherry A., Canada
“ You know what I mean” — But do I? : Negotiating Insider/O utsider-ness
“ You know what I  mean” — a statement, not a question— has become a fam ilia r 
response in  interviews from fiddlers in  the Ontario fiddle contest circuit. But do I? In 
some cases, and on some levels, I do know just what they mean. Having spent most o f 
the past 19 years participating in the circu it w ith my fam ily, as a fiddler and step 
dancer, step dance teacher, and judge, I  am an integral part o f this fiddling and step 
dancing community. Considering my position at firs t a benefit, I soon became 
concerned about the effect my insider status would have, not only on the data and 
eventual conclusions o f my work, but also on my relationships w ith fellow competitors, 
students, teachers, and most importantly, friends.

As I continue to analyze the ethnographic data, and shape the research enterprise, it  
has become clear that rather than conform to the once fam iliar, and well-documented, 
insider/outsider dichotomy, my role w ithin this community, and thus my relationship 
with it, is constantly changing on a continuum o f insider- and outsidemess. Influenced 
by gender, class, education, nationality, fam ily connections and musical skill, each 
encounter w ith individuals w ithin the community results in  a continuing negotiation
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Isabirye, James, Uganda
The "Omuvangano" Multi-cultural Festival: A Challenge but Profitable
Experience
The authentic music tradition of the Basoga continues to flourish very energetically
in the rural areas of the district. Any serious researcher intending to reach any
significant depth in the study of this music culture must therefore go to those rural
areas where the music and dance custodians live.

As a researcher, studying with these custodians, I learned first hand that they felt very
strongly about the fact that the preservation and survival of their art forms depended
largely on the accuracy by which they (art forms) were being transmitted. Whereas
my initial work with them began with a relationship better described as that of
`observer' and 'observed,' as our interaction progressed I found myself faced with
additional and previously unintended responsibilities. When the communities I was
studying with discovered that I was also the coordinator of the Nile Beat Performing
Artists Ensemble, they requested that I  take on the administrative organization of
"Omuvangan," an annual multi-cultural festival that takes place in Jinja, a town in
Eastern Uganda. This festival has, since 1997, served as an event during which a
great number of master Soga musicians and dancers come together to celebrate and
exhibit their culture in a performance festival setting.

After briefly discussing the research information rewards that came with my new
interactive relationship with the "Omuvangano" communities, this paper will also
examine the extent to which my role as the organizer of the festival continues to serve
as a good learning opportunity for me, the youth, and master musicians in the .1
communities studied. The presentation will finally address the difficult and challenging
problems encountered by this new interactive relationship between me, as a researcher,
and them as the communities being studied.

Jaehnichen, Gisa, Germany
"I'm Archived:" Preservation of Traditional Music Practices in Laos
Beside my main work of the last two years, the establishment of the first Archives of
Traditional Music in Laos, I experienced some very interesting moments when in the
field. Together with my Lao colleagues I  had the opportunity to do various field
researches. I found myself confronted with contradictory opinions about preservation
of traditional musical practices in the provinces. The most important result was that
the musicians accepted our preservation project and supported it. My paper will discuss
different viewpoints on preservation inside the researched communities and the
changes in our scientific intentions while working with them.

Johnson, Henry, New Zealand
Japanese Music Notation During the Meiji Era (1868-1912): Change and the
Influence of Nationalism
The rise of Japanese nationalism and the search for national identity during the Meiji
Era (1868-1912) had a major impact on Japanese society and culture. At this time
there was considerable western influence on Japan, but change in notation systems
occurred not only because of this contact, but also because of internal social and
cultural factors. This research looks at how nationalism influenced change in koto
notation.

The paper examines the socio-political context of the time, and illustrates how this
greatly affected an aspect of music culture, which today is so often thought of as
traditional. The study looks at political nationalism, which grew rapidly in Japan at
this time, and with ideas of national or cultural identity.

, T w o  key areas of influence are examined to show how koto notation changed so
rapidly during this period. Firstly, external influences on Japan from the middle of
the nineteenth century are outlined to establish the social and cultural milieu of the
time; and secondly, internal assertion from within Japan is shown to have initially
created a diverse range of notation systems, which later helped establish the standard
forms of notations used today.

Johnson, Sherry A., Canada
"You know what I  mean"—But do I?: Negotiating Insider/Outsider—ness
"You know what I  mean"—a statement, not a question—has become a familiar
response in interviews from fiddlers in the Ontario fiddle contest circuit. But do I? In
some cases, and on some levels, I do know just what they mean. Having spent most of
the past 19 years participating in the circuit with my family, as a fiddler and step
dancer, step dance teacher, and judge, I am an integral part of this fiddling and step
dancing community. Considering my position at first a benefit, I  soon became
concerned about the effect my insider status would have, not only on the data and
eventual conclusions of my work, but also on my relationships with fellow competitors,
students, teachers, and most importantly, friends.

As I continue to analyze the ethnographic data, and shape the research enterprise, it
has become clear that rather than conform to the once familiar, and well-documented,
insider/outsider dichotomy, my role within this community, and thus my relationship
with it, is constantly changing on a continuum of insider- and outsiderness. Influenced
by gender, class, education, nationality, family connections and musical skill, each
encounter with individuals within the community results in a continuing negotiation
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by both parties o f my position on this continuum. This, in turn, directly effects what 
questions I ask, how I word them, how far I pursue a particular topic, and how I 
interpret the results.

In contrast, my position w ithin the Irish and American fiddle communities, w ith which 
I have spent less time, is more stable, although constantly evolving, and in some ways 
easier to pin down. These experiences provide a fo il to my work in a Canadian context, 
and help me to reflect from a variety o f perspectives both on the role o f human relations 
on my data, and the effect o f fieldwork on my research relationships.

This paper, then, explores the negotiation o f insider/outsider-ness through reflections 
on a series o f fieldwork experiences in Canadian, American, and Irish contexts, offering 
prelim inary observations on the impact o f interpersonal relations on fieldwork.

Jordania, Joseph, Australia
C om parative , N on-C om parative , In te rd is c ip lin a ry  and M u ltid is c ip lin a ry  
Approaches: Case Study o f Choral Singing Research
This paper highlights some aspects o f more than a century in the history o f comparative 
research in ethnomusicology. Uneven distribution o f traditional polyphonies across 
the cultures has always been a major temptation for comparative musicological study 
and comparativist theories. The firs t attempts o f comparative studies (Schneider, 
Nadel) were based on incomplete and sometimes incorrect information about different 
cultures. As an example I w ill b rie fly  discuss data on the Caucasian polyphony 
represented in early ethnomusicological studies.

Studies o f traditional polyphony, ranging from mostly in-depth research on a single 
tradition to tentative comparative and interdisciplinary approach were represented in 
publications and papers o f national and international conferences throughout the 1980s 
and 1990s. I w ill also discuss a series o f international conferences dedicated to the 
problems o f traditional polyphony (Georgia, 1984, 1986, 1988, 1998).

M y own research o f traditional polyphony led me from the in itia l study o f my native 
Georgian (Caucasian) polyphony to comparative and further to interdisciplinary and 
m ultidisciplinary study. The results o f my research suggest that origins o f choral 
singing cannot be studied a) as a cultural phenomenon only, or b) w ithin musicology/ 
ethnomusicology only, the broader context o f the evolution o f human language and 
speech in necessary. I w ill discuss intriguing parallels between the distribution of 
choral polyphonic singing and different types o f tone languages, speech pathology 
and peculiarities o f acquisition o f phonologic system by children.
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D ifferent periods in the history o f ethnomusicology were usually dominated by one 
o f two approaches (mostly comparative before W W II and mostly non-comparative 
for the last few decades). Dramatically increased means o f communication over the 
last years gives us an insight into the new ways o f comparative and interdisciplinary 
research.

K arom atli, Feizulla, Uzbekistan
Common Sources o f M usical Traditions in  the M idd le  East and C entral Asia
Ancient forms o f the interrelation o f musical performance among the people o f the 
M iddle East and Central Asia, in particular Iran, Azerbaijan, Turkey, Uzbekistan, 
Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Arabic countries, India and Pakistan, established two different 
types o f musical culture that resulted from two ways o f liv ing: settled and nomadic. 
This study, therefore, is a comparison o f musical traditions o f settled people in urban 
and rural settlements and those o f nomadic people.

There is a tendency o f increasing international sim ilarities in urban musical traditions 
o f different countries and genre characteristics o f their musical performance that are 
different from the nomadic musical traditions. Common features in the organology o f 
the M iddles East and Central East nations resulted in  the instruments practical 
application and the tradition o f creating purely instrumental and vocal-instrumental 
ensembles. Each type o f ensemble has functional applications.

A primary source o f existing sim ilarities and diversity o f forms and their applications 
is the modem transfosrmation in the musical performance and the musical heritage o f 
each nation o f the region and the impact o f foreign traditions.

K artom i, M argaret, Australia
Babylonian/Baghdadi L itu rg ica l M usic in  Locations A long the Southern Asian- 
Jewish Diaspora Route from  around 1790 to the Present
From the early to the late colonial periods, Sephardic/Levantine fam ilies o f Baghdadi 
descent such as the Sassoons, Ezras and Manassehs emigrated along the southern 
Asian-Jewish diaspora route to India, Burma, Malaya, Singapore, Indonesia, Hong 
Kong and Shanghai, sometimes escaping repression at home and establishing fam ily 
trading companies or engaging in banking, government administration and small- 
scale trade in the British or Dutch colonies. In each locale they engage in Babylonian/ 
Baghdadi liturgical practices. Local cantors and rabbis today recognize that change 
in the musical/performance practice must have occurred over the millennia that separate 
them from the tradition o f the 2,500-year old Babylonian community, which became 
the tradition o f present day Iraq, and had to adapt to their new locales, but they believe
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by both parties of my position on this continuum. This, in turn, directly effects what
questions I  ask, how I word them, how far I pursue a particular topic, and how I
interpret the results.

In contrast, my position within the Irish and American fiddle communities, with which
I have spent less time, is more stable, although constantly evolving, and in some ways
easier to pin down. These experiences provide a foil to my work in a Canadian context,
and help me to reflect from a variety of perspectives both on the role of human relations
on my data, and the effect of fieldwork on my research relationships.

This paper, then, explores the negotiation of insider/outsider-ness through reflections
on a series of fieldwork experiences in Canadian, American, and Irish contexts, offering
preliminary observations on the impact of interpersonal relations on fieldwork.

Jordania, Joseph, Australia
Comparative, Non-Comparative, Interdisciplinary and Multidisciplinary
Approaches: Case Study of Choral Singing Research
This paper highlights some aspects of more than a century in the history of comparative
research in ethnomusicology. Uneven distribution of traditional polyphonies across
the cultures has always been a major temptation for comparative musicological study
and comparativist theories. The first attempts of comparative studies (Schneider,
Nadel) were based on incomplete and sometimes incorrect information about different
cultures. As an example I  wil l  briefly discuss data on the Caucasian polyphony
represented in early ethnomusicological studies.

Studies of traditional polyphony, ranging from mostly in-depth research on a single
tradition to tentative comparative and interdisciplinary approach were represented in
publications and papers of national and international conferences throughout the 1980s
and 1990s. I will also discuss a series of international conferences dedicated to the
problems of traditional polyphony (Georgia, 1984, 1986, 1988, 1998).

My own research of traditional polyphony led me from the initial study of my native
Georgian (Caucasian) polyphony to comparative and further to interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary study. The results of my research suggest that origins of choral
singing cannot be studied a) as a cultural phenomenon only, or b) within musicology/
ethnomusicology only, the broader context of the evolution of human language and
speech in necessary. I  will discuss intriguing parallels between the distribution of
choral polyphonic singing and different types of tone languages, speech pathology
and peculiarities of acquisition of phonologic system by children.

Different periods in the history of ethnomusicology were usually dominated by one
of two approaches (mostly comparative before WWII and mostly non-comparative
for the last few decades). Dramatically increased means of communication over the
last years gives us an insight into the new ways of comparative and interdisciplinary
research.

ICaromatli, Feizulla, Uzbekistan
Common Sources of Musical Traditions in the Middle East and Central Asia
Ancient forms of the interrelation of musical performance among the people of the
Middle East and Central Asia, in particular Iran, Azerbaijan, Turkey, Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Arabic countries, India and Pakistan, established two different
types of musical culture that resulted from two ways of living: settled and nomadic.
This study, therefore, is a comparison of musical traditions of settled people in urban

, a n d  rural settlements and those of nomadic people.

There is a tendency of increasing international similarities in urban musical traditions
of different countries and genre characteristics of their musical performance that are
different from the nomadic musical traditions. Common features in the organology of
the Middles East and Central East nations resulted in the instruments practical
application and the tradition of creating purely instrumental and vocal-instrumental
ensembles. Each type of ensemble has functional applications.

A primary source of existing similarities and diversity of forms and their applications
is the modern transfosrmation in the musical performance and the musical heritage of
each nation of the region and the impact of foreign traditions.

Kartomi, Margaret, Australia
Babylonian/Baghdadi Liturgical Music in Locations Along the Southern Asian-
Jewish Diaspora Route from around 1790 to the Present
From the early to the late colonial periods, Sephardic/Levantine families of Baghdadi
descent such as the Sassoons, Ezras and Manassehs emigrated along the southern
Asian-Jewish diaspora route to India, Burma, Malaya, Singapore, Indonesia, Hong
Kong and Shanghai, sometimes escaping repression at home and establishing family
trading companies or engaging in banking, government administration and small-
scale trade in the British or Dutch colonies. In each locale they engage in Babylonian/
Baghdadi liturgical practices. Local cantors and rabbis today recognize that change
in the musical/performance practice must have occurred over the millennia that separate
them from the tradition of the 2,500-year old Babylonian community, which became
the tradition of present day Iraq, and had to adapt to their new locales, but they believe
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they have succeeded in maintaining the Babylonian tunes and texts intact. The main 
musical, religious, and lifestyle conflicts today are between members o f the Jewish 
community itself, not the tolerant home communities into which they migrated. From 
the mid-1990s, Iberian-Sephardic and Israeli musical influences resulted in liturgical 
musical changes, while the old values o f the communities are believed by some to be 
breaking down.

This paper compares the “ old”  Baghdadi vocal music in two locations along the 
route- Singapore and Hong Kong. Hallmarks o f the vocal style are the use o f relatively 
low pitch, a ‘natural’ vocal quality without vibrato, sparse use o f melodic ornaments, 
call and response singing, and fa ith fu l rendition o f the traditional melodic formulae 
o f the Babylonian modes. The formulae, combined in various ways, are developed 
into metered and un-metered melodies based on one to three tetrachords, governed 
by the rules o f the melodic modes, and featuring starter phrases and cadential patterns.

The core worshippers and other laymen sing the basic melodies responsorially, while 
the cantors and/or rabbis sing the calls as solos in a more embellished form. Specific 
rhythmic features mark the style o f the Hebrew quantitative verse-based songs in 
both cities. The new (Morroccan, Israel, or other) styles are higher, more elaborately 
ornamented, and set to melodic formulae unfam iliar to worshippers o f Baghdadi 
descent. Shofar playing resembles b ib lic  cantillation style in  both communities. 
M icrotonal inflections o f Babylonian singing have not, on the whole, been maintained 
over time in either locale. The sim ilarities between their music-liturgical practices 
are directly attributable to fam ily links along the route. The liturgical melodies are 
important as vestiges o f vanishing practices, orig inally transplanted in  the early 
nineteenth century, o f Babylonian/Iraqi Jewry.

Kaye, Andrew, USA
F ilm  and Its  Role in  E thnocultu ra l Analysis: An Overview
Ethnomusicology and film  are a natural union o f interests: film  as a visual medium 
helps establish the context fo r a musical event, and reifies the subtle gestures that 
cannot be translated across the barrier o f the verbal text; the soundtrack that is attached 
reunites the visual and the aural. The union o f sound and image in the motion picture, 
and its relevance to ethnomusicology, dates at least to 1895, when a synchronized 
sound film  was made o f two men dancing to light opera music at the Edison studios. 
This paper w ill look at film s, their sound accompaniment, and their technological 
development since the 1890s, and discuss how the evolving technology o f film  and 
sound recording intersected w ith evolving interests in ethnocultural research. In the 
early period, fie ld  anthropologists, naturalists, and others used the camera in attempts 
to capture the rural and village world o f tribal and pre-agrarian cultures. A  classic
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example from this period is Robert Flaherty’s Nanook o f the North. In the period 
after W W IÍ, we note increased concern w ith the urban transitions affecting traditional 
cultures, in film s by Jean Rouch, Lionel Rogosin, and others. Since the 1980s and 
1990s, the focus o f ethnocultural film m aking seems to be on the urban, or the new 
urban-rural nexus. The author w ill argue that it  is preferable not to separate 
ethnomusicological or ethnographic film s from other types o f film s. Film  offers us 
the potential o f seeing musical transitions over time, when we adhere to a methodology 
that is attentive to the film ’s focus; the background o f the cultural makers; dating; 
blocking o f the visual and sound sequences; and a comparative framework.

Kertesz, Irene UK
I  W ill B u ild  a Bridge so I  Can Go to You on That: The Dynamics o f M usic and 
Research amongst the Hungarian Roma 

  Though ethnom usicological research was, to an extent, necessarily bound up 
w ith  fie ldw ork from  the very start, it  is only in  the last fou r decades tha t this 
fie ldw ork has come to be seen as essential to understanding musical practice 
w ith in  its socio-economic and cu ltu ra l context. Lately, p icking up on the inpu t 
o f fem inist, post-m odernist and post-colonialist ideologies on anthropology, a 
grow ing num ber o f ethnographies are being w ritten  w ith  the researcher as a 
conscious acto r in  the process o f understanding others’ music through the 
experience o f partic ipa tion. This emphasis on the personal interactive aspects o f 
research signals the re-emergence o f the ethnomusicologist as a long-absent active 
collaborator, and o f a research approach conceived as “ personal partic ipation... 
in  a ll acts o f understanding”  (Polányi 1950).

In this paper I shall focus on the changing nature o f interaction between researcher 
and researched, based on my own experiences in  various Hungarian Roma communities 
over the last 15 years. I shall examine how gender, age and ethnicity, as well as 
complex identities o f those participating in the “ research”  discourse, whether in 
everyday interaction or music making, have been sim ilarly or differently structured 
and enacted in the two main Hungarian Roma groups, the Vlach Roma and the 
Romungro. Special attention w ill be paid to the unavoidable mistakes one makes and 
to the tension that arises, as w ell as the sense o f solidarity and belonging -a ll o f 
which help further one’s understanding and transform the abstract notion o f “ Roma 
diversity”  into a fu lly  fe lt reality. Finally, I shall also touch upon how participating in 
Roma life , and especially in musical practices, has opened up interactions beyond the 
physical parameters o f the researched communities, creating further dialogues w ith 
Gypsies and non-Gypsies and thereby transform ing yet again the nature o f my 
researches and my own part in them.
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they have succeeded in maintaining the Babylonian tunes and texts intact. The main
musical, religious, and lifestyle conflicts today are between members of the Jewish
community itself, not the tolerant home communities into which they migrated. From
the mid-1990s, Iberian-Sephardic and Israeli musical influences resulted in liturgical
musical changes, while the old values of the communities are believed by some to be
breaking down.

This paper compares the "old" Baghdadi vocal music in two locations along the
route- Singapore and Hong Kong. Hallmarks of the vocal style are the use of relatively
low pitch, a 'natural' vocal quality without vibrato, sparse use of melodic ornaments,
call and response singing, and faithful rendition of the traditional melodic formulae
of the Babylonian modes. The formulae, combined in various ways, are developed
into metered and un-metered melodies based on one to three tetrachords, governed
by the rules of the melodic modes, and featuring starter phrases and cadential patterns.

The core worshippers and other laymen sing the basic melodies responsorially, while
the cantors and/or rabbis sing the calls as solos in a more embellished form. Specific
rhythmic features mark the style of the Hebrew quantitative verse-based songs in
both cities. The new (Morroccan, Israel, or other) styles are higher, more elaborately
ornamented, and set to melodic formulae unfamiliar to worshippers of Baghdadi
descent. Shofar playing resembles biblic cantillation style in both communities.
Microtonal inflections of Babylonian singing have not, on the whole, been maintained
over time in either locale. The similarities between their music-liturgical practices
are directly attributable to family links along the route. The liturgical melodies are
important as vestiges of vanishing practices, originally transplanted in the early
nineteenth century, of Babylonianflraqi Jewry.

Kaye, Andrew, USA
Film and Its Role in Ethnocultural Analysis: An Overview
Ethnomusicology and film are a natural union of interests: film as a visual medium
helps establish the context for a musical event, and reifies the subtle gestures that
cannot be translated across the barrier of the verbal text; the soundtrack that is attached
reunites the visual and the aural. The union of sound and image in the motion picture,
and its relevance to ethnomusicology, dates at least to 1895, when a synchronized
sound film was made of two men dancing to light opera music at the Edison studios.
This paper will look at films, their sound accompaniment, and their technological
development since the 1890s, and discuss how the evolving technology of film and
sound recording intersected with evolving interests in ethnocultural research. In the
early period, field anthropologists, naturalists, and others used the camera in attempts
to capture the rural and village world of tribal and pre-agrarian cultures. A classic
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example from this period is Robert Flaherty's Nanook of the North. In the period
after WWII, we note increased concern with the urban transitions affecting traditional
cultures, in films by Jean Rouch, Lionel Rogosin, and others. Since the 1980s and
1990s, the focus of ethnocultural filmmaking seems to be on the urban, or the new
urban-rural nexus. The author w i l l  argue that it is preferable not to separate
ethnomusicological or ethnographic films from other types of films. Film offers us
the potential of seeing musical transitions over time, when we adhere to a methodology
that is attentive to the film's focus; the background of the cultural makers; dating;
blocking of the visual and sound sequences; and a comparative framework.

Kertesz, Irene UK
I Will Build a Bridge so I Can Go to You on That: The Dynamics of Music and
Research amongst the Hungarian Roma
Though ethnomusicological research was, to an extent, necessarily bound up
with fieldwork from the very start, it is only in the last four decades that this
fieldwork has come to be seen as essential to understanding musical practice
within its socio-economic and cultural context. Lately, picking up on the input
of feminist, post-modernist and post-colonialist ideologies on anthropology, a
growing number of ethnographies are being written with the researcher as a
conscious actor in the process of understanding others' music through the
experience of participation. This emphasis on the personal interactive aspects of
research signals the re-emergence of the ethnomusicologist as a long-absent active
collaborator, and of a research approach conceived as "personal participation...
in all acts of understanding" (Pollnyi 1950).

In this paper I shall focus on the changing nature of interaction between researcher
and researched, based on my own experiences in various Hungarian Roma communities
over the last 15 years. I shall examine how gender, age and ethnicity, as well as
complex identities of those participating in the "research" discourse, whether in
everyday interaction or music making, have been similarly or differently structured
and enacted in the two main Hungarian Roma groups, the Vlach Roma and the
Romungro. Special attention will be paid to the unavoidable mistakes one makes and
to the tension that arises, as well as the sense of solidarity and belonging —all of
which help further one's understanding and transform the abstract notion of "Roma
diversity" into a fully felt reality. Finally, I shall also touch upon how participating in
Roma life, and especially in musical practices, has opened up interactions beyond the
physical parameters of the researched communities, creating further dialogues with
Gypsies and non-Gypsies and thereby transforming yet again the nature of  my
researches and my own part in them.
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Koo, Sun Hee, USA 
M usical Iden tity  o f Koreans in  Hawaii

The tenet o f recent studies in music and identity is deeply rooted in the notion that 
music is socially significant because it provides a means by which people recognize 
and construct identities and confirm  those boundaries that separate or unite them. 
Recent ethnographic studies have focused on various immigrant groups’ musical 
activities, through which their social and ethnic identities are confirmed, established 
and negotiated. This paper examines the ideas o f music and immigrant life  w ith 
reference to the Koreans in Hawaii. It aims to explore music as a place where ethnic, 
social, and individual identity is re-affirmed.

Compared w ith other immigrant groups in Hawaii, the Korean immigrant 
community exemplifies less a ffin ity to the traditional music o f its own ethnic heritage. 
Yet, although their musical life  in Hawaii reflects a range o f fields they are involve 
in, music has always been a part o f the immigrant lives in  important ways. In this 
paper I w ill look into the types o f musical activities in which Koreans constantly 
participate in  music making in direct or indirect ways. The representative forms are: 
1) Korean traditional performing arts perpetuated by dance studios and farmer’s band 
groups residing in Honolulu; 2) Western classical music in  which pedagogy and 
participation in local symphonies as well as concerts attendance are observed; and 3) 
Korean popular music generated by Korean mass media systems in Honolulu.

Drawn by current researches presented in cultural and diasporic studies, this paper 
explores why Koreans— Korean im m igrants and the ir descendants— a ffilia te  
themselves w ith certain types o f musical activities, how they identify themselves 
w ith  these musics, and what they experience through the ir d irect or indirect 
participation in music making. The significant meanings o f music making in social 
displacement w ill be discussed in relation to the construction and negotiation of 
identity.

Lacerda, Marcos Branda^Brazil 
Yoruba Sacred Music and the B arform
Barform, a binary musical form that follows an /aab/ scheme is w idely discussed in 
historical musicological works as well as in music theory. For all its sim plicity and 
the frequency w ith which it appears in diverse repertories, discussion o f this form 
was triggered only by studies A. Lorenz carried out on structure in Wagner’s works. 
From there on, this formal paradigm was identified in the poetic construction o f the 
ode by the Greeks, in  medieval songs (especially among the trouvères and 
minnesingers), in Mozarabic and Gregorian chants, in the songs o f the Meistersinger, 
in  German polyphonic music, protestant choirs and so on. Finally, and it is not
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known exactly by means o f what “ historical”  paths, it  undergoes a rebirth in Franz 
Schubert's romantic vocal work. But, in  general, we notice in  the discussion o f this 
musicological topic a sharp tendency in considering the cult and documental spectrum 
o f musical praxis throughout history in an isolated manner, avoiding any approximation 
to ethnic or popular elements eventually existing and necessary to the comprehension 
o f style formation.

This text deals w ith the use o f this form  in an ethnic repertory aparently far from the 
one in which it has usually been connected to: that is the instrumental religious music 
as practised in Nago territory in Benin. The fact that it is found in this repertory 
expands ethnomusicologicaFs understanding o f rhythm in Western African Music. 
We w ill discuss particularly the importance o f binary rhythms and the use o f time 
line, firs t perceived on studies about Ewe music. This text also establishes a paralell 
between musical structure and poetic paradigms, bringing an unexpected association 
between Yoruba Culture and literary forms established in Classical Antiguity.

Lange, Barbara Rose, USA
M icrolocal M usic: Romani (Gypsy) Churches Go Independent
At the beginning o f the post-socialist era a decade ago, Roma (Gypsies) in Hungary 
had a religious popular music that was Rom-oriented in style, performed and distributed 
all over the country. A  decade later, the musical and religious activity o f Roma is 
focused locally. New songs remain w ith in individual congregations and cassette 
recordings are disseminated just w ithin neighborhoods. This paper, based on fieldwork 
conducted in 2000 and from 1990-92, w ill address whether globalization dynamics 
are appropriate to explain this change. During the 1990s Evangelical Christian missions 
operated as an aspect o f global culture in that they exerted pressure on the Rom 
congregations to homogenize theologies, worship, and lifestyle practices. But many 
Rom churches and their musics seem to illustrate a corresponding fragmentation. 
Arjun Appadurai has characterized such local orientations as functioning w ithin the 
interstices o f global networks. Rom church music in Hungary is now characterized 
prim arily by irregularity and idiosyncrasy.

Layne, Valm ont, South A frica
Elements o f a National Collection fo r Indigenous M usic in  South A frica
The South African government has signaled the start o f a five-year drive to collect, 
document, preserve and promote South A frica’s indigenous music. I would like to explore 
this project dually from a national perspective, and from the perspective o f local institutions 
such as my own: the District Six Museum in Cape Town, site o f a notorious forced 
removal o f a culturally vibrant neighborhood and community under apartheid legislation 
in the years 1966 to 1982.
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Koo, Sun Hee, USA
Musical Identity of Koreans in Hawaii

The tenet of recent studies in music and identity is deeply rooted in the notion that
music is socially significant because it provides a means by which people recognize
and construct identities and confirm those boundaries that separate or unite them.
Recent ethnographic studies have focused on various immigrant groups' musical
activities, through which their social and ethnic identities are confirmed, established
and negotiated. This paper examines the ideas of music and immigrant life with
reference to the Koreans in Hawaii. It aims to explore music as a place where ethnic,
social, and individual identity is re-affirmed.

Compared with other immigrant groups in Hawaii, the Korean immigrant
community exemplifies less affinity to the traditional music of its own ethnic heritage.
Yet, although their musical life in Hawaii reflects a range of fields they are involve
in, music has always been a part of the immigrant lives in important ways. In this
paper I will look into the types of musical activities in which Koreans constantly
participate in music making in direct or indirect ways. The representative forms are:
1) Korean traditional performing arts perpetuated by dance studios and farmer's band
groups residing in Honolulu; 2) Western classical music in which pedagogy and
participation in local symphonies as well as concerts attendance are observed; and 3)
Korean popular music generated by Korean mass media systems in Honolulu.

Drawn by current researches presented in cultural and diasporic studies, this paper
explores why Koreans—Korean immigrants and their descendants—affiliate
themselves with certain types of musical activities, how they identify themselves
with these musics, and what they experience through their direct or indirect
participation in music making. The significant meanings of music making in social
displacement will be discussed in relation to the construction and negotiation of
identity.

Lacerda, Marcos Branda,Brazil
Yoruba Sacred Music and the Barform
Barform, a binary musical form that follows an /aab/ scheme is widely discussed in
historical musicological works as well as in music theory. For all its simplicity and
the frequency with which it appears in diverse repertories, discussion of this form
was triggered only by studies A. Lorenz carried out on structure in Wagner's works.
From there on, this formal paradigm was identified in  the poetic construction of the
ode by the Greeks, in medieval songs (especially among the trouveres and
minnesingers), in Mozarabic and Gregorian chants, in the songs of the Meistersinger,
in German polyphonic music, protestant choirs and so on. Finally, and it is not

known exactly by means of what "historical" paths, it undergoes a rebirth in Franz
Schubert's romantic vocal work. But, in general, we notice in the discussion of this
musicological topic a sharp tendency in considering the cult and documental spectrum
of musical praxis throughout history in an isolated manner, avoiding any approximation
to ethnic or popular elements eventually existing and necessary to the comprehension
of style formation.

This text deals with the use of this form in an ethnic repertory aparently far from the
one in which it has usually been connected to: that is the instrumental religious music
as practised in Nago territory in Benin. The fact that it is found in this repertory
expands ethnomusicological's understanding of rhythm in Western African Music.
We will discuss particularly the importance of binary rhythms and the use of time
line, first perceived on studies about Ewe music. This text also establishes a paralell
between musical structure and poetic paradigms, bringing an unexpected association
between Yoruba Culture and literary forms established in Classical Antiguity.

Lange, Barbara Rose, USA
Microlocal Music: Romani (Gypsy) Churches Go Independent
At the beginning of the post-socialist era a decade ago, Roma (Gypsies) in Hungary
had a religious popular music that was Rom-oriented in style, performed and distributed
all over the country. A decade later, the musical and religious activity of Roma is
focused locally. New songs remain within individual congregations and cassette
recordings are disseminated just within neighborhoods. This paper, based on fieldwork
conducted in 2000 and from 1990-92, will address whether globalization dynamics
are appropriate to explain this change. During the 1990s Evangelical Christian missions
operated as an aspect of global culture in that they exerted pressure on the Rom
congregations to homogenize theologies, worship, and lifestyle practices. But many
Rom churches and their musics seem to illustrate a corresponding fragmentation.
Arjun Appadurai has characterized such local orientations as functioning within the
interstices of global networks. Rom church music in Hungary is now characterized
primarily by irregularity and idiosyncrasy.

Layne, Valmont, South Africa
Elements of a National Collection for Indigenous Music in South Africa
The South African government has signaled the start of a five-year drive to collect,
document, preserve and promote South Africa's indigenous music. I would like to explore
this project dually from a national perspective, and from the perspective of local institutions
such as my own: the District Six Museum in Cape Town, site of a notorious forced
removal of a culturally vibrant neighborhood and community under apartheid legislation
in the years 1966 to 1982.
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How is the national project going to evolve? I would like to explore some issues we 
would need to address as a coalition o f practitioners from  the academy, public 
institutions, museums, archives, communities, musicians and enthusiasts. I  would 
like to reflect on practical challenges, ethical concerns and on existing policy provisions 
for the documentation o f culture, indigenous knowledge systems and oral history

What new methodologies might we as collecting institutions need to employ to describe 
musical performance cultures based on regional or ethnic identities? In a climate o f 
social and p o litic a l reconc ilia tion  and reconstruction, how do we harness 
ethnomusicology alongside those o f oral history as academic discourses worthy for 
deployment in the task o f heritage development and cultural reconstruction?

In a country bedeviled by a legacy o f ethnic division and the politics o f traditionalism, 
the task o f documenting cultural practices based on ethnic identities is a complex 
one. How do we re-understand the labors o f exceptional yet controversial individuals 
such as ID  Du Plessis and Hugh Tracey? What might be considered best practice in 
the fie ld  and in the archive, given enormous disparities in capacities and skills in our 
region? How do we respond to new opportunities to harness cultural heritage sites 
for cultural tourism?

Finally, I believe the National Archives should play a central role in underpinning 
such a drive. I  enlist resources, collaborators and competencies it  is going to require 
if  it  is going to fu lfill its historic mission.

LEE , Tong Soon, U. K. (Organizer)
Panel -  Performance and Concepts o f C u ltu ra l Space
This panel explores the role o f music performance in the production o f cultural space. 
The concept o f cultural space refers both to a physical entity and to the abstract, 
“ aesthetic”  notion o f symbolic space. Music and other forms o f cultural performance 
often capitalize on aspects o f history, culture, politics, and identity to evoke a sense 
o f nostalgia, communitas, and nationalism . In this way, such performances 
concomitantly construct, affirm  and transcend spatial boundaries, real or imaginary.

Drawing on two case studies from Malaysia and one from Singapore, the speakers of 
this panel examine the complex processes in and through which cultural space is 
continuously negotiated through music performances. The case o f the Portuguese 
Settlement shows how the m ultiple uses o f physical space reflect and produce the 
flu id  nature o f identity politics in Malacca. The revival o f cultural traditions in Penang 
reveals a central paradox in the discourse on modernity: in what way can a historical, 
m ulticultural state globalize and yet retain a distinctive local identity? The case study
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on cultural construction in Singapore reveals sim ilar dynamics and explores how 
tradition is reinvented and authenticated in  the process o f defining what “ culture”  
means in a modem nation state.

A ll three papers in this panel locate the confluence o f music performance, social 
space, and identity as cultural disjuncture w ith in  the broader politica l context o f 
managing ethnicity, disciplining heritage, and constructing national culture.

LEE , Tong Soon, U. K.
Chinese Street Opera Perform ance and C u ltu ra l Space in  M odern Singapore
Clark Quay is a historic area located along the Singapore River. It was an important 
port o f call for the trading o f products such as pepper and gambier in the nineteenth 
and early twentieth century. Located w ithin the Chinatown vicin ity, Clarke Quay was 
occupied mainly by the Chaozhou and Fujian Chinese ethnic groups. Among other 
identity markers, social events such as Chinese street opera performances and story
telling activities were emblematic o f the Clarke Quay locality. Since the early 1990s, 
Clarke Quay has been reinvented as a site for cultural tourism in modern Singapore. 
Its architecture, spatial layout, business operations, and social activities juxtapose 
various facets o f “ culture”  in  Singapore: modem-traditional, high-low, functional- 
aesthetic, local-foreign, historical-contemporary.

In this paper, I focus on a Chinese street opera event in Clarke Quay to examine the 
intersection o f music, spatial identity, and cultural ideology. Using street opera as a 
metaphor, I  explore how a confluence o f history and political ideology shapes Clarke 
Quay into a social space that reflects, and simultaneously defines, the m ultiple 
meanings and values o f culture in contemporary Singapore.

Lengwinat, K a trin  Venezuela
The Joropo in  C entral Venezuela and Change in  the 20th Century
The Joropo is a widespread and long-standing tradition in Venezuela. It is a feast 
which includes music, dance and social gathering, all guided by its own intrinsic 
rules. Particularly in the center o f Venezuela, the music is performed by two people, 
a harpist and a singer using rattles.

The widespread performance o f the Joropo stands in  opposition to the lack o f extant 
research on it. The research has been carried out that so far tends to be mainly 
descriptive rather than analytical. We would like to offer our findings on a regional 
variant practiced in the areas surrounding Caracas. Our perspective encompasses a 
time period extending back to a little  before the twentieth century.
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How is the national project going to evolve? I  would like to explore some issues we
would need to address as a coalition of practitioners from the academy, public
institutions, museums, archives, communities, musicians and enthusiasts. I  would
like to reflect on practical challenges, ethical concerns and on existing policy provisions
for the documentation of culture, indigenous knowledge systems and oral history

What new methodologies might we as collecting institutions need to employ to describe
musical performance cultures based on regional or ethnic identities? In  a climate of
social and political reconciliation and reconstruction, how do we harness
ethnomusicology alongside those of oral history as academic discourses worthy for
deployment in the task of heritage development and cultural reconstruction?

In a country bedeviled by a legacy of ethnic division and the politics of traditionalism,
the task of documenting cultural practices based on ethnic identities is a complex
one. How do we re-understand the labors of exceptional yet controversial individuals
such as ID Du Plessis and Hugh Tracey? What might be considered best practice in
the field and in the archive, given enormous disparities in capacities and skills in our
region? How do we respond to new opportunities to harness cultural heritage sites
for cultural tourism?

Finally, I  believe the National Archives should play a central role in underpinning
such a drive. I  enlist resources, collaborators and competencies it is going to require
if  it is going to fulfill its historic mission.

LEE, Tong Soon, U. K. (Organizer)
Panel — Performance and Concepts of Cultural Space
This panel explores the role of music performance in the production of cultural space.
The concept of cultural space refers both to a physical entity and to the abstract,
"aesthetic" notion of symbolic space. Music and other forms of cultural performance
often capitalize on aspects of history, culture, politics, and identity to evoke a sense
of nostalgia, communitas, and nationalism. In this way, such performances
concomitantly construct, affirm and transcend spatial boundaries, real or imaginary.

Drawing on two case studies from Malaysia and one from Singapore, the speakers of
this panel examine the complex processes in and through which cultural space is
continuously negotiated through music performances. The case of the Portuguese
Settlement shows how the multiple uses of physical space reflect and produce the
fluid nature of identity politics in Malacca. The revival of cultural traditions in Penang
reveals a central paradox in the discourse on modernity: in what way can a historical,
multicultural state globalize and yet retain a distinctive local identity? The case stud

on cultural construction in Singapore reveals similar dynamics and explores how
tradition is reinvented and authenticated in the process of defining what "culture"
means in a modern nation state.

All three papers in this panel locate the confluence of music performance, social
space, and identity as cultural disjuncture within the broader political context of
managing ethnicity, disciplining heritage, and constructing national culture.

LEE, Tong Soon, U. K.
Chinese Street Opera Performance and Cultural Space in Modern Singapore
Clark Quay is a historic area located along the Singapore River. It was an important
port of call for the trading of products such as pepper and gambier in the nineteenth
and early twentieth century. Located within the Chinatown vicinity, Clarke Quay was
occupied mainly by the Chaozhou and Fujian Chinese ethnic groups. Among other
identity markers, social events such as Chinese street opera performances and story-
telling activities were emblematic of the Clarke Quay locality. Since the early 1990s,
Clarke Quay has been reinvented as a site for cultural tourism in modern Singapore.
Its architecture, spatial layout, business operations, and social activities juxtapose
various facets of "culture" in Singapore: modern-traditional, high-low, functional-
aesthetic, local-foreign, historical-contemporary.

In this paper, I focus on a Chinese street opera event in Clarke Quay to examine the
intersection of music, spatial identity, and cultural ideology. Using street opera as a
metaphor, I explore how a confluence of history and political ideology shapes Clarke
Quay into a social space that reflects, and simultaneously defines, the multiple
meanings and values of culture in contemporary Singapore.

Lengwinat, Katrin Venezuela
The Joropo in Central Venezuela and Change in the 20th Century
The Joropo is a widespread and long-standing tradition in Venezuela. I t  is a feast
which includes music, dance and social gathering, all guided by its own intrinsic
rules. Particularly in the center of Venezuela, the music is performed by two people,
a harpist and a singer using rattles.

The widespread performance of the Joropo stands in opposition to the lack of extant
research on it. The research has been carried out that so far tends to be mainly
descriptive rather than analytical. We would like to offer our findings on a regional
variant practiced in the areas surrounding Caracas. Our perspective encompasses a
time period extending back to a little before the twentieth century.
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We w ill consider technological developments in  sound am plification, terrestrial 
transportation and mass media (radio, records, cassettes). We note changes in the 
feast, music, harp construction, playing, and the dance. We also consider the 
participation o f women and the organization and commercialization o f the event. In 
spite o f such changes, the Joropo has maintained its strong country character, 
developing relatively independent o f national and international market norms.

Every aspect o f the Joropo mentioned above w ill be supported by examples so as to 
provide a holistic vision o f the phenomenon.

Lim a, Agostinho Jorge de, Brazil
T rad itiona l M usic and the Rabeca T rad ition  in  Northeastern B raz il
In research undertaken w ith fiddlers liv ing  in  cities in  northeastern Brazil, we intended 
to examine how the experience and the musically-produced knowledge o f these 
traditional musicians o f rural origin and education has changed due to their involvement 
in urban culture.

The research verified that these musicians’ profiles are homogeneous, in regard to 
their conceptions, procedures, and types o f music produced. I f  such a profile  can be 
understood to extend into the past and to rural contexts, we identified three basic 
types o f fiddlers in these urban centers:
— those s till linked to the sea-horse tradition
— those who oscillate between traditiona l activities and performances in  local 
environments o f fo r r— 5 and brega music linked to mass communication 
— and those who are fu lly  involved in the commercial music circuit.

Beginning the analysis o f this p ro file , it  can be observed that the conceptual 
determination o f the identity o f the fiddler, aside from  being bom as a fiddler, doesn’t 
have to be m onolithic, because the “ reality”  shows subtle changes in meaning.

I f  we verified a crisis in the fidd ler’s knowledge as a traditional musician, it was that 
the young urban musicians, w ithout liv ing  on traditional music, adopt fiddle music, 
demonstrating in their musical habits aspects o f continuity (related to absorption of 
central musical characteristics), and non-continuity (related to conceptions and 
procedures) in relation to traditional music.

In  this work, we analyze the controversial situation o f collapse o f this musical 
knowledge among the traditional agents themselves, and the adoption o f aspects of 
this music by educated young people in  the most active areas o f mass media, in 
anticipation o f a discussion o f identity and transmission in the actual fiddle music.
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Lim a, Lu iz Fernando, Brazil
C entral and Peripheral Meanings in  B razilian  Pagode
Brazilian pagode is one samba style that became very successful during the 1980s 
and 1990s. It relies strongly on the most idiosyncratic structures related to the samba 
tradition, yet it has reached a widespread acceptance in mainstream preferences, and 
has attained high sales numbers. This paper approaches the pagode movement as a 
music style w ith a structure isomorphic to general traits o f Brazilian society. The 
distinguishing character o f this structure is a multi-layered composition, allowing for 
different, yet non-contradictory readings. Hence the relationship between a symbolic 
center and peripheral meanings is a basic issue, since it is not always clear i f  the 
interpretation depends on the center or on the periphery. The notion o f an international 
mainstream is thus opposed to the specific case o f one national mainstream, and 
further, to local-based traditions. The theoretical background for this research uses 
post-structuralist semiotic theories as the basis. A  sample analysis o f pagode songs is 

-* offered, w ith an emphasis on the meanings conveyed.

Louh ivuori, Jukka, Finland
C o g n itive  F o un d a tio n s o f C a te g o riz in g  F o lk  M u s ic— M e th o d o lo g ica l 
Considerations
Categorization and classification have had a central role in the fie ld  o f fo lk  music 
research and later in ethnomusicology. First the aim was to develop a method to 
organize fo lk  music collections into an order that helps researchers to find sim ilar 
melodies (Krohn 1901, Koller 1901). Later the goal has been more general, for example 
to study sim ilarities between music cultures (Lomax 1968). The growing interest in 
cognitive science is reflected in the comparative studies o f musical styles. Instead o f 
trying to find an answer to the question like “ how sim ilar melody x is to melody y”  
the focus o f research is to get to know what are the basic cognitive processes behind 
such comparisons.

There is a long tradition o f statistical studies in the past. Its roots are in the firs t half 
o f this century in the research done, fo r example, by Densmore and Herzog (Ellingson 
1992, p. 131). Their work was continued and extended by the research o f Freeman 
and Merriam (1956/1990) and later by Lomax (1968). In music psychology there has 
been some interest in how statistical information affects, for example, perception and 
learning. There has been both cross cultural studies using, for example. North Indian 
(Castellano et al. 1984) and Balinese (Kessler et al. 1984) music as well as studies 
using melodies in  which the statistical properties o f music were in tentiona lly 
manipulated (Oram &  Cuddy 1995). The results show that listeners are sensitive to 
pitch distributional information.

In light o f this evidence, it seems that statistical analysis o f various musical features
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We wil l  consider technological developments in sound amplification, terrestrial
transportation and mass media (radio, records, cassettes). We note changes in the
feast, music, harp construction, playing, and the dance. We also consider the
participation of women and the organization and commercialization of the event. In
spite of such changes, the Joropo has maintained its strong country character,
developing relatively independent of national and international market norms.

Every aspect of the Joropo mentioned above will be supported by examples so as to
provide a holistic vision of the phenomenon.

Lima, Agostinho Jorge de, Brazil
Traditional Music and the Rabeca Tradition in Northeastern Brazil
In research undertaken with fiddlers living in cities in northeastern Brazil, we intended
to examine how the experience and the musically—produced knowledge of these
traditional musicians of rural origin and education has changed due to their involvement
in urban culture.

The research verified that these musicians' profiles are homogeneous, in regard to
their conceptions, procedures, and types of music produced. If  such a profile can be
understood to extend into the past and to rural contexts, we identified three basic
types of fiddlers in these urban centers:
—those still linked to the sea-horse tradition
—those who oscillate between traditional activities and performances in local
environments of forr—s and brega music linked to mass communication
—and those who are fully involved in the commercial music circuit.

Beginning the analysis o f  this profile, i t  can be observed that the conceptual
determination of the identity of the fiddler, aside from being born as a fiddler, doesn't
have to be monolithic, because the "reality" shows subtle changes in meaning.

I f  we verified a crisis in the fiddler's knowledge as a traditional musician, it was that
the young urban musicians, without living on traditional music, adopt fiddle music,
demonstrating in their musical habits aspects of continuity (related to absorption of
central musical characteristics), and non-continuity (related to conceptions and
procedures) in relation to traditional music.

In this work, we analyze the controversial situation of collapse of this musical
knowledge among the traditional agents themselves, and the adoption of aspects of
this music by educated young people in the most active areas of mass media, in
anticipation of a discussion of identity and transmission in the actual fiddle music

Lima, Luiz Fernando, Brazil
Central and Peripheral Meanings in Brazilian Pagode
Brazilian pagode is one samba style that became very successful during the 1980s
and 1990s. It relies strongly on the most idiosyncratic structures related to the samba
tradition, yet it has reached a widespread acceptance in mainstream preferences, and
has attained high sales numbers. This paper approaches the pagode movement as a
music style with a structure isomorphic to general traits of Brazilian society. The
distinguishing character of this structure is a multi-layered composition, allowing for
different, yet non-contradictory readings. Hence the relationship between a symbolic
center and peripheral meanings is a basic issue, since it is not always clear i f  the
interpretation depends on the center or on the periphery. The notion of an international
mainstream is thus opposed to the specific case of one national mainstream, and
further, to local-based traditions. The theoretical background for this research uses
post-structuralist semiotic theories as the basis. A sample analysis of pagode songs is
offered, with an emphasis on the meanings conveyed.

Louhivuori, Jukka, Finland
Cognitive Foundations o f  Categorizing Folk Music—Methodological
Considerations
Categorization and classification have had a central role in the field of folk music
research and later in ethnomusicology. First the aim was to develop a method to
organize folk music collections into an order that helps researchers to find similar
melodies (Krohn 1901, Koller 1901). Later the goal has been more general, for example
to study similarities between music cultures (Lomax 1968). The growing interest in
cognitive science is reflected in the comparative studies of musical styles. Instead of
trying to find an answer to the question like "how similar melody x is to melody y"
the focus of research is to get to know what are the basic cognitive processes behind
such comparisons.
There is a long tradition of statistical studies in the past. Its roots are in the first half
of this century in the research done, for example, by Densmore and Herzog (Ellingson
1992, p. 131). Their work was continued and extended by the research of Freeman
and Merriam (1956/1990) and later by Lomax (1968). In music psychology there has
been some interest in how statistical information affects, for example, perception and
learning. There has been both cross cultural studies using, for example, North Indian
(Castellano et al.1984) and Balinese (Kessler et al. 1984) music as well as studies
using melodies in which the statistical properties o f  music were intentionally
manipulated (Dram & Cuddy 1995). The results show that listeners are sensitive to
pitch distributional information.

In light of this evidence, it seems that statistical analysis of various musical features
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could provide a means fo r the classification o f musical styles in terms o f their 
perceptual sim ilarity. This paper presents a method to classify and categorize musical 
styles based on statistical style analysis. Because it remains uncertain whether statistical 
methods simulate human classification process, a behavioral categorization task using 
identical material is therefore needed. In this paper results w ill be presented obtained 
in an experiment that examines how listeners classify fo lk  melodies.

Loutzaki, Irene, Greece 
M usic Patrons and Dance Clients
In Greece, the relation between dance folklorists and local skilled musicians dated 
back even prior to the 1960s, when established fo lk  institutions hired local musicians 
to support w ith their sk ill and authentic style their organized fo lk  dance performances. 
During that period, this relation was mutually friendly and beneficial for both groups. 
This temporary relation continued during the junta (1967-1974), after the fa ll o f the 
dictatorship and the rehabilitation o f democracy in 1974. W ith the election o f PASOK 
(socialist party) and its populist policy o f the firs t period in office (1981), Greece has 
experienced an unexpected revitalization o f fo lk  customs, and gradually unpredictable 
increasing resilience o f communities. In Athens, however, the increasing interest in 
fo lk  dance/music has been characterized by major differences in music/dance behavior 
and performances because o f the prevalence o f patronage. New types o f performances 
appeared and the state sponsored fo lk  music/dance complexes encourage more 
theatrical performances fo r spectators.

The categories m usic pa tron  and dance clien ts  sym bolically describe the two 
participants in  a particular type o f po litica l-like  relationship in which the music patron 
(the researcher) is considered politica lly superior and the dance clients (the community 
in which he/she does research) inferior. S trictly speaking, the basis o f this recent 
special phenomenon remains the assumption that the music patron has and controls 
access to economic and cultural resources, and that the dance client gains access to 
these resources not through formal bureaucracy, but by the manipulation o f personal 
relationship o f reciprocity. The music patron and dance client relationship is therefore 
considered to lie  on the margins o f the state, though the state itse lf sponsored a series 
o f specific fo lk  performances fo r the reinforcement o f individual local musicians, 
music complexes, or whole communities.

This paper is made up o f personal testimonies (1995-1998) regarding the effect on 
my informant’s selection criteria o f the three changes in the perspective from  which 
I approached three special dance events having personal involvement as a dance advisor 
and in which selected groups o f my informants were invited to participate: a) as art, 
2) as tradition, 3) as social phenomenon. These theoretical approaches are analyzed
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on the basis o f three ethnographic/artistic examples: Auditorium o f the Herodus Atticus 
Theater (1995), Auditorium  o f the Herodus Atticus Theater (1996), Athens Music 
Concert H all (1998). Each o f these examples constitutes a distinctive working context, 
presenting views and attitudes that shape the behavior both o f the researcher (myself) 
and o f the informants (dance communities I studied).

Folk dance performance does not create or realize itself, but is always the result o f 
people doing things together in particular places and times. To understand traditional 
dance is to understand the men and women who make it, and vice versa. Therefore, 
the music patron/dance client relation is based on the personal reputation o f the music/ 
dance patron as this is involved w ith the ethics and moral system.

Lucas, G laura, Brazil
The M usic/R itual Relations Between the A fro-B razilian  Religious Groups Congo, 
Moçambique, and Candombe W ith in  the Brotherhoods o f the Rosary
Congo, Moçambique and Candombe are afro-brazilian religious groups, having sim ilar 
origins, which are related to a transculturation process set in motion during brazil ian 
co lonia l period. These sym bolic contacts and crossings involved m ainly the 
reinterpretation, by africans, o f imposed european Catholicism, which was reelaborated 
through their own world views. These three groups may exist independently in different 
areas in  Brazil, as do other sim ilar groups like Caboclo, Marujo, Catopê, etc.. However, 
Congo, Moçambique and Candombe often participate together in brotherhoods o f 
the rosary in Minas Gerais, performing complementary functions during the rituals 
in honour o f Our Lady o f the Rosary, o f black saints, and in honour o f their ancestors. 
These ceremonies are generally called ‘Congados’ or ‘Reinados’ . The different 
functions o f these groups are associated w ith the hierarchy holding them by force o f 
the legend behind the rituals. Candombe is the ancestor o f a ll other Congado's groups, 
therefore the most important. In fact, Candombe is a special ritual carried out w ithin 
the community space, by members o f the brotherhood.

Music is constant throughout the Congado ceremonies, showing a strong meaningful 
and expressive dimension. The rituals are accomplished through music in such a way 
that singing, playing and dancing become a unique gesture o f prayer and faith. The 
instruments and their rhythmic language are considered to be sacred. This aspect -  an 
african portion o f this afro-brazilian synthesis -  determines the particular behaviour 
o f its practitioners, o f respect and responsibility towards the musical experience.

The rhythmic aspect is the musical reference that best identifies each group. Therefore, 
this proposal aims at demonstrating some aspects o f the rhythmic behaviour o f these 
groups, which are related to their functions, to the time/space o f performances, as
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could provide a means for the classification of  musical styles in terms of  their
perceptual similarity. This paper presents a method to classify and categorize musical
styles based on statistical style analysis. Because it remains uncertain whether statistical
methods simulate human classification process, a behavioral categorization task using
identical material is therefore needed. In this paper results will be presented obtained
in an experiment that examines how listeners classify folk melodies.

Loutzaki, Irene, Greece
Music Patrons and Dance Clients
In Greece, the relation between dance folklorists and local skilled musicians dated
back even prior to the 1960s, when established folk institutions hired local musicians
to support with their skill and authentic style their organized folk dance performances.
During that period, this relation was mutually friendly and beneficial for both groups.
This temporary relation continued during the junta (1967-1974), after the fall of the
dictatorship and the rehabilitation of democracy in 1974. With the election of PASOK
(socialist party) and its populist policy of the first period in office (1981), Greece has
experienced an unexpected revitalization of folk customs, and gradually unpredictable
increasing resilience of communities. In Athens, however, the increasing interest in
folk dance/music has been characterized by major differences in music/dance behavior
and performances because of the prevalence of patronage. New types of performances
appeared and the state sponsored folk music/dance complexes encourage more
theatrical performances for spectators.

The categories music patron and dance clients symbolically describe the two
participants in a particular type of political-like relationship in which the music patron
(the researcher) is considered politically superior and the dance clients (the community
in which he/she does research) inferior. Strictly speaking, the basis of this recent
special phenomenon remains the assumption that the music patron has and controls
access to economic and cultural resources, and that the dance client gains access to
these resources not through formal bureaucracy, but by the manipulation of personal
relationship of reciprocity. The music patron and dance client relationship is therefore
considered to lie on the margins of the state, though the state itself sponsored a series
of specific folk performances for the reinforcement of individual local musicians,
music complexes, or whole communities.

This paper is made up of personal testimonies (1995-1998) regarding the effect on
my informant's selection criteria of the three changes in the perspective from which
I approached three special dance events having personal involvement as a dance advisor
and in which selected groups of my informants were invited to participate: a) as art,
2) as tradition, 3) as social phenomenon. These theoretical approaches are analy

on the basis of three ethnographic/artistic examples: Auditorium of the Herodus Atticus
Theater (1995), Auditorium of the Herodus Atticus Theater (1996), Athens Music
Concert Hall (1998). Each of these examples constitutes a distinctive working context,
presenting views and attitudes that shape the behavior both of the researcher (myself)
and of the informants (dance communities I studied).

Folk dance performance does not create or realize itself, but is always the result of
people doing things together in particular places and times. To understand traditional
dance is to understand the men and women who make it, and vice versa. Therefore,
the music patron/dance client relation is based on the personal reputation of the music/
dance patron as this is involved with the ethics and moral system.

Lucas, Glaura, Brazil
• T h e  Music/Ritual Relations Between the Afro-Brazilian Religious Groups Congo,

Mocambique, and Candombe Within the Brotherhoods of the Rosary
Congo, Mocambique and Candombe are afro-brazilian religious groups, having similar
origins, which are related to a transculturation process set in motion during brazilian
colonial period. These symbolic contacts and crossings involved mainly the
reinterpretation, by africans, of imposed european catholicism, which was reelaborated
through their own world views. These three groups may exist independently in different
areas in Brazil, as do other similar groups like Caboclo, Marujo, Catope, etc.. However,
Congo, Mocambique and Candombe often participate together in brotherhoods of
the rosary in Minas Gerais, performing complementary functions during the rituals
in honour of Our Lady of the Rosary, of black saints, and in honour of their ancestors.
These ceremonies are generally called 'Congados' or 'Reinados'. The different
functions of these groups are associated with the hierarchy holding them by force of
the legend behind the rituals. Candombe is the ancestor of all other Congado's groups,
therefore the most important. In fact, Candombe is a special ritual carried out within
the community space, by members of the brotherhood.

Music is constant throughout the Congado ceremonies, showing a strong meaningful
and expressive dimension. The rituals are accomplished through music in such a way
that singing, playing and dancing become a unique gesture of prayer and faith. The

• instruments and their rhythmic language are considered to be sacred. This aspect — an
african portion of this afro-brazilian synthesis — determines the particular behaviour
of its practitioners, of respect and responsibility towards the musical experience.

The rhythmic aspect is the musical reference that best identifies each group. Therefore,
this proposal aims at demonstrating some aspects of the rhythmic behaviour of these
groups, which are related to their functions, to the time/space of performances, as
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w ell as to the hierarchy determined by the legend. The musical/ritual connections 
between Moçambique and Candombe w ill be specially focused, since Moçambique 
is considered to be the group that represents Candombe in the outdoor stages o f the 
rituals. M usically speaking, this connection is made through Moçambique's variation 
procedures.

The presentation is to be done in Portuguese. Television and video cassete w ill be 
necessary for illustration.

Luehning, Angela, Brazil
The W orld  o f Popular M usic Practice in  Salvador, Bahia from  1900 to 1950
The present research analyzes the world o f popular and traditional music practice in 
Salvador, Bahia in the firs t part o f the 20th century, a period in which all attention 
was focused on the carioca samba in Rio de Janeiro. But what happened in other 
cities which today are famous for their musical creations and innovations in the last 
decades?

In the firs t decades o f the 20th century many technical innovations (LP records, radio) 
occurred, transforming the conception and possibilities for the documentation o f music. 
Through these innovations, other repertories arrived in Salvador and influenced local 
conceptions o f samba and vocal creations. Some soteropolitan  (natives o f Salvador, 
Bahia) composers went to Rio de Janeiro, but others continued in Salvador. The 
appearance o f new radio stations opened possib ilities fo r the emergence and 
professionalization o f women, usually as singers, in the musical world. On the other 
hand, the repertory o f many local styles like  samba de roda and batucada during 
carnival and others maintained a creative variety o f different percussion instruments. 
It was possible to observe different forms o f music practice that attempted to combine 
modem influences like jazz bands and local music groups. Social events w ith music 
and dance, called bailes, occurred in all quarters o f the city and were o f fundamental 
importance in Salvador. These bailes were the motor fo r many local creations and 
recreations o f musical repertoire, and were a firs t step to success. Many local artists 
used Cadernos musicais, w ith some instructions, which served as the basis for their 
arrangements.

This research was based on material from journals from the first decades o f the century, 
photographs by the French photographer Pierre Verger, who took his firs t photos in 
Brazil in the 1940’s, musical texts located in archives, and many interviews with 
elderly people and musicians who could recognize photos and explain the different 
facts and details.
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M acchioni, Oscar, USA
The A rg e n tin e  Tango: Processes o f A s s im ila tio n , A c c u ltu ra tio n , and 
A ppropria tion
The tango has always been a phenomenon o f intrigue among world dances. Its 
passionate lyrics and music, and its sensual choreography are the results o f the cross 
breeding between immigrant and native manners and socio-political concerns. The 
genre emerged in the slums o f Buenos Aires at the turn o f the twentieth century but it 
is only after the tango succeeded in Europe and North America and returned ‘home’ 
that the genre was recognized by the same people who at firs t rejected it.

This paper w ill discuss the different components o f the tango brought by immigrants 
to Argentina (Spanish, African, Italian), its gestation and rejection by Argentineans, 
the way the genre was transformed in order to succeed outside its birthplace, and 
finally, the return o f the tango to Argentina. The presentation also explores what has 

* made the genre so attractive to non-Argentineans during the past two decades that it 
is again touring the world and being appropriated as representing not just Argentineans, 
but others as well.

Marques, Francisca, Brazil
Ethnom usicological Research and C om m unitarian Demands; An experience in  
Cachoeira, Bahia
The researcher reflects upon her involvem ent w ith  the com m unity-devised 
interdisciplinary project directed to the youth that developed during her fie ldw ork 
w ith the Irm andade da Boa M orte  (Good Death Sisterhood) in the interior c ity o f 
Cachoeira, Bahia. The paper’s focus is then on her attempts to interact in consistent 
as well as practical ways w ith the community carrying on the traditions which are her 
object o f study. Acting for the valuing o f notions o f citizenship and fostering the 
diffusion o f locally based knowledge the panelist discusses the role o f participant 
observation as fundamental not only to renewing the focus o f ethnomusicological 
research but also to fu lfillin g  mutual expectations growing between the researcher 
and the studied community.

1 M adeira, M árcio  M attos Aragão, Brazil 
The F o rró  in  Ceara: An U rban M usical Genre
The fo rró , as an identity o f northeastern Brazilian people, is not only a regional type o f 
music, but also an agent o f cultural diffusion. As so, its form and structure have changed 
throughout time, following the social dynamics o f daily events. The musicality o f the 
forró, reflecting the transformations in our region’s social structure, has turned into the 
“ urban”  forr— , which describes the surrounding environment. The forró as an urban
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well as to the hierarchy determined by the legend. The musical/ritual connections
between Mocambique and Candombe will be specially focused, since Mocambique
is considered to be the group that represents Candombe in the outdoor stages of the
rituals. Musically speaking, this connection is made through Mocambique's variation
procedures.

The presentation is to be done in Portuguese. Television and video cassete will be
necessary for illustration.

Luehning, Angela, Brazil
The World of Popular Music Practice in Salvador, Bahia from 1900 to 1950
The present research analyzes the world of popular and traditional music practice in
Salvador, Bahia in the first part of the 20th century, a period in which all attention
was focused on the carioca samba in Rio de Janeiro. But what happened in other
cities which today are famous for their musical creations and innovations in the last
decades?

In the first decades of the 20th century many technical innovations (LP records, radio)
occurred, transforming the conception and possibilities for the documentation of music.
Through these innovations, other repertories arrived in Salvador and influenced local
conceptions of samba and vocal creations. Some soteropolitan (natives of Salvador,
Bahia) composers went to Rio de Janeiro, but others continued in Salvador. The
appearance o f  new radio stations opened possibilities for the emergence and
professionalization of women, usually as singers, in the musical world. On the other
hand, the repertory of many local styles like samba de roda and batucada during
carnival and others maintained a creative variety of different percussion instruments.
It was possible to observe different forms of music practice that attempted to combine
modern influences like jazz bands and local music groups. Social events with music
and dance, called bailes, occurred in all quarters of the city and were of fundamental
importance in Salvador. These bailes were the motor for many local creations and
recreations of musical repertoire, and were a first step to success. Many local artists
used Cadernos musicais, with some instructions, which served as the basis for their
arrangements.

This research was based on material from journals from the first decades of the century,
photographs by the French photographer Pierre Verger, who took his first photos in
Brazil in the 1940's, musical texts located in archives, and many interviews with
elderly people and musicians who could recognize photos and explain the different
facts and details.

Macchioni, Oscar, USA
The Argentine Tango: Processes of Assimilation, Acculturation, and
Appropriation
The tango has always been a phenomenon of intrigue among world dances. Its
passionate lyrics and music, and its sensual choreography are the results of the cross
breeding between immigrant and native manners and socio-political concerns. The
genre emerged in the slums of Buenos Aires at the turn of the twentieth century but it
is only after the tango succeeded in Europe and North America and returned 'home'
that the genre was recognized by the same people who at first rejected it.

This paper will discuss the different components of the tango brought by immigrants
to Argentina (Spanish, African, Italian), its gestation and rejection by Argentineans,
the way the genre was transformed in order to succeed outside its birthplace, and
finally, the return of the tango to Argentina. The presentation also explores what has
made the genre so attractive to non-Argentineans during the past two decades that it
is again touring the world and being appropriated as representing not just Argentineans,
but others as well.

Marques, Francisca, Brazil
Ethnomusicological Research and Communitarian Demands; An experience in
Cachoeira, Bahia
The researcher reflects upon her involvement with the community-devised
interdisciplinary project directed to the youth that developed during her fieldwork
with the Irmandade da Boa Mode (Good Death Sisterhood) in the interior city of
Cachoeira, Bahia. The paper's focus is then on her attempts to interact in consistent
as well as practical ways with the community carrying on the traditions which are her
object of study. Acting for the valuing of notions of citizenship and fostering the
diffusion of locally based knowledge the panelist discusses the role of participant
observation as fundamental not only to renewing the focus of ethnomusicological
research but also to fulfilling mutual expectations growing between the researcher
and the studied community.

Madeira, Mimi°  Mattos Araguo, Brazil
The Forro in Ceara: An Urban Musical Genre
The forth, as an identity of northeastern Brazilian people, is not only a regional type of
music, but also an agent of cultural diffusion. As so, its form and structure have changed
throughout time, following the social dynamics of daily events. The musicality of the
font, reflecting the transformations in our region's social structure, has turned into the
"urban" forr—, which describes the surrounding environment. The font as an urban
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kind o f music has taken large proportions, and today it is played, known and accepted 
even abroad. Nowadays, the forró is the “ h it”  o f the moment in the whole o f Brazil, but 
specially in the state o f Ceará, where this study has taken place. It receives extensive 
coverage in the news and other media, and is enjoyed in all social layers. During my 
undergraduate education I presented research on the history o f the baião genre, a 
predecessor o f forró. A t that time, the rhythm patterns were transcribed from phonographic 
records and analyzed. The material collected in field research allowed me to classify the 
rhythmical aspects o f the bai<o and other related genres. M y present research project 
involves a better understanding o f “ urban forró,”  in search o f answers for questions like 
where and how it appeared, what has made it an urban genre, what is its place in the state 
o f Ceara’s contemporary culture and what repercussion it has in the rest o f Brazil. The 
existing reports and reviews on Brazilian popular urban music w ill be used to clarify this 
phenomenon and its insertion in our cultural and social context. Based on the theoretical 
support o f Ethnomusicology, I intend to approach questions o f musical, literary, and 
symbolic content for musicians and music admirers, and also to explore how the media 
interferes w ith it and what consequences it has on the performance o f this music. The 
method employed consists o f extensive research on literature about the forró books, 
periodicals, articles and essays— and also interviews and recordings, in order to establish, 
under Ethnomusicological categories, the place o f the forró in our social/cultural 
environment.

M acDonald, Katherine, Canada
B oi-B um ba: Popular M usic o f an Isolated Com m unity
W hile Brazilian musical genres that circulate transnationally are often seen as the 
most significant, occasionally more localized types o f music may remain o f greater 
importance to separate, smaller communities. Although little  known outside o f the 
Amazon region o f Brazil, the music o f boi-bumba, for the local communities in this 
area, completely eclipses samba or axé as the popular music style o f choice. Often 
viewed as outsiders w ith in  the B razilian community due to their isolation, the 
Amazonenses celebrate the festa do boi w ith an intensity generally reserved solely 
for the carnival.

Through boi-bumba, and the annual Folklore Festival o f Parintins, the Amazonenses 
build pride, and a sense o f regional identity that manifests itse lf w ithin the music and 
the lyrics. I w ill focus upon issues o f identity recovered from w ithin the lyrics, various 
festival practices and the musical structure o f boi-bumba. The lyrics are generally 
composed using three primary information sources including a) the history o f the 
festival, b) Amazonian myth and folklore, and c) the rich bio-diversity o f the forest. 
Through a lyrical analysis I w ill determine how the music o f boi-bumba reflects the 
life  and culture o f the urban areas o f the Brazilian Amazon.
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M akubuya, James, USA (Organizer)
Panel - The Relationships between Researchers and the Communities They Study
This panel focuses on issues that arise when the researcher that goes into the fie ld 
w ith the purpose o f learning from the masters and/or custodians o f the music tradition 
finds himself/herself face to face w ith unintended responsibilities and challenges. 
The panel papers argue that almost in all cases, problems are bound to arise when you 
find yourself in the position o f an advisor, administrator, manager, and sometimes 
mediator o f the very community or communities you intended to study with. “ Should 
the researcher play those type o f roles in the fie ld  or not?”  the papers ask. I f  “ yes” 
what are the risks, advantages and disadvantages? I f  “ not”  what are the implications? 
One other ethical issue o f concern addressed by the panel too is the extent to which a 
researcher, who in some cases may be a complete outsider, should take on advisory 
roles in cultural matters he/she is supposed to be learning from the masters and 
custodians o f the tradition (to say the least)!

M akubuya, James USA
Individual Abstract - Endongo (Bowl Lyre) o f the Baganda: Better E xtinct than 
D ifferent?
One o f the main chordophones o f the Baganda who live in the south central region o f 
Uganda is an 8-string bowl lyre generically referred to as endongo. A random 
examination and quick comparison o f the endongo instruments built in the 1950s and 
others built from the 1990s may reveal that there is a subtle but clear difference in the 
materials used for construction in assembling the two types.

Whereas the endongo instruments bu ilt up to the 1950s were strictly assembled using 
monitor lizard skins for the sound table, hairy goatskins for the tassel, and gut for the 
sound strings, today other construction materials are used instead. The use o f alternative 
construction materials was prompted by two different but related reasons. One was 
the then increasing scarcity o f the biological species whose body parts, like skins and 
others mentioned above, were considered essential in  the assembling o f the 
instrument(s). The other reason is the intervention o f researchers. Seriously concerned 
that the increasing scarcity and subsequent extinction o f the bio logical species 
threatened the future availability o f the endongo instruments, researchers teamed up 
w ith the instrument makers and worked together to explore the possibility o f using 
substitute materials. As a result o f the collaboration between researchers and endongo 
makers, alternative materials are now starting to be used for the sound table, the 
sound strings and the tassel.

This new ‘researchers-and-endongo communities’ collaborative relationship has not 
occurred without problems. A fter discussing the fact that the practical advantages o f
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kind of music has taken large proportions, and today it is played, known and accepted
even abroad. Nowadays, the forr6 is the "hit" of the moment in the whole of Brazil, but
specially in the state of Ceara, where this study has taken place. It receives extensive
coverage in the news and other media, and is enjoyed in all social layers. During my
undergraduate education I presented research on the history o f  the baido genre, a
predecessor of forr6. At that time, the rhythm patterns were transcribed from phonographic
records and analyzed. The material collected in field research allowed me to classify the
rhythmical aspects of the bai<o and other related genres. My present research project
involves a better understanding of "urban forr6," in search of answers for questions like
where and how it appeared, what has made it an urban genre, what is its place in the state
of Ceara's contemporary culture and what repercussion it has in the rest of Brazil. The
existing reports and reviews on Brazilian popular urban music will be used to clarify this
phenomenon and its insertion in our cultural and social context. Based on the theoretical
support of Ethnomusicology, I  intend to approach questions of musical, literary, and
symbolic content for musicians and music admirers, and also to explore how the media
interferes with it and what consequences it has on the performance of this music. The
method employed consists of extensive research on literature about the forr6 books,
periodicals, articles and essays—and also interviews and recordings, in order to establish,
under Ethnomusicological categories, the place of the forr6 in our social/cultural
environment.

MacDonald, Katherine, Canada
Boi-Bumba: Popular Music of an Isolated Community
While Brazilian musical genres that circulate transnationally are often seen as the
most significant, occasionally more localized types of music may remain of greater
importance to separate, smaller communities. Although little known outside of the
Amazon region of Brazil, the music of boi-bumba, for the local communities in this
area, completely eclipses samba or axe as the popular music style of choice. Often
viewed as outsiders within the Brazilian community due to their isolation, the
Amazonenses celebrate the festa do boi with an intensity generally reserved solely
for the carnival.

Through boi-bumba, and the annual Folklore Festival of Parintins, the Amazonenses
build pride, and a sense of regional identity that manifests itself within the music and
the lyrics. I will focus upon issues of identity recovered from within the lyrics, various
festival practices and the musical structure of boi-bumba. The lyrics are generally
composed using three primary information sources including a) the history of the
festival, b) Amazonian myth and folklore, and c) the rich bio-diversity of the forest.
Through a lyrical analysis I will determine how the music of boi-bumba reflects the
life and culture of the urban areas of the Brazilian Amazon.

Makubuya, James, USA (Organizer)
Panel - The Relationships between Researchers and the Communities They Study
This panel focuses on issues that arise when the researcher that goes into the field
with the purpose of learning from the masters and/or custodians of the music tradition
finds himself/herself face to face with unintended responsibilities and challenges.
The panel papers argue that almost in all cases, problems are bound to arise when you
find yourself in the position of an advisor, administrator, manager, and sometimes
mediator of the very community or communities you intended to study with. "Should
the researcher play those type of roles in the field or not?" the papers ask. I f  "yes"
what are the risks, advantages and disadvantages? If "not" what are the implications?
One other ethical issue of concern addressed by the panel too is the extent to which a
researcher, who in some cases may be a complete outsider, should take on advisory
roles in cultural matters he/she is supposed to be learning from the masters and
custodians of the tradition (to say the least)!

Makubuya, James USA
Individual Abstract - Endongo (Bowl Lyre) of the Baganda: Better Extinct than
Different?
One of the main chordophones of the Baganda who live in the south central region of
Uganda is an 8-string bowl lyre generically referred to as endongo. A random
examination and quick comparison of the endongo instruments built in the 1950s and
others built from the 1990s may reveal that there is a subtle but clear difference in the
materials used for construction in assembling the two types.

Whereas the endongo instruments built up to the 1950s were strictly assembled using
monitor lizard skins for the sound table, hairy goatskins for the tassel, and gut for the
sound strings, today other construction materials are used instead. The use of alternative
construction materials was prompted by two different but related reasons. One was
the then increasing scarcity of the biological species whose body parts, like skins and
others mentioned above, were considered essential in the assembling o f  the
instrument(s). The other reason is the intervention of researchers. Seriously concerned
that the increasing scarcity and subsequent extinction of  the biological species
threatened the future availability of the endongo instruments, researchers teamed up
with the instrument makers and worked together to explore the possibility of using
substitute materials. As a result of the collaboration between researchers and endongo
makers, alternative materials are now starting to be used for the sound table, the
sound strings and the tassel.

This new 'researchers-and-endongo communities' collaborative relationship has not
occurred without problems. After discussing the fact that the practical advantages of
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using the innovative substitute materials outweigh the disadvantages, this paper w ill 
reflect on some o f the ethical issues the alternative materials have caused w ith regard to 
the preservation o f the musical tradition o f the Baganda. Also discussed, is the extent to 
which researchers should team up w ith communities they study to initiate changes that 
may in the long run be criticized as contrary to the survival o f a music culture.

M alm , K ris te r, Sweden (Organizer)
Panel - Censorship o f M usic: Forms and Effects
M y colleagues on this panel w ill provide quite a few examples o f the forms and 
effects o f censorship. I w ill try to elaborate a little  on the theoretical and systematical 
aspects. The different forms and effects o f censorship o f music have not been studied 
very much. We are all aware that music is censored in  most countries. But the manner 
in which this is done differs a lo t and the effects also differ. Very little  is known about 
the details in this process. This panel provides both a variety o f perspectives on the 
censorship o f music, and a theoretical framework in which to understand it.

M anjarrez, A driana C ruz, USA
I t  Goes Beyond the Borders: The Bailes Serranos in  Los Angeles, an Im m igran t 
T rad ition  from  Oaxacan H ighland to C a lifo rn ia
Marginality, lack o f employment, poverty, decline in the standard o f living, and scarce 
services are some o f the factors that have generated national and international 
immigration among different social sectors o f the Mexican population. Some o f the 
major changes in the patterns o f Mexican migration to the U.S. during the 20th Century 
have been related to the rising o f new areas o f origin and destination, and the significant 
transformation in the number o f immigrants, ethnicity, sex, and social class.

Since the 1960’s, new immigrant groups have incorporated themselves importantly 
in the international m igration process to the U.S., specifically, Zapotec indigenous 
groups originating from Mexico. In the last twenty years, circular and permanent 
migration tend to be the m igratory patterns among the diverse Zapotec communities 
settled in California. In addition to these particular migratory patterns, fam ily reunion, 
migration o f complete fam ilies, migration o f almost entire communities, and the 
constant imm igration o f young single people continue to increase.

For immigrant groups, the process o f m igration implies, on one hand, and adaptation 
to new social an economic conditions, and on the other, a continuity o f their cultural 
practices. Cultural links between immigrants and their area o f origin help to explain, 
at least among Zapotec communities, the persistence o f certain cultural practices in 
the receiving society, such as traditional dance and music. By m igrating, Zapotec do
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not necessarily lose their ethnic identity nor do they sever social and cultural links 
with their place o f origin. Specially, the Zapotec from the Oaxacan highland village 
o f Yalalag, Mexico who have settled down in Los Angeles since the 1960s, continue 
to practice their main religious festivities, ritual and social dances in social gatherings, 
and a festival o f dance and music called La Guelaguetza.

The maintenance o f these sets o f cultural and aesthetic practices have become an 
important symbol o f social solidarity and persistence o f their ethnic identity w ithin 
the context o f international migration. The constant communication between Zapotec 
immigrants and their community o f origin is also another important element that 
allows them, on one hand, to maintain their cultural ties to their place o f origin, and 
on the other, to revitalize their traditional dance in the receiving society.

In this paper, I w ill present how this immigrant indigenous community has reconfigured 
its traditional dance in the receiving society. Particularly, I w ill refer to the Bailes 
Serranos, which are public gatherings for events such as the celebrations o f a local 
church saint’s day, weddings, and regional holidays. I w ill conclude that dance has 
come to be a distinctive expression that embodies group cohesion and affirms the 
continuation and strength o f Zapotec ethnic identity.

M artinez, Jose Lu iz Brazil
In te rtextua l Representation in  M usic and Dance in  the Odissi T rad ition  o f Ind ia
In India, music, dance, and poetry have been for m illennia integrated as a single 
concept: sangita. The reference here is to the ancient Sanskrit drama, in which several 
arts cooperate w ith the purpose o f signifying a particular aesthetic feeling, a rasa, to 
be perceived, interpreted and enjoyed by the spectator. The Odissi, a dance tradition 
o f Northeast India (state o f Orissa), can be traced back to the 2nd century B.C., evidence 
for which is found in sculpture, miniature painting, and several treatises. Today, the 
repertoire o f Odissi can be divided in two groups o f forms: nrtta , or pure dance, and 
abhinaya, or representational dance. The music fo r Odissi may accordingly be divided 
into 1) drum compositions (often o f high complexity) for the nrtta  parts and, 2) song 
forms, such as the pa llav i, which are taken as the basis for the gestural representation. 
Objects o f signification in Odissi range from pure music and dance to a variety o f 
poetic topics, mythology, and references to nature. The G ita Govinda, a Sanskrit poem 
written in the 12th century by Jayadeva, is particularly often adapted into the Odissi 
repertoire. In this paper, a selection o f Odissi dance and music compositions w ill be 
analyzed semiotically. The methodology o f this research is the application o f the 
semiotics o f Charles Peirce in studying the several component arts o f Odissi, their 
formal interrelations, and their means o f representation. This study is approached
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using the innovative substitute materials outweigh the disadvantages, this paper will
reflect on some of the ethical issues the alternative materials have caused with regard to
the preservation of the musical tradition of the Baganda. Also discussed, is the extent to
which researchers should team up with communities they study to initiate changes that
may in the long run be criticized as contrary to the survival of a music culture.

Mahn, Krister, Sweden (Organizer)
Panel - Censorship of Music: Forms and Effects
My colleagues on this panel will provide quite a few examples of the forms and
effects of censorship. I will try to elaborate a little on the theoretical and systematical
aspects. The different forms and effects of censorship of music have not been studied
very much. We are all aware that music is censored in most countries. But the manner
in which this is done differs a lot and the effects also differ. Very little is known about
the details in this process. This panel provides both a variety of perspectives on the
censorship of music, and a theoretical framework in which to understand it.

Manjarrez, Adriana Cruz, USA
It Goes Beyond the Borders: The Bailes Serranos in Los Angeles, an Immigrant
Tradition from Oaxacan Highland to California
Marginality, lack of employment, poverty, decline in the standard of living, and scarce
services are some of the factors that have generated national and international
immigration among different social sectors o f  the Mexican population. Some of the
major changes in the patterns of Mexican migration to the U.S. during the 20th Century
have been related to the rising of new areas of origin and destination, and the significant
transformation in the number of immigrants, ethnicity, sex, and social class.

Since the 1960's, new immigrant groups have incorporated themselves importantly
in the international migration process to the U.S., specifically, Zapotec indigenous
groups originating from Mexico. In the last twenty years, circular and permanent
migration tend to be the migratory patterns among the diverse Zapotec communities
settled in California. In addition to these particular migratory patterns, family reunion,
migration of complete families, migration of almost entire communities, and the
constant immigration of young single people continue to increase.

For immigrant groups, the process of migration implies, on one hand, and adaptation
to new social an economic conditions, and on the other, a continuity of their cultural
practices. Cultural links between immigrants and their area of origin help to explain,
at least among Zapotec communities, the persistence of certain cultural practices in
the receiving society, such as traditional dance and music. By migrating, Zapotec do

not necessarily lose their ethnic identity nor do they sever social and cultural links
with their place of origin. Specially, the Zapotec from the Oaxacan highland village
of Yalalag, Mexico who have settled down in Los Angeles since the 1960s, continue
to practice their main religious festivities, ritual and social dances in social gatherings,
and a festival of dance and music called La Guelaguetza.

The maintenance of these sets of cultural and aesthetic practices have become an
important symbol of social solidarity and persistence of their ethnic identity within
the context of international migration. The constant communication between Zapotec
immigrants and their community of origin is also another important element that
allows them, on one hand, to maintain their cultural ties to their place of origin, and
on the other, to revitalize their traditional dance in the receiving society.

In this paper, I will present how this immigrant indigenous community has reconfigured
its traditional dance in the receiving society. Particularly, I  will refer to the Bailes
Serranos, which are public gatherings for events such as the celebrations of a local
church saint's day, weddings, and regional holidays. I  will conclude that dance has
come to be a distinctive expression that embodies group cohesion and affirms the
continuation and strength of Zapotec ethnic identity.

Martinez, Jose Luiz Brazil
Intertextual Representation in Music and Dance in the Odissi Tradition of India
In India, music, dance, and poetry have been for millennia integrated as a single
concept: sangita. The reference here is to the ancient Sanskrit drama, in which several
arts cooperate with the purpose of signifying a particular aesthetic feeling, a rasa, to
be perceived, interpreted and enjoyed by the spectator. The Odissi, a dance tradition
of Northeast India (state of Orissa), can be traced back to the 2nd century B.C., evidence
for which is found in sculpture, miniature painting, and several treatises. Today, the
repertoire of Odissi can be divided in two groups of forms: nrtta, or pure dance, and
abhinaya, or representational dance. The music for Odissi may accordingly be divided
into 1) drum compositions (often of high complexity) for the nrtta parts and, 2) song
forms, such as the pallavi, which are taken as the basis for the gestural representation.
Objects of signification in Odissi range from pure music and dance to a variety of
poetic topics, mythology, and references to nature. The Gita Govinda, a sanskrit poem
written in the 12th century by Jayadeva, is particularly often adapted into the Odissi
repertoire. In this paper, a selection of Odissi dance and music compositions will be
analyzed semiotically. The methodology of this research is the application of the
semiotics of Charles Peirce in studying the several component arts of Odissi, their
formal interrelations, and their means of representation. This study is approached
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from the point o f view o f musical signification rather than from  that o f choreographic 
techniques, w ithout loosing reference to the intertextual character o f Odissi. In this 
respect, this work can be thought as an extension o f my doctoral dissertation, Semiosis 
in H industani M usic, defended in the University o f Helsinki in May 1997.

M atsiko, Geoffrey Twine, Uganda
Field Research &  Com m unity Responsibilities: Can we Handle Both?
This presentation discusses the multifunctional role researchers have found themselves 
playing in the communities they study. The recent trend has seen that researchers 
who start as individuals engrossed in wanting to learn and extract information from 
the communities they research also end up getting involved in the developmental 
process o f these same communities.

The bulk o f this presentation w ill examine the circumstances that lead individuals 
and groups from  the communities being studied to look at fo lk  music researcher/ 
ethnomusicologists as “ better o ff ’ partners. Informants, individuals and groups from 
communities being studied have in countless cases been known to initiate the creation 
o f permanent relationships w ith researchers so that the latter can aid in solving their 
(the communities’ ) socio-musical developmental problems.

In my capacity as director o f the Mbaco Troupe, one o f the music and dance performing 
groups in Uganda, I got into research w ith the intention o f doing fie ldwork to equip 
my troupe w ith the appropriate music and dance skills. But I found out firs t hand that 
in order to succeed in my prime objective, I also had to meet a number o f expectations 
the communities had o f me. Communities expected me to take on the role o f leadership 
in  coordinating their concerts, organizing their festivals, performance tours and inter
group exchange programs. The activities I was expected to organize were intended to 
help the communities realize and appreciate the positive side o f cultural diversity in 
such a pluralistic ethnic community as found in Uganda.

This presentation w ill argue that the additional roles the researchers have to perform 
as leaders, developers and organizers o f communities they study are very time 
consuming, costly, and expensive. But because the same roles often serve worthwhile 
socio-cultural developmental purposes fo r the communities studied, it is my opinion 
that researchers are indirectly bound by a social obligation to try and fu lfill those 
roles i f  and when asked.

M ello, M aria  Ignez Cruz, Brazil.
Music, M yth , and Gender among the W auja Indians from  the Upper Xingu
This paper presents an interpretation o f the musical system and mythic narratives o f 
the Wauja Indians from the Upper Xingu region, Central Brazil. It involves the music 
o f two rituals: the female rite Iamurikuma, in which women represent the taking o f 
the power at the village, and the male rite Kawoka, in which men play sacred flute 
music and women are prohibited to see. Based on fieldwork data, the study presents 
previously unsuspected musical homologies between these two musical repertoires. 
In my view, these two musical rituals and their symbols -on the one side, Kawoka 
flute, extreme and exclusive symbol o f masculinity, and on the other, Iamurikuma, 
female w orld ’s most remarkable esthetic expressions- fuse themselves into one 
symbolic complex which embraces topics such as esthetics, politics, gender, power, 
control, violence, fear, eroticism, and death.

M ontardo, Deise Lucy O live ira , Brazil 
G uarani M usic: An Ethnography o f the Jeroky
In this paper I offer some ethnographic aspects o f the music performed by the Guarani 
Nhandeva and Kaiová who inhabit the native South American regions o f Piraju’y 
and Amambai, state o f Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil. The Guarani are speakers o f the 
language o f the same name, part o f the Tupi-Guarani stock, several subgroups o f 
which are located in present-day Paraguay, Argentina, Bolivia and Uruguay. In Brazil, 
the Guarani population is estimated to be 40,000 people. In this study, I develop the 
metaphor o f the shamanic ritual called jeroky or purahéi that consists o f follow ing 
the paths that lead to the divine villages, toward a meeting w ith the gods. By singing 
and dancing in these rituals, the Guarani are perfecting their bodies, improving their 
agility and defensive skills, cheering up, beautifying and, consequently, strengthening 
themselves, while they please their gods in order to guarantee the continuity o f life  
on earth.

M ora, Manolete, Hong Kong/China
In te rcu ltu ra l Interactions and the Redeployment o f M usic C u lture from  the 
F ilip ino  H ighlands
This paper examines some o f the ways in  which indigenous F ilip ino  music is 
redeployed in the creation o f new, intercultural forms o f ‘alternative’ or ‘ethnic’ music 
in the Philippines. It takes the case study o f Grace Nono, an emerging national diva, 
and considers both the aesthetic and ideological underpinnings o f her intercultural 
musical productions. More particularly, the paper examines the aesthetic and 
ideological problems involved in the attempt by performers such as Nono to assert a 
local or national identity w hile simultaneously engaging in  a style o f musical
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from the point of view of musical signification rather than from that of choreographic
techniques, without loosing reference to the intertextual character of Odissi. In this
respect, this work can be thought as an extension of my doctoral dissertation, Semiosis
in Hindustani Music, defended in the University of Helsinki in May 1997.

Matsiko, Geoffrey Twine, Uganda
Field Research & Community Responsibilities: Can we Handle Both?
This presentation discusses the multifunctional role researchers have found themselves
playing in the communities they study. The recent trend has seen that researchers
who start as individuals engrossed in wanting to learn and extract information from
the communities they research also end up getting involved in the developmental
process of these same communities.

The bulk of this presentation will examine the circumstances that lead individuals
and groups from the communities being studied to look at folk music researcher/
ethnomusicologists as "better off' partners. Informants, individuals and groups from
communities being studied have in countless cases been known to initiate the creation
of permanent relationships with researchers so that the latter can aid in solving their
(the communities') socio-musical developmental problems.

In my capacity as director of the Mbaco Troupe, one of the music and dance performing
groups in Uganda, I got into research with the intention of doing fieldwork to equip
my troupe with the appropriate music and dance skills. But I found out first hand that
in order to succeed in my prime objective, I also had to meet a number of expectations
the communities had of me. Communities expected me to take on the role of leadership
in coordinating their concerts, organizing their festivals, performance tours and inter-
group exchange programs. The activities I was expected to organize were intended to
help the communities realize and appreciate the positive side of cultural diversity in
such a pluralistic ethnic community as found in Uganda.

This presentation will argue that the additional roles the researchers have to perform
as leaders, developers and organizers of communities they study are very time
consuming, costly, and expensive. But because the same roles often serve worthwhile
socio-cultural developmental purposes for the communities studied, it is my opinion
that researchers are indirectly bound by a social obligation to try and fulfill those
roles if and when asked.

4.

Mello, Maria Ignez Cruz, Brazil.
Music, Myth, and Gender among the Wauja Indians from the Upper Xingu
This paper presents an interpretation of the musical system and mythic narratives of
the Wauja Indians from the Upper Xingu region, Central Brazil. It involves the music
of two rituals: the female rite Iamurikuma, in which women represent the taking of
the power at the village, and the male rite Kawoka, in which men play sacred flute
music and women are prohibited to see. Based on fieldwork data, the study presents
previously unsuspected musical homologies between these two musical repertoires.
In my view, these two musical rituals and their symbols -on the one side, Kawoka
flute, extreme and exclusive symbol of masculinity, and on the other, Iamurikuma,
female world's most remarkable esthetic expressions- fuse themselves into one
symbolic complex which embraces topics such as esthetics, politics, gender, power,
control, violence, fear, eroticism, and death.

Montardo, Heise Lucy Oliveira, Brazil
Guarani Music: An Ethnography of the Jeroky
In this paper I offer some ethnographic aspects of the music performed by the Guarani
Nhandeva and Kaiova who inhabit the native South American regions of Piraju'y
and Amambaf, state of Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil. The Guarani are speakers of the
language of the same name, part of  the Tupi-Guarani stock, several subgroups of
which are located in present-day Paraguay, Argentina, Bolivia and Uruguay. In Brazil,
the Guarani population is estimated to be 40,000 people. In this study, I develop the
metaphor of the shamanic ritual called jeroky or purahei that consists of following
the paths that lead to the divine villages, toward a meeting with the gods. By singing
and dancing in these rituals, the Guarani are perfecting their bodies, improving their
agility and defensive skills, cheering up, beautifying and, consequently, strengthening
themselves, while they please their gods in order to guarantee the continuity of life
on earth.

• Mora, Manolete, Hong Kong/China
Intercultural Interactions and the Redeployment of Music Culture from the
Filipino Highlands

• This paper examines some of  the ways in which indigenous Filipino music is
redeployed in the creation of new, intercultural forms of 'alternative' or 'ethnic' music
in the Philippines. It takes the case study of Grace Nono, an emerging national diva,
and considers both the aesthetic and ideological underpinnings of her intercultural
musical productions. More particularly, the paper examines the aesthetic and
ideological problems involved in the attempt by performers such as Nono to assert a
local or national identity while simultaneously engaging in a style of  musical
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production and presentation associated w ith the globalized and intercultural genres, 
such as World Music or World Beat.

M urphy, John, USA
Panel -  T ra d itio n , M o d e rn ity , and Id e n tity  in  the  M u s ic  o f R ecife
Over the last decade, Recife has been the site o f an innovative popular music scene 
and a rediscovery o f local traditions. These developments have caused musicians and 
their publics to share a renewed sense o f pride in their region’s artistic richness, and 
to reaffirm  and in some cases to redefine their musical identities.

The papers in this 90-minute session examine three important and interrelated segments 
o f Recife’s musical life : maracatu de baque-virado, frevo, and the alternative popular 
music scene.

In expectation o f a prim arily Brazilian audience for this session, the papers w ill be 
given in Portuguese, w ith English versions available in print, and the discussion can 
be in both Portuguese and English. The session could also be in English if  the program 
committee prefers.

The authors are presently collaborating on a new specialization in ethnomusicology 
at the Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, which w ill make it more possible than it 
might otherwise have been to emphasize points o f connection among the three papers.

M urphy, John, USA
Competing Discourses: The In te rp lay o f M usical Style and Patronage in  Recife’s 
New Popular Music Scene
Recife’s new popular music scene gained national and international prominence in 
the 1990s through the mangue movement and the popularity o f such bands as Chico 
Science &  Nação Zumbi, Mundo Livre S/A, and Mestre Ambrósio. This alternative 
segment o f the popular music industry continues to produce creative bands. These 
bands abundant press attention, yet they struggle to get airplay on local radio stations. 
In contrast to the 1980s, when North American and European pop were the major 
competitors, today it is other Brazilian genres such as pagode, axé music from Bahia, 
and stylized forró that dominate the playlists. As a result, alternative musicians must 
seek public and private patronage to enable their music to reach the public by means 
o f independent CDs, infrequent performances in small local venues, and music 
festivals, the most important o f which are PE no Rock, Soul do Mangue, Rec-Beat, 
and A bril pro Rock.

These festivals are the site o f competing discourses. One is that o f the bands
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themselves, whose musical styles are just as like ly  to ignore as they are to embrace 
local traditions, and whose lyrics are often critical o f local liv ing  conditions. Another 
is that o f the governmental and business patrons o f the events, who use them as 
opportunities to exhibit the region’s cultural richness. A third discourse is that o f the 
organizers o f the events, who mediate between the artists and their patrons and shape 
public perception by means o f spoken commentary from the stage and the information 
they provide to the media.

Based on fie ld  research in Recife between August 2000 and June 2001, w ith emphasis 
on the Rec-Beat festival, which occurs during Camaval, this paper examines these 
discourses in  order to analyze the interplay o f musical style and patronage in a creative 
segment o f the Brazilian music business.

Nacimento, Romerio H . Zeferino, Brazil
M usical Aspects o f the Tole Fu ln i-ô : Dem onstrating E thnic Iden tity
The Fulni-ô Indians, former inhabitants in  the inward areas o f the state o f Pernambuco 
in the Northeast o f Brazil, have been searching for different ways to live w ith the 
different cultural and economic domination processes in contemporary society. The 
mechanisms utilized in their defense can be noticed w ithin a cultural skeleton that is 
present among the Fulni-ô tribe.

We try to find, in the musical aspects manifested inside the Tolê Fulni-ô, some o f the 
answers that can point to an ethnic particularity o f the group. Reaching these answers 
requires us to be w illing  to observe: a) some ethnomusicological and anthropological 
areas that deal w ith the musical aspect and some concepts o f ethnic groups respectively; 
b) the aspects o f the Fulni-ô life  w ith an emphasis on the inside stories along w ith the 
surrounding society; c) the importance o f the social organization fo r the realization 
o f such an event concerning the conduct o f the Fulni-ô themselves as w ell as the 
conduct o f the members o f the Tolê; d) and above all, the Tolê- Fulni-ô in  its musical 
aspects.

Through a ll o f this we can come to the conclusion that the music inside the Tolê 
expresses a singularity in  the ethnic identity o f the Fulni-ô tribe and it also works as 
a link to communicate w ith other societies. It a ll means that at the same time the 
music contains grammatical codes pertaining to the group, interlinked to an extensive 
Fulni-ô social web, and it establishes lim its w ith the other societies that are not w ithin 
its ethical context. These lim its can be noticed through the musical structure itse lf 
and the social context present in the Tolê.
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production and presentation associated with the globalized and intercultural genres,
such as World Music or World Beat:

Murphy, John, USA
Panel — Tradition, Modernity, and Identity in  the Music o f  Recife
Over the last decade, Recife has been the site of an innovative popular music scene
and a rediscovery of local traditions. These developments have caused musicians and
their publics to share a renewed sense of pride in their region's artistic richness, and
to reaffirm and in some cases to redefine their musical identities.

The papers in this 90-minute session examine three important and interrelated segments
of Recife's musical life: maracatu de baque-virado, frevo, and the alternative popular
music scene.

In expectation of a primarily Brazilian audience for this session, the papers will be
given in Portuguese, with English versions available in print, and the discussion can
be in both Portuguese and English. The session could also be in English if the program
committee prefers.

The authors are presently collaborating on a new specialization in ethnomusicology
at the Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, which will make it more possible than it
might otherwise have been to emphasize points of connection among the three papers.

Murphy, John, USA
Competing Discourses: The Interplay of Musical Style and Patronage in Recife's
New Popular Music Scene
Recife's new popular music scene gained national and international prominence in
the 1990s through the mangue movement and the popularity of such bands as Chico
Science & Nacdo Zumbi, Mundo Livre S/A, and Mestre Ambrosio. This alternative
segment of the popular music industry continues to produce creative bands. These
bands abundant press attention, yet they struggle to get airplay on local radio stations.
In contrast to the 1980s, when North American and European pop were the major
competitors, today it is other Brazilian genres such as pagode, axe music from Bahia,
and stylized forro that dominate the playlists. As a result, alternative musicians must
seek public and private patronage to enable their music to reach the public by means
of independent CDs, infrequent performances in small local venues, and music
festivals, the most important of which are PE no Rock, Soul do Mangue, Rec-Beat,
and Abril pro Rock.

These festivals are the site of competing discourses. One is that of the bands

themselves, whose musical styles are just as likely to ignore as they are to embrace
local traditions, and whose lyrics are often critical of local living conditions. Another
is that of the governmental and business patrons of the events, who use them as
opportunities to exhibit the region's cultural richness. A third discourse is that of the
organizers of the events, who mediate between the artists and their patrons and shape
public perception by means of spoken commentary from the stage and the information
they provide to the media.

Based on field research in Recife between August 2000 and June 2001, with emphasis
on the Rec-Beat festival, which occurs during Carnaval, this paper examines these
discourses in order to analyze the interplay of musical style and patronage in a creative
segment of the Brazilian music business.

Nacimento, Romerio H. Zeferino, Brazil
Musical Aspects of the Tole D e m o n s t r a t i n g  Ethnic Identity
The Fulni-to Indians, former inhabitants in the inward areas of the state of Pernambuco
in the Northeast of Brazil, have been searching for different ways to live with the
different cultural and economic domination processes in contemporary society. The
mechanisms utilized in their defense can be noticed within a cultural skeleton that is
present among the Fulni-C) tribe.

We try to find, in the musical aspects manifested inside the Tole Fulni-S, some of the
answers that can point to an ethnic particularity of the group. Reaching these answers
requires us to be willing to observe: a) some ethnomusicological and anthropological
areas that deal with the musical aspect and some concepts of ethnic groups respectively;
b) the aspects of the Fulni-e life with an emphasis on the inside stories along with the
surrounding society; c) the importance of the social organization for the realization
of such an event concerning the conduct of the Fulni-6 themselves as well as the
conduct of the members of the Tole; d) and above all, the Tole- Fulni-ei in its musical
aspects.

Through all of this we can come to the conclusion that the music inside the Tole
expresses a singularity in the ethnic identity of the Fulni-ei tribe and it also works as
a link to communicate with other societies. It all means that at the same time the
music contains grammatical codes pertaining to the group, interlinked to an extensive
Fulni-e social web, and it establishes limits with the other societies that are not within
its ethical context. These limits can be noticed through the musical structure itself
and the social context present in the Tole.
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N A K AM U R A  M inako and IN A G A K I N orio, Japan
A  study o f v illag e  dance cu ltu re  on A m am i Is la n d : R itu a l C ontext and 
Transmission
The purpose o f this paper is to derive the fundamentals o f culture on Amami Island 
through the survey o f traditional village dance. For this purpose I examine the ritual 
context o f Hachigatsuodori (August dance), examine the transmission mechanism o f 
Hachigatsuodori, and try to derive the relationship o f Hachigatsuodori between each 
village. Many researchers have conducted fie ld  research in Amami, but as o f yet, no 
one has attempted to understand the dance culture in Amami Island. Yamato, main 
land Japan, and Ryukyu have econom ically and cu ltu ra lly  colonized Amami, 
sometimes unconsciously. For example Amami’s people were prohibited to use their 
own language Shimaguchi and original names o f villages at school and o ffic ia l places. 
Earlier research has excluded this point. For this fundamental reason the culture o f 
Amami Island that I shall demonstrate, has not been understood.

Amami Island is located in the southwestern part o f Japan. Their culture is based on 
the traditional sense o f the seasons such as winter and summer. Their winter is the 
farming season. Their summer is the ceremonial season. A fter they finish the harvest 
they start to hold the ceremony w ith the dance Hachigatsuodori. Each fam ily believes 
in the ancestor as gods. The village also believes in several nature gods through the 
Norn. A t the firs t ceremony o f summer, Bon they pray for their ancestors, and they 
dance Hachigatsuodori in order to send the ancestor’s soul safely. A t the turning 
point o f the summer, Arasetsu and Shibasashi they hold the home visiting ceremony 
w ith the dance Hachigatsuodori for Yakubarai which means to avoid anything wrong. 
They also pray for the gods o f Jin jya  by dancing Hachigatsuodori. A t Dunga, the end 
o f summer, they hold the final dance o f the season. They dance Hachigatsuodori for 
village ceremonies depending on their beliefs. They dance Rokuchyo fo r fam ily 
ceremonies such as weddings and senior age ceremonies that are important for the 
transmission o f the Hachigatsuodori “ order o f dancers,”  and “ reader o f dancers.”  
The reader must decide the melody o f the song, the text, the order o f the song, and 
starting point o f the songs.

Naroditskaya, Inna, USA
W h irlin g  Dervishes in  V irtu a l Azerbaijan: The Representation o f a Displaced 
C u lture
This paper addresses the question o f “ displaced”  musicians, audiences, and researchers 
who become citizens o f virtual global communities. Specifically, it  focuses on my 
own position as a researcher studying not only traditional Azerbaijanian music, but 
also performance and compositions by native musicians representing the culture from 
which they are somewhat displaced. Several o f these musicians have written music
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invoking the image o f Sufi dervishes, once a traditional part o f Azerbaijanian culture 
but suppressed during the Soviet period. I argue that the music o f dervishes, which 
has not returned to Azerbaijan itse lf during the post-Soviet Islamic revival, is becoming 
a symbol o f a virtual, “ displaced”  Azerbaijanian culture.

During the post-Soviet decade, distinguished native Azerbaijanian composers Rahila 
Hasanova and Frangiz Alisade created two compositions titled Dervish. In the same 
years, A lim  Qasimov, a master o f native classical music (mugam) has acquired an 
entrancing idiosyncratic style o f singing reminiscent o f dervishes. Recently Qasimov 
has been invited to perform Alizade’s Dervish.
Qasimov, Alizade, and Hasanova are the Azerbijanian musicians best known abroad. 
The Nieuw Ensemble o f Amsterdam commissioned Hasanova’s Dervishes', Alizadeh 
composed Dervish at the request o f Yo-Yo Ma. A ll three musicians spent significant 
time abroad. Qasimov frequently tours in Europe and America, Alizadeh has worked 
for several years in Germany, and Hasanova attends European performances o f her 
music. W hile receiving the highest prizes and most prestigious concert arrangements 
outside o f their country, the two female composers are rarely performed in Azerbaijan. 
In his homeland, Qasimov encounters jealousy o f his foreign success and rejection o f his 
“ new” style.

The question o f displacement applies equally to the author himself, who belongs to 
the generation and cultural m ilieu o f the three musicians. Having dual citizenship as 
a musician from  Azerbaijan and an American ethnomusicologist, I find  that my own 
research, focusing on “ Western”  issues such as post-colonial cultures and gender, is 
as remote from scholarship in Azerbaijan as the images o f dervishes from contemporary 
Azerbaijanian culture. Musicians and researcher alike suffer the anxieties o f cultural 
separation— a displacement experienced whether inside or outside Azerbaijan.

Niles, Don, Papua New Guinea
Looking W ith in  and Beyond Papua New Guinea: The Past, Present, and Possible 
Future o f M usical Comparison
Early writings referring to music in  Papua New Guinea attempted to f it  the musical 
patterns found there into worldwide evolutionary cultural schemes. As the great 
linguistic and cultural heterogeneity o f the region gradually became apparent, studies 
associated musical traits as being indicative o f the different waves o f groups moving 
into the area, attempting to construct a historical sequence o f migrations. Since the 
emphasis was on the collection o f musical materials and analysis by the same person, 
however, musical studies have concerned individual ethnic groups, seldom involving 
comparison w ith any groups except immediate neighbors. W hile comparison was an 
essential feature o f the fie ld  which is today usually known as ethnomusicology, it is
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NAKAMURA Minako and INAGAKI Norio, Japan
A study of village dance culture on Amami Island: Ritual Context and
Transmission
The purpose of this paper is to derive the fundamentals of culture on Amami Island
through the survey of traditional village dance. For this purpose I examine the ritual
context of Hachigatsuodori (August dance), examine the transmission mechanism of
Hachigatsuodori, and try to derive the relationship of Hachigatsuodori between each
village. Many researchers have conducted field research in Amami, but as of yet, no
one has attempted to understand the dance culture in Amami Island. Yamato, main
land Japan, and Ryukyu have economically and culturally colonized Amami,
sometimes unconsciously. For example Amami's people were prohibited to use their
own language Shimaguchi and original names of villages at school and official places.
Earlier research has excluded this point. For this fundamental reason the culture of
Amami Island that I shall demonstrate, has not been understood.

Amami Island is located in the southwestern part of Japan. Their culture is based on
the traditional sense of the seasons such as winter and summer. Their winter is the
farming season. Their summer is the ceremonial season. After they finish the harvest
they start to hold the ceremony with the dance Hachigatsuodori. Each family believes
in the ancestor as gods. The village also believes in several nature gods through the
Nom. At the first ceremony of summer, Bon they pray for their ancestors, and they
dance Hachigatsuodori in order to send the ancestor's soul safely. At  the turning
point of the summer, Arasetsu and Shibasashi they hold the home visiting ceremony
with the dance Hachigatsuodori for Yakubarai which means to avoid anything wrong.
They also pray for the gods of Jinjya by dancing Hachigatsuodori. At Dunga, the end
of summer, they hold the final dance of the season. They dance Hachigatsuodori for
village ceremonies depending on their beliefs. They dance Rokuchyo for family
ceremonies such as weddings and senior age ceremonies that are important for the
transmission of the Hachigatsuodori "order of dancers," and "reader of dancers."
The reader must decide the melody of the song, the text, the order of the song, and
starting point of the songs.

Naroditskaya, Inna, USA
Whirling Dervishes in Virtual Azerbaijan: The Representation of a Displaced
Culture
This paper addresses the question of "displaced" musicians, audiences, and researchers
who become citizens of virtual global communities. Specifically, i t  focuses on my
own position as a researcher studying not only traditional Azerbaijanian music, but
also performance and compositions by native musicians representing the culture from
which they are somewhat displaced. Several of these musicians have written music

invoking the image of Sufi dervishes, once a traditional part of Azerbaijanian culture
but suppressed during the Soviet period. I argue that the music of dervishes, which
has not returned to Azerbaijan itself during the post-Soviet Islamic revival, is becoming
a symbol of a virtual, "displaced" Azerbaijanian culture.

During the post-Soviet decade, distinguished native Azerbaijanian composers Rahila
Hasanova and Frangiz Alisade created two compositions titled Dervish. In the same
years, Alim Qasimov, a master of native classical music (mugam) has acquired an
entrancing idiosyncratic style of singing reminiscent of dervishes. Recently Qasimov
has been invited to perform Alizade's Dervish.
Qasimov, Alizade, and Hasanova are the Azerbijanian musicians best known abroad.
The Nieuw Ensemble of Amsterdam commissioned Hasanova's Dervishes; Alizadeh
composed Dervish at the request of Yo-Yo Ma. All three musicians spent significant
time abroad. Qasimov frequently tours in Europe and America, Alizadeh has worked
for several years in Germany, and Hasanova attends European performances of her
music. While receiving the highest prizes and most prestigious concert arrangements
outside of their country, the two female composers are rarely performed in Azerbaijan.
In his homeland, Qasimov encounters jealousy of his foreign success and rejection of his
"new" style.

The question of displacement applies equally to the author himself, who belongs to
the generation and cultural milieu of the three musicians. Having dual citizenship as
a musician from Azerbaijan and an American ethnomusicologist, I find that my own
research, focusing on "Western" issues such as post-colonial cultures and gender, is
as remote from scholarship in Azerbaijan as the images of dervishes from contemporary
Azerbaijanian culture. Musicians and researcher alike suffer the anxieties of cultural
separation—a displacement experienced whether inside or outside Azerbaijan.

Niles, Don, Papua New Guinea
Looking Within and Beyond Papua New Guinea: The Past, Present, and Possible
Future of Musical Comparison
Early writings referring to music in Papua New Guinea attempted to fit the musical
patterns found there into worldwide evolutionary cultural schemes. As the great
linguistic and cultural heterogeneity of the region gradually became apparent, studies
associated musical traits as being indicative of the different waves of groups moving
into the area, attempting to construct a historical sequence of migrations. Since the
emphasis was on the collection of musical materials and analysis by the same person,
however, musical studies have concerned individual ethnic groups, seldom involving
comparison with any groups except immediate neighbors. While comparison was an
essential feature of the field which is today usually known as ethnomusicology, it is
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greatly neglected today. Yet neglect is not in itse lf a reason to revisit comparison 
again. Rather, because it a normal human activity, comparison demands new attention. 
Locally, Papua New Guineans constantly compare their own local traditions w ith 
those from other parts o f the country when they are displayed at regional shows, 
schools, and on national holidays. Additionally, intriguing ethnographic and musical 
sim ilarities w ith geographically and culturally distant areas in Malaysia and South 
America invite a reconsideration o f the role o f comparison in ethnomusicology. This 
paper w ill explore such issues w ithin the diversity o f Papua New Guinea itse lf and 
w ith these more remote areas.

Niles, Don, Papua New Guinea
N ational Anthem  vs. N ational Song: Politics, C u ltu ra l D iversity, and identity  in  
Papua New Guinea
National anthems are aural symbols o f the countries they represent. It is as expected 
that any independent nation w ill have its own national anthem, as it is that they have 
their own name, emblem, flag, and currency.

Because a national anthem is supposed to represent the country as a whole, an anthem 
for a culturally-diverse nation presents particular challenges for composers, politicians, 
and the populace. W ith over 850 different languages spoken by a population o f close 
to 2.7 m illion  at the time o f independence in 1975, a national anthem fo r Papua New 
Guinea was seen as an important element in creating national unity. Consequently, a 
competition was held, but a decision on a “ national song,”  not a “ national anthem,” 
was not made until just a few days before independence.

This paper w ill examine the different songs which have functioned as national anthems/ 
songs from colonial times until the present in Papua New Guinea. In particular, focus 
w ill be made on the pre-Independence debate concerning the type o f music fe lt 
appropriate to represent such a diverse nation.

L illis  Ó Laoire, Ireland
Field W ork in  Common Places: An E thnographer’s Experiences on Tory Island, 
Ire land
Tory Island, a Gaelic speaking island, located nine miles off-shore from the north 
Donegal coast, has been subject to much outside attention over the years, w ith records 
available from the middle o f the nineteenth century (Keenan: 1856). The most recent 
attention has been anthropological and ethnological in focus (Fox, 1978, Hunter, 
1996). An acclaimed work written in Irish by Fr. Eoghan O Colm (1995 [1971]), who
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served on Tory from 1956-1961, makes the point that the islanders are extremely 
suspicious o f outsiders in general, and o f writers in particular, because o f written 
accounts perceived as negative by the islanders.

M y work in documenting the rich singing traditions (Ó Laoire, 1999) o f this community 
has been conducted sporadically over the last 15 years, contrasting w ith normal practice 
in anthropology, where visits are usually conducted over the sustained period o f at 
least a year. The fact that I am a native o f the mainland near Tory island is also 
unusual in a standard anthropological context, since the fie ld  location might not 
immediately be considered as “ other.”  A brie f outline o f my situation in relation to 
the community, however, w ill reveal that geographical proxim ity does not reduce the 
socially constructed distance o f class difference.

This paper explores the process o f constant negotiation which occurs between a 
community and a cultural worker in their midst. It documents the change from in itia l 
reluctance and suspicion to the point where some consultants discussed their lives in 
some detail. Such an achievement may be viewed as an “ im p lic it contract between 
the ethnomusicologist and the tradition’s native carriers”  (Kaufman Shelemay 1997, 
198). The paper also examines the relationship o f such a contract to the ethics o f the 
w rite r’s role in the production o f knowledge and the assumption o f the burden o f 
authorship and representation (Geertz 1988).

O K A Z A K I Yoshiko, Japan
Hym n Com position in  Indigenous Style: How Can I  Comment on This?
This study focuses on liturg ica l hymn composition which incorporates idioms from 
various ethnic peoples’ traditional music. It examines the process o f composing and 
the evolution o f the hymns into non-liturgical contexts, and considers appropriate 
strategies fo r foreign researchers’ involvement in such activities.

Since the 1970s, music in the Catholic litu rgy has included indigenous music that had 
formerly been excluded from religious services. This change derives from the Second 
Vatican Council’s directive to make litu rgy more relevant to indigenous cultural 
expression.

In North Sumatra fo r example, more than 150 new church hymns incorporating 
indigenous musical idioms have been composed since 1986. During seven workshops, 
instructors from the Liturgical Music Center in  Yogyakarta introduced a simple and 
successful method o f hymn composition using traditional musical elements. However, 
several questions were raised concerning the methodology in the seventh workshop:
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greatly neglected today. Yet neglect is not in itself a reason to revisit comparison
again. Rather, because it a normal human activity, comparison demands new attention.
Locally, Papua New Guineans constantly compare their own local traditions with
those from other parts of the country when they are displayed at regional shows,
schools, and on national holidays. Additionally, intriguing ethnographic and musical
similarities with geographically and culturally distant areas in Malaysia and South
America invite a reconsideration of the role of comparison in ethnomusicology. This
paper will explore such issues within the diversity of Papua New Guinea itself and
with these more remote areas.

Niles, Don, Papua New Guinea
National Anthem vs. National Song: Politics, Cultural Diversity, and identity in
Papua New Guinea
National anthems are aural symbols of the countries they represent. It is as expected
that any independent nation will have its own national anthem, as it is that they have
their own name, emblem, flag, and currency.

Because a national anthem is supposed to represent the country as a whole, an anthem
for a culturally-diverse nation presents particular challenges for composers, politicians,
and the populace. With over 850 different languages spoken by a population of close
to 2.7 million at the time of independence in 1975, a national anthem for Papua New
Guinea was seen as an important element in creating national unity. Consequently, a
competition was held, but a decision on a "national song," not a "national anthem,"
was not made until just a few days before independence.

This paper will examine the different songs which have functioned as national anthems/
songs from colonial times until the present in Papua New Guinea. In particular, focu
will be made on the pre-Independence debate concerning the type of music fel
appropriate to represent such a diverse nation.

Lillis 6  Laoire, Ireland
Field Work in Common Places: An Ethnographer's Experiences on Tory Islan
Ireland
Tory Island, a Gaelic speaking island, located nine miles off-shore from the no
Donegal coast, has been subject to much outside attention over the years, with recor
available from the middle of the nineteenth century (Keenan: 1856). The most rece
attention has been anthropological and ethnological in focus (Fox, 1978, Hunte
1996). An acclaimed work written in Irish by Fr. Eoghan 0 Colm (1995 [1971]), wh

served on Tory from 1956-1961, makes the point that the islanders are extremely
suspicious of outsiders in general, and of writers in particular, because of written
accounts perceived as negative by the islanders.

My work in documenting the rich singing traditions (6 Laoire, 1999) of this community
has been conducted sporadically over the last 15 years, contrasting with normal practice
in anthropology, where visits are usually conducted over the sustained period of at
least a year. The fact that I  am a native of the mainland near Tory island is also
unusual in a standard anthropological context, since the field location might not
immediately be considered as "other." A brief outline of my situation in relation to
the community, however, will reveal that geographical proximity does not reduce the
socially constructed distance of class difference.

This paper explores the process of constant negotiation which occurs between a
community and a cultural worker in their midst. It documents the change from initial
reluctance and suspicion to the point where some consultants discussed their lives in
some detail. Such an achievement may be viewed as an "implicit contract between
the ethnomusicologist and the tradition's native carriers" (Kaufman Shelemay 1997,
198). The paper also examines the relationship of such a contract to the ethics of the
writer's role in the production of knowledge and the assumption of the burden of
authorship and representation (Geertz 1988).

OKAZAKI Yoshiko, Japan
Hymn Composition in Indigenous Style: How Can I  Comment on This?
This study focuses on liturgical hymn composition which incorporates idioms from
various ethnic peoples' traditional music. It examines the process of composing and
the evolution of the hymns into non-liturgical contexts, and considers appropriate
strategies for foreign researchers' involvement in such activities.

Since the 1970s, music in the Catholic liturgy has included indigenous music that had
formerly been excluded from religious services. This change derives from the Second
Vatican Council's directive to make liturgy more relevant to indigenous cultural
expression.

In North Sumatra for example, more than 150 new church hymns incorporating
indigenous musical idioms have been composed since 1986. During seven workshops,
instructors from the Liturgical Music Center in Yogyakarta introduced a simple and
successful method of hymn composition using traditional musical elements. However,
several questions were raised concerning the methodology in the seventh workshop:
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How useful are such hymns in churches whose population is getting more and more 
multi-ethnic? How can workshop participants arrange hymns in a choral form? Aren’t 
hymns composed in unison better fo r the participation o f the general congregation? 
Who owns the copyright?

For this study, I analyze various opinions, comments, and concerns o f the workshop 
participants in terms o f their prevailing musical, religious, and socio-cultural ideas. I 
also consider the implications o f the post-workshop evolution o f the new liturgical 
hymns into stage performance, CD production, and publication o f hymnals, which 
raised concerns over copyright issues and, in turn, im p lic itly  raised questions about 
the expectations and lim itations o f a foreign researcher’s role in such a situation.

Opondo, P atricia  Achieng, South Africa
Challenges Faced by the Public Sector Ethnomusicologist When Presenting South 
A frican  Indigenous M usic and Dance Groups at Local and Internationa l Festivals
Since 1997 the African Music Project at Natal University in South A frica has hosted 
an annual African Music and Dance Showcase in Durban which has included South 
African musical genres. During this time the African Music Project has also taken 
local groups on a musical tour in Sweden; and to participate in two international 
festivals -  PANAFEST ’97 in Ghana and the Hannover EXPO 2000 World Cultural 
Exhibition in Germany. This paper w ill focus on ethical and practical challenges that 
the public-sector ethnomusicologist faces when negotiating his/her own professional 
fie ld  on the one hand, while at the same time addressing the needs o f indigenous 
artists.

The public-sector ethnomusicologist must possess the right skills, knowledge and 
aptitude to successfully manage a tour or mount a festival. The ethnomusicologist 
should be able to carry out the necessary research to develop new performance frames. 
The individual must have the ability to work w ith the general public, and to some 
extent should also be a musical activist.

During the locally mounted African Music and Dance Showcase, there is a prim arily 
South African audience who has some understanding o f the context from  which the 
performance emerges, and a deeper appreciation o f the aesthetics and creativity o f 
performance. However at international events the ethnomusicologist mediates to 
contextualize things fo r the foreigners, highlighting individual preference to enable 
the international audience to broaden its aesthetic palette.

As they participate in  local and international concerts, the performers must reframe 
their usual activities to make them intellig ib le to the varied audiences. This results in
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some kind o f redefinition as the performers also become educators by demonstrating, 
instructing or exhibiting their culture. Some o f this results in shared responsibility 
w ith the ethnomusicologist who may assume the role o f presenter, so together, the 
artist and ethnomusicologist strive to maintain authenticity and accuracy in their 
performances at festiva ls. The ethnom usicologist must also guard against 
compromising his/her own position w ith the musicians w ith whom he/she works and 
ultimately should ensure that the agency o f the performers is fu lly  realized.

Ostashewski, M arcia , Canada
Ethnomusicology and Iden tity  Studies: W ho Are/Am  You/I Looking at?
From fie ld research in Ukrainian communities in Poland and my experiences as a 
Ukrainian Canadian competing in, performing at, and attending Ukrainian festivals 
(the focus o f my dissertation research), I have been afforded unique understandings 
o f how contemporary performances o f Ukrainian-ness are part o f present postcolonial 
re-definitions o f nationhood. M y research suggests direct links between cultural 
indoctrination through dance and musical production like that which is produced in 
these festival contexts, and Ukraine’s historical particularities; gender constructs are 
clearly a part o f an established Ukrainian folklore. This in turn inextricably links 
Ukrainian nationhood to gender. Since gender is a central issue in my explorations o f 
cultural production, it  is not surprising that my experiences in different diasporic 
places have highlighted gender as a central discursive factor. In this light, I am forced 
to examine my own gender as a compelling dynamic o f my fie ldw ork and w riting

Drawing on examples o f my research experiences in various Ukrainian diaspora 
communities on different continents, I examine how I negotiate culturally specific 
understandings in fie ldw ork contexts. As a mother, daughter, sister, dancer, singer, 
craftsperson— I always exist w ithin spaces that developed fo r me before the spaces 
o f the ethnographer and writer. W hile fam ily contacts provide me w ith private archival 
collections and relationships in  fie ld  contexts, they also demand a prescribed 
responsibility and reciprocity not normally w ithin the bounds o f academic ethics. 
Experiencing prescribed gender roles w ithin fam iliar contexts provides me insight 
and insider privileges; it also restricts and restrains my movement and voice. Which 
voice should/can I use when I write, for various spaces o f academic and popular 
press? Am I a feminist, advisor, advocate, critic, fellow  nationalist or culture celebrant?

As a woman working w ithin a “ culture”  where “ the figure o f woman is a constitutive 
moment in the [ethnicized] desire for economic and political control,”  how might I 
suppose I am understood? I am culturally plural, w ith respect to my understandings 
o f myself w ithin Canadian/Ukrainian culture (diaspora communities are neither the
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How useful are such hymns in churches whose population is getting more and more
multi-ethnic? How can workshop participants arrange hymns in a choral form? Aren't
hymns composed in unison better for the participation of the general congregation?
Who owns the copyright?

For this study, I analyze various opinions, comments, and concerns of the workshop
participants in terms of their prevailing musical, religious, and socio-cultural ideas. I
also consider the implications of the post-workshop evolution of the new liturgical
hymns into stage performance, CD production, and publication of hymnals, which
raised concerns over copyright issues and, in turn, implicitly raised questions about
the expectations and limitations of a foreign researcher's role in such a situation.

Opondo, Patricia Achieng, South Africa
Challenges Faced by the Public Sector Ethnomusicologist When Presenting South
African Indigenous Music and Dance Groups at Local and International Festivals
Since 1997 the African Music Project at Natal University in South Africa has hosted
an annual African Music and Dance Showcase in Durban which has included South
African musical genres. During this time the African Music Project has also taken
local groups on a musical tour in Sweden; and to participate in two international
festivals — PANAFEST '97 in Ghana and the Hannover EXPO 2000 World Cultural
Exhibition in Germany. This paper will focus on ethical and practical challenges that
the public-sector ethnomusicologist faces when negotiating his/her own professional
field on the one hand, while at the same time addressing the needs of indigenous
artists.
The public-sector ethnomusicologist must possess the right skills, knowledge and
aptitude to successfully manage a tour or mount a festival. The ethnomusicologist
should be able to carry out the necessary research to develop new performance frames.
The individual must have the ability to work with the general public, and to some
extent should also be a musical activist.
During the locally mounted African Music and Dance Showcase, there is a primarily
South African audience who has some understanding of the context from which the
performance emerges, and a deeper appreciation of the aesthetics and creativity of
performance. However at international events the ethnomusicologist mediates to
contextualize things for the foreigners, highlighting individual preference to enable
the international audience to broaden its aesthetic palette.

As they participate in local and international concerts, the performers must reframe
their usual activities to make them intelligible to the varied audiences. This results in
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some kind of redefinition as the performers also become educators by demonstrating,
instructing or exhibiting their culture. Some of this results in shared responsibility
with the ethnomusicologist who may assume the role of presenter, so together, the
artist and ethnomusicologist strive to maintain authenticity and accuracy in their
perforitandArs at festivals. T h e  ethnomusicologist must also guard against
compromising his/her own position with the musicians with whom he/she works and
ultimately should ensure that the agency of the performers is fully realized.

Ostashewski, Marcia, Canada
Ethnomusicology and Identity Studies: Who Are/Am You/I Looking at?
From field research in Ukrainian communities in Poland and my experiences as a
Ukrainian Canadian competing in, performing at, and attending Ukrainian festivals
(the focus of my dissertation research), I have been afforded unique understandings
of how contemporary performances of Ukrainian—ness are part of present postcolonial
re—definitions of nationhood. My research suggests direct links between cultural
indoctrination through dance and musical production like that which is produced in
these festival contexts, and Ukraine's historical particularities; gender constructs are
clearly a part of an established Ukrainian folklore. This in turn inextricably links
Ukrainian nationhood to gender. Since gender is a central issue in my explorations of
cultural production, i t  is not surprising that my experiences in different diasporic
places have highlighted gender as a central discursive factor. In this light, I am forced
to examine my own gender as a compelling dynamic of my fieldwork and writing

Drawing on examples of my research experiences in various Ukrainian diaspora
communities on different continents, I examine how I  negotiate culturally specific
understandings in fieldwork contexts. As a mother, daughter, sister, dancer, singer,
craftsperson—I always exist within spaces that developed for me before the spaces
of the ethnographer and writer. While family contacts provide me with private archival
collections and relationships in field contexts, they also demand a prescribed
responsibility and reciprocity not normally within the bounds of academic ethics.
Experiencing prescribed gender roles within familiar contexts provides me insight
and insider privileges; it also restricts and restrains my movement and voice. Which
voice should/can I  use when I  write, for various spaces of academic and popular
press? Am I a feminist, advisor, advocate, critic, fellow nationalist or culture celebrant?

As a woman working within a "culture" where "the figure of woman is a constitutive
moment in the [ethnicized] desire for economic and political control," how might I
suppose I am understood? I am culturally plural, with respect to my understandings
of myself within Canadian/Ukrainian culture (diaspora communities are neither the
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old country nor new homeland), and w ith  respect to my role w ith in  social and 
professional situations that always overlap and intersect. W riting about communities 
in which 1 grew up and continue to socialize, puts into question understandings o f 
fie ld  research so often more clearly bounded by time, space and “ culture.”

Pacheco, Gustavo, Brazil
M usical Idiom s o f the Tambor de M ina  o f M aranhão, N orthern B razil
The paper gives a general overview o f the musical idioms from Tambor de M ina, one 
o f the lesser-known Afro-Brazilian cults. Based upon the author’s fieldwork in several 
cult houses in the city o f São Luis, the Capital o f the northern state o f Maranhão, the 
paper consists o f an ethnographic account o f some o f the main musical features o f 
this religion, as well as basic information concerning its social and historical setting. 
Emphasis w ill be given to the relationship o f the Tambor de M ina  musical idioms to 
the wider contexts o f traditional music in Maranhão, on the one hand, and o f A fro- 
Brazilian ritual music, on the other.

Papapavlou, M aria , Greece (organizer)
Panel - S h iftin g  C ontexts, C hanging Roles: The R e la tionsh ips between 
Researchers and Gypsy Communities
One o f the main concerns in the discourse o f postmodern anthropological research 
has been fie ldw ork practice and policies (Ellen 1984, Marcus and C liffo rd  1986). 
Ethnomusicologists have been influenced by those discussions. Concerns about the 
relationship between researchers and the communities they research problematizes applied 
ethnomusicology. In contrast, Gypsy studies have been concerned with the production 
and performance o f Gypsy music in various cultural contexts and diverse Gypsy groups. 
The increasing interdisciplinary exchange between gypsiologists and anthropologists on 
fieldwork practices marks a significant turn in Gypsy studies in general.

This panel w ill discuss case studies o f the relationships between researchers and the 
Gypsy communities they research. The theoretical umbrella o f the panel w ill be the 
broader frame o f ‘relativism ’ and ‘intervention’ in fie ldw ork process (Wax 1988). 
The relative nature o f ethnographic data given by the interpretive character o f 
ethnographic w riting (Geertz 1983, Rabinow 1986, Seremetakis 1991) brings up ethical 
questions about representations o f ‘truth’ and ‘reality’ o f the researched communities. 
On the other hand the changing role o f the researcher as advocate, mediator, advisor 
or manager reveals the interventive character o f fie ldw ork (Streck 1998). Ethical 
questions about the nature o f intervention in other peoples lives hold a significant 
component in  the discussion o f fie ldw ork policies. Gypsy researchers are often 
involved in such discussions since they are dealing w ith m inority groups and their

rights. This panel w ill reveal individual experiences from different Gypsy communities 
and their musical and dance traditions.

A ll panelists have extended fie ldwork experience w ith different Gypsy groups in 
Europe including Southern Spain, Austria, Hungary, Romania, and Yugoslavia. The 
panelists w ill examine two dimensions o f ethnom usicological fie ld  research: 
m ethodology and purpose. In  particu lar, Anca G iurchescu w ill discuss the 
communication process between researcher and Gypsy communities focusing on her 
fieldwork in southern Romania. Issues like the contradiction between expectation 
and reality in  the course o f fie ldw ork displayed by the gendered, ethnic and cognitive 
encounter between researcher and informant w ill be the focus o f her presentation. 
Ursula Hemetek, drawing upon her encounter w ith Gypsies in  Austria, w ill discuss 
identity problems o f ethnomusicologists and the need o f an applied ethnomusicology 
in which the researcher gets actively involved in  m inority musics. Irene Kertesz- 
W ilkinson shall explicate the different dimensions o f the researcher’s profile such as 
gender, age and ethnicity in her fie ldw ork encounter w ith the Gypsy groups o f Vlach 
Roma and Romungro in Hungary. Additionally, she w ill point out the transformation 
power o f the participation o f the researcher in the researched community. Maria 
Papapavlou w ill discuss the performative nature o f fie ldwork in the case o f Gitanos 
and non-Gitanos in the flamenco context o f Andalusia. The analytical perspective o f 
performance studies w ill be applied in  order to understand better the interaction 
between researcher and informants. Beside this, special attention w ill be paid in the 
exchange dimension o f the relationship which invites ethical questions on fieldwork 
policies. Finally, Svanibor Pettan w ill present some ethnic concerns about the Kosovo 
Gypsies and w ill raise ethical questions about his involvement in a CD-ROM project 
to support Kosovo Gypsy music and culture.

Papapavlou, M aria , Greece
Ind iv idua l abstract - The Perform ance o f F ie ldw ork: G itanos and Non-Gitanos 
in  the Flamenco Context o f Andalusia
The interpersonal interaction between researcher and the community he/she researches 
stands in the core o f recent discussions about fie ldw ork practices and policies (Okely 
and Callaway 1992). In this paper I wish to discuss my fie ldw ork experience in 
Andalusia among Gitanos and non Gitanos involved w ith flamenco music and dance. 
In a strongly segregated society like the Andalusian, greatly concerned w ith local/ 
national identities, the personal profile o f the researcher plays a mayor role in the 
interaction w ith the informants. As a consequence the lim itations or possibilities that 
age, gender, and nationality open in the course o f fie ldw ork w ill be pointed out.

So aside from this I wish to pay special attention to the exchange dimension o f the
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old country nor new homeland), and with respect to my role within social and
professional situations that always overlap and intersect. Writing about communities
in which I grew up and continue to socialize, puts into question understandings of
field research so often more clearly bounded by time, space and "culture."

Pacheco, Gustavo, Brazil
Musical Idioms of the Tambor de Mina of Maranhao, Northern Brazil
The paper gives a general overview of the musical idioms from Tambor de Mina, one
of the lesser-known Afro-Brazilian cults. Based upon the author's fieldwork in several
cult houses in the city of sao Luis, the Capital of the northern state of Maranhao, the
paper consists of an ethnographic account of some of the main musical features of
this religion, as well as basic information concerning its social and historical setting.
Emphasis will be given to the relationship of the Tambor de Mina musical idioms to
the wider contexts of traditional music in Maranhao, on the one hand, and of Afro-
Brazilian ritual music, on the other.

Papapavlou, Maria, Greece (organizer)
Panel -  Shifting Contexts, Changing Roles: The Relationships between
Researchers and Gypsy Communities
One of the main concerns in the discourse of postmodern anthropological research
has been fieldwork practice and policies (Ellen 1984, Marcus and Clifford 1986).
Ethnomusicologists have been influenced by those discussions. Concerns about the
relationship between researchers and the communities they research problematizes applied
ethnomusicology. In  contrast, Gypsy studies have been concerned with the production
and performance of Gypsy music in various cultural contexts and diverse Gypsy groups.
The increasing interdisciplinary exchange between gypsiologists and anthropologists on
fieldwork practices marks a significant turn in Gypsy studies in general.

This panel will discuss case studies of the relationships between researchers and the
Gypsy communities they research. The theoretical umbrella of the panel will be the
broader frame of 'relativism' and 'intervention' in fieldwork process (Wax 1988).
The relative nature of  ethnographic data given by the interpretive character of
ethnographic writing (Geertz 1983, Rabinow 1986, Seremetakis 1991) brings up ethical
questions about representations of 'truth' and 'reality' of the researched communities.
On the other hand the changing role of the researcher as advocate, mediator, advisor
or manager reveals the interventive character of fieldwork (Streck 1998). Ethical
questions about the nature of intervention in other peoples lives hold a significant
component in the discussion of fieldwork policies. Gypsy researchers are often
involved in such discussions since they are dealing with minority groups and their

rights. This panel will reveal individual experiences from different Gypsy communities
and their musical and dance traditions.

All panelists have extended fieldwork experience with different Gypsy groups in
Europe including Southern Spain, Austria, Hungary, Romania, and Yugoslavia. The
panelists wi l l  examine two dimensions o f  ethnomusicological field research:
methodology and purpose. In  particular, Anca Giurchescu wi l l  discuss the
communication process between researcher and Gypsy communities focusing on her
fieldwork in southern Romania. Issues like the contradiction between expectation
and reality in the course of fieldwork displayed by the gendered, ethnic and cognitive
encounter between researcher and informant will be the focus of her presentation.
Ursula Hemetek, drawing upon her encounter with Gypsies in Austria, will discuss
identity problems of ethnomusicologists and the need of an applied ethnomusicology
in which the researcher gets actively involved in minority musics. Irene Kertesz-
Wilkinson shall explicate the different dimensions of the researcher's profile such as
gender, age and ethnicity in her fieldwork encounter with the Gypsy groups of Vlach
Roma and Romungro in Hungary. Additionally, she will point out the transformation
power of the participation of the researcher in the researched community. Maria
Papapavlou will discuss the performative nature of fieldwork in the case of Gitanos
and non-Gitanos in the flamenco context of Andalusia. The analytical perspective of
performance studies wil l  be applied in order to understand better the interaction
between researcher and informants. Beside this, special attention will be paid in the
exchange dimension of the relationship which invites ethical questions on fieldwork
policies. Finally, Svanibor Pettan will present some ethnic concerns about the Kosovo
Gypsies and will raise ethical questions about his involvement in a CD-ROM project
to support Kosovo Gypsy music and culture.

Papapavlou, Maria, Greece
Individual abstract - The Performance of Fieldwork: Gitanos and Non-Gitanos
in the Flamenco Context of Andalusia
The interpersonal interaction between researcher and the community he/she researches
stands in the core of recent discussions about fieldwork practices and policies (Okely
and Callaway 1992). In this paper I wish to discuss my fieldwork experience in
Andalusia among Gitanos and non Gitanos involved with flamenco music and dance.
In a strongly segregated society like the Andalusian, greatly concerned with local/
national identities, the personal profile of the researcher plays a mayor role in the
interaction with the informants. As a consequence the limitations or possibilities that
age, gender, and nationality open in the course of fieldwork will be pointed out.

So aside from this I wish to pay special attention to the exchange dimension of the
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relationship. Symbolic or materialistic values are expected to be circulated in the 
com m unity and mark the process and effectiveness o f fie ldw ork. In a h ighly 
commercialized world like the flamenco world this parameter has strongly influenced 
the interaction w ith my informants. Under this light I shall raise some ethical questions 
about fieldwork policies and modes o f interaction.

The overall purpose o f this paper w ill be the understanding o f the relationship between 
researcher and informants under the light o f performance studies. Every social role is 
realized in a performance situation (Goffman 1959, Turner 1987, Schechner 1998). 
Actors and spectators in their interaction form the content o f a more or less successful 
communication. The flamenco context o f the interaction facilitates an extended use 
o f a performance-oriented analysis. Due to this I shall discuss the perform ing 
dimensions o f the relationship between researcher and informants. Fieldwork examples 
w ill illustrate the importance o f a successful performance o f the researcher-role adjust 
to the expectations o f the community.

Paulsson, Kajsa, Sweden
Let a Thousand Panpipes Sound: Swedish Schoolchildren’s M eeting w ith  Folk 
music and Some Reflections on Personal Involvem ent in  Producing
“ Who wants to listen to fo lk  music?”  Words that slipped out o f my new boss. Since 
my job at this Institution should be to provide and produce concerts and tours in the 
fie ld o f fo lk  music and songs from all over the world, I was quite surprised. “ Let’s see 
about that!”  was my short answer while thinking that his reaction pointed out some o f 
the attitudes that I would have to deal with.

It showed the importance o f starting a positive process w ith a good working alliance 
w ith the local cultural worker in our area. Eventually we managed to triumph in our 
efforts and could experience the joy  o f successful festivals and sold-out tours. But 
that is another story. It all started w ith the panpipes and school projects. In the Latin 
American program, which was one o f the most in demand projects, over a thousand 
children in the western paiy o f Sweden bu ilt their own panpipes and learned to play a 
tune on during one school day. The meeting w ith the musicians on stage as w ell as in 
the classroom situation was a special opportunity fo r questions and small talk was 
especially appreciated.

Besides evaluation and thinking through the positive and negative aspects in order to 
improve ideas and ways o f working it out, documentation was made to demonstrate 
and inspire projects to follow. Common sense dictated that a role as researcher at the 
same time as I was involved as producer and head o f the activities seemed impossible. 
Too much hard work combined w ith fighting the economic struggle on different levels 
made me totally involved in the process. On the other hand, without this 100 percent 
involvement this process to study would not have existed, not the least then and
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there. This was not an ideal situation but it was the reality. W hile waiting for a more 
sober distance I am now dealing w ith influences from earlier work and maybe just 
have to accept what appears to be my personal solution to the problem, the fact that I 
always w ill find myself some ‘ten years later.’

Pellicer, Sergio Navarrete, Mexico
The Zarabanda : A  H istory o f Popular Dance M usic
In this paper I w ill fo llow  the historical thread o f a 16th century music and dance 
called zarabanda in the Americas. The purpose o f this recount is to address the 
historical process o f appropriation and resignification o f the zarabanda in the shifting 
contexts o f Colonial, class and ethnic relations.

In the European tradition, the sarabande was a baroque dance movement in a trip le 
meter, which adopted particular style characteristics in  different parts o f Europe. It 
developed from the zarabanda which was a fast and erotic dance that originated in 
Spanish Americas in  the 16th century; it  is an example o f an early “ return”  tradition. 
Spanish popular music had already been strongly influenced by Sephardic, Arab, and 
African musical traditions before arriving in  the Americas. Upon arrival it  spread 
rapidly influencing Indian musical traditions and in turn it adopted some Indian musical 
features. I w ill trace the zarabanda from its origins up to contemporary times in 
Guatemala where it survives as a social gathering— frequently in the context o f a 
religious celebration— where people dance to son music.

The paper reflects upon the often con flic tive  nature o f the C olonial inherited 
multiethnic and class relations in  the Americas where music making has taken on 
important social and cultural roles in processes o f negotiating and sometimes imposing 
common and differentiated identities.

Perrone, Charles, USA
Bebop, T riphop, Kaos, Chaos: In te rna tiona liza tion  in  the O rig ins, Practices 
and Deployments o f Tropicalismo
There were various and diverse inspirations fo r and interpretations o f the well-known 
movement called Tropicalism. As fo r innovative music, Jackson do Pandeiro, w ith 
his combinatory aesthetic and speculations about conditions for cultural exchange, 
raised an issue that would become typically Tropicalist: internationalization in popular 
music. This is best expressed in the song “ Chiclete com Banana”  [Chiclets w ith banana, 
1959], The meaning o f that Northeastern artist was recognized and reflected by 
writer-musician Jorge Mautner in his poetics (cf. Fragmentos de sabonete: notas sobre 
o renascimento americano do norte e do sul, 1976) and practice (cf.song “ Maracatu
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relationship. Symbolic or materialistic values are expected to be circulated in the
community and mark the process and effectiveness of  fieldwork. In a highly
commercialized world like the flamenco world this parameter has strongly influenced
the interaction with my informants. Under this light I shall raise some ethical questions
about fieldwork policies and modes of interaction.

The overall purpose of this paper will be the understanding of the relationship between
researcher and informants under the light of performance studies. Every social role is
realized in a performance situation (Goffman 1959, Turner 1987, Schechner 1998).
Actors and spectators in their interaction form the content of a more or less successful
communication. The flamenco context of the interaction facilitates an extended use
of a performance-oriented analysis. Due to this I  shall discuss the performing
dimensions of the relationship between researcher and informants. Fieldwork examples
will illustrate the importance of a successful performance of the researcher-role adjust
to the expectations of the community.

Paulsson, Kajsa, Sweden
Let a Thousand Panpipes Sound: Swedish Schoolchildren's Meeting with Folk
music and Some Reflections on Personal Involvement in Producing
"Who wants to listen to folk music?" Words that slipped out of my new boss. Since
my job at this Institution should be to provide and produce concerts and tours in the
field of folk music and songs from all over the world, I was quite surprised. "Let's see
about that!" was my short answer while thinking that his reaction pointed out some of
the attitudes that I would have to deal with.

It showed the importance of starting a positive process with a good working alliance
with the local cultural worker in our area. Eventually we managed to triumph in our
efforts and could experience the joy of successful festivals and sold-out tours. But
that is another story. It all started with the panpipes and school projects. In the Latin
American program, which was one of the most in demand projects, over a thousand
children in the western pact of Sweden built their own panpipes and learned to play a
tune on during one school day. The meeting with the musicians on stage as well as in
the classroom situation was a special opportunity for questions and small talk was
especially appreciated.

Besides evaluation and thinking through the positive and negative aspects in order to
improve ideas and ways of working it out, documentation was made to demonstrate
and inspire projects to follow. Common sense dictated that a role as researcher at the
satire time as I was involved as producer and head of the activities seemed impossible.
Too much hard work combined with fighting the economic struggle on different levels
made me totally involved in the process. On the other hand, without this 100 percent
involvement this process to study would not have existed, not the least then and

there. This was not an ideal situation but it was the reality. While waiting for a more
sober distance I am now dealing with influences from earlier work and maybe just
have to accept what appears to be my personal solution to the problem, the fact that I
always will find myself some 'ten years later.'

Pellicer, Sergio Navarrete, Mexico
The Zarabanda: A History of Popular Dance Music
In this paper I will follow the historical thread of a 16th century music and dance
called zarabanda in the Americas. The purpose of this recount is to address the
historical process of appropriation and resignification of the zarabanda in the shifting
contexts of Colonial, class and ethnic relations.

In the European tradition, the sarabande was a baroque dance movement in a triple
meter, which adopted particular style characteristics in different parts of Europe. It
developed from the zarabanda which was a fast and erotic dance that originated in
Spanish Americas in the 16th century; it is an example of an early "return" tradition.
Spanish popular music had already been strongly influenced by Sephardic, Arab, and
African musical traditions before arriving in the Americas. Upon arrival it spread
rapidly influencing Indian musical traditions and in turn it adopted some Indian musical
features. I  will trace the zarabanda from its origins up to contemporary times in
Guatemala where it survives as a social gathering—frequently in the context of a
religious celebration—where people dance to son music.

The paper reflects upon the often conflictive nature of  the Colonial inherited
multiethnic and class relations in the Americas where music mqlcing has taken on
important social and cultural roles in processes of negotiating and sometimes imposing
common and differentiated identities.

Perrone, Charles, USA
Bebop, Triphop, Kaos, Chaos: Internationalization in the Origins, Practices
and Deployments of Tropicalismo
There were various and diverse inspirations for and interpretations of the well-known
movement called Tropicalism. As  for innovative music, Jackson do Pandeiro, with
his combinatory aesthetic and speculations about conditions for cultural exchange,
raised an issue that would become typically Tropicalist: internationalization in popular
music. This is best expressed in the song "Chiclete corn Banana" [Chiclets with banana,
1959]. The  meaning of that Northeastern artist was recognized and reflected by
writer-musician Jorge Mautner in his poetics (cf. Fragmentos de sabonete: notas sobre
o renascimento americano do none e do sul, 1976) and practice (cf.song "Maracatu
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atómico,”  1972). Works o f Mautner’s illustrate Tropicalism  and show essential 
affinities w ith that movement. They further comprise significant connections with 
the movimento mangue [mangrove movement], an end-of-the-century cultural 
flourishing in Recife comparable to the Tropicalist movement led by Caetano Veloso 
and Gilberto G il. Such transtemporal ties allow for profitable considerations o f the 
breadth o f Tropicalism, the wealth o f its legacy, its cosmopolitan interventions, and 
new concepts o f artistic hybridization. These are seen in detail in the texts and sounds 
o f Chico Science &  Nação Zumbi.

Pettan, Svanibor, Slovenia
E thnic Concerns in  H ard Times: The Case o f Kosovo Roma
Ethnomusicological fie ldwork practice in the territories o f former Yugoslavia was 
marked by the extensive type o f research w ith rather short visits to the informants 
and focused on specific part o f repertoire (rural, old, and local) determined by 
researchers. There was hardly any opportunity for close and long-term relationships 
to be established between researchers and informants.

As far as I know, my research in interaction and creativity focused on Rom musicians 
in Kosovo (1989-1991) was the firs t case in which an ethnomusicologist originating 
in the territories o f what was then Yugoslavia actually lived in the community in 
which he/she conducted research. M y research methodology included permanent 
discussions w ith those about whom I was w riting, and a friendly and trustworthy 
kind o f relationship was created as a natural consequence.

Due to the subsequent wars in the territories o f former Yugoslavia, I had no access to 
Kosovo from summer 1991 until late 1999. Disastrous consequences o f the politics 
and war on the Roma in Kosovo that I was able to experience in 1999 motivated me 
to use my knowledge and understanding o f their circumstances, as w ell as fie ld  
recordings, to support the Roma in their struggle for survival. In addition to previously 
produced articles and a video fdm, I initiated the creation o f an ambitious CD-ROM 
project entitled Kosovo Roma. W hile working on this project I had to make several 
arbitrary decisions, w ithout having an opportunity to consult actual performers, as I 
used to and would do under “ norm al”  circumstances. To what extent did the 
circumstances and the humanitarian aim influence the basic perspective o f the project, 
and are the Kosovo Roma given fa ir representation in  it? D id the project succeed in 
increasing public awareness about the ir essential role in  mediating among the 
ethnically, religiously and linguistically diverse audiences in Kosovo?

M y contribution focuses on a set o f ethical issues and compares the given solutions 
w ith those suggested by some fellow  researchers in regard to both Rom and non-Rom 
communities in Kosovo and in other cultural contexts.
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Pettan, Svanibor, Slovenia
F ilm  Abstract - Kosovo: Through the Eyes o f Local Rom M usicians (23 m in.)
The film  points the mediating role o f ROM musicians in  a multiethnic, m ultireligious, 
and m ultilingual setting. The attitudes o f the musicians and their varied audiences 
are discussed while the watchers get to know which instruments and ensemble types 
were considered suitable for given occasions. Particular attention is given to the gradual 
change from an ala turk s.c chalgia ensemble-type to an ala franga modern pop 
ensemble-type. The musical worldview o f a single nomadic community is presented 
through Albanian, Serbian, Turkish, and Western music examples. M ultip le versions 
o f a single tune-“ Lambada” - point to the creative process o f adjusting a foreign tune 
to the ROM repertoire intended fo r local consumption. The last section o f the film  
deals w ith the challenge imposed on ROM musicians by the audiences’ demands for 
ethnically specific repertoires and the performance o f nationalistic songs. The film  
ends w ith the legacy o f the late Sherif Cano, perhaps the most respected ROM musician 
in KOSOVO at the time, who was my host during my years o f research.

Piedade, Acácio Tadeu de Camargo, Brazil 
Tukano M usic
Based on fie ld  research among the Yepa-masa indians from northwestern Amazon, 
this paper presents an interpretative synthesis o f the Tukano musical system. This 
system is interconnected in a more general mythic-symbolic system, also involving 
this region’s social organization. The Tukanoan musical systems have four repertoires: 
male collective songs, female solo songs, instrumental flute music and sacred male 
aerophone’s music. This paper presents each o f these repertoires, their musical and 
socio-cultural characteristics and their interconnections.

Pinto, Tiago de O live ira , Germany/Brazil (Organizer)
Panel - Ethnomusicologists and Independent Record Production in  B raz il and 
Beyond
This panel o f independent record producers, largely from the Brazilian recording 
industry, w ill discuss the dissemination o f music through recordings, and the way 
scholars and producers might collaborate. There are many interesting forms o f 
independent record production in Brazil, and some o f these w ill be presented. In 
addition to production, the panel w ill discuss different methods o f dissemination, 
including the creation o f Brazilian and Latin American Music Portals and other 
channels. The panelists w ill describe their experiences and answer questions from 
the audience. A  display o f recent Brazilian productions w ill display some o f the 
recent projects o f these producers.
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atomico," 1972). Works of Mautner's illustrate Tropicalism and show essential
affinities with that movement. They further comprise significant connections with
the movimento mangue [mangrove movement], an end-of-the-century cultural
flourishing in Recife comparable to the Tropicalist movement led by Caetano Veloso
and Gilberto Gil. Such transtemporal ties allow for profitable considerations of the
breadth of Tropicalism, the wealth of its legacy, its cosmopolitan interventions, and
new concepts of artistic hybridization. These are seen in detail in the texts and sounds
of Chico Science & Nacho Zumbi.

Pettan, Svanibor, Slovenia
Ethnic Concerns in Hard Times: The Case of Kosovo Roma
Ethnomusicological fieldwork practice in the territories of former Yugoslavia was
marked by the extensive type of research with rather short visits to the informants
and focused on specific part of repertoire (rural, old, and local) determined by
researchers. There was hardly any opportunity for close and long-term relationships
to be established between researchers and informants.

As far as I know, my research in interaction and creativity focused on Rom musicians
in Kosovo (1989-1991) was the first case in which an ethnomusicologist originating
in the territories of  what was then Yugoslavia actually lived in the community in
which he/she conducted research. My research methodology included permanent
discussions with those about whom I was writing, and a friendly and trustworthy
kind of relationship was created as a natural consequence.

Due to the subsequent wars in the territories of former Yugoslavia, I had no access to
Kosovo from summer 1991 until late 1999. Disastrous consequences of the politics
and war on the Roma in Kosovo that I was able to experience in 1999 motivated me
to use my knowledge and understanding of their circumstances, as well as field
recordings, to support the Roma in their struggle for survival. In addition to previously
produced articles and a video film, I initiated the creation of an ambitious CD-ROM
project entitled Kosovo Roma. While working on this project I had to make several
arbitrary decisions, without having an opportunity to consult actual performers, as I
used to and would do under "normal" circumstances. To what extent did the
circumstances and the humanitarian aim influence the basic perspective of the project,
and are the Kosovo Roma given fair representation in it? Did the project succeed in
increasing public awareness about their essential role in mediating among the
ethnically, religiously and linguistically diverse audiences in Kosovo?

My contribution focuses on a set of ethical issues and compares the given solutions
with those suggested by some fellow researchers in regard to both Rom and non-Rom
communities in Kosovo and in other cultural contexts.

Pettan, Svanibor, Slovenia
Film Abstract - Kosovo: Through the Eyes of Local Rom Musicians (23 min.)
The film points the mediating role of ROM musicians in a multiethnic, multireligious,
and multilingual setting. The attitudes of the musicians and their varied audiences
are discussed while the watchers get to know which instruments and ensemble types
were considered suitable for given occasions. Particular attention is given to the gradual
change from an ala turk s.c chalgia ensemble-type to an ala franga modern pop
ensemble-type. The musical worldview of a single nomadic community is presented
through Albanian, Serbian, Turkish, and Western music examples. Multiple versions
of a single tune-"Lambada"- point to the creative process of adjusting a foreign tune
to the ROM repertoire intended for local consumption. The last section of the film
deals with the challenge imposed on ROM musicians by the audiences' demands for
ethnically specific repertoires and the performance of nationalistic songs. The film
ends with the legacy of the late Sherif Cano, perhaps the most respected ROM musician
in KOSOVO at the time, who was my host during my years of research.

Piedade, Acacio Tadeu de Camargo, Brazil
Tukano Music
Based on field research among the Yepa-masa indians from northwestern Amazon,
this paper presents an interpretative synthesis of the Tukano musical system. This
system is interconnected in a more general mythic-symbolic system, also involving
this region's social organization. The Tukanoan musical systems have four repertoires:
male collective songs, female solo songs, instrumental flute music and sacred male
aerophone's music. This paper presents each of these repertoires, their musical and
socio-cultural characteristics and their interconnections.

Pinto, Tiago de Oliveira, Germany/Brazil (Organizer)
Panel - Ethnomusicologists and Independent Record Production in Brazil and
Beyond
This panel of independent record producers, largely from the Brazilian recording
industry, will discuss the dissemination of music through recordings, and the way
scholars and producers might collaborate. There are many interesting forms of
independent record production in Brazil, and some of these will be presented. I n
addition to production, the panel will discuss different methods of dissemination,
including the creation of  Brazilian and Latin American Music Portals and other
channels. The panelists will describe their experiences and answer questions from
the audience. A  display of recent Brazilian productions will display some of the
recent projects of these producers.
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P iku lsri, Chalermsak, Thailand
M usical Instrum ents in  the T ip itaka  (E arly  Buddhist Texts)
The Buddhist text Tipitaka offers fascinating material for the study o f •culture and 
some o f the details regarding the art o f music are the only authentic clues fo r a 
reconstruction o f the pan-Asian cultural heritage during the early historic periods, 
around the firs t century A.D.

This paper deals w ith a general survey o f musical instruments described in the Tipitaka. 
The study classifies music instruments into four groups, Tata (chordophone) Surira 
(aerophone), Avanadha (membranophone) and Ohana (idiophone) according to ancient 
Indian classification adopted by Bharata-muni in his Natyasastra. In the Tata Vadya 
section, the Tipitaka referred to the term “ vina”  which had a wide application covering 
a ll stringed instruments. Several types o f vinas were also used as may be indicated by 
the Pali term “ Sabbhavina.”  In this research two types o f vina are described: drone 
and melodic types. These two types are arm harp shaped vina though different in the 
number o f strings. The melodic one referred to as “ Sattatanti Vina”  or seven-stringed 
Vina was probably the same as Citra Vina mentioned in the Natyasastra. Among the 
Susira instruments, Sankha and Turiya are found throughout the text. Sankha served 
many purposes, worship, war and procession. Turiya, a loud wind instrument, found 
its place ifo r martial purpose. In Avanaddha Vadya a number o f drums such as Bhen, 
Panave, Dundubhi, Mudinga, Dimdima, M anim hi, Khumbhathuna, etc., are described. 
Literary analysis referred to the position o f play on the drums as played on the lap 
(Ankya) and by embracing (Alingga) it. A ll these drums used to be played for different 
purposes and during different occasions. For Ghana instruments, bells and cymbals 
are mentioned. The Bell is known in Pali as “ K inkinika”  and cymbals as “ Sammatala” 
and “ Vetala.”  Ghana instruments found their place both as solo accompaniment to 
dance, and as a member o f an orchestra w ith other melodic instruments and drums.

Prass, Luciana, Brazil
The Ethnopedagogy o f Teaching and Learning M usic in  the Percussion Section 
(bateria )o f a Samba School: Research among the Bambas de O rgia
This paper describes the unfolding o f ethnopedagogical processes o f teaching and 
learning w ith in the performance context o f a samba school percussion ensemble 
(bateria) from  Porto A legre, RS. In order to document processes o f musical 
transmission which were both collective and oral, an ethnographic approach was 
adopted. Field research techniques included interviews, participant observation, and 
visual and sound documentation. These techniques allowed the researcher, through 
her apprenticeship in  the bateria as a tamborim player, to interpret the meaning o f 
musical practices such as im itation, improvisation and body movements in the light 
o f the local carnival culture.

Randhofer, Regina, Germany
From  Present to Past: A  New Approach to M usic in  Jewish and C hristian R itua l
Throughout history, synagogual songs have been the subject o f scientific interest, as 
they are accredited with having preserved the music o f the Bible and o f early Christians. 
However, a systematic comparison between contemporary Jewish and Christian shows 
a more differentiated picture.

In in itia l studies, in which Jewish and Christian repertories’ common denominator o f 
the Psalms served as a focal point, general structural analyses could not show evidence 
o f a transmission o f unchanged melodies. Commonalties on a structural level, however, 
could be manifested for specific transmission groups. The commonalties pointed to 
organizing principles whose origins and age refer to the ancient Near East.

A subsequent shift in the study’s focal point (from the Psalms) to these transmission 
groups, and particularly to transmissions in which this structural sim ilarity is more 
dense, allowed also for the recognition o f stylistic sim ilarities in additional areas o f 
the repertories. These stylistic sim ilarities can in turn be interpreted to be transmission 
layers from the ancient Near East.

The study presented here does not claim  to offer a finalized methodology. It should, 
however, encourage discussion on possible methods to gain insight into musical history 
by analyzing ethnomusicological sources and materials.

Reily, Suzel Ana, U.K.
The Tupi’s Lute: The M aking o f a B razilian  N ational Symbol
In late colonial Brazil, Débret claimed that in Brazil “ one hears day and night the 
sound o f the marimba o f the African slave, the guitar and the cavaquinho o f the 
common man, and the most proficient harmony o f the piano o f the rich man.”  W hile 
Débret’s observations reproduced the dominant stance on the relationship between 
instruments and social classes in Brazil at the time, in actual practice the guitar refused 
to be confined to the common man. It could be found alongside drums amongst blacks 
and mulattoes as w ell as in the drawing rooms o f respectable households. This 
disjuncture between discourse and practice highlights a contradiction common to the 
“ hybrid cultures”  (Canclini) o f Latin America. Like the rest o f this region, Brazil has 
been a space for the continuous and systematic encounter o f diverse social and ethnic 
groups, leading to the development o f a myriad o f syncretic cultural expressions.

The intermediary position o f the guitar w ithin Brazilian social hierarchy placed it at 
the very crossroads in the processes o f hybridization, as it  incorporated musical 
elements from both ends o f the social spectrum. W ith the emergence o f the nationalist- 
oriented modernist movement, it was the very hybridity o f the guitar that was heralded.
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Pikuisri, Chalermsak, Thailand
Musical Instruments in the Tipitaka (Early Buddhist Texts)
The Buddhist text Tipitaka offers fascinating material for the study of vulture and
some of the details regarding the art of music are the only authentic clues for a
reconstruction of the pan-Asian cultural heritage during the early historic periods.
around the first century A.D.

This paper deals with a general survey of musical instruments described in the Tipitaka.
The study classifies music instruments into four groups, Tata (chordophone) Surira
(aerophone), Avanadha (membranophone) and Ohana (idiophone) according to ancient
Indian classification adopted by Bharata-muni in his Natyasastra. In the Tata Vadya
section, the Tipitaka referred to the term "vina" which had a wide application covering
all stringed instruments. Several types of vinas were also used as may be indicated by
the Pali term "Sabbhavina." In this research two types of vina are described: drone
and melodic types. These two types are arm harp shaped vina though different in the
number of strings. The melodic one referred to as "Sattatanti Vina" or seven-stringed
Vina was probably the same as Citra Vina mentioned in the Natyasastra. Among the
Susira instruments, Sankha and Turiya are found throughout the text. Sankha served
many purposes, worship, war and procession. Turiya, a loud wind instrument, found
its place ifor martial purpose. In Avanaddha Vadya a number of drums such as Bhen,
Panave, Dundubhi, Mudinga, Dimdima, Manimhi, Khumbhathuna, etc., are described.
Literary analysis referred to the position of play on the drums as played on the lap
(Ankya) and by embracing (Alingga) it. All these drums used to be played for different
purposes and during different occasions. For Ghana instruments, bells and cymbals
are mentioned. The Bell is known in Pali as "Kinkinika" and cymbals as "Sammatala"
and "Vetala." Ghana instruments found their place both as solo accompaniment to
dance, and as a member of an orchestra with other melodic instruments and drums.

Prass, Luciana, Brazil
The Ethnopedagogy of Teaching and Learning Music in the Percussion Section
(bateria)of a Samba School: Research among the Bambas de Orgia
This paper describes the unfolding of ethnopedagogical processes of teaching and
learning within the performance context o f  a samba school percussion ensemble
(bateria) from Porto Alegre, RS. In order to document processes of  musical
transmission which were both collective and oral, an ethnographic approach was
adopted. Field research techniques included interviews, participant observation, and
visual and sound documentation. These techniques allowed the researcher, through
her apprenticeship in the bateria as a tamborim player, to interpret the meaning of
musical practices such as imitation, improvisation and body movements in the light
of the local carnival culture.

Randhofer, Regina, Germany
From Present to Past: A New Approach to Music in Jewish and Christian Ritual
Throughout history, synagogual songs have been the subject of scientific interest, as
they are accredited with having preserved the music of the Bible and of early Christians.
However, a systematic comparison between contemporary Jewish and Christian shows
a more differentiated picture.

In initial studies, in which Jewish and Christian repertories' common denominator of
the Psalms served as a focal point, general structural analyses could not show evidence
of a transmission of unchanged melodies. Commonalties on a structural level, however,
could be manifested for specific transmission groups. The commonalties pointed to
organizing principles whose origins and age refer to the ancient Near East.

A subsequent shift in the study's focal point (from the Psalms) to these transmission
groups, and particularly to transmissions in which this structural similarity is more
dense, allowed also for the recognition of stylistic similarities in additional areas of
the repertories. These stylistic similarities can in turn be interpreted to be transmission
layers from the ancient Near East.

The study presented here does not claim to offer a finalized methodology. It should,
however, encourage discussion on possible methods to gain insight into musical history
by analyzing ethnomusicological sources and materials.

Reily, Suzel Ana, U.K.
The Thpi's Lute: The Making of a Brazilian National Symbol
In late colonial Brazil, Debret claimed that in Brazil "one hears day and night the
sound of the marimba of the African slave, the guitar and the cavaquinho of the
common man, and the most proficient harmony of the piano of the rich man." While
Debret's observations reproduced the dominant stance on the relationship between
instruments and social classes in Brazil at the time, in actual practice the guitar refused
to be confined to the common man. It could be found alongside drums amongst blacks
and mulattoes as well as in the drawing rooms of  respectable households. This
disjuncture between discourse and practice highlights a contradiction common to the
"hybrid cultures" (Canclini) of Latin America. Like the rest of this region, Brazil has
been a space for the continuous and systematic encounter of diverse social and ethnic
groups, leading to the development of a myriad of syncretic cultural expressions.

The intermediary position of the guitar within Brazilian social hierarchy placed it at
the very crossroads in the processes of hybridization, as it incorporated musical
elements from both ends of the social spectrum. With the emergence of the nationalist-
oriented modernist movement, it was the very hybridity of the guitar that was heralded,
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instigating a drive to transform it into the national instrument (Naves). In flagging 
hybrid ity  as a cultural ideal, the traditiona l mechanisms fo r prom oting social 
segregation were challenged, requiring the intellegensia to engage in a re-assessment 
on their conceptions o f “ the popular,”  without, however, compromising their aesthetic 
ideals. Indeed, the modernist project envisaged an ennobled guitar, which could be 
proudly paraded as B razil’s contribution to the “ concert o f nations.”  This vision is 
cogently embodied in an image in M ário de Andrade’s poem, O Trovador (the 
troubadour), published in 1922: “ Sou um Tupi tangendo um alaúde”  (I am a Tupi 
Indian playing a lute).

Rice, T im othy, USA
The A ttenuation o f Bulgarian Nationalism  Through Mediated M usic and Dance 
Performances
Ernest Gellner, in his recently published book entitled N ationalism  (1997), reviewed 
the history o f nationalism in Europe and concluded that the concept may be entering 
a “ fifth  stage,”  in which its importance is attenuated in comparison to its former 
central role in defining many Europeans’ sense o f identity. In this paper, based on 
fieldwork in Bulgaria in the summer o f 2000, I examine the possibility that current 
trends in Bulgarian music may be contributing to just such an attenuation o f Bulgarian 
nationalism in the post-Communist period since 1989.

During the communist period in Bulgaria (1944-1989), the government turned 
Bulgarian traditional music into one o f the most important and ubiquitous symbols o f 
Bulgarian national (and socialist) identity. In the post-communist period, and in 
particular in the summer o f 2000, it was apparent that the new free market in music 
media has created a situation where non-nationalist forms o f music have nearly erased 
Bulgarian traditional music from the mass media, at least in the forms form erly 
supported by the communist state. In its stead, a new genre o f music emerged around 
1994 called by various names, including “ popfolk”  and “ chalgata ,”  a Turkish- 
Bulgarian language hybrid meaning approximately, “ the music.”  This new genre, 
transmitted over two new private radio stations and produced by a number o f private 
production companies, is an eclectic hybrid o f international pop music, the music of 
Bulgaria’s national m inorities (especially Gypsies), and the music o f its Balkan 
neighbors: Turkey, Greece, Macedonia, Serbia, and Romania.

This new music seems to be part o f an attempt by its producers and fans to imagine 
themselves as not simply Bulgarian but as part o f a region (the Balkans) w ith a shared 
history, the nearly five hundred years o f Ottoman rule. Its popularity, however, has 
met w ith  serious opposition and demands fo r control from  both nationalist and

Europeanist perspectives. This paper w ill elucidate the arguments current in the 
summer o f 2000 over Bulgarian identity and its post-communist future, and the way 
in which that identity and future are represented in mass-mediated forms o f music.

Rios, L iza ry Rodriquez, USA
The Plena and its Role in  D efining Contem porary Puerto Rican Iden tity
A fter the Spanish arrived to Puerto Rico in 1493, a cultural exchange became evident. 
Music was one o f the cultural traits that was influenced by the arrival o f the Spanish 
and the introduction o f significant European musical elements. The inclusion o f 
European instruments such as the guitar and its relatives had an impact on the native 
American, who began to develop a distinctive musical style. Plena is a fo lk  musical 
style, which is very representative o f Puerto Rican culture. In this genre, Spanish 
elements, such as instrumentation and rhetorical forms such as the cuarteta or sextilla 
are present. Although Plena has developed into a very characteristic style o f Puerto 
Rican tradition, it is a perfect example o f a very distinctive Caribbean style shaped in 
great part by immigrant traditions. In recent years plena has received new attention 
for its ability to represent a distinctive Puerto Rican identity. Performing plena has 
taken on new p o litica l significance as internal tensions regarding the islands 
relationship w ith the United States has become more pronounced. Furthermore, the 
genre has gained a special importance as a form o f cultural expression that underlies 
more popular musical production.

M arina  Roseman, Indiana University, Department o f Anthropology (Pacifica 
Graduate Institute)
Engaging the S pirits o f M odernity: The Temiars o f Peninsular M alaysia
In this paper, I address the manner in which Temiar music and the multi-media 
ceremonial performances w ithin which it is embedded mediate relationships among 
person, society, and cosmos. I explore Temiar music’s sonic reality in its various 
aspects, as w ell as its connections w ith myth, cosmology, ritual and shamanism, 
graphism and dance, eco-philosophy and the social-political universe, and music’s 
role in sociocultural change, in an attempt to delineate comparative axes o f the panel’s 
intended dialogue involving Malaysia, the South American low and highlands, and 
New Guinea. The imagined w orld  o f Temiar song and performance traces a 
historiography that gives insight into the ways Temiar experience their rainforest 
environment, as w ell as the various peoples who h istorica lly impinged on the 
boundaries o f the rainforest, then penetrated into and, in  today’s world o f rapid 
deforestation, radically transform the very shape o f that landscape. New items and 
experiences are integrated into already existing spirit-cu lt genres and the prompt 
formulation o f new spirit-cult genres, as Temiar spirit mediums musically ease the
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instigating a drive to transform it into the national instrument (Naves). In flagging
hybridity as a cultural ideal, the traditional mechanisms for promoting social
segregation were challenged, requiring the intellegensia to engage in a re-assessment
on their conceptions of "the popular," without, however, compromising their aesthetic
ideals. Indeed, the modernist project envisaged an ennobled guitar, which could be
proudly paraded as Brazil's contribution to the "concert of nations." This vision is
cogently embodied in an image in Mario de Andrade's poem, 0  Trovador (the
troubadour), published in 1922: "Sou um Tupi tangendo um alaude" (I am a Tupi
Indian playing a lute).

Rice, Timothy, USA
The Attenuation of Bulgarian Nationalism Through Mediated Music and Dance
Performances
Ernest Gellner, in his recently published book entitled Nationalism (1997), reviewed
the history of nationalism in Europe and concluded that the concept may be entering
a "fifth stage," in which its importance is attenuated in comparison to its former
central role in defining many Europeans' sense of identity. I n  this paper, based on
fieldwork in Bulgaria in the summer of 2000, I examine the possibility that current
trends in Bulgarian music may be contributing to just such an attenuation of Bulgarian
nationalism in the post-Communist period since 1989.

During the communist pdriod in Bulgaria (1944-1989), the government turned
Bulgarian traditional music into one of the most important and ubiquitous symbols of
Bulgarian national (and socialist) identity. In the post-communist period, and in
particular in the summer of 2000, it was apparent that the new free market in music
media has created a situation where non-nationalist forms of music have nearly erased
Bulgarian traditional music from the mass media, at least in the forms formerly
supported by the communist state. In its stead, a new genre of music emerged around
1994 called by various names, including "popfolk" and "chalgata," a Turkish-
Bulgarian language hybrid meaning approximately, "the music." This new genre,
transmitted over two new private radio stations and produced by a number of private
production companies, is an eclectic hybrid of international pop music, the music of
Bulgaria's national minorities (especially Gypsies), and the music of its Balkan
neighbors: Turkey, Greece, Macedonia, Serbia, and Romania.

This new music seems to be part of an attempt by its producers and fans to imagine
themselves as not simply Bulgarian but as part of a region (the Balkans) with a shared
history, the nearly five hundred years of Ottoman rule. Its popularity, however, has
met with serious opposition and demands for control from both nationalist and

Europeanist perspectives. This paper will elucidate the arguments current in the
summer of 2000 over Bulgarian identity and its post-communist future, and the way
in which that identity and future are represented in mass-mediated forms of music.

Rios, Lizary Rodriquez, USA
The Plena and its Role in Defining Contemporary Puerto Rican Identity
After the Spanish arrived to Puerto Rico in 1493, a cultural exchange became evident.
Music was one of the cultural traits that was influenced by the arrival of the Spanish
and the introduction of significant European musical elements. The inclusion of
European instruments such as the guitar and its relatives had an impact on the native
American, who began to develop a distinctive musical style. Plena is a folk musical
style, which is very representative of Puerto Rican culture. In this genre, Spanish
elements, such as instrumentation and rhetorical forms such as the cuarteta or sextilla
are present. Although Plena has developed into a very characteristic style of Puerto
Rican tradition, it is a perfect example of a very distinctive Caribbean style shaped in
great part by immigrant traditions. In recent years plena has received new attention
for its ability to represent a distinctive Puerto Rican identity. Performing plena has
taken on new political significance as internal tensions regarding the islands
relationship with the United States has become more pronounced. Furthermore, the
genre has gained a special importance as a form of cultural expression that underlies
more popular musical production.

Marina Roseman, Indiana University, Department of  Anthropology (Pacifica
Graduate Institute)
Engaging the Spirits of Modernity: The Temiars of Peninsular Malaysia
In this paper, I  address the manner in which Temiar music and the multi-media
ceremonial performances within which it is embedded mediate relationships among
person, society, and cosmos. I  explore Temiar music's sonic reality in its various
aspects, as well as its connections with myth, cosmology, ritual and shamanism,
graphism and dance, eco-philosophy and the social-political universe, and music's
role in sociocultural change, in an attempt to delineate comparative axes of the panel's
intended dialogue involving Malaysia, the South American low and highlands, and
New Guinea. The imagined world of  Temiar song and performance traces a
historiography that gives insight into the ways Temiar experience their rainforest
environment, as well as the various peoples who historically impinged on the
boundaries of the rainforest, then penetrated into and, in today's world of rapid
deforestation, radically transform the very shape of that landscape. New items and
experiences are integrated into already existing spirit-cult genres and the prompt
formulation of new spirit-cult genres, as Temiar spirit mediums musically ease the
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strange and unfam iliar into a previously encoded musical cosmology. Shamanistic 
discourse entangles the em pirically observable w ith the magically real, a world o f 
“ double vision”  in which even the “ things”  o f out-forester others, airplanes and 
canned sardines, participate. Spiritualizing commodities in song, Temiar singers and 
dancers strive to contain the materialism and technologies o f the West w ithin the 
“ social relations o f production”  embodied in their musical performance techniques 
and embedded in the musical structure. In this discursive space, Temiars engage spirits o f 
the modem age, drawing tangible products o f historical transformations in the world 
economy into their realm o f magical dialogue. I use these examples to investigate the 
meaning and power o f “ music”  in Temiar lives.

Rosse, Eduardo Pires, Brazil 
Reflections about Vision
This work sets out to reflect on the meaning o f musical transcription practice in 
ethnomusicology. For that, the starting point is two viewpoints that cross each other: 
the individual’s perception, and the enchantment o f the different, both outstanding 
characteristics in us. The concrete object o f speculation between these two points o f 
view consists o f two flute examples from the Waiwai Indians in Brazil.

The traditional cosmology o f these Indians shows many ways through which the soul 
(EkatT) can leave the body. In the case o f a child o f up to three years old, the Ekati is 
not totally fixed yet. So the children are always kept very close to their parents, who 
must take care so that the Ekati does not stay very long away from the child, which 
would mean its death.

Meanwhile, we explain that a baby cannot stay alone because it is s till biologically 
very fragile, more vulnerable to any pathology or adverse situation. These are two 
different speeches for one common necessity. In this way, wouldn’t also music be one 
common necessity imposed by our potentialities, depending only on an artifice to be 
enjoyed? And wouldn’ t transcription be one o f our artifices? However, on the other 
hand, translation is lim ited as parallels between cultures cannot be made, and also 
when one is faced w ith the richness o f the author’s society’s expression, which is 
composed o f a ll its social relations.

Ruiz, Irm a , Argentina
M byá Cosmology and its Representation in  the D a ily R ituals Seen Through its 
M usical Performances
“ The complex o f relations between human beings and the gods is the most strategic 
avenue to understanding Arawet* society,”  said Viveiros de Castro (1992:4). This
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assertion applies to another Guarani society: the Mbyá, according to my experience 
(1973-2000) in some villages o f Misiones (Argentina), and perhaps to the Guarani as 
a whole. In the case o f the Mbyá, I think that one privileged way to get closer to the 
comprehension o f such relations is the analysis o f the ritual performances in which 
the musical practices play a dominant role. This role is grounded not only on the 
capability o f these practices to establish communication w ith the gods, but also, and 
specially, because “ the singing and dancing in a religious context”  is a divine 
commandment in  order to reach the Yvy m ar<’e? (the earth w ithout e v il) and, 
consequently, to become a divine being. From this complex subject, I have chosen 
the Mbyá daily rituals to deal w ith some questions not analyzed until now, as far as 
I know. The main part o f these nameless rituals takes place inside the opy (religious 
leader’s residence and house o f ritual), but they are commonly preceded by dances 
performed in the oka (the environs o f the opy), that in some villages are perceived as 
the beginning o f the ritual.

The questions alluded above revolve on a principal axis: the cosmological order and 
its representation in such rituals seen through its musical performances. For this 
purpose, the analysis, based on musical (sound and visual) documents, verbal 
references and observations, w ill focus on the general and particular characteristics 
o f these expressions according their cardinal orientation, the god (or gods) to which 
they are dedicated; the sacred /  non-sacred spaces; the day /  night execution; the 
section o f the ritua l in  which take place, and the musical and social roles o f the 
performers.

Sakata, Lorra ine , USA
M ediating Sounds in  the Songs o f Nusrat Fateh A li Khan: From  Local Shrines 
to In ternationa l M arkets
Qawwali is a South Asian musical expression o f Sufi poetry which conveys mystical 
meaning and knowledge. This traditional, spiritual genre directed mainly at Sufi 
audiences, has undergone a dramatic transformation that now allows its presentation 
as a popular, commercial genre fo r international audiences who are largely unaware 
o f the language and the meaning o f the songs.

Nusrat Fateh A li Khan is credited w ith  bringing qaw wali to the attention o f 
international audiences. There were other singers before him, such as the Sabri 
Brothers, who firs t introduced qawwali to Western audiences, but it was not until 
Nusrat changed the sound o f qawwali that international audiences, particularly youthful 
audiences, began to listen. What were these musical changes that attracted audiences 
o f diverse backgrounds? What and how were some elements o f traditional qawwali 
transported to the new domain? By examining musical examples o f Nusrat Fateh A li
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strange and unfamiliar into a previously encoded musical cosmology. Shamanistic
discourse entangles the empirically observable with the magically real, a world of
"double vision" in which even the "things" o f  out-forester others, airplanes and
canned sardines, participate. Spiritualizing commodities in song, Temiar singers and
dancers strive to contain the materialism and technologies of the West within the
"social relations of production" embodied in their musical performance techniques
and embedded in the musical structure. In this discursive space, Temiars engage spirits of
the modem age, drawing tangible products of historical transformations in the world
economy into their realm of magical dialogue. I  use these examples to investigate the
meaning and power of "music" in Temiar lives.

Rosse, Eduardo Pires, Brazil
Reflections about Vision
This work sets out to reflect on the meaning of musical transcription practice in
ethnomusicology. For that, the starting point is two viewpoints that cross each other:
the individual's perception, and the enchantment of the different, both outstanding
characteristics in us. The concrete object of speculation between these two points of
view consists of two flute examples from the Waiwai Indians in Brazil.

The traditional cosmology of these Indians shows many ways through which the soul
(Ekati) can leave the body. In the case of a child of up to three years old, the Ekati is
not totally fixed yet. So the children are always kept very close to their parents, who
must take care so that the Ekati does not stay very long away from the child, which
would mean its death.

Meanwhile, we explain that a baby cannot stay alone because it is still biologically
very fragile, more vulnerable to any pathology or adverse situation. These are two
different speeches for one common necessity. In this way, wouldn't also music be one
common necessity imposed by our potentialities, depending only on an artifice to be
enjoyed? And wouldn't transcription be one of our artifices? However, on the other
hand, translation is limited as parallels between cultures cannot be made, and also
when one is faced with the richness of the author's society's expression, which is
composed of all its social relations.

Ruiz, Irma, Argentina
Mbya Cosmology and its Representation in the Daily Rituals Seen Through its
Musical Performances
"The complex of relations between human beings and the gods is the most strategic
avenue to understanding Arawet• society," said Viveiros de Castro (1992:4). This

assertion applies to another Guarani society: the Mbya, according to my experience
(1973-2000) in some villages of Misiones (Argentina), and perhaps to the Guarani as
a whole. In the case of the Mbya, I think that one privileged way to get closer to the
comprehension of such relations is the analysis of the ritual performances in which
the musical practices play a dominant role. This role is grounded not only on the
capability of these practices to establish communication with the gods, but also, and
specially, because "the singing and dancing in a religious context" is a divine
commandment in order to reach the Yvy man 'e? (the earth without evil) and,
consequently, to become a divine being. From this complex subject, I have chosen
the Mbya daily rituals to deal with some questions not analyzed until now, as far as
I know. The main part of these nameless rituals takes place inside the opy (religious
leader's residence and house of ritual), but they are commonly preceded by dances
performed in the oka (the environs of the opy), that in some villages are perceived as
the beginning of the ritual.

The questions alluded above revolve on a principal axis: the cosmological order and
its representation in such rituals seen through its musical performances. For this
purpose, the analysis, based on musical (sound and visual) documents, verbal
references and observations, will focus on the general and particular characteristics
of these expressions according their cardinal orientation, the god (or gods) to which
they are dedicated; the sacred / non-sacred spaces; the day /  night execution; the
section of the ritual in which take place, and the musical and social roles of the
performers.

Sakata, Lorraine, USA
Mediating Sounds in the Songs of Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan: From Local Shrines
to International Markets
Qawwali is a South Asian musical expression of Sufi poetry which conveys mystical
meaning and knowledge. Th is  traditional, spiritual genre directed mainly at Sufi
audiences, has undergone a dramatic transformation that now allows its presentation
as a popular, commercial genre for international audiences who are largely unaware
of the language and the meaning of the songs.

Nusrat Fateh A l i  Khan is credited with bringing qawwali to the attention o f
international audiences. There were other singers before him, such as the Sabri
Brothers, who first introduced qawwali to Western audiences, but it was not until
Nusrat changed the sound of qawwali that international audiences, particularly youthful
audiences, began to listen. What were these musical changes that attracted audiences
of diverse backgrounds? What and how were some elements of traditional qawwali
transported to the new domain? By examining musical examples of Nusrat Fateh Ali
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Khan, I address the issues o f authenticity, representation and power o f the music, as 
well as o f the musician, Nusrat Fateh A li Khan.

Sandroni, Carlos, Brazil
The Destiny o f Joventina : Transform ations in  the M usic o f Recife
The m aracatus de baque-virado are categorized as musically-choreographically- 
ritua lly predominately Afro-Brazilian, whose origin derives from the coronation o f 
the black kings witnessed in Brazil since the eighteenth century. During the 1920s, 
Mário de Andrade researched the maracatus o f Recife from which resulted a text 
published in Danças dram áticas do B rasil. In the 1950s, the composer Guerra-Peixe 
completed a more extensive research, which was the source o f the book Maracatus 
do Recife, which has since been the main bibliographic reference source about the 
subject.

Today in Pernambuco there are various maracatus, some o f which are considered 
“ traditional,”  and others “ stylized.”  The so-called “ stylized”  are a recent creation 
(little  more than ten years). The maracatus kept the names that are among those 
mentioned by the cited authors: Leão Coroado, Estrela B rilhante, Elefante, and Porto  
Rico. But, the human and geographic continuity does not exist among these maracatus 
in their present version, such that was observed by those authors. In other words: the 
Estrela B rilhante  o f today is not located in the same neighborhood, nor is it composed 
o f the persons that could claim  any continuity (parentage, direct apprenticeships...) 
in relation to the Estrela B rilhante  o f the times o f Mário de Andrade or Guerra-Peixe. 
The re-vindication o f continuity allows a spiritual plane, which would be that o f 
transmission o f axé do maracatu, e the devotion to the same dolls (calungos): in the 
case o f Estrela B rilhante  and Dona Jovetina. Therefore, this spiritual continuity is 
subject to contestations, as much on the part o f the old participants o f the previous 
“ versions”  o f the same maracatus, as on the part o f the present “ stylized”  maracatus 
that become competitors on that prestigious plane.

It seems that the maracatus de baque-virado present very suggestive questions for the 
consideration o f the meaning o f the category “ traditional”  and the modalities o f 
transmission/transformation during the time o f the cultures.

Sandroni, Carlos, Brazil
Feeding Back The Com m unity: Two Recent Ethnom usicological Experiences In  
The State O f Pernambuco
The author proposes two topics reflecting his experience in Pernambuco, where he 
has been liv ing  since 1997. The firs t one is related to the fie ld  recordings collection 
produced by the Missão de Pesquisas Folclóricas (Folklore Research Mission) sent
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to the Northeast o f Brazil by M ário de Andrade in 1938. The MPF recorded about 30 
hours o f music, among which were the firs t phonographic registers o f Brazilian music 
in oral tradition made in the field. This collection is kept today at the Centro Cultural 
São Paulo, in the capital city o f the Southeastern state o f São Paulo. Revisiting the 
cities and smaller villages visited by the Mission has allowed the researcher to find 
both carnal and spiritual descendants o f the musicians recorded in 1938, who were 
absolutely unaware o f the existence o f recordings o f their ancestors’ voices and sounds. 
This fact led the author to try to help them obtain copies o f the recordings, which, 
however, brought up new problems. Should these copies be given to the people, to 
institutions, or both? In the case o f opting for institutions, should they be given to 
mayoralties, state secretaries o f culture, or nearby cultural associations? In a word, 
who “ represents”  today, and under which allegations the traditional musicians whose 
sound is deposited in São Paulo? Whatever answer may be given to these questions, 
what is certain is that one cannot treat that collection as a “ dead”  register, as i f  it were 
not related to communities and people in which it raises emotion, memories and a 
sense o f identity.

The second topic is related to the insertion o f traditional musicians w ith in  the 
professional music market and the role o f researchers w illing  to help such insertion. 
In Pernambuco there is today a strong consciousness on the part o f traditional musicians 
about the possibility o f attributing monetary value to their music. Researchers are 
very often seen by these musicians as possible mediators regarding the recording o f 
CDs and the putting together o f shows. On the other hand, many researchers see this 
possibility as an opportunity to offer something in exchange for what the traditional 
musicians provide them. This fact led a group o f researchers o f traditional music 
from  Pernambuco to create a non-profit c iv il association. Associação Respeita 
Januário, seeking to systematize the relationships between “ research”  and “ support’ 
to traditional musicians. The author w ill make a brief report o f this experience initiated 
in the year 2000.

Sarkissian, M argaret, USA
Who Plays W hat, Where? M anipu la ting C u ltu ra l Space in  Malacca’s Portuguese 
Settlements
Once known as “ the Sleepy Hollow,”  Malacca has seen a remarkable renaissance 
over the past fifteen years thanks to the burgeoning tourist industry. Now called 
“ Malaysia’s Historic C ity,”  Malacca trades upon its heritage, the most unusual element 
o f which is a vaguely romanticized Portuguese past. An important part o f this package 
is the Portuguese Settlement, a village o f 120 houses w ith about a thousand residents 
located 3km from the town center. The only Portuguese enclave in Malaysia, this 
village is, on the one hand, a historical monument in  which the descendants o f
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Khan, I address the issues of authenticity, representation and power of the music, as
well as of the musician, Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan.

Sandroni, Carlos, Brazil
The Destiny of Joventina: Transformations in the Music of Recife
The maracatus de baque-virado are categorized as musically-choreographically-
ritually predominately Afro-Brazilian, whose origin derives from the coronation of
the black kings witnessed in Brazil since the eighteenth century. During the 1920s,
Mario de Andrade researched the maracatus of Recife from which resulted a text
published in Dancas dramdticas do Brasil. In the 1950s, the composer Guerra-Peixe
completed a more extensive research, which was the source of the book Maracatus
do Recife, which has since been the main bibliographic reference source about the
subject.
Today in Pernambuco there are various maracatus, some of which are considered
"traditional," and others "stylized." The so-called "stylized" are a recent creation
(little more than ten years). The maracatus kept the names that are among those
mentioned by the cited authors: Ledo Comado, Estrela Brilhante, Elefante, and Porto
Rico. But, the human and geographic continuity does not exist among these maracatus
in their present version, such that was observed by those authors. In other words: the
Estrela Brilhante of today is not located in the same neighborhood, nor is it composed
of the persons that could claim any continuity (parentage, direct apprenticeships...)
in relation to the Estrela Brilhante of the times of Mario de Andrade or Guerra-Peixe.
The re-vindication of continuity allows a spiritual plane, which would be that of
transmission of axe do maracatu, e the devotion to the same dolls (calungos): in the
case of Estrela Brilhante and Dona Jovetina. Therefore, this spiritual continuity is
subject to contestations, as much on the part of the old participants of the previous
"versions" of the same maracatus, as on the part of the present "stylized" maracatus
that become competitors on that prestigious plane.
It seems that the maracatus de baque-virado present very suggestive questions for the
consideration of the meaning of the category "traditional" and the modalities of
transmission/transformation during the time of the cultures.

Sandroni, Carlos, Brazil
Feeding Back The Community: Two Recent Ethnomusicological Experiences In
The State Of Pernambuco
The author proposes two topics reflecting his experience in Pernambuco, where he
has been living since 1997. The first one is related to the field recordings collection
produced by the Missa'o de Pesquisas Folcloricas (Folklore Research Mission) sent

to the Northeast of Brazil by Mario de Andrade in 1938. The MPF recorded about 30
hours of music, among which were the first phonographic registers of Brazilian music
in oral tradition made in the field. This collection is kept today at the Centro Cultural
Sao Paulo, in the capital city of the Southeastern state of Sao Paulo. Revisiting the
cities and smaller villages visited by the Mission has allowed the researcher to find
both carnal and spiritual descendants of the musicians recorded in 1938, who were
absolutely unaware of the existence of recordings of their ancestors' voices and sounds.
This fact led the author to try to help them obtain copies of the recordings, which,
however, brought up new problems. Should these copies be given to the people, to
institutions, or both? hi the case of opting for institutions, should they be given to
mayoralties, state secretaries of culture, or nearby cultural associations? In a word,
who "represents" today, and under which allegations the traditional musicians whose
sound is deposited in Sao Paulo? Whatever answer may be given to these questions,
what is certain is that one cannot treat that collection as a "dead" register, as if it were
not related to communities and people in which it raises emotion, memories and a
sense of identity.

The second topic is related to the insertion of traditional musicians within the
professional music market and the role of researchers willing to help such insertion.
In Pernambuco there is today a strong consciousness on the part of traditional musicians
about the possibility of attributing monetary value to their music. Researchers are
very often seen by these musicians as possible mediators regarding the recording of
CDs and the putting together of shows. On the other hand, many researchers see this
possibility as an opportunity to offer something in exchange for what the traditional
musicians provide them. This fact led a group of researchers of traditional music
from Pernambuco to create a non-profit civil association, Associactio Respeita
Janutirio, seeking to systematize the relationships between "research" and "support'
to traditional musicians. The author will make a brief report of this experience initiated
in the year 2000.

Sarkissian, Margaret, USA
Who Plays What, Where? Manipulating Cultural Space in Malacca's Portuguese
Settlements
Once known as "the Sleepy Hollow," Malacca has seen a remarkable renaissance
over the past fifteen years thanks to the burgeoning tourist industry. Now called
"Malaysia's Historic City," Malacca trades upon its heritage, the most unusual element
of which is a vaguely romanticized Portuguese past. An important part of this package
is the Portuguese Settlement, a village of 120 houses with about a thousand residents
located 3km from the town center. The only Portuguese enclave in Malaysia, this
village is, on the one hand, a historical monument in which the descendants of
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Portuguese seafarers who arrived in  1511 are depicted as maintaining the ancient 
customs and traditions o f their ancestors, and on the other, a housing estate in which 
relatively low-income residents struggle to retain their way o f life  in the face o f 
development and encroaching transglobal culture.

These tensions are manifested in the variety o f performing genres found w ithin the 
village lim its. It is not uncommon to find musicians and dancers switching from 
Portuguese fo lk  music and dance, to jo g e t (the Malaysian national dance), to 
choreographed im itations o f the Spice G irls or Backstreet Boys. By mapping out 
which performing activities occur where, when, and for whom, I w ill show that the 
spatial element is crucial to an understanding o f the m ultiple identities projected by 
residents o f the Portuguese Settlement.

Satomi, A lice Lum i, Brazil
O kinaw an’s M usic and Cohesion in  São Paulo
The Okinawan community in S<o Paulo, in spite o f being the biggest, is the most 
cohesive among the Japanese immigrants and descendants in  Brazil. The approach 
examines the role o f music, reconsidering insider views o f fo lk  songs, or minyo, and 
issues involving the fam ily micro structure -specifically on the relationship between 
parents and children -defining social group behavior.

The text o f Tinsagu nu Hana, a song o f the uta-sanshin repertory, illustrates how it 
has impressed on the Okinawans the deep valorization o f their ancestors. The modem 
musical arrangement, made in the homeland, suggests how it can reach the new urban 
generations, both in Japan and overseas, retaining the ethic and moral principles o f 
their culture.

Schw õrer-Kohl, G retel, Germany
Receptions o f Classical M usic Theory in  the M idd le  Ages: The Greek, A rabian, 
L a tin  versus the In d ia n , Ceylonese, Burm ese C ha in— A Cross C u ltu ra l 
Comparison
Classical Greek writings on music theory in  Europe have been transmitted by Latin 
scholars like Boethius (born ca. 470), Cassiodorus (bom ca. 480), Isidorus o f Sevilla 
(bom ca. 560), and several later scholars in Christian monasteries for more than 1000 
years. In the Near East the translation o f Greek works was enforced from 830 onwards, 
when in Baghdad the “ house o f wisdom”  was founded, where at times 90 people 
were translating Greek classics into the Arabian language, including books on music. 
Absorbed by Arabian scholars like A l-K in d i (790-874), A l-Farabi (died 950), Ibn 
Sina (980-1037), and Safi-al-D in (died 1294), valuable parts o f Greek music theory
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have come down to us.

Classical Indian writings on music theory from  the last centuries B.C. onwards like 
the natyasastra and the naradasiksa have been handed down fo r about 2000 years. 
During the firs t m illennium they found their way from Southern India to Burma. The 
ways in which in two distant musical cultures antique music theory has been transmitted 
show strik ing  sim ila rities: In  both cases the knowledge was handed down in 
monasteries; mediaeval Christian monasteries in Europe, Buddhist monasteries in 
Southeast Asia. In both cases sim ilar questions arise: Why have these systems been 
transmitted for such a long time without much alteration? Was it the high esteem o f 
the old traditional cultural heritage and a supreme appreciation o f the clearly structured 
systems? Were the effects o f transmitting the ancient systems o f music theory positive 
or negative?

As a positive result theoretical knowledge o f extinct musical cultures has survived. 
As a negative aspect over centuries a musical theory has been written down that was 
not adequate to the actual musical practice. The contemporary autochthon musical 
observance often was considered as in ferior to the old systems, not worth being 
explained properly. So in many cases contemporary theories were not written down. 
Instead the ancient theories were superimposed on the indigenous musical systems. 
Facts were distorted, curious, hard to understand concepts were created, many o f 
them turning out rather absurd or even useless.

Seroussi, Edw in, Israel
Saved by The M edia: Reflections on the surviva l o f the Judeo-Spanish Song
The Sepharic Jews (Iberian Jews who spread around the Mediterranean, Europe, and 
the Americas after their expulsion from Spain and Portugal in the late 15th century) 
carried in their memory over the centuries a rich repertoire o f songs, many o f Iberian 
origin, others from the post-expulsion period. The Sephardic (or Ladino) song was 
“ rediscovered”  in  the early 20th century by Spanish scholars who addressed it as a 
relic from the medieval Hispanic heritage o f these Jews. This Idealistic view was 
absorbed by Sephardic in te llectua ls who were educated in  secular, co lonia l 
environments, and from them to the artists (Jews and non-Jews) who revived this 
song repertoire in the second half o f the 20th century as a genre o f popular “ ethnic”  
music.

Most research on the Sephardic song failed to observe, however, that already by the 
beginning o f the 20th century the carriers o f this repertoire had moved away from the 
original genres and performance practices. This process was partly due to the influence 
o f the incipient record industry in the eastern Mediterranean. The role o f the recording
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Portuguese seafarers who arrived in 1511 are depicted as maintaining the ancient
customs and traditions of their ancestors, and on the other, a housing estate in which
relatively low-income residents struggle to retain their way of  life in the face of
development and encroaching transglobal culture.

These tensions are manifested in the variety of performing genres found within the
village limits. I t  is not uncommon to find musicians and dancers switching from
Portuguese folk music and dance, to joget ( the Malaysian national dance), to
choreographed imitations of the Spice Girls or Backstreet Boys. By mapping out
which performing activities occur where, when, and for whom, I will show that the
spatial element is crucial to an understanding of the multiple identities projected by
residents of the Portuguese Settlement.

Satomi, Alice Lumi, Brazil
Okinawan's Music and Cohesion in Sao Paulo
The Okinawan community in S<o Paulo, in spite of being the biggest, is the most
cohesive among the Japanese immigrants and descendants in Brazil. The approach
examines the role of music, reconsidering insider views of folk songs, or minyo, and
issues involving the family micro structure —specifically on the relationship between
parents and children —defining social group behavior.

The text of Tinsagu nu Hana, a song of the uta-sanshin repertory, illustrates how it
has impressed on the Okinawans the deep valorization of their ancestors. The modern
musical arrangement, made in the homeland, suggests how it can reach the new urban
generations, both in Japan and overseas, retaining the ethic and moral principles of
their culture.

Schwiirer—Kohl, Gretel, Germany
Receptions of Classical Music Theory in the Middle Ages: The Greek, Arabian,
Latin versus the Indian, Ceylonese, Burmese Chain—A Cross Cultural
Comparison
Classical Greek writings on music theory in Europe have been transmitted by Latin
scholars like Boethius (born ca. 470), Cassiodorus (born ca. 480), Isidorus of Sevilla
(born ca. 560), and several later scholars in Christian monasteries for more than 1000
years. In the Near East the translation of Greek works was enforced from 830 onwards,
when in Baghdad the "house of wisdom" was founded, where at times 90 people
were translating Greek classics into the Arabian language, including books on music.
Absorbed by Arabian scholars like Al—Kindi (790-874), Al—Farabi (died 950), Ibn
Sina (980-1037), and Safi—al—Din (died 1294), valuable parts of Greek music theory

have come down to us.

Classical Indian writings on music theory from the last centuries B.C. onwards like
the natyasastra and the naradasiksa have been handed down for about 2000 years.
During the first millennium they found their way from Southern India to Burma. The
ways in which in two distant musical cultures antique music theory has been transmitted
show striking similarities: In both cases the knowledge was handed down in
monasteries; mediaeval Christian monasteries in Europe, Buddhist monasteries in
Southeast Asia. In both cases similar questions arise: Why have these systems been
transmitted for such a long time without much alteration? Was it the high esteem of
the old traditional cultural heritage and a supreme appreciation of the clearly structured
systems? Were the effects of transmitting the ancient systems of music theory positive
or negative?

As a positive result theoretical knowledge of extinct musical cultures has survived.
As a negative aspect over centuries a musical theory has been written down that was
not adequate to the actual musical practice. The contemporary autochthon musical
observance often was considered as inferior to the old systems, not worth being
explained properly. So in many cases contemporary theories were not written down.
Instead the ancient theories were superimposed on the indigenous musical systems.
Facts were distorted, curious, hard to understand concepts were created, many of
them turning out rather absurd or even useless.

Seroussi, Edwin, Israel
Saved by The Media: Reflections on the survival of the Judeo-Spanish Song
The Sepharic Jews (Iberian Jews who spread around the Mediterranean, Europe, and
the Americas after their expulsion from Spain and Portugal in the late 15th century)
carried in their memory over the centuries a rich repertoire of songs, many of Iberian
origin, others from the post-expulsion period. The Sephardic (or Ladino) song was
"rediscovered" in the early 20th century by Spanish scholars who addressed it as a
relic from the medieval Hispanic heritage of these Jews. This Idealistic view was
absorbed by Sephardic intellectuals who were educated in secular, colonial
environments, and from them to the artists (Jews and non-Jews) who revived this
song repertoire in the second half of the 20th century as a genre of popular "ethnic"
music.

Most research on the Sephardic song failed to observe, however, that already by the
beginning of the 20th century the carriers of this repertoire had moved away from the
original genres and performance practices. This process was partly due to the influence
of the incipient record industry in the eastern Mediterranean. The role of the recording
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industry in shaping the canon o f Sephardic songs and its transmission became even 
more acute in the second half o f the 20th century. In fact, I w ill argue in this paper, the 
survival o f the Sephardic song as a liv ing  tradition is thoroughly related to, and even 
dependent upon its electronic transmission. As the mediated versions also became a 
source for the oral traditions, the contemporary performance o f Sephardic songs by 
insiders cannot be understood w ithout serious consideration o f the im pact o f 
commercial recordings made by outsiders.

Through the study o f the Sephardic case, this paper treats some key issues in 20th 
century ethnomusicological research: the interplay o f mediated and traditional forms 
o f transmission; the canonization o f traditional repertoires and the construction o f 
mythical narratives about the historical roots o f the repertoires; and the revival o f 
“ fading”  musical traditions o f displaced minorities w ithin the new social and cultural 
contexts.

Silva, Domingos Bueno da, Brazil
Reflections on J ijit i:  An A ruak Resounding Chordphone o f Skull
The aim o f this paper is to make a reflection on the characteristics and the meaning o f 
the instrumental musical practice o f Kulina people, a linguistic Aruak group, living 
in the north o f Brazil. This manifestation is classified as spirit songs, some o f which 
are only played on the J ijiti, a chordophone o f a single chord shaped like a hunting 
bow, w ith a length under 30 cm, played w ith an extremely smooth bamboo stick 
lubricated w ith saliva, which causes friction on the chord and the bow. It does not 
have an acoustic resonator as it is held between the teeth to be played, producing a 
resonance exclusive ly fo r the player, w ith  the external sound being almost 
imperceptible. For this reason, it is considered to be a special instrument, adequate 
for the communication w ith the spirits, because is resounds directly “ into the head”  
and is almost exclusively fo r the player.

Simon, A rtu r, Germany
Preserving the C u ltu ra l Heritage: A Dialogue between the B erlin  Phonogramm- 
A rch iv and Local Communities
This interrelation comprised not only collecting and conserving music which is today 
parlay already lost but learning and teaching technology, techniques o f recordings 
and archiving as well as structures o f different communities. In addition, musicians 
recorded by us in different countries performed their music for the firs t time in Berlin 
on invitation o f the Phonogramm-Archiv. Before they came to us they were recorded 
and introduced via TV and radio in their own countries. Creating a network which 
raised the consciousness o f the different countries about the national heritage on the
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one hand, and the appreciation o f traditional non-European music in Germany and 
Europe on the other, determine the mission o f the Berlin Phonogramm-Archiv. This 
w ill be demonstrated by different activities and examples from West New Guinea 
(Irian Jaya), Batak (Sumatra, Indonesia), Sudan, Borneo, Nigeria, Cameron, and Papua 
New Guinea.

Silva, M aria  M anuel, Portugal
Music in  East Timorese Communities in  the Lisbon M etropolitan Area
Musical performance in the East Timorese com m unity in Portugal should be 
understood as a cultural process which is the product of, among other things, a process 
o f migration, the necessity to express an identity, and a means o f political struggle for 
self-determination. The firs t East Timorese in Portugal came as fugitives from war 
and political persecution, arriving in poor condition. In spite o f almost five centuries 
o f contact between East Timor and Portugal, East Timorese migrants had to adapt to 
a new geographic and physical place, to a new society and, although not very often, 
to a new language. Thus, they fe lt the necessity to affirm  their identity, to themselves 
and to others, and music was probably their main expressive process. In this paper, I 
try to identify the main ethnomusicological issues involved and explore how the case 
o f East Timorese in Lisbon relates to the literature dealing w ith the questions o f 
music, migration and identity.

Y I Sora, Korea
M y Relationship w ith  Farm ing Song Communities in  the Yechon D is tric t
There are two farming song groups in the Yechon district, Kyongbuk Province, Korea: 
Tongmyong and Gongcho. Songs from the village o f Tongmyong were designated as 
Important Intangible Cultural Property N2. 84 in 1985 and the Gongcho village songs 
were named Intangible Cultural Property N2. 10 in 1986.

The villages o f Gongcho and Tongmyong are close to each, separated by the river 
Nagdong that flows between them. I visited both villages in the summer o f 1984 to 
write a report comparing the two sets o f farm songs for my office. The songs o f each 
community showed marked differences. In Gongcho, I could keenly feel the fact that 
many good farming song were disappearing from us without any report.

In response, I founded the Preservation Group fo r Farming Songs o f Korea in 
November 1984.1 introduced those two communities in my firs t book, Farm ing Songs 
o f Korea, Book 1 (1985). Starting in 1984,1 did a six years o f convergent fieldwork. 
As o f today, I  have published over 20 books about folksongs.
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industry in shaping the canon of Sephardic songs and its transmission became even
more acute in the second half of the 20th century. In fact, I will argue in this paper, the
survival of the Sephardic song as a living tradition is thoroughly related to, and even
dependent upon its electronic transmission. As the mediated versions also became a
source for the oral traditions, the contemporary performance of Sephardic songs by
insiders cannot be understood without serious consideration of  the impact of
commercial recordings made by outsiders.

Through the study of the Sephardic case, this paper treats some key issues in 20th
century ethnomusicological research: the interplay of mediated and traditional forms
of transmission; the canonization of traditional repertoires and the construction of
mythical narratives about the historical roots of the repertoires; and the revival of
"fading" musical traditions of displaced minorities within the new social and cultural
contexts.

Silva, Domingos Bueno da, Brazil
Reflections on Jijili: An Aruak Resounding Chordphone of Skull
The aim of this paper is to make a reflection on the characteristics and the meaning of
the instrumental musical practice of Kulina people, a linguistic Aruak group, living
in the north of Brazil. This manifestation is classified as spirit songs, some of which
are only played on the Jijiti, a chordophone of a single chord shaped like a hunting
bow, with a length under 30 cm, played with an extremely smooth bamboo stick
lubricated with saliva, which causes friction on the chord and the bow. It does not
have an acoustic resonator as it is held between the teeth to be played, producing a
resonance exclusively for the player, with the external sound being almost
imperceptible. For this reason, it is considered to be a special instrument, adequate
for the communication with the spirits, because is resounds directly "into the head"
and is almost exclusively for the player.

Simon, Artur, Germany
Preserving the Cultural Heritage: A Dialogue between the Berlin Phonogramm-
Archiv and Local Communities
This interrelation comprised not only collecting and conserving music which is today
parlay already lost but learning and teaching technology, techniques of recordings
and archiving as well as structures of different communities. I n  addition, musicians
recorded by us in different countries performed their music for the first time in Berlin
on invitation of the Phonogramm-Archiv. Before they came to us they were recorded
and introduced via TV and radio in their own countries. Creating a network which
raised the consciousness of the different countries about the national heritage on the

one hand, and the appreciation of traditional non-European music in Germany and
Europe on the other, determine the mission of the Berlin Phonogramm-Archiv. This
will be demonstrated by different activities and examples from West New Guinea
(Irian Jaya), Batak (Sumatra, Indonesia), Sudan, Borneo, Nigeria, Cameron, and Papua
New Guinea.

Silva, Maria Manuel, Portugal
Music in East Timorese Communities in the Lisbon Metropolitan Area
Musical performance in the East Timorese community in Portugal should be
understood as a cultural process which is the product of, among other things, a process
of migration, the necessity to express an identity, and a means of political struggle for
self—determination. The fast East Timorese in Portugal came as fugitives from war
and political persecution, arriving in poor condition. In spite of almost five centuries
of contact between East Timor and Portugal, East Timorese migrants had to adapt to
a new geographic and physical place, to a new society and, although not very often,
to a new language. Thus, they felt the necessity to affirm their identity, to themselves
and to others, and music was probably their main expressive process. In this paper, I
try to identify the main ethnomusicological issues involved and explore how the case
of East Timorese in Lisbon relates to the literature dealing with the questions of
music, migration and identity.

YI Sora, Korea
My Relationship with Farming Song Communities in the Yechon District
There are two farming song groups in the Yechon district, Kyongbuk Province, Korea:
Tongmyong and Gongcho. Songs from the village of Tongmyong were designated as
Important Intangible Cultural Property NQ. 84 in 1985 and the Gongcho village songs
were named Intangible Cultural Property NQ. 10 in 1986.

The villages of Gongcho and Tongmyong are close to each, separated by the river
Nagdong that flows between them. I visited both villages in the summer of 1984 to
write a report comparing the two sets of farm songs for my office. The songs of each
community showed marked differences. In Gongcho, I could keenly feel the fact that
many good farming song were disappearing from us without any report.

In response, I  founded the Preservation Group for Farming Songs of  Korea in
November 1984. I introduced those two communities in my first book, Farming Songs
of Korea, Book 1 (1985). Starting in 1984, I did a six years of convergent fieldwork.
As of today, I have published over 20 books about folksongs.
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In 1993, I organized 50 farmers from the Tongmyong group to tour China, playing 
their farming songs in Beijing, Kunming, and Neimonggo, supported by the Institute 
for Cultural Promotion and the Hyondae Company.

On Feb. 2000, the Preservation Group for Farming Songs held our 16th general meeting 
in the new building for farming songs preservation o f Gongcho Community.

Sparling, Heather, and C hris M cDonald, Canada
Intrepretations o f Tradion: Transform ing Gaelic Song in to  C eltic Pop
What transformation does a traditional song undergo in order to become part o f the 
World Music phenomenon? Using a fie ld  recording o f a Scots Gaelic dance song, 
“ Seallaibh Curraigh Eoghainn”  (“ Owen’s Corracle” ), we consider how it is altered 
by two Canadian pop artists from the Gaelic region o f Cape Breton, Nova Scotia: 
The Barra MacNeils and Mary Jane Lamond. Celtic music has recently enjoyed 
considerable popularity in the World Music scene. In the popular mind, the notion o f 
“Celtic culture”  often conjures images o f bagpipes, kilts, knotwork, druids, standing 
stones and Celtic crosses. The Barra MacNeils draw upon the aural equivalents o f these 
images in order to identify to the world market that their musical heritage is Celtic 
whereas Mary Jane Lamond explores a broader range o f contemporary pop styles.

Informed by Heather’s ethnographic work on Canadian Gaelic musical culture, we 
define and contextualize the song genre o f which “ Seallaibh Curraigh Eoghainn”  is 
an example, focusing on issues o f authenticity. Although such a traditional Gaelic 
song may fit the World Music definition o f “ authentic,”  there are issues on a more 
local level, such as the fact that this particular song is not indigenous to Cape Breton 
but was, instead, learned by Lamond and The Barra MacNeils from Scottish singers. 
Moreover, the song genre to which this particular example belongs is not generally 
considered representative o f Gaelic culture by native Gaelic speakers in Cape Breton. 
We discuss how each artist maneuvers through these issues, based on their positions 
w ithin Cape Breton Gaelic culture and the aims o f their recordings.

Drawing on Chris’s specialization in Canadian popular music and musical analysis, 
we consider how each artist utilizes instrumentation, harmony, vocal style, studio 
effects, and rhythmic and melodic variation to represent “ Seallaibh Curraigh Eoghainn” 
in two very different modem recordings. The two representations each serve very 
different cultural needs. Lamond takes a more didactic approach, highlighting the 
lyrics through clarity o f diction and tempo change, thereby using her recording to 
teach listeners about Gaelic culture. Prim arily a folk-country band that only records 
the occasional traditional Gaelic song, the Barra MacNeils use Celtic music stereotypes

such as drones, echo effects, head voice and atmospheric synthesizer pads to create a 
version that is intended more for entertainment.

Bringing the issues o f authenticity and representation together w ithin a framework o f 
cultural context and performance style, we discuss how and why this particular Gaelic 
song is transformed into two different Celtic pop recordings.

Spita ln ik, Daniel, Brazil
Jewish M usic: N arrated Experiences in  B razil
Several considerations concerning musical events can be found in  the Jewish tradition. 
We may find in  this tradition for example commentaries about the importance o f 
singing while praying, descriptions about the holiness o f the shofar (a b ib lica l 
instrument) and instructions related to the performance o f religious singing (chazanut).

Jewish immigrants to Brazil brought w ith them their musical traditions which have 
been preserved and passed to the new generations. In order to study how people o f 
this tradition relate and handle their musical background some interviews were realized. 
The interviews were made w ith two cantors, one professional and one amateur, and 
with two women.

The central interview was w ith a cantor o f the Sephardic synagogue Beit Kehillah. 
Gabriel describes how he began singing, where he learned, how he chooses the 
melodies he uses in the Jewish prayers, the differences and sim ilarities between singing 
in the Shabat and in the other days o f the week, how he bounds him self to halacha 
(Jewish religious law), how he introduces musical innovations, and other interesting 
topics related to musical events.

One o f the other interviews was done w ith Rubens, a very religious person who 
eventually performs chazanut, although not professionally, in another synagogue. 
Two women were also interviewed. M ichelle goes once a week to the Beit Kehillah 
where she attends the rabbi«s lectures while Dalia works as a teacher in a reform 
synagogue.

The men are sepharadim  (families migrated from the M iddle East and North A frica) 
while the women are ashkenazim  (fam ilies migrated from Eastern Europe). The 
interviewees were all bom in the Americas. This work tries to study how the Jewish 
musical traditions are experienced in the Brazilian cultural context.
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In 1993, I organized 50 farmers from the Tongmyong group to tour China, playing
their farming songs in Beijing, Kunming, and Neimonggo, supported by the Institute
for Cultural Promotion and the Hyondae Company.

On Feb. 2000, the Preservation Group for Fanning Songs held our 16th general meeting
in the new building for farming songs preservation of Gongcho Community.

Sparling, Heather, and Chris McDonald, Canada
Intrepretations of Tradion: Transforming Gaelic Song into Celtic Pop
What transformation does a traditional song undergo in order to become part of the
World Music phenomenon? Using a field recording of a Scots Gaelic dance song,
"Seallaibh Curraigh Eoghainn" ("Owen's Corracle"), we consider how it is altered
by two Canadian pop artists from the Gaelic region of Cape Breton, Nova Scotia:
The Barra MacNeils and Mary Jane Lamond. Celtic music has recently enjoyed
considerable popularity in the World Music scene. In the popular mind, the notion of
"Celtic culture" often conjures images of bagpipes, kilts, knotwork, druids, standing
stones and Celtic crosses. The Barra MacNeils draw upon the aural equivalents of these
images in order to identify to the world market that their musical heritage is Celtic
whereas Mary Jane Lamond explores a broader range of contemporary pop styles.

Informed by Heather's ethnographic work on Canadian Gaelic musical culture, we
define and contextualize the song genre of which "Seallaibh Curraigh Eoghainn" is
an example, focusing on issues of authenticity. Although such a traditional Gaelic
song may fit the World Music definition of "authentic," there are issues on a more
local level, such as the fact that this particular song is not indigenous to Cape Breton
but was, instead, learned by Lamond and The Barra MacNeils from Scottish singers.
Moreover, the song genre to which this particular example belongs is not generally
considered representative of Gaelic culture by native Gaelic speakers in Cape Breton.
We discuss how each artist maneuvers through these issues, based on their positions
within Cape Breton Gaelic culture and the aims of their recordings.

Drawing on Chris's specialization in Canadian popular music and musical analysis,
we consider how each artist utilizes instrumentation, harmony, vocal style, studio
effects, and rhythmic and melodic variation to represent "Seallaibh Curraigh Eoghainn"
in two very different modern recordings. The two representations each serve very
different cultural needs. Lamond takes a more didactic approach, highlighting the
lyrics through clarity of diction and tempo change, thereby using her recording to
teach listeners about Gaelic culture. Primarily a folk-country band that only records
the occasional traditional Gaelic song, the Barra MacNeils use Celtic music stereotypes

such as drones, echo effects, head voice and atmospheric synthesizer pads to create a
version that is intended more for entertainment.

Bringing the issues of authenticity and representation together within a framework of
cultural context and performance style, we discuss how and why this particular Gaelic
song is transformed into two different Celtic pop recordings.

Spitalnik, Daniel, Brazil
Jewish Music: Narrated Experiences in Brazil
Several considerations concerning musical events can be found in the Jewish tradition.
We may find in this tradition for example commentaries about the importance of
singing while praying, descriptions about the holiness of the shofar ( a  biblical
instrument) and instructions related to the performance of religious singing (chazanut).

Jewish immigrants to Brazil brought with them their musical traditions which have
been preserved and passed to the new generations. In order to study how people of
this tradition relate and handle their musical background some interviews were realized.
The interviews were made with two cantors, one professional and one amateur, and
with two women.

The central interview was with a cantor of the Sephardic synagogue Beit Kehillah.
Gabriel describes how he began singing, where he learned, how he chooses the
melodies he uses in the Jewish prayers, the differences and similarities between singing
in the Shabat and in the other days of the week, how he bounds himself to halacha
(Jewish religious law), how he introduces musical innovations, and other interesting
topics related to musical events.

One of the other interviews was done with Rubens, a very religious person who
eventually performs chazanut, although not professionally, in another synagogue.
Two women were also interviewed. Michelle goes once a week to the Beit Kehillah
where she attends the rabbi«s lectures while Dalia works as a teacher in a reform
synagogue.

The men are sepharadim (families migrated from the Middle East and North Africa)
while the women are ashkenazim (families migrated from Eastern Europe). The
interviewees were all born in the Americas. This work tries to study how the Jewish
musical traditions are experienced in the Brazilian cultural context.
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Stoeckli, M atthias, Guatemala
L a tin  Chants in  the Guatemalan H ighlands
The performance o f Latin chants from the Catholic mass and office forms a thin 
thread in  contemporary vocal music practice among the indigenous people o f 
Guatemala. Nevertheless, it represents an interesting fie ld  o f research in both its 
historical and its ethnographic dimension. In my paper I w ill concentrate on the latter.

None o f the contexts in which Latin chants are sung today, is anymore related directly 
to the Catholic mass or the course o f the ecclesiastical day. Instead, they are performed 
prim arily at calendar diviners’ rituals, along w ith prayers in the vernacular language, 
at processions in honor o f Catholic saints and at funerals. The singers, who belong to 
one o f several categories o f ritual specialists, perform the Latin chants often in groups 
o f two, reading from old mass books which represent in this respect the same sort o f 
written vehicle for traditions o f spoken texts that can be found in other areas o f the 
indigenous music and dance culture. Some o f the topics I may discuss in my paper 
are the actual performance practice, the interrelationship between written and oral 
tradition, the specific uses and functions o f Latin and indigenous languages and sung 
and spoken words as means o f ritual communication, the particular place the Latin 
chants occupy among the other genres o f vocal music, and their particular role as 
bearer o f cultural memory.

Stojkova, Velika, Macedonia
The Laments from  M ariovo, Republic o f Macedonia
Burial and the funeral rites and customs are among the most archaic traditions in 
human civilization and respond to the deepest and the most prim ordial needs and 
regulations. These are moments whose form has been least altered; they arouse deepest 
sentiments and concealed essences whose roots are deeply engraved in the individual 
and the collective sub-consciousness o f certain peoples.

The fo lk  lament is an especially archaic poetic form  which, as a part o f the cult 
towards the dead, exists in the traditions o f many peoples around the world, where 
the nourishing o f burial rites is deeply preserved. Mariovo is exactly such an area in 
central Macedonia whose natural positioning creates conditions for preserving the 
tradition protected from the numerous external influences that took place on this part 
o f the Balkan Peninsula.

Apart from the analysis o f the laments, the text includes an analysis o f the funeral 
rites and customs, which are carried out in this area even today. Through the deeply 
concealed meaning o f particular moments and acts, we enter the primordial mythic 
essence o f the ancient Macedonians. The form and the melody o f the laments reveal
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fascinating functional aspects o f the subconscious aesthetic creation, even in those 
most desperate moments. The unintentional polyphony, created in an open space, 
penetrates the cultural idioms addressing the ancestors. The sim plicity o f the melody 
and the epic text are contradictory created as a symbol o f the idolatry and the veneration 
that we carry deeply in the roots o f the Slavic nation.

These moments reveal symbiotic traces o f traditional, mythic and utterly intimate 
moments. Moments that, in an ambient picture enriched by the sound that originates 
from sorrow and fear, dives into the deepest, the darkest or, maybe, the most primordial 
thoughts o f our existence.

Sturman, Janet, USA (Organizer)
Panel - C onfronting the Past, Shaping the Future: Ethnomusicology, Technology 
and Traditional M usic
The implications o f changing music technologies and their importance in a ll forms o f 
music production, distribution, and consumption appear increasingly d ifficu lt to ignore 
as ethnomusicology enters a new century. This has become true even for so-called 
traditional musics, where simplistic paradigms that ignore “ technology”  as a form  o f 
cultural pollution or place it in opposition to “ tradition”  no longer give useful insight 
into the complexities o f music and music making (see Lyslo ff and Gay, forthcoming). 
These changes in technologies also challenge ethnomusicologists to reassess our roles, 
both in the past and for the future, concerning technology and traditional musics. The 
two presentations on this panel tackle the subject from different angles. Leslie Gay’s 
presentation, is titled “ Lomax’s saddle recorder and other technological mediations: 
Disclosing technologies in ethnographic representation.”  He asks those o f us engaged 
with field recording to consider the role o f recording and other technologies in shaping 
the way concepts like identity, authority, authenticity, and tradition are understood by 
us and the people we represent. Janet Sturman’s presentation, titled “Electronic delivery 
and music use: W ill new technologies resurrect old values?”  probes the implications 
o f the like ly reconceptualization o f music as a service rather than a product in Internet 
delivery systems. Their presentations w ill be followed w ith a formal response from 
Anthony Seeger and open discussion. The participants in this panel hope to stimulate 
a reassessment o f how audio and other media technologies have shaped, or may shape 
in the future, our notions o f ethnographic research and representation, our obligations 
as ethnomusicologists, and our responsibilities vis-á-vis technology and its use.

Sturman, Janet, USA (Organizer)
Panel - R eturning to the Source: H ispanic M usic from  the Am ericas in  the 
Reconstruction o f C u ltu ra l Iden tity
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Stoeckli, Matthias, Guatemala
Latin Chants in the Guatemalan Highlands
The performance of Latin chants from the Catholic mass and office forms a thin
thread in contemporary vocal music practice among the indigenous people of
Guatemala. Nevertheless, i t  represents an interesting field of  research in both its
historical and its ethnographic dimension. In my paper I will concentrate on the latter.

None of the contexts in which Latin chants are sung today, is anymore related directly
to the Catholic mass or the course of the ecclesiastical day. Instead, they are performed
primarily at calendar diviners' rituals, along with prayers in the vernacular language,
at processions in honor of Catholic saints and at funerals. The singers, who belong to
one of several categories of ritual specialists, perform the Latin chants often in groups
of two, reading from old mass books which represent in this respect the same sort of
written vehicle for traditions of spoken texts that can be found in other areas of the
indigenous music and dance culture. Some of the topics I may discuss in my paper
are the actual performance practice, the interrelationship between written and oral
tradition, the specific uses and functions of Latin and indigenous languages and sung
and spoken words as means of ritual communication, the particular place the Latin
chants occupy among the other genres of vocal music, and their particular role as
bearer of cultural memory.

Stojkova, Velika, Macedonia
The Laments from Mariovo, Republic of Macedonia
Burial and the funeral rites and customs are among the most archaic traditions in
human civilization and respond to the deepest and the most primordial needs and
regulations. These are moments whose form has been least altered; they arouse deepest
sentiments and concealed essences whose roots are deeply engraved in the individual
and the collective sub-consciousness of certain peoples.

The folk lament is an especially archaic poetic form which, as a part of the cult
towards the dead, exists in the traditions of many peoples around the world, where
the nourishing of burial rites is deeply preserved. Mariovo is exactly such an area in
central Macedonia whose natural positioning creates conditions for preserving the
tradition protected from the numerous external influences that took place on this part
of the Balkan Peninsula.

Apart from the analysis of the laments, the text includes an analysis of the funeral
rites and customs, which are carried out in this area even today. Through the deeply
concealed meaning of particular moments and acts, we enter the primordial mythic
essence of the ancient Macedonians. The form and the melody of the laments reveal

fascinating functional aspects of the subconscious aesthetic creation, even in those
most desperate moments. The unintentional polyphony, created in an open space,
penetrates the cultural idioms addressing the ancestors. The simplicity of the melody
and the epic text are contradictory created as a symbol of the idolatry and the veneration
that we carry deeply in the roots of the Slavic nation.

These moments reveal symbiotic traces of traditional, mythic and utterly intimate
moments. Moments that, in an ambient picture enriched by the sound that originates
from sorrow and fear, dives into the deepest, the darkest or, maybe, the most primordial
thoughts of our existence.

Sturman, Janet, USA (Organizer)
Panel - Confronting the Past, Shaping the Future: Ethnomusicology, Technology
and Traditional Music
The implications of changing music technologies and their importance in all forms of
music production, distribution, and consumption appear increasingly difficult to ignore
as ethnomusicology enters a new century. This has become true even for so-called
traditional musics, where simplistic paradigms that ignore "technology" as a form of
cultural pollution or place it in opposition to "tradition" no longer give useful insight
into the complexities of music and music making (see Lysloff and Gay, forthcoming).
These changes in technologies also challenge ethnomusicologists to reassess our roles,
both in the past and for the future, concerning technology and traditional musics. The
two presentations on this panel tackle the subject from different angles. Leslie Gay's
presentation, is titled "Lomax's saddle recorder and other technological mediations:
Disclosing technologies in ethnographic representation." He asks those of us engaged
with field recording to consider the role of recording and other technologies in shaping
the way concepts like identity, authority, authenticity, and tradition are understood by
us and the people we represent. Janet Sturman's presentation, titled "Electronic delivery
and music use: Will new technologies resurrect old values?" probes the implications
of the likely reconceptualization of music as a service rather than a product in Internet
delivery systems. Their presentations will be followed with a formal response from
Anthony Seeger and open discussion. The participants in this panel hope to stimulate
a reassessment of how audio and other media technologies have shaped, or may shape
in the future, our notions of ethnographic research and representation, our obligations
as ethnomusicologists, and our responsibilities vis-a-vis technology and its use.

Sturman, Janet, USA (Organizer)
Panel - Returning to the Source: Hispanic Music from the Americas in the
Reconstruction of Cultural Identity
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In the past decade researchers have devoted new attention to the musical and cultural 
ramifications o f Iberian colonial settlement and migration (c.f. Carol Robertson, ed., 
1992; and Salwa El Shawan Castelo Branco, ed., 1997). However, insufficient attention 
has been paid towards the impact o f the export and circulation o f Hispanic musical 
expressions and the resultant re-appropriation o f these traditions by their source 
cultures (be they Latin American or Iberian). This panel offers three case studies, 
each exploring the nature o f music in the construction o f different domains o f cultural 
identity. Each o f the authors explores various ways that musical activity simultaneously 
embraces and rejects outsider perspectives in the process o f self-identification. In 
every case the United States has provided a crucial middle ground, even if  that role 
was to embody a cultural hegemony later resisted by performers. The firs t panelist, 
Estibaliz Gastesi, looks at the musical activities o f Basque immigrants in Boise Idaho 
and the way inwhich the repertoire and activity o f Boise residents are now being re- 
appropriated by Basque performers and politicians in Europe to serve their nationalist 
goals. The second panelist, Oscar Macchioni, looks at how the Argentine tango was 
welcomed and re-defined in the United States and then examines how this reception 
made possible new views o f the tango in Argentina and abroad. The third panelist, 
Lizary Rodriquez, looks at the migrations adaptations o f the plena, brought to Puerto 
Rico by Spanish colonists and developed as a genre tied to a proud Iberian ancestry. 
The plena later provided a means o f resistance to the encroachment o f musical idioms 
from the United States on Puerto Rican music. Resurgent interest in the plena today 
connects to new political aspiration and the genre’s potential as an identifiably Puerto 
Rican cultural export in the global entertainment market. Janet Sturman, acting as 
panel chair and respondent, w ill introduce concepts that frame the ind ividua l 
presentations and w ill guide a closing discussion between presenters and audience to 
close the session.

Sturm an, Janet, USA
Ind iv idua l Paper - E lectronic Delivery and M usic Use: W ill New Technologies 
Resurrect O ld Values?
Proponents o f on-line distribution o f musical sound have argued that internet options 
provide unparalleled opportunity for musicians and their supporters, including people 
in developing nations, to by-pass the mainstream music industry and deliver music to 
wide audiences at comparatively low cost. In  this regard it  is tempting to compare the 
portending audio revolution to the impact o f audiocassette technology on music 
production and consumption in developing nations. The cassette industry has been 
examined in this manner by Gronow, Malm and W allis, Manuel, Greene, and others. 
Their work may be fru itfu lly  revisited as we struggle to anticipate the impact o f new 
digital options. Conceivably, access to computer digitization and Internet delivery
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w ill eventually permit greater control and choice regarding recording, distribution, 
and reception resulting in new markets and a concomitant flourishing o f new or 
previously ignored musical options.

Radio and cable TV broadcasting offers another model for evaluating such future 
trends and their impact on the reception o f music on a global scale. The difference 
between these existing broadcast models and the recording industry is that content is 
offered more as a service than as a product. The Internet promises to take music 
delivery even more in to  the service realm  as e-marketers explore licensing 
arrangements for instant delivery (Leonhard). Just as notation, then recording, helped 
transform our view o f music as a thing or product to own and circulate, internet 
delivery may w ell return us to a comparatively older view o f music as a service 
connected to specific community needs, settings and experiences. This new (old) 
way o f thinking w ill not take place without parallel development o f portable, wireless 
reception and playback devices made w idely available at low  cost, akin to the 
development and marketing o f budget tape players. The concept o f ownership, even 
if  it doesn’t cease to exist as Sullivan suggests, promises to be different. The user w ill 
not own the music (i.e. the cassette, phonogram, or even the song) just the right to 
access it. Does this renewed view o f music as service rather than product offer any 
potential benefit to musical activities that have been, at best, recognized in  margins 
o f the mainstream recording industry?

An aim o f this presentation is to begin to define and respond to questions that emerge 
from the ways o f thinking that promise to be promoted by Internet development. Our 
experience as ethnomusicologists in observing the impact o f sound technology on 
traditional music over the past century places us in a privileged position. Can we use 
this opportunity to insure more equal representation o f musical values and production? 
What might we contribute to the negotiations that are certain to take place as nations 
re-evaluate and adjust copyright protections? It is my hope that this session w ill lead 
to some concrete direction in such matters.

Sumrongthong, Bussakorn, Thailand 
The K ing and I:  A  Lesson fo r the Future
The musical may function as an important meeting place, a forum for the discussion 
o f cultural value systems including collisions between such systems. In an entertaining 
way it can function as an invitation to cultural dialogue.

Its ancestor, the buffa opera, was bom out o f the need for the illum ination o f cultural 
and social differences. During the late 17th century, however, it  fe ll victim  to gross
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In the past decade researchers have devoted new attention to the musical and cultural
ramifications of Iberian colonial settlement and migration (c.f. Carol Robertson, ed.,
1992; and Salwa El Shawan Castelo Branco, ed., 1997). However, insufficient attention
has been paid towards the impact of the export and circulation of Hispanic musical
expressions and the resultant re-appropriation of these traditions by their source
cultures (be they Latin American or Iberian). This panel offers three case studies,
each exploring the nature of music in the construction of different domains of cultural
identity. Each of the authors explores various ways that musical activity simultaneously
embraces and rejects outsider perspectives in the process of self-identification. In
every case the United States has provided a crucial middle ground, even if that role
was to embody a cultural hegemony later resisted by performers. The first panelist,
Estibaliz Gastesi, looks at the musical activities of Basque immigrants in Boise Idaho
and the way inwhich the repertoire and activity of Boise residents are now being re-
appropriated by Basque performers and politicians in Europe to serve their nationalist
goals. The second panelist, Oscar Macchioni, looks at how the Argentine tango was
welcomed and re-defined in the United States and then examines how this reception
made possible new views of the tango in Argentina and abroad. The third panelist,
Lizary Rodriquez, looks at the migrations adaptations of the plena, brought to Puerto
Rico by Spanish colonists and developed as a genre tied to a proud Iberian ancestry.
The plena later provided a means of resistance to the encroachment of musical idioms
from the United States on Puerto Rican music. Resurgent interest in the plena today
connects to new political aspiration and the genre's potential as an identifiably Puerto
Rican cultural export in the global entertainment market. Janet Sturman, acting as
panel chair and respondent, wi l l  introduce concepts that frame the individual
presentations and will guide a closing discussion between presenters and audience to
close the session.

Sturman, Janet, USA
Individual Paper - Electronic Delivery and Music Use: Will New Technologies
Resurrect Old Values?
Proponents of on-line distribution of musical sound have argued that internet options
provide unparalleled opportunity for musicians and their supporters, including people
in developing nations, to by-pass the mainstream music industry and deliver music to
wide audiences at comparatively low cost. In this regard it is tempting to compare the
portending audio revolution to the impact of audiocassette technology on music
production and consumption in developing nations. The cassette industry has been
examined in this manner by Gronow, Malm and Wallis, Manuel, Greene, and others.
Their work may be fruitfully revisited as we struggle to anticipate the impact of new
digital options. Conceivably, access to computer digitization and Internet delivery

will eventually permit greater control and choice regarding recording, distribution,
and reception resulting in new markets and a concomitant flourishing of new or
previously ignored musical options.

Radio and cable TV broadcasting offers another model for evaluating such future
trends and their impact on the reception of music on a global scale. The difference
between these existing broadcast models and the recording industry is that content is
offered more as a service than as a product. The Internet promises to take music
delivery even more into the service realm as e-marketers explore licensing
arrangements for instant delivery (Leonhard). Just as notation, then recording, helped
transform our view of music as a thing or product to own and circulate, internet
delivery may well return us to a comparatively older view of music as a service
connected to specific community needs, settings and experiences. This new (old)
way of thinking will not take place without parallel development of portable, wireless
reception and playback devices made widely available at low cost, akin to the
development and marketing of budget tape players. The concept of ownership, even
if it doesn't cease to exist as Sullivan suggests, promises to be different. The user will
not own the music (i.e. the cassette, phonogram, or even the song) just the right to
access it. Does this renewed view of music as service rather than product offer any
potential benefit to musical activities that have been, at best, recognized in margins
of the mainstream recording industry?

An aim of this presentation is to begin to define and respond to questions that emerge
from the ways of thinking that promise to be promoted by Internet development. Our
experience as ethnomusicologists in observing the impact of sound technology on
traditional music over the past century places us in a privileged position. Can we use
this opportunity to insure more equal representation of musical values and production?
What might we contribute to the negotiations that are certain to take place as nations
re-evaluate and adjust copyright protections? It is my hope that this session will lead
to some concrete direction in such matters.

Sumrongthong, Bussakorn, Thailand
The King and I: A Lesson for the Future
The musical may function as an important meeting place, a forum for the discussion
of cultural value systems including collisions between such systems. In an entertaining
way it can function as an invitation to cultural dialogue.

Its ancestor, the buffa opera, was born out of the need for the illumination of cultural
and social differences. During the late 17th century, however, it fell victim to gross
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stereotypization. Mozart restored it as a vehicle for debate, a debate that focused on 
human dignity and human rights (F igaro , The M agic Flute). Even the foreigner is 
portrayed w ith empathy and knowledge o f human nature amid cultural conflicts (the 
portrayal o f the Turk in The Abduction from the Serail celebrating the centenary o f 
the liftin g  o f the Siege o f Vienna).This attitude is also characteristic o f the Thai 
traditional music theatre, the Khon and Lakhon performances, like versions o f the 
Ramayana and the Manohra play o f Southern Thailand.

The authors feel that through the different stage and film  versions o f The K ing and /, 
musical theater has relapsed into the old stereotypical characterizations. A fter 100 
years o f ethnology and in the face o f a worldwide system o f information, the pictures 
o f extra-western cultures are s till formed by exotic stereotypes. The understanding o f 
foreign cultural forms is s till measured by eurocentric parameters. Exotic resources 
are raw materials at free disposal for commercial exploitation.

The authors want to examine how The King and I measures up to these trends, and 
how it could be studied as true historic document not about Thailand but about Western 
exoticism. The authors also want to focus on the portrayal o f the oriental ruler in the 
history o f European and oriental literature and musical theatre, examining the 
alternating stereotypes in Europe o f the noble savage and the despotic barbarian in a 
flux between attraction and disgust. The analysis w ill also focus on the play as a true 
picture o f the missionary attitude that gave the right to control the world. Documents 
and critics from the western as well as the eastern side w ill be discussed in the context 
o f the decision in Thailand to ban the work. In this connection the study w ill include 
means o f musical expression and theatrical styles.

TAN, Sooi Beng, Malaysia
B e a u tifie d  C ityscapes and Packaged “ T ra d itio n s :”  C u ltu ra l Change in  
Georgetown in  the 1990s
In response to modernity and globalization, a renewed interest and general revival o f 
“ tradition”  has occurred in the 1990s, especially among a growing middle-class of 
professionals, businessmen, politicians, and educators in Penang. As part o f this 
revival, there has been a move towards restoring old colonial buildings as a record of 
Penang’s history and identity. A  central heritage enclave in old Georgetown has been 
identified. Pamphlets chart a heritage tra il in this enclave. Some o f the old buildings 
have been re-designed as budget hotels, restaurants, souvenir shops, and boutiques.

Performances are held regularly both inside and outside heritage buildings in old 
Georgetown, catering to both local middle class audiences and foreign tourists. This 
study shows that although different forms o f “ traditional”  culture and music are 
presented, many o f them have been recreated using stereotypes employed in other
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parts o f the world. These stereotypes include: spectacles that impress, nostalgia that 
recaptures a “ lost”  past, and pastiche packaging, which gives audiences an “ instant” 
taste o f the various cultures in Georgetown. The paradox is that superficially recreated 
cultures are replacing vibrant liv ing  ones, as people liv ing  and working in these 
buildings are moved to make way for heritage.

TER AU C H I-KU M AD A Naoko, Japan
Okinawan Bon Dance in  Hawai’ i: In terna liza tion  o f Exoticism
Bon odori or bon dance is a Japanese traditional performing art derived from the bon 
festival o f ancestral worship. It is performed all over Japan on July 15 in the lunar 
calendar, but varies from place to place in terms o f style o f dance and music. A  large 
number o f people who emigrated from Japan to countries overseas during the late 
nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries brought bon dance w ith them and have 
performed it outside o f Japan. This presentation w ill focus on bon dance by the 
Okinawan people in  Hawai’ i— where the population o f Japanese (Okinawan) 
immigrant is relatively large— and w ill be analyzed in the aspects o f repertoire, dance 
form , and relationship between generation and direction, using the keyword, 
‘internalization o f exoticism.’

Current Okinawan bon dance in Hawai’ i shows great sim ilarity w ith a style which is 
now performed in the north district o f the main island o f Okinawa: people wearing 
yukata dance to folksongs accompanied by sanshin-lute, a dance in which flu id  hand 
movement is important. A t firs t glance, the song repertoire seems traditional and 
unchanged, but it has actually absorbed various songs from different periods, such as 
recently composed pieces and those delivered by mass media, as well as old folksongs 
transmitted through oral tradition. A  drastic change occurred in the aspect o f dance 
form in 1990s, when the younger generation introduced a more energetic style o f 
dance w ith drum beating added to the original ‘hand movement’ style. The energetic 
style was created and developed in Okinawa in order to live up to the expectations o f 
foreigners, fo r an outsider’s gaze. The introduction o f this drum beating style, which 
is meant to appeal to outsiders, into the bon dance ‘topos,’ which is basically for 
insider Okinawans, can be interpreted as satisfying an exoticism or ‘internalization 
o f exoticism’ o f the Okinawans themselves, especially younger generations who do 
not know their homeland o f Okinawa.

Tewari. Laxm i G., USA 
Indian Music in  the 20th Century
In order to understand current performance and teaching practices, 1 have been 
conducting research on the growth o f Khyal-style vocal traditions in Hindustani
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stereotypization. Mozart restored it as a vehicle for debate, a debate that focused on
human dignity and human rights (Figaro, The Magic Flute). Even the foreigner is
portrayed with empathy and knowledge of human nature amid cultural conflicts (the
portrayal of the Turk in The Abduction from the Serail celebrating the centenary of
the lifting of the Siege of Vienna).This attitude is also characteristic of the Thai
traditional music theatre, the Khon and Lakhon performances, like versions of the
Ramayana and the Manohra play of Southern Thailand.

The authors feel that through the different stage and film versions of The King and 1.
musical theater has relapsed into the old stereotypical characterizations. After 100
years of ethnology and in the face of a worldwide system of information, the pictures
of extra-western cultures are still formed by exotic stereotypes. The understanding of
foreign cultural forms is still measured by eurocentric parameters. Exotic resources
are raw materials at free disposal for commercial exploitation.

The authors want to examine how The King and I measures up to these trends, and
how it could be studied as true historic document not about Thailand but about Western
exoticism. The authors also want to focus on the portrayal of the oriental ruler in the
history of  European and oriental literature and musical theatre, examining the
alternating stereotypes in Europe of the noble savage and the despotic barbarian in a
flux between attraction and disgust. The analysis will also focus on the play as a true
picture of the missionary attitude that gave the right to control the world. Documents
and critics from the western as well as the eastern side will be discussed in the context
of the decision in Thailand to ban the work. In this connection the study will include
means of musical expression and theatrical styles.

TAN, Sooi Beng, Malaysia
Beautified Cityscapes and Packaged "Traditions:" Cultural Change in
Georgetown in the 1990s
In response to modernity and globalization, a renewed interest and general revival of
"tradition" has occurred in the 1990s, especially among a growing middle—class of
professionals, businessmen, politicians, and educators in Penang. As part of  this
revival, there has been a move towards restoring old colonial buildings as a record of
Penang's history and identity. A central heritage enclave in old Georgetown has been
identified. Pamphlets chart a heritage trail in this enclave. Some of the old buildings
have been re—designed as budget hotels, restaurants, souvenir shops, and boutiques.

Performances are held regularly both inside and outside heritage buildings in old
Georgetown, catering to both local middle class audiences and foreign tourists. This
study shows that although different forms of "traditional" culture and music are
presented, many of them have been recreated using stereotypes employed in other

parts of the world. These stereotypes include: spectacles that impress, nostalgia that
recaptures a "lost" past, and pastiche packaging, which gives audiences an "instant"
taste of the various cultures in Georgetown. The paradox is that superficially recreated
cultures are replacing vibrant living ones, as people living and working in these
buildings are moved to make way for heritage.

TERAUCHI-KUMADA Naoko, Japan
Okinawan Bon Dance in Hawai'i: Internalization of Exoticism
Bon odori or bon dance is a Japanese traditional performing art derived from the bon
festival of ancestral worship. It is performed all over Japan on July 15 in the lunar
calendar, but varies from place to place in terms of style of dance and music. A large
number of people who emigrated from Japan to countries overseas during the late
nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries brought bon dance with them and have
performed it outside of Japan. This presentation wil l focus on bon dance by the
Okinawan people in Hawai'i—where the population o f  Japanese (Okinawan)
immigrant is relatively large—and will be analyzed in the aspects of repertoire, dance
form, and relationship between generation and direction, using the keyword,
`internalization of exoticism.'

Current Okinawan bon dance in Hawai'i shows great similarity with a style which is
now performed in the north district of the main island of Okinawa: people wearing
yukata dance to folksongs accompanied by sanshin-lute, a dance in which fluid hand
movement is important. At  first glance, the song repertoire seems traditional and
unchanged, but it has actually absorbed various songs from different periods, such as
recently composed pieces and those delivered by mass media, as well as old folksongs
transmitted through oral tradition. A drastic change occurred in the aspect of dance
form in 1990s, when the younger generation introduced a more energetic style of
dance with drum beating added to the original 'hand movement' style. The energetic
style was created and developed in Okinawa in order to live up to the expectations of
foreigners, for an outsider's gaze. The introduction of this drum beating style, which
is meant to appeal to outsiders, into the bon dance `topos,' which is basically for
insider Okinawans, can be interpreted as satisfying an exoticism or 'internalization
of exoticism' of the Okinawans themselves, especially younger generations who do
not know their homeland of Okinawa.

Tewari, Laxmi G., USA
Indian Music in the 20th Century
In order to understand current performance and teaching practices, 1 have been
conducting research on the growth of Khyal—style vocal traditions in Hindustani
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classical music since India’s independence in 1947. 1 am interviewing three groups 
o f people involved in this music:
1) Singing masters whose names were written in the annals o f Indian classical music 
before independence, vocalists bom after independence, and musicians who provide 
instrumental accompaniment for vocal music.
2.) O fficials o f music-supporting organizations which reputedly are contributing to 
an atmosphere conductive to traditional methods o f teaching and giving support for 
archiving performing arts (in television and radio, businesses and corporations, and 
the central and provincial governments).
3) students currently studying vocal music and administrators o f academic institutions.

Interviews concentrate on pre- and post-independence methods o f musical training 
(,guru-sisya-parampara), vocal styles (gharana), patronage, performance venues, and 
appreciation o f Indian classical music in the society.

These interviews, observations, and my personal experiences as a professor and a 
performer o f Indian classical vocal music w ill be the basis fo r exploration o f the 
follow ing topics:
1. ) Performance venues in temples and private homes o f landlords and royalty versus 
highly publicized national and international public concerts (sangita sammelan) and 
television and radio appearances.
2. ) Performers’ lifestyle in a lim ited geographical area versus a lifestyles w ith national 
and international exposure.
3. ) Guru-shishyar-param para versus institutionalized music education.
4. ) Differences in teaching Easterners versus Westerners.
5. ) Influences o f corporate sponsorship and government politics/bureaucracy. 6 .) 
Modem fusion mania.

A ll these factors have necessitated adjustments and reconstmction o f music and have 
generated both criticism  and applause for musicians. The present research is an effort 
to open up dialogue on changes in Hindustani music and the status o f classical 
musicians in present-day Indian society.

Thram , Diane J., South A frica
Therapeutic E fficacy o f M usic M aking: Neglected Aspect o f Human Experience 
Integra l to Performance Process
This paper presents research into the therapeutic dimension o f performance process 
in general, as evidenced by the therapeutic dimension o f music-making in particular. 
Field research w ith Mhembere Dandanda, a traditional dance troupe from Murewa, 
Zimbabwe, is used as a case study to approach the therapeutic aspect o f music making
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reported by them as an experiential reality. I propose that the therapeutic effect found 
in performance o f music is indicative o f a broad based phenomenon that occurs 
whenever people engage fu lly  in performance, whatever the art form  involved.

Dandanda is an indigenous form  o f ritual dance w ith its own song repertoire and 
distinctive drum and gourd rattle styles. Its performance is the prime vehicle o f 
communication in sacred ceremonies to call ancestral spirits and in secular settings 
to entertain spectators. A t a deeper more personal level, performance o f dandanda 
song and dance communicates w ithin the experience o f its performers in ways that 
have a therapeutic effect on their physical, mental and emotional well-being. Is this 
therapeutic effect common to all musical participation? Various scholars have dealt 
with aspects o f music and healing, often in the realm o f healing for spirit related 
maladies, but what o f the intrinsic, autotelic, therapeutic effect o f music making on 
music makers? W hat are the parameters o f th is phenomenon? Grounded in  
phenomenology and performance theory, this research isolates two essential specific 
behaviors as prerequisite to the therapeutic efficacy o f participation in music-making 
in particular and performance process in general.

Topp-Fargion, Janet, U.K.
L iv in g  A rch ives, C om m ercia lism , and the  In te rn e t: New P roblem s fo r 
Ethnomusicological Sound Archives
This paper w ill explore the interface between the digital era, and the sound archives’ 
fundamental responsibilities to collect, preserve and provide access. It w ill focus on 
specific issues connected w ith ethnomusicological materials.

Digitization has long been recognised as the appropriate strategy for preservation. 
D igital collections are cheaper to store, easier to manage, and allow for increased 
opportunities for access. A t the same time the drive towards digitisation raises issues 
concerning acquisition and access which may change the relationship between archives 
and collectors forever. In particular the paper w ill investigate the effects o f shifting 
archival policies concerning copyright to accommodate the desire to make holdings 
accessible on the Internet.

Torp, Jorgen, Germany
Tangos: Between A frica , Iberia  and L a tin  Am erica
The starting point for this paper is the Argentinean tango at the beginning o f the 20th 
Century. Although it  is different in  sound from the later tango and also from the 
imagined tango de negros o f the 19th Century, this early 20th century tango is the 
bridge for understanding the relationship between the historical sources and the tango
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classical music since India's independence in 1947. 1 am interviewing three groups
of people involved in this music:
1) Singing masters whose names were written in the annals of Indian classical music
before independence, vocalists born after independence, and musicians who provide
instrumental accompaniment for vocal music.
2.) Officials of music-supporting organizations which reputedly are contributing to
an atmosphere conductive to traditional methods of teaching and giving support for
archiving performing arts (in television and radio, businesses and corporations, and
the central and provincial governments).
3) students currently studying vocal music and administrators of academic institutions.

Interviews concentrate on pre— and post—independence methods of musical training
(guru-sisya-parampara), vocal styles (gharana), patronage, performance venues, and
appreciation of Indian classical music in the society.

These interviews, observations, and my personal experiences as a professor and a
performer of Indian classical vocal music will be the basis for exploration of the
following topics:
1.) Performance venues in temples and private homes of landlords and royalty versus
highly publicized national and international public concerts (sangita sammelan) and
television and radio appearances.
2.) Performers' lifestyle in a limited geographical area versus a lifestyles with national
and international exposure.
3.) Guru-shishyar-parampara versus institutionalized music education.
4.) Differences in teaching Easterners versus Westerners.
5.) Influences of corporate sponsorship and government politics/bureaucracy. 6  . )
Modern fusion mania.

All these factors have necessitated adjustments and reconstruction of music and have
generated both criticism and applause for musicians. The present research is an effort
to open up dialogue on changes in Hindustani music and the status of  classical
musicians in present-day Indian society.

Thram, Diane J., South Africa
Therapeutic Efficacy of Music Making: Neglected Aspect of Human Experience
Integral to Performance Process
This paper presents research into the therapeutic dimension of performance process
in general, as evidenced by the therapeutic dimension of music-making in particular.
Field research with Mhembere Dandanda, a traditional dance troupe from Murewa,
Zimbabwe, is used as a case study to approach the therapeutic aspect of music making

reported by them as an experiential reality. I propose that the therapeutic effect found
in performance of music is indicative of a broad based phenomenon that occurs
whenever people engage fully in performance, whatever the art form involved.

Dandanda is an indigenous form of ritual dance with its own song repertoire and
distinctive drum and gourd rattle styles. Its performance is the prime vehicle of
communication in sacred ceremonies to call ancestral spirits and in secular settings
to entertain spectators. At a deeper more personal level, performance of dandanda
song and dance communicates within the experience of its performers in ways that
have a therapeutic effect on their physical, mental and emotional well-being. Is this
therapeutic effect common to all musical participation? Various scholars have dealt
with aspects of music and healing, often in the realm of healing for spirit related
maladies, but what of the intrinsic, autotelic, therapeutic effect of music making on
music makers? What are the parameters o f  this phenomenon? Grounded in
phenomenology and performance theory, this research isolates two essential specific
behaviors as prerequisite to the therapeutic efficacy of participation in music-making
in particular and performance process in general.

Topp-Fargion, Janet, U.K.
Living Archives, Commercialism, and the Internet: New Problems for
Ethnomusicological Sound Archives
This paper will explore the interface between the digital era, and the sound archives'
fundamental responsibilities to collect, preserve and provide access. It will focus on
specific issues connected with ethnomusicological materials.

Digitization has long been recognised as the appropriate strategy for preservation.
Digital collections are cheaper to store, easier to manage, and allow for increased
opportunities for access. At the same time the drive towards digitisation raises issues
concerning acquisition and access which may change the relationship between archives
and collectors forever. In particular the paper will investigate the effects of shifting
archival policies concerning copyright to accommodate the desire to make holdings
accessible on the Internet.

Torp, Jurgen, Germany
Tangos: Between Africa, Iberia and Latin America
The starting point for this paper is the Argentinean tango at the beginning of the 20th
Century. Although it is different in sound from the later tango and also from the
imagined tango de negros of the 19th Century, this early 20th century tango is the
bridge for understanding the relationship between the historical sources and the tango
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known today. It is not commonly known that the term tango was not especially used 
for the tango o f the La Plata states (Argentina and Uruguay), but rather spread along 
the coastal centers o f Latin America and the Iberian Peninsula. The probability o f an 
African origin o f the term tango was mentioned various times in tango literature and 
it is no surprise that in the early 19th century it was exclusively used for activities o f 
black people. Therefore, to put tango into the wider complex o f A tlantic history is 
not an abstract generalization, but a valid reason for comparison. This raises the 
general question o f whether it is adequate to search only fo r regional sources or 
rather to understand tango as a unity o f different places, even from different continents 
(as strongly supported here). But in most regional or national studies a connection o f 
the tangos o f different places is neglected. This is understandable considering the 
different sound-shapes o f the 20th century, but it  hinders a broader understanding o f 
the tango’s common historical sources from  the 19th century and earlier. Coming 
back to the Argentinean tango o f today, it  is useful to research tango as a single 
tradition. But considering the historical sources and the origin o f tango, the lim its o f 
regional and national historical research have often worked against shedding insight 
on (otherwise almost self-evident) intercontinental connections across the Atlantic 
hemisphere.

TRAN Quang H ai, France
Overtones vs. Undertones: A  Case o f Throat Singing in  Tuva Kargyraa style 
and Xhosa Umngqokolo Ngomqangi Style
The discovery o f Tuva Throat Singing Khoomei and Xhosa Overtone Singing during 
the 80s threw a new light on the research o f overtones. Acousticians, phoniatricians, 
composers, and ethnomusicologists from the world over have published many articles 
on acoustical and physiological aspects o f throat singing.

A fter 30 years’ research on overtones, I have turned towards undertones and have 
discovered that the phenomenon o f singing undertones existed and was practiced by 
Tuvan and Xhosa singers. Dr. Yamada Masashi from Japan, Dr. Leonardo Fuchs 
from Brazil, Dr. Michele Castellengo and I  from France, have carried out the research 
on undertones. W ith the experiments controlled by the Sonagraph and the naso- 
fibroscopy, I  have succeeded in understanding the mechanism o f production o f 
undertones. It is possible to sing one octave lower than the fundamental (f°/2), one 
octave and a fifth  lower than the fundamental (f73), and two octaves lower than the 
fundamental (f°/4).

This paper w ill present the firs t results o f my research on overtones and undertones 
in Tuva and Xhosa throat singing, and the possibility o f combining overtones and 
undertones simultaneously by the same singer during the performance. Some live
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demonstrations w ill be shown during the presentation w ith direct spectral analyses 
from the computer.

Travassos, E lizabeth, Brazil
From  “ partic ipan t artists”  to the “ rooted youth” : C u ltu ra l Movements and Folk 
Music in  B razil
Representations o f “ popular”  and “ fo lk ”  music have played an important role in 
Brazilian cultural movements since modernism in the 1920s. Since then, the national- 
popular trend has constituted an alternative both in the politics and in the arts. The 
latest outbreak in the interest fo r the “people’s music”  gave rise to a number o f groups 
whose performances and CDs feature fo lk  repertoires. The “ rooted youth”  that takes 
part in those groups (the label -  given by the daily press -  refers to their commitment 
to the searching for the Brazilian cultural “ roots” ) appears as an enigma, for its members 
are generally middle class students and artists. This paper is an ethnomusicological 
analysis o f the musical performances o f the “ rooted youth” . I  compare them w ith the 
politically engaged performances and songs from the 1960s, particularly the ones 
sponsored by the Centro Popular de Cultura (linked to the União Nacional dos 
Estudantes) and the Grupo Opinião. I focus on the different answers given to the 
problem o f representing the “ people’s music”  through musical performances. In  their 
own way, the students and artists involved deal w ith some basic ethomusicological 
and sociological issues: the relationship between social stratification and cultural 
alterity, musical taste and social class, as well as w ith the m ultiple and continuous 
appropriations o f the various cultural expressions by different social groups.

Tsan Huang Tsai, U .K .
O ld Methods, New Approaches: Reexamining the M ateria l C ulture o f M usical 
Instrum ents: The Case o f the G uqin  Chinese Seven-String Z ithe r
In Anthropology o f M usic, Merriam suggests that ethnomusicologists should consider 
material culture as one o f our studied fields. Indeed, using archaeological evidence to 
re-construct indigenous music history and provide ethnographical accounts to 
understand indigenous classification have become most important approaches toward 
the study o f non-Western musical instruments.

Focusing on an anthropological approach, this paper bridges the research on musical 
instruments w ithin the contemporary debates and issues on material culture, w ith a 
specific case study o f the guqin, a Chinese seven-stringed zither.

Three strategies are given to illustrate this ongoing project. First, it is a metaphorical 
instrument. This paper not only shows the guqin is embodied w ith symbolism but
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known today. It is not commonly known that the term tango was not especially used
for the tango of the La Plata states (Argentina and Uruguay), but rather spread along
the coastal centers of Latin America and the Iberian Peninsula. The probability of an
African origin of the term tango was mentioned various times in tango literature and
it is no surprise that in the early 19th century it was exclusively used for activities of
black people. Therefore, to put tango into the wider complex of Atlantic history is
not an abstract generalization, but a valid reason for comparison. This raises the
general question of whether it is adequate to search only for regional sources or
rather to understand tango as a unity of different places, even from different continents
(as strongly supported here). But in most regional or national studies a connection of
the tangos of different places is neglected. This is understandable considering the
different sound—shapes of the 20th century, but it hinders a broader understanding of
the tango's common historical sources from the 19th century and earlier. Coming
back to the Argentinean tango of today, i t  is useful to research tango as a single
tradition. But considering the historical sources and the origin of tango, the limits of
regional and national historical research have often worked against shedding insight
on (otherwise almost self—evident) intercontinental connections across the Atlantic
hemisphere.

TRAN Quang Hai, France
Overtones vs. Undertones: A Case of Throat Singing in Tuva Kargyraa style
and Xhosa Umngqokolo Ngomqangi Style
The discovery of Tuva Throat Singing Khoomei and Xhosa Overtone Singing during
the 80s threw a new light on the research of overtones. Acousticians, phoniatricians,
composers, and ethnomusicologists from the world over have published many articles
on acoustical and physiological aspects of throat singing.

After 30 years' research on overtones, I  have turned towards undertones and have
discovered that the phenomenon of singing undertones existed and was practiced by
Tuvan and Xhosa singers. Dr. Yamada Masashi from Japan, Dr. Leonardo Fuchs
from Brazil, Dr. Michele Castellengo and I from France, have carried out the research
on undertones. With the experiments controlled by the Sonagraph and the naso—
fibroscopy, I  have succeeded in understanding the mechanism of production of
undertones. It is possible to sing one octave lower than the fundamental (r/2), one
octave and a fifth lower than the fundamental (if/3), and two octaves lower than the
fundamental (r14).

This paper will present the first results of my research on overtones and undertones
in Tuva and Xhosa throat singing, and the possibility of combining overtones and
undertones simultaneously by the same singer during the performance. Some live

demonstrations will be shown during the presentation with direct spectral analyses
from the computer.

Travassos, Elizabeth, Brazil
From "participant artists" to the "rooted youth": Cultural Movements and Folk
Music in Brazil
Representations of "popular" and "folk" music have played an important role in
Brazilian cultural movements since modernism in the 1920s. Since then, the national-
popular trend has constituted an alternative both in the politics and in the arts. The
latest outbreak in the interest for the "people's music" gave rise to a number of groups
whose performances and CDs feature folk repertoires. The "rooted youth" that takes
part in those groups (the label — given by the daily press — refers to their commitment
to the searching for the Brazilian cultural "roots") appears as an enigma, for its members
are generally middle class students and artists. This paper is an ethnomusicological
analysis of the musical performances of the "rooted youth". I compare them with the
politically engaged performances and songs from the 1960s, particularly the ones
sponsored by the Centro Popular de Cultura (linked to the Uniao Nacional dos
Estudantes) and the Grupo OpiniAo. I  focus on the different answers given to the
problem of representing the "people's music" through musical performances. In their
own way, the students and artists involved deal with some basic ethomusicological
and sociological issues: the relationship between social stratification and cultural
alterity, musical taste and social class, as well as with the multiple and continuous
appropriations of the various cultural expressions by different social groups.

Than Huang Thai, U.K.
Old Methods, New Approaches: Reexamining the Material Culture of Musical
Instruments: The Case of the Guqin Chinese Seven—String Zither
In Anthropology of Music, Merriam suggests that ethnomusicologists should consider
material culture as one of our studied fields. Indeed, using archaeological evidence to
re-construct indigenous music history and provide ethnographical accounts to
understand indigenous classification have become most important approaches toward
the study of non-Western musical instruments.
Focusing on an anthropological approach, this paper bridges the research on musical
instruments within the contemporary debates and issues on material culture, with a
specific case study of the guqin, a Chinese seven-stringed zither.
Three strategies are given to illustrate this ongoing project. First, it is a metaphorical
instrument. This paper not only shows the guqin is embodied with symbolism but
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also examines how those symbolic meanings make sense to both the ancient elite and 
the modem musician. Instead o f looking for meanings behind the symbolism, the 
approach o f studying “ metaphor”  helps us to understand the signification behind the 
symbolism and the reasons for being that. Second, it is a biographical instrument: 
here a useful strategy, for instance, is asking musicians about their engagements w ith 
the guqin rather than their personal history, for w riting biographies o f the guqin players. 
Third, the social life  o f instrument: following the life  history, the exchange processes of 
the guqin in different stages in order to know the various meanings of the instrument for the 
manufacturers, players and museum collectors. Moreover, it w ill be useful in criticizing the 
dichotomy o f g ift and commodity in anthropological study as well as the commoditization 
of musical performance in ethnomusicological research. A t the turn o f the Millennium, 
ethnomusicologists should look for a new grand theory and method. However, it may also 
be Important to look back and re-examine or develop the one we have.

TSUKADA Kenichi, Japan
H igh life  in  the Royal D rum  Ensemble: A  T rad ition  ‘Popularized’ in  Postcolonial 
Ghana
The process o f innovation in traditional genres o f music w ith popular musical idioms 
involves various socio-political factors, such as an upsurge o f developmental ideology, 
censorship by po litica l authorities, and change o f the populace’s perceptions. In 
postcolonial A frica, the rehabilitation o f traditional values o f music, the change of 
educational system, and the development o f mass media also play an important role 
in this transformative process?# tradition.

In the early 1970s, the style o f “ highlife,”  a Ghanaian popular music, was introduced 
into the traditional royal drum ensemble fontom from  among the Fanti o f Ghana. This 
introduction was firs t brought by a single agent educated in African and Western 
music. It was spread through cultural festivals to promote musical traditions, and was 
developed by newly-formed perform ing groups who gave staged performance to 
contribute to the creation o f a sense o f national identity. This new style o ffontom from , 
however, produced different reactions from distinct social sectors, such as a protest 
from the Fanti paramount chief, support from royal musicians and favorable audience 
response. It has now become the most popular repertoire o f fontom from  music among 
the Fanti. The whole process o f social acceptance o f this new style as part o f their 
tradition thus operates at the complex intersection o f postcolonial history, politics 
and musical development.

This paper w ill examine cultural process o f this successful innovation o f the royal 
tradition particu la rly in the fo llow ing  terms: 1) the influence o f postcolonial
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developmental ideology upon royal musicians; 2) the social background in which the 
traditional authorities fina lly  accepted the innovation; 3) the interaction between 
newly-created fo lklo ric groups and traditional musicians; and 4) the impact o f mass 
media on the musical perceptions o f the populace. It w ill also highlight the important 
function o f educational principles introduced along w ith the upsurge o f nationalist 
sentiment after independence.

Ttogny, Rosangela Pereira de, Brazil
Memory and the Tape-Recorder: Kanarm á in  Belo Horizonte
The phonographic record has been fo llo w in g  the everyday practices o f 
ethnomusicology ever since its appearance. Used as a means o f ‘preservation’ o f 
memory o f oral traditional cultures, a material support fo r musical analysis and 
determination o f structures, or as a means o f diffusion o f information about unknown 
cultures, recording practices today carry out yet another function which is proper to 
contemporary urban cultures: that o f generating mercantile cultural products. In this 
way, the ethnomusicologist runs the risk o f becoming the agent o f a process o f crossing, 
piling, and exchange o f information from groups which are economically excluded 
from urban centers. The results could be overwhelming, just as they are for the practices 
of interpretation and representation o f written traditional musical repertoire, where 
sound engineers determine their homogenizing and hygienist aesthetic.

The indigenous music sound recordings carried out in Brazil, and in a ll South America, 
were the object o f just one process o f cataloguing, done by Jean-Michel Baudet in 
1982, which covered the produced discography. Nowadays, when various Brazilian 
indigenous peoples travel through distant villages recovering fragments o f forgotten 
languages and revisiting rituals that are no longer practiced, the accomplishment o f a 
systematic cataloguing o f sound archives, from different supports and origins (the 
best known sources are from 1912), leads us to review some concepts: what is memory? 
What’s the function o f the tape recorder as an agent that creates situations, and not 
only as a passive receiver o f stable situations?

This paper intends to report the participation o f Kanarmá, an Indian flu tis t from 
W aiwai, liv in g  in  Mapuera, Pará, B ra z il, at the Encontro Internacional de 
Etnomusicologia, held at the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais on October 2000. 
During a week, the attentive participants could observe a solitary Kanarmá sitting in  
front o f a garden at the School o f Music, taking one o f different flutes out o f his 
pocket and playing it. When he was invited to speak about the sacred sounds and 
rituals at one o f the sections, along w ith other Indian musicians and researchers, 
Kanarmá preferred to play, even though he was accompanied his translator, Riael

also examines how those symbolic meanings make sense to both the ancient elite and
the modern musician. Instead of looking for meanings behind the symbolism, the
approach of studying "metaphor" helps us to understand the signification behind the
symbolism and the reasons for being that. Second, it is a biographical instrument:
here a useful strategy, for instance, is asking musicians about their engagements with
the guqin rather than their personal history, for writing biographies of the guqin players.
Third, the social life of instrument: following the life history, the exchange processes of
the guqin in different stages in order to know the various meanings of the instrument for the
manufacturers, players and museum collectors. Moreover, it will be useful in criticizing the
dichotomy of gift and commodity in anthropological study as well as the commoditization
of musical performance in ethnomusicological research. A t  the turn of the Millennium,
ethnomusicologists should look for a new grand theory and method. However, it may also
be Important to look back and re-examine or develop the one we have.

TSUKADA Kenichi, Japan
Highlife in the Royal Drum Ensemble: A Tradition 'Popularized' in Postcolonial
Ghana
The process of innovation in traditional genres of music with popular musical idioms
involves various socio—political factors, such as an upsurge of developmental ideology,
censorship by political authorities, and change of the populace's perceptions. In
postcolonial Africa, the rehabilitation of traditional values of music, the change of
educational system, and the development of mass media also play an important role
in this transformative processtf tradition.

In the early 1970s, the style of "highlife," a Ghanaian popular music, was introduced
into the traditional royal drum ensemble fontomfrom among the Fanti of Ghana. This
introduction was first brought by a single agent educated in African and Western
music. It was spread through cultural festivals to promote musical traditions, and was
developed by newly-formed performing groups who gave staged performance to
contribute to the creation of a sense of national identity. This new style of fontomfrom,
however, produced different reactions from distinct social sectors, such as a protest
from the Fanti paramount chief, support from royal musicians and favorable audience
response. It has now become the most popular repertoire of fontomfrom music among
the Fanti. The whole process of social acceptance of this new style as part of their
tradition thus operates at the complex intersection of postcolonial history, politics
and musical development.

This paper will examine cultural process of this successful innovation of the royal
tradition particularly in the following terms: 1) the influence o f  postcolonial

developmental ideology upon royal musicians; 2) the social background in which the
traditional authorities finally accepted the innovation; 3) the interaction between
newly—created folkloric groups and traditional musicians; and 4) the impact of mass
media on the musical perceptions of the populace. It will also highlight the important
function of educational principles introduced along with the upsurge of nationalist
sentiment after independence.

Tugny, Rosangela Pereira de, Brazil
Memory and the Tape-Recorder: ICanarma in Belo Horizonte
The phonographic record has been fol lowing the everyday practices o f
ethnomusicology ever since its appearance. Used as a means of 'preservation' o f
memory of oral traditional cultures, a material support for musical analysis and
determination of structures, or as a means of diffusion of information about unknown
cultures, recording practices today carry out yet another function which is proper to
contemporary urban cultures: that of generating mercantile cultural products. In this
way, the ethnomusicologist runs the risk of becoming the agent of a process of crossing,
piling, and exchange of information from groups which are economically excluded
from urban centers. The results could be overwhelming, just as they are for the practices
of interpretation and representation of written traditional musical repertoire, where
sound engineers determine their homogenizing and hygienist aesthetic.

The indigenous music sound recordings carried out in Brazil, and in all South America,
were the object of just one process of cataloguing, done by Jean-Michel Baudet in
1982, which covered the produced discography. Nowadays, when various Brazilian
indigenous peoples travel through distant villages recovering fragments of forgotten
languages and revisiting rituals that are no longer practiced, the accomplishment of a
systematic cataloguing of sound archives, from different supports and origins (the
best known sources are from 1912), leads us to review some concepts: what is memory?
What's the function of the tape recorder as an agent that creates situations, and not
only as a passive receiver of stable situations?

This paper intends to report the participation of Kananna, an Indian flutist from
Waiwai, l iving in Mapuera, Pari, Brazil, at the Encontro Internacional de
Etnomusicologia, held at the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais on October 2000.
During a week, the attentive participants could observe a solitary Kanarma sitting in
front of a garden at the School of Music, taking one of different flutes out of his
pocket and playing it. When he was invited to speak about the sacred sounds and
rituals at one of the sections, along with other Indian musicians and researchers,
Kananna preferred to play, even though he was accompanied his translator, Riael
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Waiwai. He had the lights turned off, for he was accustomed to playing songs in  the 
forest’s darkness. Suddenly, he started to dance and to sing more and more songs, 
which were just as new for Riael as they were for the audience. On the day after, an 
unexpected recording session, suggested by Kanarmá himself, was carried out at the 
ethnomusicology laboratory. He told and sang tales that have been kept dormant since 
the late 1950s, when the Waiwai substituted part o f their rituals for evangelical cults.

Tsuzuki, Elza Hatsum i, Brazil
The Course o f the Noh Theatre in  B razil
The purpose o f this project is to report the course o f the Noh Theater, one o f Japan’s 
oldest and sophisticated artistic manifestations, in Brazil. The follow ing topics w ill 
be discussed:
a) A  brief history o f Japanese immigration to Brazil.
To emphasize Noh’s history, only relevant facts and data w ill be shown. For instance: 
the start o f the immigration to coffee farms in S<o Paulo State (1908), the formation 
o f an intellectual-cultural community in the city o f S<o Paulo and its outskirts, and 
the creation o f Japanese-Brazilian institutions, among others.
b) Hakuyokai Troupe.
Noh’s history in Brazil cannot be traced without mentioning the Hakuyokai Troupe 
(.Haku— Brazil; Yo— Noh music; K ai— group or association). Formed in 1939, it  was 
essential fo r the establishment o f the Noh’s Theater in Brazil. The troupe’s history, 
its activities as well as its main works until today w ill be discussed.
c) Other troupes.
In this topic I w ill discuss other isolated troupes that basically play Noh’s music in 
S<o Paulo and neighboring cities. I w ill emphasize that they are a ll— including the 
Hakuyokai Troupe— from either the Hosho or Kanze Schools.
d) Plays inspired by Noh Theater.
In the beginning, during the 60’s, the plays were basically translated into Portuguese 
and performed roughly according to scenic and musical rules o f Noh. By the end of 
the 70’s, plays inspired by Noh started to be performed. Musical and scenic studies 
made to perform these plays w ill be discussed here.
e) Transmission o f Noh Theater: difficulties and possibilities.
The disappearance o f instructors (most o f whom were already performing in Japan), 
the decreasing number o f performers due to the non-replacement by new members, 
and other facts that endanger the continuity o f Noh w ill be analyzed.

On the other hand, a great interest in knowing this art is being clearly shown by the 
non-Japanese artistic class, through their massive presence in  workshops organized 
by actors and musicians from Japan. Effectively, there is a troupe that introduces 
different aspects o f Noh in its plays.
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Vatin, Xavier, France
Music, Trance, and Religion in  Bahia: The ‘Nations’ o f Candom blé Examined in  
a Comparative Perspective
Candomblé is the term commonly used in the state o f Bahia, in northeast Brazil, to 
refer to religious groups w ith ritual practices originating from Africa. These groups, 
divided into “ nations,”  have a be lie f system based on deities called santos in 
Portuguese, orixás in Yoruba, voduns in Fon or inquices (from the Bantu word nkisi), 
and rituals involving possession trances.

Until now, studies on candomblé, its rituals and its music were monographs, mostly 
regarding the Ketu “ nation” , o f Yoruba origin. Since 1992, 1 have been undertaking 
a comparative study o f the four principal “ nations”  o f candomblé existing in the State 
o f Bahia. This comparison concerned:
-  The deities that compose each pantheon: their names, their characteristics and the 
effects o f the “ double syncretism,”  i.e., the “ A fro-A frican”  syncretism and the A fro- 
Catholic syncretism.
-  The relations o f music and possession, offering a great diversity from one “ nation”  
to the other (musical attitude oft he initiate, musical way o f inducing possession...).
-  The musical repertoire o f each deity w ithin the ritual ceremonies: linguistic aspect, 
melodic structure and rhythmic organization.

Many former studies claim that the influences on these “ nations”  unilaterally originated 
from the Yoruba tradition. During my fieldwork, it appeared that a significant number 
of reciprocal influences could be found between these “ nations,”  thus demonstrating 
a continuous interaction.

This comparative study should be extended to other Afro-Brazilian religions (including 
umbanda, a more syncretic cult mostly present in  southeast B razil) and to other 
religious systems in which music and mystical experience play an essential role. We 
w ill approach popular Catholicism and especially Protestantism with its numerous 
dogmatic trends: all o f them belong to a so-called “ religious market,”  w ithin which the 
individual moves without any prejudice, according to his spiritual necessities. The study 
of music and its relations with the mystical experience in this Brazilian religious context 
should reveal the structural affin ity o f cults that might seem totally opposed.

Veghed, Asa, Sweden
The Case o f the Samba School in  Sweden
In 1999, I conducted four months o f research regarding samba in Rio de Janeiro. 1 
noticed that many people in Brazil have a great interest in and curiosity about samba 
schools outside o f Brazil. I recently returned to Brazil to attend an ethnomusicology
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Waiwai. He had the lights turned off, for he was accustomed to playing songs in the
forest's darkness. Suddenly, he started to dance and to sing more and more songs,
which were just as new for Riael as they were for the audience. On the day after, an
unexpected recording session, suggested by Kanarma himself, was carried out at the
ethnomusicology laboratory. He told and sang tales that have been kept dormant since
the late 1950s, when the Waiwi substituted part of their rituals for evangelical cults.

Tsuzuki, Elza Hatsumi, Brazil
The Course of the Noh Theatre in Brazil
The purpose of this project is to report the course of the Noh Theater, one of Japan's
oldest and sophisticated artistic manifestations, in Brazil. The following topics will
be discussed:
a) A brief history of Japanese immigration to Brazil.
To emphasize Noh's history, only relevant facts and data will be shown. For instance:
the start of the immigration to coffee farms in S<o Paulo State (1908), the formation
of an intellectual-cultural community in the city of S<o Paulo and its outskirts, and
the creation of Japanese-Brazilian institutions, among others.
b) Hakuyokai Troupe.
Noh's history in Brazil cannot be traced without mentioning the Hakuyokai Troupe
(Haku—Brazil; Yo—Noh music; Kai—group or association). Formed in 1939, it was
essential for the establishment of the Noh's Theater in Brazil. The troupe's history,
its activities as well as its main works until today will be discussed.
c) Other troupes.
In this topic I will discuss other isolated troupes that basically play Noh's music in
S<o Paulo and neighboring cities. I  will emphasize that they are all—including the
Hakuyokai Troupe—from either the Hosho or Kanze Schools.
d) Plays inspired by Noh Theater.
In the beginning, during the 60's, the plays were basically translated into Portuguese
and performed roughly according to scenic and musical rules of Noh. By the end of
the 70's, plays inspired by Noh started to be performed. Musical and scenic studies
made to perform these plays will be discussed here.
e) Transmission of Noh Theater: difficulties and possibilities.
The disappearance of instructors (most of whom were already performing in Japan),
the decreasing number of performers due to the non-replacement by new members,
and other facts that endanger the continuity of Noh will be analyzed.

On the other hand, a great interest in knowing this art is being clearly shown by the
non-Japanese artistic class, through their massive presence in workshops organized
by actors and musicians from Japan. Effectively, there is a troupe that introduces
different aspects of Noh in its plays.

Vatin, Xavier, France
Music, Trance, and Religion in Bahia: The 'Nations' of Candombld Examined in
a Comparative Perspective
CandombM is the term commonly used in the state of Bahia, in northeast Brazil, to
refer to religious groups with ritual practices originating from Africa. These groups,
divided into "nations," have a belief system based on deities called santos in
Portuguese, orixds in Yoruba, voduns in Fon or inquices (from the Bantu word nkisi),
and rituals involving possession trances.

Until now, studies on candombld, its rituals and its music were monographs, mostly
regarding the Ketu "nation", of Yoruba origin. Since 1992, 1 have been undertaking
a comparative study of the four principal "nations" of candombM existing in the State
of Bahia. This comparison concerned:
-  The deities that compose each pantheon: their names, their characteristics and the
effects of the "double syncretism," i.e., the "Afro-African" syncretism and the Afro-
Catholic syncretism.
-  The relations of music and possession, offering a great diversity from one "nation"
to the other (musical attitude oft he initiate, musical way of inducing possession...).
-  The musical repertoire of each deity within the ritual ceremonies: linguistic aspect,
melodic structure and rhythmic organization.

Many former studies claim that the influences on these "nations" unilaterally originated
from the Yoruba tradition. During my fieldwork, it appeared that a significant number
of reciprocal influences could be found between these "nations," thus demonstrating
a continuous interaction.

This comparative study should be extended to other Afro-Brazilian religions (including
umbanda, a more syncretic cult mostly present in southeast Brazil) and to other
religious systems in which music and mystical experience play an essential role. We
will approach popular Catholicism and especially Protestantism with its numerous
dogmatic trends: all of them belong to a so-called "religious market," within which the
individual moves without any prejudice, according to his spiritual necessities. The study
of music and its relations with the mystical experience in this Brazilian religious context
should reveal the structural affinity of cults that might seem totally opposed.

Veghed, Asa, Sweden
The Case of the Samba School in Sweden
In 1999, I conducted four months of research regarding samba in Rio de Janeiro. I
noticed that many people in Brazil have a great interest in and curiosity about samba
schools outside of Brazil. I recently returned to Brazil to attend an ethnomusicology



conference in Belo Horizonte and was encouraged to present my research about a 
samba school in Sweden.

As the concept o f globalization has become important in  ethnomusicology, a samba 
school in Sweden is an interesting issue. I w ill present an empirical study about the 
Swedish samba school “ A  bunda”  in Gothenburg.

This paper addresses the follow ing questions: Why does a samba school in Sweden 
exist? As the participants are mainly from Sweden, why do they want to play samba? 
What feeling o f identity does the involvement in  samba give the participants? How 
and where did they learn to play samba? How does a Swedish samba school function 
as a common meeting point for people from various cultures?

Venot, Laurent M ., France
The Relationships Between F ilm m aker and Communities
For more than ten years I have been making fdms w ith ethnomusicologists. We have 
completed several film  projects in Africa, Asia and Europe. The collaboration and 
work for most o f these film s could only have been carried out w ith the unique links 
that ethnomusicologists are privileged to have w ith the communities that they are 
working on. Our working relations have transformed themselves little  by little  into 
more personal relationships beyond the product o f a film .

The role o f the filmmaker is always delicate as far as firs t contacts w ith a community 
are concerned. You have to convince people that a “ scientific”  film  is different from 
other kinds o f film s. The aim o f this not-for-profit branch o f cinema is to bring together 
and show cultural differences in order to understand them better, and not to cater to 
an audience’s desire for the exotic.

Let me take three o f my film s as an example: “ Kirtana, the M ystic Heart o f Bengal,” 
film ed in India; “ A ll is Counted but Nobody Counts,”  recorded in France; and “ From 
the Tree to the Xylophone,”  film ed in the Central African Republic. It is interesting 
to note how the theme dealt w ith in a film  determines the types o f relations between 
the filmmaker and the community, whose links can go beyond the actual film .

For “ Kirtana, the Mystic Heart o f Bengal,”  everything took place as i f  on a movie 
set. The famous musicians and dancers came to demonstrate their art. They put on 
their costumes, we set up the shots, the microphones and the lighting. It was a very 
cinematically-oriented relationship.
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When we made “ A ll is Counted but Nobody Counts,”  a drum ensemble played a 
particular piece extremely slowly in order to show the position taken by each player 
according to the precise and rigorous rhythm necessitated by the fact that the music 
stemmed from a pure oral tradition. The d ifficu lty  o f the performance and the necessity 
for numerous retakes created an interesting relationship.

In the making o f “ From the Tree to the Xylophone,”  it  took several months to film  the 
fabrication o f a set o f xylophones. During this time we became so integrated into the 
community that I became the instrument maker’s “ adopted son.”

W allaszkovits, Nadja, Austria
Ind iv idua l Paper - A u d io  V isu a l Sources in  D anger— S afeguard ing  the 
Ethnomusicological Heritage
The world’s recorded ethnomusicological heritage is in  danger - about 80 percent o f 
the worldwide stock o f audio and video materials suffer from the risk o f deterioration 
and format obsolescence. The instability o f the carriers as w ell as the increasing 
speed of development concerning format and equipment w ill sooner or later force 
audiovisual sources to fade away forever unless appropriate measures are taken towards 
their safeguarding.

The paper prim arily describes the various audio carriers used fo r the storage o f 
ethnomusicological source material and examines their specific risks. Problems o f 
deterioration, specifically under tropical conditions and under the aspect o f low budget 
situations are discussed as w ell as a viable long term solution: D igitization - the new 
dimension for preservation and access.

Wallaszkovits, Nadja, Austria (Organizer)
Workshop - Audiovisual Sources in  Danger - Safeguarding the Ethnomusicological 
Heritage
The workshop w ill continue to develop the ideas elaborated in  my paper, and w ill 
provide practical information about and further elaborate on the follow ing topics:

The carriers and their specific risks: For each type o f carrier an assessment o f its 
specific preservation situation especially in  ethnomusicological collections w ill be 
given and the problems o f replay as w ell as the availability o f replay equipment are 
discussed.

Optimisation o f handling and storage o f carriers specifically under tropical conditions 
and in low budget situations including practical recommendations.
Digitization for preservation: As the greater part o f ethnomusicological recordings is
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conference in Belo Horizonte and was encouraged to present my research about a
samba school in Sweden.

As the concept of globalization has become important in ethnomusicology, a samba
school in Sweden is an interesting issue. I will present an empirical study about the
Swedish samba school "A bunda" in Gothenburg.

This paper addresses the following questions: Why does a samba school in Sweden
exist? As the participants are mainly from Sweden, why do they want to play samba?
What feeling of identity does the involvement in samba give the participants? How
and where did they learn to play samba? How does a Swedish samba school function
as a common meeting point for people from various cultures?

Venot, Laurent M., France
The Relationships Between Filmmaker and Communities
For more than ten years I have been making films with ethnomusicologists. We have
completed several film projects in Africa, Asia and Europe. The collaboration and
work for most of these films could only have been carried out with the unique links
that ethnomusicologists are privileged to have with the communities that they are
working on. Our working relations have transformed themselves little by little into
more personal relationships beyond the product of a film.

The role of the filmmaker is always delicate as far as first contacts with a community
are concerned. You have to convince people that a "scientific" f i lm is different from
other kinds of films. The aim of this not-for-profit branch of cinema is to bring together
and show cultural differences in order to understand them better, and not to cater to
an audience's desire for the exotic.

Let me take three of my films as an example: "Kirtana, the Mystic Heart of Bengal,"
filmed in India; "All is Counted but Nobody Counts," recorded in France; and "From
the Tree to the Xylophone," filmed in the Central African Republic. It is interesting
to note how the theme dealt with in a film determines the types of relations between
the filmmaker and the community, whose links can go beyond the actual film.

For "Kirtana, the Mystic Heart of Bengal," everything took place as i f  on a movie
set. The famous musicians and dancers came to demonstrate their art. They put on
their costumes, we set up the shots, the microphones and the lighting. It was a very
cinematically—oriented relationship.

When we made "All is Counted but Nobody Counts," a  drum ensemble played a
particular piece extremely slowly in order to show the position taken by each player
according to the precise and rigorous rhythm necessitated by the fact that the music
stemmed from a pure oral tradition. The difficulty of the performance and the necessity
for numerous retakes created an interesting relationship.

In the making of "From the Tree to the Xylophone," it took several months to film the
fabrication of a set of xylophones. During this time we became so integrated into the
community that I became the instrument maker's "adopted son."

Wallaszkovits, Nadja, Austria
Individual Paper -  Audio Visual Sources in Danger—Safeguarding the
Ethnomusicological Heritage
The world's recorded ethnomusicological heritage is in danger - about 80 percent of
the worldwide stock of audio and video materials suffer from the risk of deterioration
and format obsolescence. The instability of the carriers as well as the increasing
speed of development concerning format and equipment will sooner or later force
audiovisual sources to fade away forever unless appropriate measures are taken towards
their safeguarding.

The paper primarily describes the various audio carriers used for the storage of
ethnomusicological source material and examines their specific risks. Problems of
deterioration, specifically under tropical conditions and under the aspect of low budget
situations are discussed as well as a viable long term solution: Digitization - the new
dimension for preservation and access.

Wallaszkovits, Nadja, Austria (Organizer)
Workshop - Audiovisual Sources in Danger - Safeguarding the Ethnomusicological
Heritage
The workshop will continue to develop the ideas elaborated in my paper, and will
provide practical information about and further elaborate on the following topics:

The carriers and their specific risks: For each type of carrier an assessment of its
specific preservation situation especially in ethnomusicological collections will be
given and the problems of replay as well as the availability of replay equipment are
discussed.

Optimisation of handling and storage of carriers specifically under tropical conditions
and in low budget situations including practical recommendations.
Digitization for preservation: As the greater part of ethnomusicological recordings is
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on analogue magnetic tape, the discussion w ill focus on the correct replay o f (original) 
magnetic tapes and the proper signal extraction especially for digitization purposes.

The adequate d ig ita l resolution w ill be discussed as w ell as the question which 
information, contained in analogue magnetic tape recordings, is lost in the course of 
conventional transfers. The workshop w ill survey the various analogue magnetic tape 
formats in terms o f speed, track width, equalization, including the respective histories 
o f these parameters. Emphasis w ill be given to what extent irregular conditions, 
prevailing at the time o f recording, can be compensated for. The workshop w ill also 
look into the transfer o f mechanically and chemically deteriorated tapes.

The ultimate solution for long term preservation are self-checking and self-regenerating 
d ig ita l mass storage systems which are currently only affordable fo r wealthy 
institutions. The workshop discusses strategies fo r intermediate solutions, again 
considering low budget situations, and specifically points out the problems related 
to the use o f recordable CDs.

Finally the workshop w ill look into the situation o f recently available fie ld  recording 
formats, emphatically advocating the use o f linear (“ uncompressed” ) digital recording 
formats only.

In addition to audio documents a short overview on the situation o f video documents 
w ill be given.

Waxer, Lise, Canada/USA
Golpe de C u rru lao : B lack M usic and Resistance on Colom bia’s Pacific Coast
This paper presents a work in progress on cultural identity and resistance in  currulao, 
the marimba-and-percussion based musical style o f the Colombian and Ecuadorian 
Pacific Coast. As the principal tradition o f the region’s black majority population, 
currulao has undergone profound transformations since the m id-twentieth century, 
reflecting tensions between increasing national and international influences and the 
continued marginalization o f blacks in this area. Very little  research has been conducted 
on currulao, underscoring this marginal status. Concentrating on Colombia, I examine 
currulao as a vehicle for black identity in the context o f national cultural politics and 
the exclusion o f Pacific Coast Afro-Colombians from constructions o f national identity.

Currulao provides rich terrain for studying the role o f music in the African diaspora, 
particularly in light o f the continued struggles o f black people in this region (Whitten 
1974, Taussig 1980, Arocha 1992, Wade 1993, R itter 1998). The black settlers o f the 
Pacific Coast, descended from enslaved Africans brought to work in the gold mines
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during colonial times, have remained economically and po litica lly invisible since 
slavery. Despite their invis ib ility , however, Afro-Colombians and Afro-Ecuadorians 
have developed currulao as a vibrant musical tradition across national boundaries, 
marking a significant point o f resistance to mainstream culture in both these countries.

My discussion is based on fieldwork conducted in Cali and Buenaventura, Colombia 
during 1995-96 and 1999-2000. Focusing on currulao in Colombia, I explore the 
follow ing issues: In  what ways has currulao served fo r the construction o f local 
identities w ithin and also across lines o f race, class, gender and age? Secondly, how 
have new musical practices transformed currulao? Have the popular styles (e.g., 
cumbia, va llenato  and salsa) produced and disseminated by the national and 
transnational music industries threatened the local identities originally tied to currulao? 
I f  so, then what resources have musicians and audiences drawn upon in order to 
maintain currulao’s local social relevance? Answers to these questions can help us to 
understand how local musical traditions such as currulao can link a m inority ethnic 
group to specific cultural identities and historical experiences, as they have been 
caught up in the increasingly deterritorialized flows o f culture and commerce in the 
twentieth century.

Werlang, Guilherm e, UK
The Ontological Grounds o f the In terre la tions Between Native M usic, M yth , 
H istory and Cosmos
The original aim o f the whole project w ith Amazonian peoples that culminated in my 
doctoral thesis has been to explore the ontological grounds o f the interrelations between 
native music, myth, history and cosmos. Such an enquiry found ample scope for 
development in the form o f dissertation among the Marubo, one o f the several Pano- 
speaking peoples liv ing  not far from the Brazilian-Peruvian border. In brief, the thesis 
portrays the Marubo as they express themselves and are themselves expressed in 
mythical-musical form, in the saiti myth-chants. Saiti is the designation in their native 
language for a specific festival, where myths are performed in a specific musical and 
choreographic form, in which these peoples establish their origins and those o f the 
world where they live.

W ild, Stephen, Australia
Reconciliation, Indigenous M usic, and the Sydney O lym pics: M usical Politics 
in a G lobally Mediated Extravaganza
The year 2000 in Australia was marked by the culmination o f a ten-year process o f 
Aboriginal Reconciliation and ‘the best Olympic Games ever’ (according to Juan 
Antonio Samaranch). Although foreign viewers o f the Olympic Games telecasts may
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on analogue magnetic tape, the discussion will focus on the correct replay of (original)
magnetic tapes and the proper signal extraction especially for digitization purposes.

The adequate digital resolution will be discussed as well as the question which
information, contained in analogue magnetic tape recordings, is lost in the course of
conventional transfers. The workshop will survey the various analogue magnetic tape
formats in terms of speed, track width, equalization, including the respective histories
of these parameters. Emphasis will be given to what extent irregular conditions,
prevailing at the time of recording, can be compensated for. The workshop will also
look into the transfer of mechanically and chemically deteriorated tapes.

The ultimate solution for long term preservation are self-checking and self-regenerating
digital mass storage systems which are currently only affordable for wealthy
institutions. The workshop discusses strategies for intermediate solutions, again
considering low budget situations, and specifically points out the problems related
to the use of recordable CDs.

Finally the workshop will look into the situation of recently available field recording
formats, emphatically advocating the use of linear ("uncompressed") digital recording
formats only.

In addition to audio documents a short overview on the situation of video documents
will be given.

Waxer, Lise, Canada/USA
Golpe de Currulao: Black Music and Resistance on Colombia's Pacific Coast
This paper presents a work in progress on cultural identity and resistance in currulao,
the marimba—and—percussion based musical style of the Colombian and Ecuadorian
Pacific Coast. As the principal tradition of the region's black majority population,
currulao has undergone profound transformations since the mid—twentieth century,
reflecting tensions between increasing national and international influences and the
continued marginalization of blacks in this area. Very little research has been conducted
on currulao, underscoring this marginal status. Concentrating on Colombia, I examine
currulao as a vehicle for black identity in the context of national cultural politics and
the exclusion of Pacific Coast Afro—Colombians from constructions of national identity.

Currulao provides rich terrain for studying the role of music in the African diaspora,
particularly in light of the continued struggles of black people in this region (Whitten
1974, Taussig 1980, Mocha 1992, Wade 1993, Ritter 1998). The black settlers of the
Pacific Coast, descended from enslaved Africans brought to work in the gold mines

during colonial times, have remained economically and politically invisible since
slavery. Despite their invisibility, however, Afro—Colombians and Afro—Ecuadorians
have developed currulao as a vibrant musical tradition across national boundaries,
marking a significant point of resistance to mainstream culture in both these countries.

My discussion is based on fieldwork conducted in Cali and Buenaventura, Colombia
during 1995-96 and 1999-2000. Focusing on currulao in Colombia, I explore the
following issues: In what ways has currulao served for the construction of local
identities within and also across lines of race, class, gender and age? Secondly, how
have new musical practices transformed currulao? Have the popular styles (e.g.,
cumbia, vallenato and salsa) produced and disseminated by the national and
transnational music industries threatened the local identities originally tied to currulao?
If so, then what resources have musicians and audiences drawn upon in order to
maintain currulao's local social relevance? Answers to these questions can help us to
understand how local musical traditions such as currulao can link a minority ethnic
group to specific cultural identities and historical experiences, as they have been
caught up in the increasingly deterritorialized flows of culture and commerce in the
twentieth century.

Werlang, Guilherme, UK
The Ontological Grounds of the Interrelations Between Native Music, Myth,
History and Cosmos
The original aim of the whole project with Amazonian peoples that culminated in my
doctoral thesis has been to explore the ontological grounds of the interrelations between
native music, myth, history and cosmos. Such an enquiry found ample scope for
development in the form of dissertation among the Mambo, one of the several Pano-
speaking peoples living not far from the Brazilian-Peruvian border. In brief, the thesis
portrays the Mambo as they express themselves and are themselves expressed in
mythical-musical form, in the saiti myth-chants. Saiti is the designation in their native
language for a specific festival, where myths are performed in a specific musical and
choreographic form, in which these peoples establish their origins and those of the
world where they live.

Wild, Stephen, Australia
Reconciliation, Indigenous Music, and the Sydney Olympics: Musical Politics
in a Globally Mediated Extravaganza
The year 2000 in Australia was marked by the culmination of a ten-year process of
Aboriginal Reconciliation and 'the best Olympic Games ever' (according to Juan
Antonio Samaranch). Although foreign viewers of the Olympic Games telecasts may
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not have been aware o f it, these two phenomena were closely related in Australian 
minds. Ten years earlier in a rare spirit o f political bipartisanship the Council for 
Aboriginal Reconciliation was established by the Australian Parliament tb produce a 
document o f reconciliation between Indigenous Australians and the settler population 
by the year 2000. A  few years later the 2000 Olympic Games were awarded to Sydney, 
and the scene was set for a clash between sports-crazed settlers and dispossessed 
Indigenous people.

W hile radical Indigenous leaders threatened to cause major national embarrassment 
through demonstrations and disruption o f the Games, organizers attempted to co-opt 
Indigenous people into the huge international event. They were assisted by the fact 
that an Aboriginal athlete, Cathy Freeman, was the only Australian gold medallist in 
the main stadium (others were in the pool, on the beach, on the court and in lesser 
stadiums), but their resounding success in reconciling Reconciliation and the Olympics 
was due mainly to imagination and determination. A  major component o f the strategy 
was the use o f Aboriginal music and dance.

This paper w ill consider how Indigenous music and dance were harnessed to achieve 
a major political goal through the globally mediated extravaganza o f the Opening 
and Closing Ceremonies o f the Sydney O lym pic Games. W hile in the Opening 
Ceremony the emphasis was on traditional music and dance, paralleling the emphasis 
on settler traditions, in the Closing Ceremony the emphasis was on contemporary 
urban music o f both settlers and Indigenes. This contrast between the Opening and 
Closing Ceremonies neatly summarized the distances traveled in 200 years by both 
sections o f the Australian community, and culminated in pointed political messages 
about Reconciliation by both Indigenous and settler musicians in  the Closing 
Ceremony. They were messages from Australians to Australians, but through global 
media they were also messages about Australia to the world.

W itzleben, Lawrence, China
M u lti-E th n ic  Tourist Performances in  Folk C u ltu ra l “ V illages”  in  Shenzhen, 
China, and Sarawak, Malaysia
Over the past few decades, interest in the anthropology o f tourism has resulted in a 
large and growing body o f literature. Very often, music and dance play key roles in 
attracting and entertaining tourists, and anthropologists such as Shinji Yamashita and 
Jocelyn Linnekin have included some insightful discussion o f such performances in 
their writings. S till, relatively little  attention has been paid to musical phenomena 
such as instruments, repertories, and stylistic adaptations, although the groundbreaking 
compilation on music and tourism by Adrienne Kaeppler and Olive Lewin and ongoing
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work by scholars such as Margaret Sarkissian and Helen Rees suggest the rich 
possibilities o f an ethnomusicological approach to tourist-oriented performances.

As countries such as China and Malaysia become more affluent, domestic tourism 
becomes increasingly significant. In tourist settings, a subtle shift takes place as 
performances become directed more and more to compatriots o f the majority ethnicity 
(Han Chinese, Malays) rather than prim arily to “ real”  foreigners from abroad. Some 
o f the most interesting packages o f music and dance can be found in  “ cultural villages,”  
which bring together re-creations o f dwellings, costumes, artifacts, crafts, and 
performing arts o f exoticized and, in real life , w idely dispersed and diverse m inority 
groups, typically culminating in a multi-ethnic collective performance. A ll o f these 
features are shared by the two villages discussed here: 1) the China Folk Cultural 
Village in Shenzhen, a Special Economic Zone which occupies a lim inal position 
between Hong Kong and the rest o f Guangdong province and 2) the Sarawak Cultural 
Village, just outside the provincial capital Kuching, in East Malaysia on the island o f 
Borneo.

The present paper focuses on the practical developments (e.g. “ house bands”  which 
accompany songs and dances from different ethnic groups, intercultural bi- or multi- 
m usicality), and ideolog ica l issues (i.e . the perpetuation o f stereotypes, de- 
contextualization or distortion o f traditional practices) which are related to both the 
fabricated authenticity and multi-ethnic component o f the setting. It addresses the 
simultaneous presentation o f the performances to both domestic and international tourists.

YANG M in-kang, China
Christmas Day R itua l M usic o f the Lisu E thnic N ationa lity in  Yunan: Past and 
Present
Based on fie ldw ork conducted between December 25-28, 2000 in  a Lisu village 
Jiakedi o f Nujiang, where seven hundred Lisu people attended the Christmas 
celebration, this paper discusses the follow ing:
1. The history o f Christian beliefs in Yunan. Western missionaries disseminated 
Christian beliefs to the Lisu people (a m inority in Yunan, China) in the early twentieth 
century. These missionaries were mainly English or American, such as Rev. James O. 
Fraser (1886-1938), Rev. Charles C. Gowman, Rev. and Mrs. A llyn  and Leila Cooke, 
Rev. and Mrs. John (1896-1990) and Isobel Kuhn, and Rev. Ba Thaw (1889-1968, a 
Karen person from Burma), most o f whom were dispatched by “ China Inland Mission.”  
In 1917, Rev. Fraser held the first Lisu Christmas day celebration in the small city on 
Tenchong in Yunan. About eighty Lisu people took part in this ceremony.
2. The Christmas day celebration and the process o f “ Localization.”  To facilitate the
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not have been aware of it, these two phenomena were closely related in Australian
minds. Ten years earlier in a rare spirit of political bipartisanship the Council for
Aboriginal Reconciliation was established by the Australian Parliament to produce a
document of reconciliation between Indigenous Australians and the settler population
by the year 2000. A few years later the 2000 Olympic Games were awarded to Sydney,
and the scene was set for a clash between sports-crazed settlers and dispossessed
Indigenous people.

While radical Indigenous leaders threatened to cause major national embarrassment
through demonstrations and disruption of the Games, organizers attempted to co-opt
Indigenous people into the huge international event. They were assisted by the fact
that an Aboriginal athlete, Cathy Freeman, was the only Australian gold medallist in
the main stadium (others were in the pool, on the beach, on the court and in lesser
stadiums), but their resounding success in reconciling Reconciliation and the Olympics
was due mainly to imagination and determination. A major component of the strategy
was the use of Aboriginal music and dance.

This paper will consider how Indigenous music and dance were harnessed to achieve
a major political goal through the globally mediated extravaganza of the Opening
and Closing Ceremonies of the Sydney Olympic Games. While in the Opening
Ceremony the emphasis was on traditional music and dance, paralleling the emphasis
on settler traditions, in the Closing Ceremony the emphasis was on contemporary
urban music of both settlers and Indigenes. This contrast between the Opening and
Closing Ceremonies neatly summarized the distances traveled in 200 years by both
sections of the Australian community, and culminated in pointed political messages
about Reconciliation by both Indigenous and settler musicians in the Closing
Ceremony. They were messages from Australians to Australians, but through global
media they were also messages about Australia to the world.

Witzleben, Lawrence, China
Multi-Ethnic Tourist Performances in Folk Cultural "Villages" in Shenzhen,
China, and Sarawak, Malaysia
Over the past few decades, interest in the anthropology of tourism has resulted in a
large and growing body of literature. Very often, music and dance play key roles in
attracting and entertaining tourists, and anthropologists such as Shinji Yamashita and
Jocelyn Linnekin have included some insightful discussion of such performances in
their writings. Still, relatively little attention has been paid to musical phenomena
such as instruments, repertories, and stylistic adaptations, although the groundbreaking
compilation on music and tourism by Adrienne Kaeppler and Olive Lewin and ongoing

work by scholars such as Margaret Sarkissian and Helen Rees suggest the rich
possibilities of an ethnomusicological approach to tourist-oriented performances.

As countries such as China and Malaysia become more affluent, domestic tourism
becomes increasingly significant. In tourist settings, a subtle shift takes place as
performances become directed more and more to compatriots of the majority ethnicity
(Han Chinese, Malays) rather than primarily to "real" foreigners from abroad. Some
of the most interesting packages of music and dance can be found in "cultural villages,"
which bring together re-creations of  dwellings, costumes, artifacts, crafts, and
performing arts of exoticized and, in real life, widely dispersed and diverse minority
groups, typically culminating in a multi-ethnic collective performance. Al l  of these
features are shared by the two villages discussed here: 1) the China Folk Cultural
Village in Shenzhen, a Special Economic Zone which occupies a liminal position
between Hong Kong and the rest of Guangdong province and 2) the Sarawak Cultural
Village, just outside the provincial capital Kuching, in East Malaysia on the island of
Borneo.

The present paper focuses on the practical developments (e.g. "house bands" which
accompany songs and dances from different ethnic groups, intercultural bi- or multi-
musicality), and ideological issues (i.e. the perpetuation o f  stereotypes, de-
contextualization or distortion of traditional practices) which are related to both the
fabricated authenticity and multi-ethnic component of the setting. It  addresses the
simultaneous presentation of the performances to both domestic and international tourists.

YANG Min-kang, China
Christmas Day Ritual Music of the Lisu Ethnic Nationality in Yunan: Past and
Present
Based on fieldwork conducted between December 25-28, 2000 in a Lisu village
Jiakedi of  Nujiang, where seven hundred Lisu people attended the Christmas
celebration, this paper discusses the following:
1. The history of Christian beliefs in Yunan. Western missionaries disseminated
Christian beliefs to the Lisu people (a minority in Yunan, China) in the early twentieth
century. These missionaries were mainly English or American, such as Rev. James 0.
Fraser (1886-1938), Rev. Charles C. Gowman, Rev. and Mrs. Allyn and Leila Cooke,
Rev. and Mrs. John (1896-1990) and Isobel Kuhn, and Rev. Ba Thaw (1889-1968, a
Karen person from Burma), most of whom were dispatched by "China Inland Mission."
In 1917, Rev. Fraser held the first Lisu Christmas day celebration in the small city on
Tenchong in Yunan. About eighty Lisu people took part in this ceremony.
2. The Christmas day celebration and the process of "Localization." To  facilitate the
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spread o f Christianity, the western missionaries formulated a alphabetic system o f 
w riting for the Lisu people, and used it to translate the Bible and several hymnals into 
the Lisu language. To date, about five hymnals are s till in use by Lisu churches in  the 
Nujiang region where the Lisu people live. Among them is one Hymnal in the Han 
language and others in Lisu. Most o f these use cipher notation.

During this Christmas celebration, Lisu pastors led rituals, chanted the Bible, and 
conducted (or taught) believers in singing hymns. Fifteen village choirs took turn on 
perform from morning to night every day. Each o f the choirs sang three or four-part 
hymns every time. Younger believers performed religious dramas during the interval 
between the above activities.

Y O S H IZ A K I K iyotom i, Japan
Trends o f new composition in  Hôgaku (trad itiona l Japanese music) a fter the Second 
W orld W ar: the case o f Ko-ô (C a ll and Response) by Kineya Seihô (1914-1996)
From the M e iji Period (1868-1912), hôgaku (Japanese traditional music) suffered an 
enormous impact from  Western music. Western music entered Japan w ith  an 
overwhelming authority as art music, creating in traditional composers a great sense 
o f crisis. In response, they wanted to somehow preserve hôgaku, and made intense 
and valiant efforts to raise it to the level o f art music. One o f this small band was 
Kineya Seihô (1914-1996). He endeavored to change the feudal customs and rules of 
traditional music, and to reconstruct hôgaku so that it  could be readily accepted by 
the normal person in society, and could take its place alongside Western music.

Boldly using Western notation, musical theory and instrumental techniques, he melded 
them w ith hôgaku. What needs, however, to be pointed out is the fact that, regardless 
o f how much it introduces new knowledge about Western music and theory, Kineya’s 
music has its roots in  Japanese traditional music and was never severed from these 
roots. This position was consistent throughout his life  and is obvious in his work. As 
a case study, this paper w ill look at the piece Ko-ô -  duet fo r  two shamisens, and w ill 
demonstrate concretely how he reconstructed hôgaku.

Kineya’s attitude to composition reveals his aim o f “ reconstruction o f hôgaku,”  whose 
most important aspects can be reduced to the follow ing: 1) he discerned w ith unerring 
vision the essence o f his own country’s traditional music, and 2) he discerned what 
kind o f music was being sought by people, and by the times and the society.

The twenty-first century w ill demand that traditional music is raised to the level of 
art music for the new age, achieving a universally recognized level o f creativity. I
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believe that such compositions w ill emerge in large number from  non-Western 
countries in the twenty-first century.

YANG Mu, A ustra lia
H yb rid ity  as a Source o f Innovation in  Local Chinese Religion: The Case o f 
Festival in  Fu jian  Province
Throughout Chinese history Fujian has been a region where local religions were 
dominant over the mainstream Taoism and Buddhism. A fter being banned for decades 
by the Communist government, since the 1980s such local religions have rapidly 
regained their popularity. Local religious festivals are viewed by the government as 
superstitious, and are discouraged. In spite o f this, they have resumed and flourished 
to the degree o f being the most popular and colorful type o f collective festivals among 
the local communities. W hile the tradition o f com bining re lig ious rituals and 
ceremonies w ith secular carnivals continues, new elements and trends have also been 
observed. Among them cultural/musical hybridization is outstanding. In  the festival 
procession, rituals, and ceremonies, contemporary Western style disco dance takes 
place together w ith traditional Chinese fo lk  and religious dance; Western style brass 
bands march side by side w ith traditional Chinese ensembles; Western style pop songs 
are played together w ith Chinese fo lk  songs; and Western musical instruments, such 
as synthesizer, cello and guitar, are played together w ith Chinese musical instruments. 
Based on my fieldwork among local communities during recent years, in  this paper I 
w ill examine the history and current situation o f the festival and its socio-cultural 
background, and discuss my thesis o f hybridity as a source o f innovation in local 
Chinese religion. Relevant issues w ill also be discussed, such as the relationship 
between globalization and localization in  contemporary China, localism  versus 
nationalism, provincialism versus centralism, and the effect o f commercialism on 
Chinese culture and society.

Zam ith, Rosa M aria  Barbosa, Brazil
The Double Course o f Im m igrants’ Song and Dance: The Case o f the Q uadrilha  
in Rio de Janeiro
Among the known dances in the city o f Rio de Janeiro at the end o f this m illennium, 
we point out the quadrilha , typically performed during the June Festival on the 
Christian calendar. O riginating in France, an amalgam o f European dances, the 
quadrilha came to Brazil in the firs t quarter o f the 19th century.

In order to measure the quadrilha’s importance in the city o f Rio de Janeiro in the 
19th century, we did research on the existing scores in  public institutions in the city 
and gathered them into a catalogue, which has five different topics: title , author,
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spread of Christianity, the western missionaries formulated a alphabetic system of
writing for the Lisu people, and used it to translate the Bible and several hymnals into
the Lisu language. To date, about five hymnals are still in use by Lisu churches in the
Nujiang region where the Lisu people live. Among them is one Hymnal in the Han
language and others in Lisu. Most of these use cipher notation.

During this Christmas celebration, Lisu pastors led rituals, chanted the Bible, and
conducted (or taught) believers in singing hymns. Fifteen village choirs took turn on
perform from morning to night every day. Each of the choirs sang three or four—part
hymns every time. Younger believers performed religious dramas during the interval
between the above activities.

YOSHIZAKI Kiyotomi, Japan
Trends of new composition in Hogaku (traditional Japanese music) after the Second
World War: the case of Ko-45 (Call and Response) by Kineya Seiho (1914-1996)
From the Meiji Period (1868-1912), h'Ogaku (Japanese traditional music) suffered an
enormous impact from Western music. Western music entered Japan with an
overwhelming authority as art music, creating in traditional composers a great sense
of crisis. In response, they wanted to somehow preserve hogaku, and made intense
and valiant efforts to raise it to the level of art music. One of this small band was
Kineya Seiho (1914-1996). He endeavored to change the feudal customs and rules of
traditional music, and to reconstruct hogaku so that it could be readily accepted by
the normal person in society, and could take its place alongside Western music.

Boldly using Western notation, musical theory and instrumental techniques, he melded
them with h6gaku. What needs, however, to be pointed out is the fact that, regardless
of how much it introduces new knowledge about Western music and theory, Kineya's
music has its roots in Japanese traditional music and was never severed from these
roots. This position was consistent throughout his life and is obvious in his work. As
a case study, this paper will look at the piece Ko-6 — duet for two shamisens, and will
demonstrate concretely how he reconstructed hogaku.

Kineya's attitude to composition reveals his aim of "reconstruction of hogaku," whose
most important aspects can be reduced to the following: 1) he discerned with unerring
vision the essence of his own country's traditional music, and 2) he discerned what
kind of music was being sought by people, and by the times and the society.

The twenty-first century will demand that traditional music is raised to the level of
art music for the new age, achieving a universally recognized level of creativity. I

believe that such compositions wil l  emerge in large number from non-Western
countries in the twenty-first century.

YANG Mu, Australia
Hybridity as a Source of Innovation in Local Chinese Religion: The Case of
Festival in Fujian Province
Throughout Chinese history Fujian has been a region where local religions were
dominant over the mainstream Taoism and Buddhism. After being banned for decades
by the Communist government, since the 1980s such local religions have rapidly
regained their popularity. Local religious festivals are viewed by the government as
superstitious, and are discouraged. In spite of this, they have resumed and flourished
to the degree of being the most popular and colorful type of collective festivals among
the local communities. While the tradition of  combining religious rituals and
ceremonies with secular carnivals continues, new elements and trends have also been
observed. Among them cultural/musical hybridization is outstanding. I n  the festival
procession, rituals, and ceremonies, contemporary Western style disco dance takes
place together with traditional Chinese folk and religious dance; Western style brass
bands march side by side with traditional Chinese ensembles; Western style pop songs
are played together with Chinese folk songs; and Western musical instruments, such
as synthesizer, cello and guitar, are played together with Chinese musical instruments.
Based on my fieldwork among local communities during recent years, in this paper I
will examine the history and current situation of the festival and its socio-cultural
background, and discuss my thesis of hybridity as a source of innovation in local
Chinese religion. Relevant issues will also be discussed, such as the relationship
between globalization and localization in contemporary China, localism versus
nationalism, provincialism versus centralism, and the effect of commercialism on
Chinese culture and society.

Zamith, Rosa Maria Barbosa, Brazil
The Double Course of Immigrants' Song and Dance: The Case of the Quadrilha
in Rio de Janeiro
Among the known dances in the city of Rio de Janeiro at the end of this millennium,
we point out the quadrilha, typically performed during the June Festival on the
Christian calendar. Originating in France, an amalgam of  European dances, the
quadrilha came to Brazil in the first quarter of the 19th century.

In order to measure the quadrilha's importance in the city of Rio de Janeiro in the
19th century, we did research on the existing scores in public institutions in the city
and gathered them into a catalogue, which has five different topics: title, author,
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performance, localization, and type o f material.

There are 1,096 quadrilha titles, including printed scores (567), hand-written parts 
(7), hand-written copies (77), xeroxed copies (21), and hundreds o f references obtained 
from music publisher’s catalogues. The pieces were composed by Brazilians and 
foreigners liv ing  in Brazil, and some foreigners, prim arily French. The Brazilian 
publishers were the main disseminators o f this musical production, p rin ting  
unpublished Brazilian items and reprinting successful foreign and Brazilian pieces. 
Concerning importation, we find some scores originating in Germany, Austria, Italy, 
England, and Portugal, but the French publishers were the largest suppliers o f imported 
scores.

A  musical analysis o f the scores reveals a “ Brazilian quadrilha.”  Compared to the 
French structure (in five or six parts: Pantalon, f t* ,  Poule, Pastourelle/Tr*nis, Finale), 
the Brazilian quadrilha receives new titles and alterations, prim arily o f a rhythmic 
character, absorbing different kinds o f Brazilian musics o f the time.

Zanten, W im  van, The Netherlands (organizer)
Panel - Popular M usic in  Indonesia: M edia, Power S tructures, and S h ifting  
Identities
The notion o f ‘popular’ (rakyat, popular) music is important in  Indonesia, though 
not defined in any univocal way. Indonesia’s music industry, centered in Jakarta, 
defines Indonesian popular music as either ‘national’ or ‘regional.’ National popular 
music genres, including rock, hardcore, rap, country, jazz, disco, house, Hawaiian, 
pop Indonesia, kroncong, dangdut, qasidah, generally features lyrics in Indonesian 
(though sometimes in  English) and are marketed prim arily in urban regions throughout 
the archipelago in  both audiocassette and compact disk forms. The situation in 
Indonesia is shifting towards popular music, which is almost entirely a product o f the 
recording studios. Live performances are rare.

Regional popular music is targeted at consumers who are residents o f a specific region 
or the members o f specific ethnic group, rather than Indonesians in general. Sometimes, 
though not always, these popular musics are grouped together and classified as pop 
daerah (regional pop). Lyrics tend to be in  local languages. Instrumentation and the 
musical idiom  used are also like ly to be related to residual traditions o f music making. 
The relatively lower volume o f consumption and lower economic class o f most 
purchasers o f regional popular music means that few compact disk recordings are 
made; the regional popular music industry since circa 1970 has been almost exclusively 
an audiocassette industry. Indonesia’s hundreds o f regional language groups do not
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have equal representation in the recording studios. The policies o f Indonesia’s media 
tycoons (mainly o f Chinese ethnic background) like ly  do not always correspond w ith 
the wishes o f the majority. A t the same time, the mass media is quickly responsive to 
changing circumstances in the world.

International popular music coming from the United States, Western Europe, India, 
and China has also a growing impact on Indonesia’s music scene. These three related 
musical domains - the local, the national, and the international - leads to discussions 
about ‘individual,’ ‘ethnic,’ and ‘national’ copyrights.

In the reformation process since 1998 (Reformasi), dominant conceptions o f bangsa 
(people, nation, race), suku (ethnic group), and daerah (territory, region) - many o f 
them originating in the Indonesia’s colonial period - have become unsettled. Emergent 
and primordial units o f a ffilia tion have come to the fore, associated w ith inter-ethnic 
and inter-religious violence throughout the archipelago and open discussions o f 
regional autonomy, independence fo r East Timor, federalism, and Indonesia becoming 
an Islamic state.

Popular music is advertised in  local as well as national magazines and newspapers, 
broadcast by local and national radio stations, and presented on the World Wide Web, 
which has especially effected— and w ill come to impact— Indonesian popular music 
in the coming years, as it  has become increasingly open fo r many urban Indonesians. 
Many Indonesian bands, singers, and distribution companies now have their own 
homepages (many in English), through which commercial orders and bookings are 
possible and the number o f music-orientated e-zines is also rapidly increasing, 
providing electronic space fo r artists to comment on new albums, their social lives, 
and the latest political developments, thus emphasizing their function as role models.

In this panel, the central foci w ill be on how Indonesia’s diverse popular music scene:
1) negotiates identity for particular communities and regions, playing a vita l role in a 
dialogue o f power among the local, the national, and the global; 2) artistically balances 
tradition and innovation, mediating technological and cultural globalization in the 
domains o f mass media, the Internet, and new musical forms and idioms; (3) comments 
on and acts to change society in  an age o f shifting identities and sensibilities.

Zanten, W im  van. The Netherlands 
Individual abstract - Sundanese Popular M usic
Sundanese popular music (pop Sunda) has been the most thoroughly investigated by 
foreign scholars o f any o f Indonesia’s diverse popular musical scenes, though much 
about it remains unknown. There is considerable self-consciousness surrounding the
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performance, localization, and type of material.

There are 1,096 quadrilha titles, including printed scores (567), hand—written parts
(7), hand—written copies (77), xeroxed copies (21), and hundreds of references obtained
from music publisher's catalogues. The pieces were composed by Brazilians and
foreigners living in Brazil, and some foreigners, primarily French. The Brazilian
publishers were the main disseminators of  this musical production, printing
unpublished Brazilian items and reprinting successful foreign and Brazilian pieces.
Concerning importation, we find some scores originating in Germany, Austria, Italy,
England, and Portugal, but the French publishers were the largest suppliers of imported
scores.

A musical analysis of the scores reveals a "Brazilian quadrilha." Compared to the
French structure (in five or six parts: Pantalon, ft•, Poule, Pastourellelfr•nis, Finale),
the Brazilian quadrilha receives new titles and alterations, primarily of a rhythmic
character, absorbing different kinds of Brazilian musics of the time.

Zanten, Wim van, The Netherlands (organizer)
Panel - Popular Music in Indonesia: Media, Power Structures, and Shifting
Identities
The notion of 'popular' (rakyat, popular) music is important in Indonesia, though
not defined in any univocal way. Indonesia's music industry, centered in Jakarta,
defines Indonesian popular music as either 'national' or `regional.' National popular
music genres, including rock, hardcore, rap, country, jazz, disco, house, Hawaiian,
pop Indonesia, kroncong, dangdut, gasidah, generally features lyrics in Indonesian
(though sometimes in English) and are marketed primarily in urban regions throughout
the archipelago in both audiocassette and compact disk forms. The situation in
Indonesia is shifting towards popular music, which is almost entirely a product of the
recording studios. Live performances are rare.

Regional popular music is targeted at consumers who are residents of a specific region
or the members of specific ethnic group, rather than Indonesians in general. Sometimes,
though not always, these popular musics are grouped together and classified as pop
daerah (regional pop). Lyrics tend to be in local languages. Instrumentation and the
musical idiom used are also likely to be related to residual traditions of music making.
The relatively lower volume of  consumption and lower economic class of  most
purchasers of regional popular music means that few compact disk recordings are
made; the regional popular music industry since circa 1970 has been almost exclusively
an audiocassette industry. Indonesia's hundreds of regional language groups do not

have equal representation in the recording studios. The policies of Indonesia's media
tycoons (mainly of Chinese ethnic background) likely do not always correspond with
the wishes of the majority. At the same time, the mass media is quickly responsive to
changing circumstances in the world.

International popular music coming from the United States, Western Europe, India,
and China has also a growing impact on Indonesia's music scene. These three related
musical domains - the local, the national, and the international - leads to discussions
about 'individual,' ethnic,' and 'national' copyrights.

In the reformation process since 1998 (Refotmasi), dominant conceptions of bangsa
(people, nation, race), suku (ethnic group), and daerah (territory, region) - many of
them originating in the Indonesia's colonial period - have become unsettled. Emergent
and primordial units of affiliation have come to the fore, associated with inter-ethnic
and inter-religious violence throughout the archipelago and open discussions of
regional autonomy, independence for East Timor, federalism, and Indonesia becoming
an Islamic state.

Popular music is advertised in local as well as national magazines and newspapers,
broadcast by local and national radio stations, and presented on the World Wide Web,
which has especially effected—and will come to impact—Indonesian popular music
in the coming years, as it has become increasingly open for many urban Indonesians.
Many Indonesian bands, singers, and distribution companies now have their own
homepages (many in English), through which commercial orders and bookings are
possible and the number of music-orientated e-zines is also rapidly increasing,
providing electronic space for artists to comment on new albums, their social lives,
and the latest political developments, thus emphasizing their function as role models.

In this panel, the central foci will be on how Indonesia's diverse popular music scene:
1) negotiates identity for particular communities and regions, playing a vital role in a
dialogue of power among the local, the national, and the global; 2) artistically balances
tradition and innovation, mediating technological and cultural globalization in the
domains of mass media, the Internet, and new musical forms and idioms; (3) comments
on and acts to change society in an age of shifting identities and sensibilities.

Zanten, Wim van, The Netherlands
Individual abstract - Sundanese Popular Music
Sundanese popular music (pop Sunda) has been the most thoroughly investigated by
foreign scholars of any of Indonesia's diverse popular musical scenes, though much
about it remains unknown. There is considerable self-consciousness surrounding the
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issue o f ‘ the popular’ in  Sundanese culture. Pop Sunda, as it  has been defined locally, 
differs from understandings o f most other localized ‘popular musics,’ in that a number 
o f genres considered popular, including ja ipongan  and degung kaw ih, are relatively 
close to ‘traditional’ musical styles and do not feature the Western harmonies, electric 
guitars, and keyboards found in many ( if  not most) Indonesian popular music forms. 
Tradition has been re-captured in the mass mediated popular.

Two important Sundanese popular genres that developed in the 1970s and 1980s, 
degung kawih and ja ipongan, are renowned throughout Indonesia. Degung kawih 
and ja ipongan  became popular in other parts o f Indonesia, despite the fact that their 
song texts used the Sundanese language. One reason perhaps has to do w ith the high 
production standards o f the albums, and the remarkable musical virtuosity o f singers 
and ja ipongan  drummers. Another possible reason for the popularity might be that 
the Sundanese, as the second-largest ethnic group in Indonesia, after the Javanese, 
were perhaps viewed as less threatening or politica lly charged, though s till prestigious 
in its link to a high status ethnic minority.

Sundanese popular music maintains a complex relation to representation o f ‘ the 
female,’ erotic spectacle, and gendered ethnicity. Sundanese popular and classical 
stages have become increasingly a female domain (W illiam s 1998) and live music 
has more and more been conceived o f in gendered terms (van Zanten 1989, 1994).

In this presentation I shall look at the interrelationship between the local Sundanese, 
the national and the global music, and see how different cultural ideas are represented 
in the popular musics o f West Java. Further I shall discuss how the popular musics 
have been used in negotiating Sundanese reality in this world.

ZANG Y i-b ing , China
The Im pact o f Western Notation to Chinese M usic in  the 20th Century
The native notational system o f Chinese music was the only system used in  China for 
about two thousand years, dating from the Han Dynasty (206 BC-280 AD) up to just 
before the advent o f the 20th century. During the 19th century, w ith the importation 
o f Western culture, the Western notational system became known in China. This has 
had a significant impact to the native notational system. This paper w ill examine this 
cultural phenomenon. I  w ill firs t discuss the fundamental structure and usage o f the 
native Chinese notational system before the importation o f the Western notational 
system. This w ill be followed by an examination o f the process o f importation and 
adoption o f the Western notational system and its impact on Chinese musical culture 
in terms o f music education, composition, and performance style, as w ell as native 
scholars’ reaction to the impact o f Western music.
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Ziegler, Suzanne, Germany
Back to the Sources— E arly Wax C ylinder Recordings o f South Am erican O rig in  
in  the B erlin  Phonogram m -Archiv
The paper is directly connected w ith the Berlin wax cylinder project. I w ill give an 
overview on the state o f the project and present sound examples from collections o f 
Th. Koch-G riinberg (B ra z il), W. Kissenberth (B ra z il), R. Lehm ann-Nitsche 
(Argentina), M. Gusinde and W. Koppers (Tierra del Fuego), H. Brim ing (Peru), and 
K. Preuss (Colombia). Although I am not a specialist in South American music, I 
have nevertheless long since noticed that the early sound recordings from South 
America, that are being preserved and re-issued in  Berlin, play an important role in 
the study o f contemporary South American musical styles. Together w ith the material 
the history o f the recordings, their present state, further perspectives and options for 
collaborative work w ill be discussed.

Zile, Judy Van, USA
The Public Face o f Korean Dance in  H aw aii: A  S tory o f Three Women
Korean immigration to Hawaii began in  1903, w ith subsequent waves o f immigrants 
contributing to a significant representation among Hawaii’s multiethnic community. 
As with other immigrant groups, dance came to play a strong role in establishing a 
public identity for Koreans.

The author proposes that three women played critica l roles in the prominence o f 
Korean dance in the islands. The story begins w ith Whang Hae-su, a social worker 
who arrived in  the islands in 1919 to work at the International Institute o f the YW CA. 
As part o f a nationwide set o f institute standards that advocated fostering “ old world 
festivals” as a way to”  freshen homesick hearts”  and “ re-awaken old memories,”  
Whang established classes to teach young children dances o f Korea and coordinated 
countless programs in diverse contexts to showcase the results o f these lessons.

Whang left the islands in  1943, after establishing a strong foundation on which Halla 
Pai Huhm, a Korean who married a Hawaii-born Korean-American, could build. 
Having trained in itia lly  in Japan and Korea in  ballet and dance styles growing in 
popularity in those countries at the latter part o f the firs t half o f the twentieth century, 
Huhm eventually returned to older dance forms o f her Korean roots. Shortly after 
arriving in Hawaii in 1950, she established the longest-lived Korean dance studio in 
Honolulu, and her name quickly became synonymous w ith Korean dance in the islands.

Upon the death o f Halla Huhm in 1994, responsibilities for continuing the teaching 
and activities o f her studio were assumed by Mary Jo Freshley, a Caucasian-American 
who had studied extensively w ith Huhm as well as, on several occasions, w ith some
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issue of 'the popular' in Sundanese culture. Pop Sunda, as it has been defined locally,
differs from understandings of most other localized 'popular musics,' in that a number
of genres considered popular, including jaipongan and degung kawih, are relatively
close to 'traditional' musical styles and do not feature the Western harmonies, electric
guitars, and keyboards found in many (if not most) Indonesian popular music forms.
Tradition has been re-captured in the mass mediated popular.

Two important Sundanese popular genres that developed in the 1970s and 1980s,
degung kawih and jaipongan, are renowned throughout Indonesia. Degung kawih
and jaipongan became popular in other parts of Indonesia, despite the fact that their
song texts used the Sundanese language. One reason perhaps has to do with the high
production standards of the albums, and the remarkable musical virtuosity of singers
and jaipongan drummers. Another possible reason for the popularity might be that
the Sundanese, as the second—largest ethnic group in Indonesia, after the Javanese,
were perhaps viewed as less threatening or politically charged, though still prestigious
in its link to a high status ethnic minority.

Sundanese popular music maintains a complex relation to representation of 'the
female,' erotic spectacle, and gendered ethnicity. Sundanese popular and classical
stages have become increasingly a female domain (Williams 1998) and live music
has more and more been conceived of in gendered terms (van Zanten 1989, 1994).

In this presentation I shall look at the interrelationship between the local Sundanese,
the national and the global music, and see how different cultural ideas are represented
in the popular musics of West Java. Further I shall discuss how the popular musics
have been used in negotiating Sundanese reality in this world.

ZANG Yi—bing, China
The Impact of Western Notation to Chinese Music in the 20th Century
The native notational system of Chinese music was the only system used in China for
about two thousand years, dating from the Han Dynasty (206 BC-280 AD) up to just
before the advent of the 20th century. During the 19th century, with the importation
of Western culture, the Western notational system became known in China. This has
had a significant impact to the native notational system. This paper will examine this
cultural phenomenon. I will first discuss the fundamental structure and usage of the
native Chinese notational system before the importation of the Western notational
system. This will be followed by an examination of the process of importation and
adoption of the Western notational system and its impact on Chinese musical culture
in terms of music education, composition, and performance style, as well as native
scholars' reaction to the impact of Western music.

Ziegler, Suzanne, Germany
Back to the Sources—Early Wax Cylinder Recordings of South American Origin
in the Berlin Phonogramm-Archiv
The paper is directly connected with the Berlin wax cylinder project. I will give an
overview on the state of the project and present sound examples from collections of
Th. Koch-Grtinberg (Brazil), W. Kissenberth (Brazil), R. Lehmann-Nitsche
(Argentina), M. Gusinde and W. Koppers (Tierra del Fuego), H. Bruning (Peru), and
K. Preuss (Colombia). Although I am not a specialist in South American music, I
have nevertheless long since noticed that the early sound recordings from South
America, that are being preserved and re-issued in Berlin, play an important role in
the study of contemporary South American musical styles. Together with the material
the history of the recordings, their present state, further perspectives and options for
collaborative work w i l l  be discussed.

Zile, Judy Van, USA
The Public Face of Korean Dance in Hawaii: A Story of Three Women
Korean immigration to Hawaii began in 1903, with subsequent waves of immigrants
contributing to a significant representation among Hawaii's multiethnic community.
As with other immigrant groups, dance came to play a strong role in establishing a
public identity for Koreans.

The author proposes that three women played critical roles in the prominence of
Korean dance in the islands. The story begins with Whang Hae-su, a social worker
who arrived in the islands in 1919 to work at the International Institute of the YWCA.
As part of a nationwide set of institute standards that advocated fostering "old world
festivals" as a way to" freshen homesick hearts" and "re-awaken old memories,"
Whang established classes to teach young children dances of Korea and coordinated
countless programs in diverse contexts to showcase the results of these lessons.

Whang left the islands in 1943, after establishing a strong foundation on which Halla
Pal Huhm, a Korean who married a Hawaii-born Korean-American, could build.
Having trained initially in Japan and Korea in ballet and dance styles growing in
popularity in those countries at the latter part of the first half of the twentieth century,
Huhm eventually returned to older dance forms of her Korean roots. Shortly after
arriving in Hawaii in 1950, she established the longest-lived Korean dance studio in
Honolulu, and her name quickly became synonymous with Korean dance in the islands.

Upon the death of Halla Huhm in 1994, responsibilities for continuing the teaching
and activities of her studio were assumed by Mary Jo Freshley, a Caucasian-American
who had studied extensively with Huhm as well as, on several occasions, with some
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o f the most recognized dancers and dance teachers in Korea.

In this paper the author traces the contributions o f each o f these women to the public 
face o f Korean dance in Hawaii, delineating the different nature o f the role each 
played, the types o f dance each fostered, and the connections each had to Korea both 
before and during activities in Hawaii.

Zubovic, A lm a, Croatia
M usic o f the M uslim  People in  Bosnia and Herzegovina at the Tim e o f the 
O ttom an A dm in istra tion  - M usical Instrum ents
Music o f the inhabitants o f Bosnia and Herzegovina at the time o f the Ottoman 
administration (between the 15th and 19th century) has been researched rarely so far. 
For this reason I started to research this period o f music in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
during my four years o f postgraduate study.
This paper presents a part o f the results from my research on the music o f the Muslim  
people in this region at the time o f the Ottoman administration. The sources from that 
time reveal:
1. The types o f musical instruments that were in use at that time;
2. The way these musical instruments were played;
3. Who made these musical instruments, and details on their construction.
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM

WEDNESDAY JULY 4th, WELCOME RECEPTION
6:00 - 8:30 pm Salão Dourado, Forum de Ciência e Cultura da UFRJ,
Av. Pasteur 250, Praia Vermelha, Urea

THURSDAY, JULY 5th
9:30 - 11:00 Opening Ceremony - Salão Dourado

11:00 - 12:30 Plenary Session - Salão Dourado
Keynote Speaker: Elton Medeiros, “ Samba”

2:30 - 4:00 First Afternoon Sessions

Session 131 -  Salão Pedro Calmon:
Panel
The Politics o f Experience and Interpretation: Reflections on the 
Engagements Between Ethnomusicologists and the Music-Makers They 
Study Organizer: Samuel Araujo, Brazil 
Participants:
Carlos Sandroni, Brazil: “ Feeding Back to the Community: Two Recent 
Ethnomusicological Experiences in the State o f Pernambuco;”  Vincenzo 
Cambria, Brazil: “ The Power o f Representation: The case o f Dilazehnze 
(Ilheus, Bahia);”  Francisca Marques, Brazil: “ Ethnomusicological Research 
and Communitarian Demands; An experience in Cachoeira, Bahia.”

Session 132 -  Salão Moniz de Aragão:
Music and Nationalism in the Pacific 
Chair: Adrienne Kaeppler, USA 
David Hamish, USA
“Contemporary Negotiations in Music Composition in Modem Bali”  
Manolete Mora, Hong Kong/China
“ Intercultural Interactions and the Redeployment o f Music Culture from the 
Philippines Highlands”
Don Niles, Papua New Guinea
“ National Anthem vs. National Song: Politics, Cultural Diversity, and 
Identity in Papua New Guinea”
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11:00 - 12:30 Plenary Session - Salao Dourado
Keynote Speaker: Elton Medeiros, "Samba"

2:30 - 4:00 First Afternoon Sessions

Session 131 — Salao Pedro Calmon:
Panel
The Politics of Experience and Interpretation: Reflections on the
Engagements Between Ethnomusicologists and the Music-Makers They
Study Organizer: Samuel Araujo, Brazil
Participants:
Carlos Sandroni, Brazil: "Feeding Back to the Community: Two Recent
Ethnomusicological Experiences in the State of Pernambuco;" Vincenzo
Cambria, Brazil: "The Power of Representation: The case of Dilazehnze
(Ilheus, Bahia);" Francisca Marques, Brazil: "Ethnomusicological Research
and Communitarian Demands; An experience in Cachoeira, Bahia."

Session 132 — Salao Moniz de Aragdo:
Music and Nationalism in the Pacific
Chair: Adrienne Kaeppler, USA
David Harnish, USA
"Contemporary Negotiations in Music Composition in Modern Bali"
Manolete Mora, Hong Kong/China
"Intercultural Interactions and the Redeployment of Music Culture from the
Philippines Highlands"
Don Niles, Papua New Guinea
"National Anthem vs. National Song: Politics, Cultural Diversity, and
Identity in Papua New Guinea"
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Session 133 -  Sala 206: I ’m Archived: Reports o f Archival Collaboration
Around the World
Chair: Dieter Christensen, USA
Artur Simon, Germany
“ Preserving the Cultural Heritage: A  Dialogue between the Berlin 
Phonogramm-Archiv and Local Communities”
Gisa Jaehnichen, Germany
“ T m  Archived!’ - Preservation o f Traditional Music Practices in Laos” 
Markus Coester, Jamaica
“ New Sounds from Old Sources: Re-discovering Jamaica’s Cultural 
Heritage and History”

Session 134— Sala 232: New Music, Popular Music in Brazil and Beyond 
Chair: Andrew Kaye, USA 
Charles Perrone, USA
“ Bebop, Triphop, Kaos, Chaos: Internationalization in the Origins, 
Practices and Desdobramentos o f Tropicalismo”
Andrew Connell, USA
“ (Re) Imagining brasilidade in Rio de Janeiro: Aquerela Carioca and 
musica instrumental brasileira”
Jonathon Grasse, USA
“ Ethnomusicological Juncture in New Musics o f the 20th Century: 
Adaptive Appropriation and Cross-Cultural Composition”

4:30-6:00 Second Afternoon Sessions

Session 141 -  Salão Pedro Calmon: Panel
Shifting Contexts, Changing Roles: The Relationships between
Researchers and Gypsy Communities
Organizer: Maria Papapavlou, Greece
Participants:
Anca Giurchescu , Denmark: “ Negotiating the Field: Dialogue, 
Intersubjectivity, and the Truthkeeper;” Ursula Hemetek, Austria: “ Identity 
Problems o f Ethnomusicologists w ith M inority Musics;”  Maria 
Papapavlou, Greece: “ The Performance o f Fieldwork: Gitanos and non- 
Gitanos in the Flamenco Context o f Andalusia;”  Svanibor Pettan , 
Slovenia: “ Ethnic Concerns in Hard Times: The Case o f Kosovo Roma”
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Session 142 -  Salão Moniz de Aragão: Samba 
Chair: Marta Ulhoa, Brazil 
Mariana Carneiro da Cunha, Brazil

“ The Transmission o f Musical Knowledge, A Case Study in ‘Mocidade 
Independente de Padre M iguel’ Samba School”
Luciana Prass, Brazil
“The Ethnopedagogy o f Teaching and Learning Music in the Percussion 
Section (bateria)of a Samba School: Research among the ‘Bambas de 
Orgia” ’
Asa Veghed, Sweden
“The Case o f the Samba School in Sweden”

Session 143 -Sala 206: New Problems for Ethnomusicological Sound 
Archives
Chair: Daniel Neuman, USA 
Janet Topp-Fargion, U.K.
“Living Archives, Commercialism, and the Internet: New Problems for 
Ethnomusicological Sound Archives”
Valmont Layne, South A frica
“Elements o f a National Collection for Indigenous Music in South Africa”

Session 144 -Sala 231: The Ethnomusicologist as Actor and Activist
Chair: Krister Malm, Sweden
Patricia Achieng Opondo, South A frica
“ Challenges Faced by the Public Sector Ethnomusicologist When 
Presenting South African Indigenous Music and Dance Groups at Local 
and International Festivals”
Caroline B ithell, U.K.
“The A rt o f Thinking G lobally and Acting Locally: The Professionalization 
o f Musical A ctiv ity in Corsica”
Luis Fernando Hering Coelho, Brazil
“ Music as Merchandise and the Researcher as Mediator”

Evening Program
7:00 pm Concert Orquestra Brasileira de Harpas da UFRJ - Salão Dourado

FRIDAY, JULY 6th
9:00 - 10:30 First Morning Sessions

Session 211 - Salão Pedro Calmon: Panel
Confronting the Past, Shaping the Future: Ethnomusicology, Technology 
and Traditional Music
Organizer: Janet Sturman, USA; discussant: Anthony Seeger, USA
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"The Art of Thinking Globally and Acting Locally: The Professionalization
of Musical Activity in Corsica"
Luis Fernando Hering Coelho, Brazil
"Music as Merchandise and the Researcher as Mediator"

Evening Program
7:00 pm Concert Orquestra Brasileira de Harpas da UFRJ - Salao Dourado

FRIDAY, JULY 6th
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and Traditional Music
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Participants:
Leslie C. Gay, USA: “ Lomax’s saddle recorder and other technological 
mediations: Disclosing technologies in  ethnographic representation;”  Janet 
Sturman, USA: “ Electronic delivery and music use: W ill new technologies 
resurrect old values?”  Robert Bowman, Canada “ The Ethnomusicologist 
and the Music Industry: The Question o f Reissues;”

Session 212 - Salão Moniz de Aragão: Issues in the Study o f the Music o f 
the Rom
Chair: Anca Giurchescu, DenmarK 
Barbara Rose Lange, USA
“ M icrolocal Music: Romani (Gypsy) Churches Go Independent”
Svanibor Pettan, Slovenia
FILM  “ Kosovo: Through the Eyes o f Local Rom Musicians”  (23 min.)

Session 213 -Sala 206: Issues in Research 
Chair: Margaret Sarkissian, USA 
L illis  O Laoire, Ireland
“ Field Work in Common Places: An Ethnographer’s Experiences on Tory 
Island, Ireland”
James Revell Carr, USA
“ Subjective Fieldwork: Dilemmas and Possibilities in Feminist 
Ethnomusicology”
Velika Stojkova, Macedonia
“ The Laments from Mariovo, Republic o f Macedonia”

Session 214 -Sala 231: Dance, Music Ritual, and Identity 
Chair: Acácio Tadeu de Camargo Piedade, Brazil 
Raymond Ammann, Vanuatu
“ Dance and Music o f the Nekowiar Celebration on Tanna Island, Vanuatu”
N AKAM URA Minako and IN A G AK I Norio, Japan
“ The Study on Village Dance Culture in Ammi Island: Ritual Context and
Transmission”
Romerio H. Zeferino Nacimento, Brazil
“ Musical Aspects o f the Tole-Fulni-o: Evidence o f Ethnic Identity”

Session 215 -Sala 232: Study Group on Music Archaeology - Business 
Meeting

11:00 - 12:30 Second Morning Session
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Session 221 - Salão Pedro Calmon: Plenary Session 
Chair: Salwa El-Shawan Castelo Branco, Portugal 
Glaura Lucas, Brazil
“The Music/Ritual Relations Between the Afro-Brazilian Religious Groups 
Congo, Moçambique, and Candombe Within the Brotherhoods o f the Rosary” 
Margarete Arroyo, Brazil 
“ Seamen on the Sea Waves”
Luiz Fernando Lima, Brazil
“ Central and Peripheral Meanings in  Brazilian Pagode”

12:30 - 2:30 Lunch Break

2:30 - 4:00 First Afternoon Sessions

Session 231 -  Salão Pedro Calmon: Panel
Ethnomusicologists and Independent Record Production in Brazil and 
Beyond
Organizer: Tiago de O liveira Pinto, Germany/Brazil 
Participants:
Carlos Andrade, Brazil, Eduardo Muszkat, Brazil, Anthony Seeger, USA, 
Rodolfo Stroeter, Brazil, Benjamin Taubkin, Brazil

Session 232 - Salão Moniz de Aragão: Panel 
Tradition, Modernity, and Identity in the Music o f Recife 
Organizer: John Murphy, USA 
Participants:
Larry Crook, USA, “ Frevo in Mangue Town;”  John Murphy, USA, 
“ Competing Discourses: The Interplay o f Musical Style and Patronage in 
Recife’s New Popular Music Scene;”  Carlos Sandroni, Brazil, “ The 
Destiny o f Joventina: Transformations in the Music o f Recife”

Session 233 - Sala 206: Musical Performances in New Contexts 
Chair: Lorraine Sakata, USA 
Stephen W ild, Australia
“ Reconciliation, Indigenous Music, and the Sydney
Olympics: Musical Politics in a Globally Mediated Extravaganza”
Inna Naroditskaya, USA
“W hirling Dervishes in V irtual Azerbaijan: The Representation o f a 
Displaced Culture”
Bussakorn Sumrongthong, Thailand 
“The King and I: A  Lesson for the Future”
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Session 234 -  Sala 231: Historical Studies 
Chair: Margaret Kartomi 
Hicarian Larry Francis, Singapore 
“ A Historical Introduction to the Malay Gambus”
Henry Johnson, New Zealand
“ Japanese Music Notation During the M e iji Era (1868-1912): Change and 
the Influence o f Nationalism”

Session 235 -  Sala 232: Study Group on Historical Sources o f Traditional 
Music -  Business Meeting. Chair: Suzanne Ziegler, Germany

Session 216 -  Sala 233: Study Group on Ethnochoreology: Round Table 
and Business Meeting. Chair: Anca Giurchescu, Denmark

4:30 - 6:00 p.m.
35TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE ICTM , Salão Pedro Calmon

Evening Program - Escola de Música - UFRJ 
Hugo Zemp, France
“ The Feast -Day o f Tamar and Lashari “
(World Premier o f English Version - 70 minutes)
“ Masters o f the Balafon: Funeral Festivities”
(World Premier o f English Version - 80 minutes)
(Films Open to the Public)

SATURDAY JULY 7th
Cultural programming information to be distributed at the Conference

2:30-6:00 pm - Salão Pedro Calmon
open Meeting to Discuss Forms o f Organization and Interchange among 
Brazilians Studying Traditional Music

SUNDAY, JULY 8th
Free day, tours, jams, on your own

MONDAY, JULY 9th
9:00 - 10:30 First Morning Sessions

Session 311 —  Salão Pedro Calmon: Panel
They Have a Word for “ Music,”  but what is “ Music” ? Revisiting
Ethnomusicological Comparison
Organizer: Rafael Jose de Menezes Bastos, Brazil; discussant: Anthony
Seeger, USA
Participants:
Jean-Michel Beaudet, France: “ Futures o f our Music,”  Don Niles, Papua 
New Guinea: “ Looking W ithin and Beyond Papua New Guinea: The Past, 
Present, and Possible Future o f Musical Comparison;”  Marina Roseman, 
USA: “Engaging the Spirits o f Modernity: The Temiars o f Peninsular 
Malaysia”

Session 312 -  Sala 206: Panel 
Performance and Concepts o f Cultural Space 
Organizer: LEE Tong Soon, UK 
Participants:
TAN Sooi Beng, Malaysia: “ Beautified Cityscapes and Packaged 
‘Traditions’ : Cultural Changes in Georgetown in the 1990s;”  Margaret 
Sarkissian, USA: “ Who Plays What, Where? Manipulating Cultural Space 
in Malacca’s Portuguese Settlements;”  LEE Tong Soon, U .K .:” Chinese 
Street Opera Performance and Cultural Space in Modem Singapore”

Session 313 -  Sala 231: Music, Identity, and Internationalization in Asia 
and the Pacific
Chair: Lawrence Witzleben, China 
Sun Hee Koo, USA
«Musical Identity o f Koreans in Hawaii»
TERAUCHI-KUM ADA Naoko, Japan

“ Okinawan Bon Dance in Hawaii: Internalization o f Exoticism”
Judy Van Zile, USA
«The Public Face o f Korean Dance: A  Story o f Three Women»

Session 314 - Salão Moniz de Aragão: Issues in the Study of South Asian Music 
Chair: N.N.
Matthew Allen, USA
«Opening M y Mouth About M y Teacher and his Family: Discussing the 
Tamil Music
Movement o f the 1940s in South India»
Jose Luiz Martinez, Brazil
«Intertextual Representation in Music and Dance in the Odissi Tradition 
of India»
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Session 234 — Sala 231: Historical Studies
Chair: Margaret Kartomi
Hicarian Larry Francis, Singapore
"A Historical Introduction to the Malay Gambus"
Henry Johnson, New Zealand
"Japanese Music Notation During the Meiji Era (1868-1912): Change and
the Influence of Nationalism"

Session 235 — Sala 232: Study Group on Historical Sources of Traditional
Music — Business Meeting. Chair: Suzanne Ziegler, Germany

Session 216 — Sala 233: Study Group on Ethnochoreology: Round Table
and Business Meeting. Chair: Anca Giurchescu, Denmark

4:30 - 6:00 p.m.
35TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE ICTM, Saldo Pedro Calmon

Evening Program - Escola de Mtisica - UFRJ
Hugo Zemp, France
"The Feast -Day of Tamar and Lashari "
(World Premier of English Version - 70 minutes)
"Masters of the Balafon: Funeral Festivities"
(World Premier of English Version - 80 minutes)
(Films Open to the Public)

SATURDAY JULY 7th
Cultural programming information to be distributed at the Conference

2:30-6:00 pm -  Salao Pedro Calmon
open Meeting to Discuss Forms of Organization and Interchange among
Brazilians Studying Traditional Music

SUNDAY, JULY 8th
Free day, tours, jams, on your own

MONDAY, JULY 9th
9:00 - 10:30 First Morning Sessions

Session 311 — Salk; Pedro Calmon: Panel
They Have a Word for "Music," but what is "Music"? Revisiting
Ethnomusicological Comparison
Organizer: Rafael Jose de Menezes Bastos, Brazil; discussant: Anthony
Seeger, USA
Participants:
Jean-Michel Beaudet, France: "Futures of our Music," Don Niles, Papua
New Guinea: "Looking Within and Beyond Papua New Guinea: The Past,
Present, and Possible Future of Musical Comparison;" Marina Roseman,
USA: "Engaging the Spirits of Modernity: The Temiars of Peninsular
Malaysia"

Session 312 — Sala 206: Panel
Performance and Concepts of Cultural Space
Organizer: LEE Tong Soon, UK
Participants:
TAN Sooi Beng, Malaysia: "Beautified Cityscapes and Packaged
'Traditions': Cultural Changes in Georgetown in the 1990s;" Margaret
Sarkissian, USA: "Who Plays What, Where? Manipulating Cultural Space
in Malacca's Portuguese Settlements;" LEE Tong Soon, U.K.:"Chinese
Street Opera Performance and Cultural Space in Modern Singapore"

Session 313 — Sala 231: Music, Identity, and Internationalization in Asia
and the Pacific
Chair: Lawrence Witzleben, China
Sun Hee Koo, USA
«Musical Identity of Koreans in Hawaii»
TERAUCHI-KUMADA Naoko, Japan

"Okinawan Bon Dance in Hawaii: Internalization of Exoticism"
Judy Van Zile, USA
«The Public Face of Korean Dance: A Story of Three Women»

Session 314 - Salao Moniz de Aragab: Issues in the Study of South Asian Music
Chair: N.N.
Matthew Allen, USA
«Opening My Mouth About My Teacher and his Family: Discussing the
Tamil Music
Movement of the 1940s in South India»
Jose Luiz Martinez, Brazil
«Intertextual Representation in Music and Dance in the Odissi Tradition
of India»
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Laxmi G.Tewari, USA
«Indian Music in the 20th Century»

Session 315 - Sala 232: Music and Technology: Radio and Other Mass Media 
Chair: Tiago de O liveira Pinto, Brazil 
Marita Fornaro-Diaz, Uruguay
“ Murgas and Technology: Evolution o f the Relationships o f Presence/ 
Absence during the 
20th Century”
Nancy Hao-Ming Chao (Chin), Taiwan
“Rethinking ‘Education,’ ‘Transmission,’ and ‘Preservation’ o f Traditional 
Music and Mass Media in Taiwan”
Janete El Haouli, Brazil
«A Escuta das Tradições no Radio (Listening to Traditions on the Radio)»

11:00 - 12:30 Second Morning Sessions

Session 321 -  Salão Pedro Calmon: Panel
Documenting Garifuna Identity: Collaborative Efforts Between
Researchers and the Community
Organized by O liver Greene
Participants:
O liver Greene, USA: «Documenting Garifuna Identity: Collaborative 
Efforts Between Researchers and the Community;» Andrea Leland, USA: 
«The Garifuna Journey;» Malcolm Boyd Servio-Mariano, Belize.

Session 322 -  Salão Moniz de Aragão: The World o f Popular Music 
Practice in the North East o f Brazil 
Chair: John Murphy 
Angela Luehning, Brazil
“The World of Popular Music Practice in Salvador, Brazil from 1900 to 1950” 
Gustavo Pacheco, Brazil
“ Musical Idioms from the Tambor de Mina o f Maranhão, Northern Brazil”

Session 323: Sala 231: Issues in the Study o f the Music o f East Asia 
Chair: John Lawrence Witzleben, China 
YANG Min-kang, China
«Christmas Ritual Music o f the Lisu Ethnic Nationality in Yunan: Past and 
Present»
YO SHIZAKI K iyotom i, Japan
“Trends o f new composition in Hôgaku (Traditional Japanese Music) after
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the Second World War: The Case o f Ko-ô (Call and Response) by 
KineyaSeihô (1914-1996)”

Session 324 -  Sala 206: Immigrant Traditions in  Brazil
Chair: Elizabeth Travassos, Brazil
Elza Hatsumi Tsuzuki, Brazil
«The Course o f the Noh Theatre in Brazil»
Alice Lum i Satomi, Brazil
«Okinawan’s Music and Cohesion in São Paulo»
Daniel Spitalnik, Brazil
’’Jewish Music: Narrated Experiences in Brazil»

Session 325 -  Sala 232: Issues in  Latin Dance 
Chair: Carlo B onfig lio li, Mexico 
Katrin Lengwinat, Venezuela
«The Joropo o f Central Venezela and Change in  the 20th Century»
Adriana Cruz Manjarrez, USA
«It Goes Beyond the Borders: The Bailes Serranos in Los Angeles, an 
Immigrant Tradition from Oaxacan Highland to California»
Arturo Gutierrez del Angel, Mexico
«The ‘M itote’ Dances: A  System o f Representations Between the Coras 
and the Huichols o f ‘El Gran Nayar,’ Mexico»

Session 326 - Sala 233: Study Group on Music and Minorities - Business Meeting 

2:30 - 4:00 First Afternoon Sessions

Session 331 - Salão Pedro Calmon: Panel
Popular Music in Indonesia: Media, Power Structures, and Shifting Identities

Organizer: Wim van Zanten, The Netherlands 
Participants:
Bart Barendregt, The Netherlands: «The Sound o f Longing Home: 
Redefining Minang-ness through Popular Musics;» Paula Bos, The 
Netherlands, “ Popular Music and Nagi Identity in Flores, Eastern 
Indonesia;”  W im van Zanten, The Netherlands: «Sundanese Popular Music”

Session 332 -Sala 206: Music, Merchandise, and Identity
Chair: Ole Reitov, Denmark
Heather Sparling and Chris McDonald, Canada
“ Interpretations o f Tradition: Transforming Gaelic Song into Celtic Pop”
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Laxmi G.Tewari, USA
«Indian Music in the 20th Century»

the Second World War: The Case of Ko-6 (Call and Response) by
ICineyaSeiho (1914-1996)"

Session 315 - Sala 232: Music and Technology: Radio and Other Mass Media
Chair: Tiago de Oliveira Pinto, Brazil
Marita Fornaro-Diaz, Uruguay
"Murgas and Technology: Evolution of the Relationships of Presence/
Absence during the
20th Century"
Nancy Hao-Ming Chao (Chin), Taiwan
"Rethinking `Education,' Transmission,' and 'Preservation' of Traditional
Music and Mass Media in Taiwan"
Janete El Haouli, Brazil
«A Escuta das Traditions no Radio (Listening to Traditions on the Radio)»

11:00 - 12:30 Second Morning Sessions

Session 321 — Salao Pedro Calmon: Panel
Documenting Garifuna Identity: Collaborative Efforts Between
Researchers and the Community
Organized by Oliver Greene
Participants:
Oliver Greene, USA: «Documenting Garifuna Identity: Collaborative
Efforts Between Researchers and the Community:» Andrea Leland, USA:
«The Garifuna Journey:» Malcolm Boyd Servio-Mariano, Belize.

Session 322 — Salao Moniz de Aragab: The World of Popular Music
Practice in the North East of Brazil
Chair: John Murphy
Angela Luehning, Brazil
"The World of Popular Music Practice in Salvador, Brazil from 1900 to 1950"
Gustavo Pacheco, Brazil
"Musical Idioms from the Tambor de Mina of Maranhao, Northern Brazil"

Session 323: Sala 231: Issues in the Study of the Music of East Asia
Chair: John Lawrence Witzleben, China
YANG Min-kang, China
«Christmas Ritual Music of the Lisu Ethnic Nationality in Yunan: Past and
Present»
YOSHIZAKI Kiyotomi, Japan
"Trends of new composition in Hogaku (Traditional Japanese Music) after

Session 324 — Sala 206: Immigrant Traditions in Brazil
Chair: Elizabeth Travassos, Brazil
Elza Hatsumi Tsuzuki, Brazil
«The Course of the Noh Theatre in Brazil»
Alice Lumi Satomi, Brazil
«Okinawan's Music and Cohesion in Sao Paulo»
Daniel Spitalnik, Brazil
"Jewish Music: Narrated Experiences in Brazil»

Session 325 — Sala 232: Issues in Latin Dance
Chair: Carlo Bonfiglioli, Mexico
Katrin Lengwinat, Venezuela
«The Joropo of Central Venezela and Change in the 20th Century»
Adriana Cruz Manjarrez, USA
«It Goes Beyond the Borders: The Bailes Serranos in Los Angeles, an
Immigrant Tradition from Oaxacan Highland to California»
Arturo Gutierrez del Angel, Mexico
«The `Mitotes Dances: A System of Representations Between the Coras
and the Huichols of `El Gran Nayar,' Mexico»

Session 326 - Sala 233: Study Group on Music and Minorities - Business Meeting

2:30 - 4:00 First Afternoon Sessions

Session 331 - Salao Pedro Calmon: Panel
Popular Music in Indonesia: Media, Power Structures, and Shifting Identities

Organizer: Wim van Zanten, The Netherlands
Participants:
Bart Barendregt, The Netherlands: «The Sound of Longing Home:
Redefining Minang-ness through Popular Musics;» Paula Bos, The
Netherlands, "Popular Music and Nagi Identity in Flores, Eastern
Indonesia;" Wim van Zanten, The Netherlands: «Sundanese Popular Music"

Session 332 —Sala 206: Music, Merchandise, and Identity
Chair: Ole Reitov, Denmark
Heather Sparling and Chris McDonald, Canada
"Interpretations of Tradition: Transforming Gaelic Song into Celtic Pop"
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Daniell Bendrups, Australia
“ The Role o f ‘Latin ’ Popular Music (and Dance) in the Continuing 
Formation o f M igrant Cultural Identities in  Australia”

Session 333 -  Salão Moniz de Aragão: Participatory Action Research 
Chair: Stephen W ild 
Gage Averill, USA:
«Reinterpreting the Alan and Elizabeth Lomax Haitian Expedition, 1936-7» 
Angela Impey, South A frica
«Culture, Conservation, and Community Reconstructions: Explorations in 
Participatory Action Research and Ethnomusicology in Dukuduku»

Session 334 -  Sala 231: Issues in the Study o f Indigenous Music o f Brazil 
and Argentina
Chair: Jean-Michel Beaudet, France 
Irma Ruiz, Argentina
«Mbyá Cosmology and its Representation in the Daily Rituals Seen 
Through Its Musical Performance»
Miguel Angel Garcia, Argentina
“ Making Culture Coherent: Nomadism, Contingency and Music in W ichi 
Society”
Rosangela Pereira de Tugny, Brazil
“ Memory and the Tape-Recorder: Kanarmá in Belo Horizonte”

Session 335 -  Sala 232: Studies in Urban Music in Brazil 
Chair: Samuel Araujo, Brazil 
Agostinho Jorge de Lima, Brazil
’’Traditional Music and the Rabeca Tradition in Northestem Brazil”
Márcio Mattos Aragão Madeira, Brazil
“ The ‘Forró’ in Ceara: An Urban Musical Genre”
Rosa Maria Barbosa Zamith, Brazil
“ The Double Course o f Immigrants’ Song and Dance: The Case o f the 
Quadrilha in Rio de Janeiro”

Session 336— Sala 233: Film  Session on the Garifuna, Belize
Chair: O liver N. Greene
“ The Garifuna Journey”  by Andrea Leland
“Wanaragua: The John Canoe Ritual o f Belize”  (Work in Progress by 
O liver N. Greene)
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4 -3 0  - 6:00 Second Afternoon Sessions

Session 341 -  Salão Pedro Calmon: Panel
Returning to the Source: Hispanic Music from the Americas in the 
Reconstruction o f Cultural Identity 
Organizer: Janet Sturman, USA 
Participants:
Oscar Macchioni, USA: “ The Reception o f the Tango in Argentina and 
beyond;”  Lizary Rodrigues Rios, USA: “ The Plena and its Role in Defining 
Contemporary Puerto Rican Identity;”  Estabilez Gastesi, USA: “ Basque 
American Music and its role in defining identity in the Basque Country”

Session 342 -  Sala 206: Issues in  W riting about Music 
Chair: Tim Rice, USA 
Marc-Antoine Camp, Switzerland 
“Ethnomusicology and Practical Music Criticism ”
Pandora Hopkins, USA 
“M igration o f Musical Thought”

Session 343 -  Sala 231: Theoretical Studies 
Chair: Suzel Reily, UK 
Joseph Jordania, Australia
“ Comparative, Non-Comparative, Interdisciplinary and Multidisciplinary 
Approaches: Case Study o f Choral Singing Research”
Eduardo Pires Rosse, Brazil 
“ Reflections about Vision”
Talila Eliram, Israel
“New Trends in Musical Analysis o f a Folk Music Corpus”

Session 344 - Salão Moniz de Aragão: Global Music and Local Realities 
Chair: Rafael José de Menezes Bastos, Brazil 
Kai Fikentscher, USA
“ From Local Hero to Global Ambassador and Back: The Loop(s) o f North 
American DJ Culture”
Eric Galm, USA
“ A Volta do Nosso Mundo: Capoeira in the Northeastern United States”  
Juniper H ill, USA
“Global Travel and the Return Home: Money, Creative Exploration and 
Protecting the Indigenous Other in Andean Music”
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Daniell Bendrups, Australia
"The Role of 'Latin' Popular Music (and Dance) in the Continuing
Formation of Migrant Cultural Identities in Australia"

Session 333 — Sala° Moniz de Aragio: Participatory Action Research
Chair: Stephen Wild
Gage Averill, USA:
«Reinterpreting the Alan and Elizabeth Lomax Haitian Expedition, 1936-7»
Angela Impey, South Africa
«Culture, Conservation, and Community Reconstructions: Explorations in
Participatory Action Research and Ethnomusicology in Dulcudulcu»

Session 334 — Sala 231: Issues in the Study of Indigenous Music of Brazil
and Argentina
Chair: Jean-Michel Beaudet, France
Irma Ruiz, Argentina
«Mbya Cosmology and its Representation in the Daily Rituals Seen
Through Its Musical Performance»
Miguel Angel Garcia, Argentina
"Making Culture Coherent: Nomadism, Contingency and Music in Wichi
Society"
Rosangela Pereira de Tugny, Brazil
"Memory and the Tape-Recorder: Kanarma in Belo Horizonte"

Session 335 — Sala 232: Studies in Urban Music in Brazil
Chair: Samuel Araujo, Brazil
Agostinho Jorge de Lima, Brazil
"Traditional Music and the Rabeca Tradition in Northestern Brazil"
Marcio Mattos Aragat Madeira, Brazil
"The To n t '  in Ceara: An Urban Musical Genre"
Rosa Maria Barbosa Zamith, Brazil
"The Double Course of Immigrants' Song and Dance: The Case of the
Quadrilha in Rio de Janeiro"

Session 336—Sala 233: Film Session on the Garifuna, Belize
Chair: Oliver N. Greene
"The Garifuna Journey" by Andrea Leland
"Wanaragua: The John Canoe Ritual of Belize" (Work in Progress by
Oliver N. Greene)

4:30 - 6:00 Second Afternoon Sessions

Session 341 — Saldo Pedro Calmon: Panel
Returning to the Source: Hispanic Music from the Americas in the
Reconstruction of Cultural Identity
Organizer: Janet Sturman, USA
Participants:
Oscar Macchioni, USA: "The Reception of the Tango in Argentina and
beyond;" Lizary Rodrigues Rios, USA: "The Plena and its Role in Defining
Contemporary Puerto Rican Identity;" Estabilez Gastesi, USA: "Basque
American Music and its role in defining identity in the Basque Country"

Session 342 — Sala 206: Issues in Writing about Music
Chair: Tim Rice, USA
Marc-Antoine Camp, Switzerland
"Ethnomusicology and Practical Music Criticism"
Pandora Hopkins, USA
"Migration of Musical Thought"

Session 343 — Sala 231: Theoretical Studies
Chair: Suzel Reily, UK
Joseph Jordania, Australia
"Comparative, Non-Comparative, Interdisciplinary and Multidisciplinary
Approaches: Case Study of Choral Singing Research"
Eduardo Pires Rosse, Brazil
"Reflections about Vision"
Talila Eliram, Israel
"New Trends in Musical Analysis of a Folk Music Corpus"

Session 344 - Sarno Moniz de Aragdo: Global Music and Local Realities
Chair: Rafael Jose de Menezes Bastos, Brazil
Kai Fikentscher, USA
"From Local Hero to Global Ambassador and Back: The Loop(s) of North
American DJ Culture"
Eric Galm, USA
"A Volta do Nosso Mundo: Capoeira in the Northeastern United States"
Juniper Hill, USA
"Global Travel and the Return Home: Money, Creative Exploration and
Protecting the Indigenous Other in Andean Music"
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Session 345 -  Sala 232: Music and Film  
Chair: Hugo Zemp, France 
Andrew Kaye, USA
“ Film  and Its Role in Ethnocultural Analysis: An Overview”
Laurent M. Venot, France
“The Relationships Between Filmmaker and Communities”
Hugo Zemp, France, commentator

Session 346 -  Sala 233: MEETING OF LIASON OFFICERS AND 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE CHAIRS

TUESDAY JULY 10th
9:00 - 10:30 First Morning Sessions

Session 411 -  Sala 232: Mediating Sounds:
Chair: Leslie Gay, USA 
Beverley Diamond, Canada
“ Producing ‘Indigenous Sound’ : Native Americans and Sami in the 
Recording Studio”
Lorraine Sakata, USA
“ Mediating Sounds in the Songs o f Nusrat Fateh A li Khan: From Local 
Shrines to International Markets”

Session 412 -  Sala 206: Old Songs in New Places 
Chair: Gage Averill, USA 
Triyono Bramantyo, Indonesia 
«Portuguese Elements in Indonesia’s Folk Tunes»
Omar D. Corrado, Argentina
«From the Alps to the Pampas: Piedmontese Songs in Santa Fe, Argentina» 

Matthias Stoeckli, Guatemala 
«Latin Chants in the Guatemalan Highlands»

Session 413 -Sala 231: Issues in Chinese Music 
Chair: Marianna Broecker, Germany 
WANG Yaohua, China
“ Taxonomic Hierarchies o f Musicological Subjects”
ZANG Yi-bing, China
«The Impact o f Western Notation to Chinese Music in the 20th Century»

Session 414 -Salão Pedro Calmon: Music in New Contexts 
Chair: Elizabeth Lucas, Brazil

Coriun Aharonian, Uruguay 
«Technology for the Resistance»
Maria Manuel Silva, Portugal
“Music in East Timorese Communities in the Lisbon Metropolitan Area”  
TSUKADA Kenichi, Japan
“ H ighlife in the Royal Drum Ensemble: A  Tradition ‘Popularized’ in 
Postcolonial Ghana”
Session 415 -  Salão Moniz de Aragão: Successes and Challenges in
Archival Preservation
Chair: Gisa Jaehnichen, Germany
Suzanne Ziegler, Germany
“ Back to the Sources— Early Wax Cylinder Recordings o f South American 
Origin in the Berlin Phonogramm-Archiv”
Nadja Wallaszkovits, Austria
“Audiovisual Sources in Danger - Safeguarding the Ethnomusicological Heritage”

11:00 - 12:30 Second Morning Sessions

Session 421 - Salão Pedro Calmon: Panel 
The Censorship o f Music: Forms and Effects 
Organizer: Krister Malm, Sweden 
Participants:
Roberto Moura, Brazil; Svanibor Pettan, Slovenia; Ole Reitov, Denmark, 
and Edwin Seroussi, Israel

Session 422 — Salão Moniz de Aragão: Global Dances from Local Traditions 
Chair: Andree Grau, U.K.
Sergio Navarrete Pellicer, Mexico
“The Zarabanda: A History o f Popular Dance Music”
Jõrgen Torp, Germany
‘Tangos: Between Africa, Iberia, and Latin America”
Carlo B onfig lio li, Mexico
“From the General to the Specific and Back in the Anthropology o f Dance 
(De lo general a lo especifico y vice-versa en la antropologia de la danza)”

Session 423 -  Sala 206: Music and Religion in Brazil 
Chair: Jean-Michel Beaudet 
Marcelo F iorini, USA
“Music, Sentiment, and Memory: A  Nimbiquara Religion”
Xavier Vatin, France
"Music, Trance, and Religion in Bahia”
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Session 345 — Sala 232: Music and Film
Chair: Hugo Zemp, France
Andrew Kaye, USA
"Film and Its Role in Ethnocultural Analysis: An Overview"
Laurent M. Venot, France
"The Relationships Between Filmmaker and Communities"
Hugo Zemp, France, commentator

Session 346 — Sala 233: MEETING OF LIASON OFFICERS AND
NATIONAL COMMITTEE CHAIRS

TUESDAY JULY 10th
9:00 - 10:30 First Morning Sessions

Session 411 — Sala 232: Mediating Sounds:
Chair: Leslie Gay, USA
Beverley Diamond, Canada
"Producing 'Indigenous Sound': Native Americans and Sami in the
Recording Studio"
Lorraine Sakata, USA
"Mediating Sounds in the Songs of Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan: From Local
Shrines to International Markets"

Session 412 — Sala 206: Old Songs in New Places
Chair: Gage Averill, USA
Triyono Bramantyo, Indonesia
«Portuguese Elements in Indonesia's Folk Tunes*
Omar D. Corrado, Argentina
«From the Alps to the Pampas: Piedmontese Songs in Santa Fe, Argentina»

Matthias Stoeckli, Guatemala
«Latin Chants in the Guatemalan Highlands»

Session 413 —Sala 231: Issues in Chinese Music
Chair: Marianna Broecker, Germany
WANG Yaohua, China
"Taxonomic Hierarchies of Musicological Subjects"
ZANG Yi-bing, China
«The Impact of Western Notation to Chinese Music in the 20th Century»

Session 414 —Salao Pedro Calmon: Music in New Contexts
Chair: Elizabeth Lucas, Brazil

Coriun Aharonian, Uruguay
«Technology for the Resistance*
Maria Manuel Silva, Portugal
"Music in East Timorese Communities in the Lisbon Metropolitan Area"
TSUKADA Kenichi, Japan
"Highlife in the Royal Drum Ensemble: A Tradition 'Popularized' in
Postcolonial Ghana"
Session 415 — Salao Moniz de Aragao: Successes and Challenges in
Archival Preservation
Chair: Gisa Jaehnichen, Germany
Suzanne Ziegler, Germany
"Back to the Sources—Early Wax Cylinder Recordings of South American
Origin in the Berlin Phonogramm-Archiv"
Nadja Wallaszkovits, Austria
"Audiovisual Sources in Danger - Safeguarding the Ethnomusicological Heritage"

11:00 - 12:30 Second Morning Sessions

Session 421 -  Salk) Pedro Calmon: Panel
The Censorship of Music: Forms and Effects
Organizer: Krister Maim, Sweden
Participants:
Roberto Moura, Brazil; Svanibor Pettan, Slovenia; Ole Reitov, Denmark,
and Edwin Seroussi, Israel

Session 422 — Salao Moniz de Aragao: Global Dances from Local Traditions
Chair: Andree Grau, U.K.
Sergio Navarrete Pellicer, Mexico
"The Zarabanda: A History of Popular Dance Music"
Jorgen Torp, Germany
"Tangos: Between Africa, Iberia, and Latin America"
Carlo Bonfiglioli, Mexico
"From the General to the Specific and Back in the Anthropology of Dance
(De lo general a lo especifico y vice-versa en la antropologia de la danza)"

Session 423 — Sala 206: Music and Religion in Brazil
Chair: Jean-Michel Beaudet
Marcelo Fiorini, USA
"Music, Sentiment, and Memory: A Nimbiquara Religion"
Xavier Vatin, France
"Music, Trance, and Religion in Bahia"
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Session 424 -  Sala 231: Music, M inorities and Ethnomusicologists 
Chair: Ursula Hemetek, Austria 
Lise Waxer, Canada/USA
“ Golpe de Currulao: Black Music and Resistance on Colombia’s Pacific Coast”  
Marcia Ostashewski, Canada
“Ethnomusicology and Identity Studies: Who Are/Am You/I Looking At?” 
Sherry A. Johnson, Canada
“ ’You Know What I Mean’— But Do I?: Negotiating Insider/Outsider-ness”

Session 425 -  Sala 232: Overtones and Classical Music Theory 
Chair: W im van Zanten, The Netherlands 
Tran Quang Hai, France
“ Overtones vs. Undertones: A  Case o f Throat Singing in Tuva Kargyraa 
style and Xhosa Umngqokolo Ngomqangi Style”
Gretel Schworer-Kohl, Germany
“ Receptions o f Classical Music Theory in the M iddle Ages: The Greek, 
Arabian, Latin versus the Indian, Ceylonese, Burmese Chain— A Cross 
Cultural Comparison”

2:30 - 4:00 First Afternoon Sessions

Session 431 -  Salão Pedro Calmon: Panel
Recent Ethnomusicological Research in Indigenous Societies from the 
South American Lowlands - Part I 
Organizer: Acácio Tadeu de Camargo Piedade, Brazil 
Participants:
Maria Ignez Cruz M ello, Brazil: “ Music, Myth, and Gender among the 
Wauja Indians from the Upper X ingu;”  M axim iliano Carneiro da Cunha, 
USA: “Toante: Sacred Music o f the Pankararu Indians;”  Deise Lucy 
O liveira Montardo, Brazil: “ Guarani Music: An Ethnography o f Jeroky;”

Session 432 -  Salão Moniz de Aragão: Panel
Ancient Music o f Israel/Palestine: What are the Sources and How Should 
We Treat Them?
Organizer Theodore Burgh, USA; Respondent: Hugh R. Page, USA 
Participants:
Joachim Braun, Israel: “The Reconstruction o f the Musical Culture o f 
Ancient Israel/Palestine (A IP );”  W illiam  G. Dever, USA: “ Cross Cultural 
Studies in Near Eastern Archaeology: Problems and Possibilities;”  Regina 
Randhofer, Germany: “ From Present to Past. A  New Approach to Music in 
Jewish and Christian Ritual”
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Session 433 —  Sala 206: Dance, Revival, and Identity 
Chair: Jonathan Stock, UK 
Egil Bakka, Norway
“ Traditional Dance on the Marketplace o f Revival”
Andree Grau, U.K.
“ Negotiating Cultural Identity Through Dance”
Irene Loutzaki, Greece
“ Music Patrons and Dance Clients”

Session 434 -  Sala 231: Methodological Issues 
Chair: Beverly Diamond, Canada 
Steven Brown, Sweden
“ Musical Universais: Overcoming Musicology’s W all o f Skepticism”
Nathalie Femando-Marandola, France
“New Perspectives fo r Interactive Field Experiments”
Jukka Louhivuori, Finland
“ Cognitive Foundations o f Categorizing Folk Music— Methodological 
Considerations”

Session 435 -Sala 232: Issues in the Music o f Asia 
Chair: John Lawrence Witzleben, China 
Chalermsak Pikulsri, Thailand
“ Musical Instruments in the Tipitaka (Early Buddhist Texts)”
SO In-hwa, Korea
“The Present Broadcasting o f Korean Popular Traditional Music and Its 
Future”
Feizulla Karomatli, Uzbekistan
“Common Sources o f Musical Traditions in the Middle East and Central Asia”

Session 436 -Sala 233: Multimedia Demonstration
Marcia Ostashewski, Canada
“Western Canadian Ukrainian Social Dance”

4:30 - 6:00 Second Afternoon Sessions
Session 441 - Salão Pedro Calmon: Panel
Recent Ethnomusicological Research in Indigenous Societies from the
South American Lowlands - Part II
Organizer: Acácio Tadeu de Camargo Piedade, Brazil
Participants:
Acácio Tadeu de Camargo Piedade, Brazil: “ Tukano Music;”  Domingos 
Bueno da Silva, Brazil: “ Reflexões sobre o J ijiti: um Cordofone de
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Session 424 — Sala 231: Music, Minorities and Ethnomusicologists
Chair: Ursula Hemetek, Austria
Lise Waxer, Canada/USA
"Golpe de Cumilao: Black Music and Resistance on Colombia's Pacific Coast"
Marcia Ostashewski, Canada
"Ethnomusicology and Identity Studies: Who Are/Am You/I Looking At?"
Sherry A. Johnson, Canada
"'You Know What I Mean'—But Do I?: Negotiating Insider/Outsider-ness"

Session 425 — Sala 232: Overtones and Classical Music Theory
Chair: Wim van Zanten, The Netherlands
Tran Quang Hai, France
"Overtones vs. Undertones: A Case of Throat Singing in Tuva Kargyraa
style and Xhosa Urrmgqokolo Ngomqangi Style"
Gretel Schworer-Kohl, Germany
"Receptions of Classical Music Theory in the Middle Ages: The Greek,
Arabian, Latin versus the Indian, Ceylonese, Burmese Chain—A Cross
Cultural Comparison"

2:30 - 4:00 First Afternoon Sessions

Session 431 — Salk Pedro Calmon: Panel
Recent Ethnomusicological Research in Indigenous Societies from the
South American Lowlands -  Part I
Organizer: Ack io Tadeu de Camargo Piedade, Brazil
Participants:
Maria Ignez Cruz Mello, Brazil: "Music, Myth, and Gender among the
Wauja Indians from the Upper Xingu;" Maximiliano Carneiro da Cunha,
USA: "Toante: Sacred Music of the Pankararu Indians;" Deise Lucy
Oliveira Montardo, Brazil: "Guarani Music: An Ethnography of Jeroky;"

Session 432 — Salk) Moniz de Aragao: Panel
Ancient Music of Israel/Palestine: What are the Sources and How Should
We Treat Them?
Organizer Theodore Burgh, USA; Respondent: Hugh R. Page, USA
Participants:
Joachim Braun, Israel: "The Reconstruction of the Musical Culture of
Ancient Israel/Palestine (AIP);" William G. Dever, USA: "Cross Cultural
Studies in Near Eastern Archaeology: Problems and Possibilities;" Regina
Randhofer, Germany: "From Present to Past. A New Approach to Music in
Jewish and Christian Ritual"
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Session 433 — Sala 206: Dance, Revival, and Identity
Chair: Jonathan Stock, UK
Egil Bakka, Norway
"Traditional Dance on the Marketplace of Revival"
Andree Grau, U.K.
"Negotiating Cultural Identity Through Dance"
Irene Loutzaki, Greece
"Music Patrons and Dance Clients"

Session 434 — Sala 231: Methodological Issues
Chair: Beverly Diamond, Canada
Steven Brown, Sweden
"Musical Universals: Overcoming Musicology's Wall of Skepticism"
Nathalie Fernando-Marandola, France
"New Perspectives for Interactive Field Experiments"
Jukka Louhivuori, Finland
"Cognitive Foundations of Categorizing Folk Music—Methodological
Considerations"

Session 435 —Sala 232: Issues in the Music of Asia
Chair: John Lawrence Witzleben, China
Chalermsak Pikulsri, Thailand
"Musical Instruments in the Tipitaka (Early Buddhist Texts)"
SO In-hwa, Korea
"The Present Broadcasting of Korean Popular Traditional Music and Its
Future"
Feizulla Karomatli, Uzbekistan
"Common Sources of Musical Traditions in the Middle East and Central Asia"

Session 436 —Sala 233: Multimedia Demonstration
Marcia Ostashewski, Canada
"Western Canadian Ukrainian Social Dance"

4:30 - 6:00 Second Afternoon Sessions
Session 441 - Salk Pedro Calmon: Panel
Recent Ethnomusicological Research in Indigenous Societies from the
South American Lowlands - Part II
Organizer: Ackio Tadeu de Camargo Piedade, Brazil
Participants:
Ackio Tadeu de Camargo Piedade, Brazil: "Tukano Music;" Domingos
Bueno da Silva, Brazil: "Reflexoes sobre o Jijiti: um Cordofone de
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Ressoador Craniano Aruak;”  Guilherme Werlang, U.K.: “ The Ontological 
Grounds of the Interrelations between Native Music, Myth, History and Cosmos”

Session 442 -  Salão Moniz de Aragão: National Symbols and Music 
Chair: Don Niles, Papua New Guinea 
Suzel Ana Reily, U.K.
“The Tupi’s Lute: The making o f a Brazilian National Symbol”
Timothy Rice, USA
“The Attenuation o f Bulgarian Nationalism Through Mediated Music and 
Dance Performances”
Samuel M ello Araujo, Jr., Brazil
“ Echo and Innovation: Guerra-Peixe’s critical stance vis-avis the Impact o f 
Comparative Musicology in Brazil”

Session 443 -  Sala 206: New Trends in Critical Analysis 
Chair: N.N.
Tuomas Eerola, Finland
“ A Method for Comparative Analysis o f Folk Music Based on Musical 
Feature Extraction and Neural Networks”
Tsan-Huang Tsai, U.K.
“ Old Methods, New Approaches: Re-examining The Material Culture of 
Musical instruments—The Case o f the Guqin Chinese Seven-Stringed Zither”

Session 444 -  Sala 231: The Effect o f Technology on Music 
Chair: Krister Malm, Sweden 
Matthias Bostrom, Sweden
’’When the ‘fo lk ’ Recorded Themselves 100 Years Ago, What Did They 
Record: Aspects o f Swedish Private Cylinder Phonograph Recordings from 
the Turn o f the Nineteenth Century.”
SHEEN Dae-cheol, Korea
“The Advent o f Discology: A  New Branch o f Korean Musicology”
Guiliana Fugazzotto, Italy
“ S icilian’s Music on 78 rpm Records made in USA: From Tradition to 
Contamination”

Session 445 -  Sala 232: Issues in the Study o f the Music o f Europe 
Chair: Svanibor Pettan, Slovenia 
Alma Zubovic, Croatia
“ Music o f the M uslim  People in Bosnia and Herzegovina at the Time o f the 
Ottoman Administration - Musical Instruments”
Ardian Ahmedaja, Austria

"Cross-Cultural Comparisons: A Study on the Relationship between 
Albanian Folk Songs and Byzantine Chant”
Marcos Branda Lacerda, Brazil 
“ Yoruba Sacred Music and the Barform”

WEDNESDAY, JULY 11th

9:00 - 10:30 First Morning Sessions
Session 511 -  Salão Pedro Calmon: Panel
The Relationships between Researchers and the Communities They Study
Organizer: James Makubuya, USA
Participants:
James Isabirye, Uganda: “ The ‘Omuvangano’ M ulti-cultural Festival: A 
Challenge but Profitable Experience” ; Geoffrey Twine Matsiko, Uganda: 
“Field Research &  Community Responsibilities: Can We Handle Both?” ; 
James Makubuya, USA: “ Endongo (bowl lyre) o f the Baganda: Better 
Extinct than Different?”

Session 512 -  Sala 206: Studies in the Music o f East Asia 
Chair: Manolete Mora, China 
YANG Mu, Australia
“ Hybridity as a Source o f Innovation in Local Chinese Religion: The Case 
o f Festival in Fujian Province”
O KAZAKI Yoshiko, Japan
“Hymn Composition in Indigenous Style: How Can I Comment on This?”
Y I Sora, Korea
“ My Relationship w ith the Farming Song Communities o f Yechon, Korea”

Session 513 -  Salão M oniz de Aragão: Music, Curing, Education, and 
Tourism
Chair: Patricia Achieng Opondo, South A frica 
Diane J. Thram, South A frica
“Therapeutic Efficacy o f Music Making: Neglected Aspect o f Human 
Experience Integral to Performance Process”
Kajsa Paulsson, Sweden
“ Let A  Thousand Panpipes Sound: Swedish Schoolchildren’s Meeting w ith 
Folkmusic and some Reflections on Personal Involvement in Production” 
Lawrence Witzleben, China
“ M ulti-Ethnic Tourist Performances in Folk Cultural “ Villages”  in 

Shenzhen, China, and Sarawak, Malaysia”
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Session 514 -  Sala 232: Workshop on Archival Preservation Techniques - Part I 
Nadja Wallaszkovitz, Austria, Vienna Phonogramm-Archiv

11:00 - 12:30 Second Morning Sessions

Session 521 -  Salão Pedro Calmon: Research in Music o f the M iddle East 
and Beyond
Chair: YAM AGUTI Osamu, Japan 
Margaret Kartomi, Australia
“ Babylonian/Baghdadi Liturgical Music in Locations Along the Southern 
Asian-Jewish Diaspora Route from around 1790 to the Present”
Edwin Seroussi, Israel
“ Saved by The Media: Reflections on the survival o f the Judeo-Spanish Song”  
Saida Daukeyeva, Kazakhstan
“ The Genesis O f Music Theory in the Arab-Muslim  East (IX -X I 
Centuries)”

Session 522 -  Salão Moniz de Aragão: Folk Music Rediscovered 
Chair: Egil Bakka, Norway 
Elizabeth Travassos, Brazil 
“ Folk Music Rediscovered”
Roberta Lana de Alencastre Ceva, Brazil
“The ‘University Forro Movement’ in Rio de Janeiro: An Anthropological Reading” 
Jack Bishop, USA
“ Just as Sweet the Second Time Around: The Re-popularization o f Baião”

Session 523 -  Sala 206: Studies o f Boi-Bumba in Brazil 
Chair: John Murphy, USA 
Maria Laura Viveiros de Castro Cavalcanti, Brazil 
“ The Songs o f the Boi-Bumba o f Parintins”
Katherine MacDonald, Canada
“ Boi-Bumba: Popular Music o f an Isolated Community”

Session 524 -  Sala 232: Workshop on Archival Preservation Techniques - 
Part II
Nadja Wallaszkovitz, Austria, Vienna Phonogramm-Archiv

12:30 - 1:00 p.m. CLOSING SESSION 
Salão Dourado
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